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Imroductic

been unaware of the foundation of the genus Sagitta by Quoy and Gaimard some five years

previously, and he made up for it in a short note published in 1844^“ that he hoped would ‘aid

more competent judges than myself in ascertaining its true affinities.' But although the 100

species of Chaetognatha are common among marine plankton in tropical seas, even now the

precise relationship of the phylum with the other pseudo-coelomates has not been finally

It may also be noted that the barnacles collected by CD on the Beagle — eventually the

subjects of his monograph on the Cirripedia^' written at Down House — were always listed

among the molluscs as shells, where they were still placed by Cuvier and Lamarck before J.

Vaughan Thompson’s discovery^^ in 1830 of their metamorphoses suggested their transfer to

the crustaceans. But when CD was examining a shell that at first he had doubtfully entered

as the marine snail Conus (see p. 13S), he decided that because of its strikingly crustacean

characteristics and possession of an external 'pied machoire' it was better identified as a

barnacle common in the Falkland Islands. Hence independently of Thompson he had already

observed the crustacean affinities of barnacles, and as he recognized later^’, a knowledge of

crustaceans and of their larval stage the Zoea, was one of the most valuable outcomes of his

dissections of marine invertebrates during the voyage.

The principal problem in classification encountered by CD in the 1830s lay in determining

the true nature of some of the colonial plant-like invertebrates then still known colloquially

as Zoophytes or Polypes, and nowadays separated into Cnidatia such as hydrozoa, anthozoa

(including corals) and scyphozoa, Bryozoa and sponges. The smallest of these were the

corallines, but thanks to the classical studies of John Ellis^’ it had been accepted in many

quarters by the end of the 18th cenUiry that like some of the coelenlerates closely similar to

them in appearance, they belonged to the animal kingdom. Only Linnaeus was not wholly

convinced, and coined the name Zoophyta— a group intermediate between plants and animals

— for the corallines. In 1820 de Blainville discovered that the polyps of certain zoophytes

possessed both mouth and anus, suggesting that they should be placed on a higher level than

other coelenterates; and in 1827 Robert Grant” observed that some of them had ciliated

tentacles and a recurved alimentary canal. In 1830, J. Vaughan Thompson, working

independently on zoophytes off the southern shores of Ireland, also discovered that there were

two anatomical forms of polyps, and added to his memoirs on crustaceans a fifth entitled On

Polyzoa. a new animal discovered as an inhabitant ofsome Zoophitei?^, in which he created

a new animal class, the Polyzoa, to replace the Zoophyta. As has been explained by Ryland”,

the phylum concerned is now best known as the Bryozoa, while those animals in which the

anus opens inside the circlet of tentacles belong to the phylum Entoprocta.

At the beginning of the voyage, CD referred to all such animals indiscriminately as

corallines or coralls, although some of them were in fact hydrozoa or hydrocorals, some

bryozoans, and some coralline algae. When in the end he had concludcd^^ that his ‘true

corallinas’ were indeed algae such as Corallina and Amphiroa. he listed this group as

Nulliporae. The bryozoans were generally ‘encrusting corallines’ or Flustrae, and the reef-

building hydrocorals were Madrepores. He had thus improved on the still prevailing

confusion in the classificaUon of the Zoophytes or Polypiferous Polypi in the accounts of

Cuvier and Griffith” that he had with him on the Beagle.

The first corallines to be collected during the voyage were identified as Sertalaria. a term

applicable at that time both to bryozoans and hydrozoans, and a coralline alga Amphiroa.
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another specimen that he misidentified as the cyclostome Crisia, but which was in fact the

anascan Caberea minima, belonging to the superfamily Cellularioidea. This species possessed

the type of heterozooid now known as a vibraculum, a long tapering bristle-like seta mounted

on a basal chamber containing musculature capable of swivelling and rotating the seta. CD's
graphic description of the coordinated sweeping movements of the setae on each branch of

the coralline was a triumph of accurate observation. Again he speculated on the function of

the vibracula, and concluded that their role was not ‘to drive away enemies and impurities’,

though the modem view^‘ is rather that the species with well developed vibracula depend on

their ability to discourage small organisms such as larvae, and particles of sand or silt, from

settling on the surface of the colony.

Then at Port Famine in June 1834 he turned his attention (see p. 232) to specimen 983 in

spirits of ‘a very simple Fluslra' — which was subsequently identified by S.F. Harraer’* as

belonging to the related species Membranipora membranacea — ‘so that I might erect at

some future day, my imperfect notions concerning the organization of the whole family of Dr

Grant’s Paper”’; and gave a good description of the organisation of its polypus. But this

turned out to be the last bryozoan to be discussed in the Zoology Notes, and except for quite

a number of specimens collected in January 183S in the Chonos Archipelago and off Chiloe,

and two hauls in the Galapagos Islands in September 183S, no more were collected during

the second half of the voyage, though further specimens were taken of the coralline algae

described by CD as corallinas, and of the true reef-building hydrocorals.

Nevertheless, CD’s resolution to think further about the organization of the Flustrae was

not wholly abandoned. It has survived, at least in part, as two loose pages of conclusions

about the anatomy of corallines, probably written on board the Beagle early in 1836, to which

attention was drawn by Sloan'^ Here CD has in effect decided that the Flustraceae belong

in a phylum of their own, although nowhere did he ever refer to Ellis” or Thompson’*, and

is musing constructively on their biology. These two pages are listed as CUL MS DAR 5.98-

9, the page numbering being that of the cataloguer, not CD’s, and run as follows:

[p. 98 commences]

That the number of arms in Polypus of the Flustraceae varies from 8 to 28 & is no more

than a Specific character:

That a proportion is kept up between simplicity of Polypier & number of arms.— that

the same essential organ[s] are found in very varying forms of Polypier.

—

That the degree of stony nature in Corallines is entirely futile as a character".—

That the fe orders of Lamouroux of Cellepora.— Cellaria & Flustra should be included

in one family (probably also some Eschane & Millepora^’).

—

That one Sertularia would is also included.—

That the structure of the Flustrace® is most widely different from the Clytias". not

only in the Polypus, but in the generation in the former case each ovule & Polypus has

some intimate connexion, in the latter it is a young Polypus altered.- (Manner of

growth?)

General Anatomical discussion.

—

(added later in pencil] (Study Hydra & Actinia & my Madrepore & Sigillina in

Blainville) (Sigillina & Polypus) [pencil note ends]

That the connexion of the cells although not apparent in the true Flustrs must exist:
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from similarity in growth & chain of gradation in the Capsule Flustra:: & in the Flustra

of P 234 & true Flustrte & Cellariae having same body.

—

That the Polypier is the essential part in the Corallines, it produces the cells & young
in young Polypi (& after death of Polypus consequent on generation reproduces

them?)

—

That the mere possession of arms has grouped very heterogenious animals.

—

That Corallina is a plant.

—

[in pencil] Does it not emit in Suns rays gaz^’.— [pencil note ends] [continued on

In Virgularia’° does the truncate extremity coirespond to extremity of branch root in

Corallium^' ? Examine extremities &. the bag to extremity of branch.

The relative position of Polypier, with living mass in the Lamelliform.

—

The structure of transparent extremities of Corallina.— Regrowth of Corallines when
separated.

In the capsule Flustra;, cells without Polypi have capsules (Moveable)? Yes? I believe

strong proof of disconnection.—

[p. 99 commences]

A close connection & co-sensation between the Polypi ofmany Corallines is established

by the co-movements of "Capsules Flustras" of the sets in Crisia^^: the flashes of light

in Clytia"^: strongly seen in Virgularia, & in Alcyonium an injury in the stem causing

all to collapse: whilst one [itleg.] being injured did not affect the mass.— on the other

hand, one point in a Synoicum Blainv: affected all round it for some distance^^.

—

Have not the Escara in the growth of the Polypier an analogy with the Celleporaris:

where cells appear formed in a cellular tissue (or group of hoods, or angular tubes as

in Favosites) of a stone?

—

A cell reproduces its Polypus

The stony stria, on outside of Lobularia’’, connecting link with stony Zoophites.

—

The Lobated form [illeg] position of tentacula in Chiloe Actinia perhaps is an analogy

in change between a Caryophyllia & Gorgonia or Corallium?— it shows a passage of

It is important to see in Clytia^', substance included in a young cell appearing equally

ready to form Polypus or Ovules.— the Coralline must produce this matter; not the

Polypus the geimnule.

—

1 am inclined to think in Coralhnes, such as Tubularia*® & Flustra, the Polypier is as

much a living man being as any Plant, (as a Lichen or Corallina) that it communicates
with the circumambient fluid either simply as in Clytia, or in more complicated manner,

as in Flustra.

[continued on verso]

How little organization can be seen in Corallina, yet even the basic articulations produce

paps with gemmules.— In the Polypier of the Flustrace® it seems to make little

difference, whether a central living axis is clearly visible or whether it (probably) forms

a thin fold at the base of cells, in the encrusting Flustrse.

—

I imagine in the Lamelhfonn Coialls, the Polypier is only an e* internal secretions, (a

bony axis to give simport) the Polypier being then the mass of living Matter: we see

it thus in Virgularia’®.

—
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Introduction

le Falklands (see p. 213), to the herds of guanaco on the pampas (see p.

181-2). CD’s speculations on the underlying reasons, such as the attribution to an instinct ‘to

find new countries’ that leads flocks of butterflies to fly out to sea (see p. 121), are not

always successful. The motivation of the biscatche for collecting large piles of rubbish in

front of their holes (see pp. 180-1) is described in more anthropomorphic terms than would
be acceptable today, but this does not detract from the liveliness of his accounts, nor from his

purposeful correlation of behaviour with details of structure and environment.

In this field, as in all else, CD was a superbly skilful and accurate observer who thanks to

his intensely analytical approach invariably made a highly effective use of the opportunities

offered to him, whether to conduct studies of the comparative anatomy of marine

invertebrates, or to examine the distribution, ecology and behaviour of a wide range of
terrestrial animals. He was thus enabled to examine the animals occupying many diflerent

environments, and had the very good fortune to be taken by the Beagle to the Galapagos,

which turned out eventually to be an ideal place, rivalled only by Hawaii and Madagascar,

for studying the evolution of new species in isolated islands. In addition, the Beagle landed

him at places where exceptionally informative fossils were lodged in the cliffe, and enabled

him to visit the Andes and the coastal plains on either side of the continent where there was
much for a geologist to learn about the formation of a mountain range and the accompanying
rise and fall of the land. It might not be an exaggeration to say that he was exposed in those

five years to more new facts than any previous scientist, and such were his talent for

observation and his genius afterwards to arrive by hard thinking at fundamentally new
explanations for what he had seen, that On the Origin ofSpecies was the inevitable outcome.

CD himself summed up the whole store rather nicely in a letter to his sister Catherine

written from Maldonado on 22 May 1833'°:

‘I am quite delighted to find the hide of the Megatherium has given you all some little

interest in my employments. These fragments are not however by any means the most
valuable of the Geological relics. I trust & believe that the time q>ent in this voyage,

if thrown away for all other respects, will produce its full worth in Nat: History. And
it appears to me the doing what Uttle one can to encrease the general slock of
knowledge is as respectable an object of life as one can in any likelihood pursue. It is

more the result of such reflections (as I have already said) than much immediate
pleasure which now makes me continue the voyage. Together with the glorious

pro^t of the future, when passing the Straits of Magellan, we have in truth the world

before us. Think of the Andes; the luxuriant forest of the Guayquil; the islands of the

South Sea & new South Wale[s), How many magnificent & characteristic views, how
many & curious tribes of men we shall see. What fine opportunities for geology & for

studying the infinite host of living beings: is not this a prospect to keep up the most
flagging spirit? If I was to throw it away, I don’t think I should ever rest quiet in my
grave: I certainly should be a ghost & haunt the Brit. Museum.’

So now let his Zoology Notes speak for themselves.
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42 Letter ftom CD to Henslow of 24 July to 7 November 1834 in Correspondence 1:397-

403.

43 Plant Notes pp. 194-5.

44 Letter from CD to Catherine of 20-29 July 1834 in Correspondence 1:391-4.

45 Phillip R. Sloan (1985) Darwin’s invertebrate program, 1826-1836: Preconditions for

transformism. Chapter 3, pp. 71-120 in The Darwinian Heritage, edited by David Kohn.

Princeton University Press.

46 This has turned out not to be entirely true, since calcification of the zooids is

characteristic of the Cheilostomata as opposed to the Ctenostomata.

47 The first four of these are indeed bryozoans, but Milleporae are hydrocorals.

48 Cfylia, fonnerly included with bryozoans among the Sertularians, is a hydrozoan of order

Leptothecata.

49 In a Memoir sent by CD to W.H. Harv^ at the Herbarium of Trinity College Dublin on

7 April 1847 (Correspondence 4:29) he said of observations made at Bahia on either the

coralline alga Melobesia or on Halimeda in August 1836 that ‘on several occasions having

kept vigorous tufts of articulated Nullipone in sea-water in sun-light, it appeared as if a good

deal of gas was exhaled; it w’* be curious to ascertain what this is.’ That bubbles of oxygen

were released under such conditions had first been observed by Joseph Priestley in 1777, and

was described more frilly in 1779 by Jan Ingen-Housz in his book on Experiments on

Vegetables.

50 Virgularia is a sea pen, a hydrozoan octocoral of order Pennatulacea.

51 Corallium is a brightly coloured octocoral of order Gorgonacea, but no specimen is

recorded in the Zoology Notes or Specimen Lists.

52 CD’s Crisia was not in fact this genus, but the anascan bryozoan Caberea minima, the

coordinated movements of whose vibracula he described very nicely.

53 Bioluminescence is indeed common in cnidarians, and its propagation is controlled by

their primitive nervous systems.

54 CD has here concluded perceptively that the coordinated movements of the vibracula in

a bryozoan, the flashes of light in the thecate hydroid Clytia and the coral Virgularia, and the

spread of injury in another coral and the tunicate Synoicum, indicate that all these

‘heterogenious’ animals must somehow be capable of internal communication between their

individual polyps, and therefore heralds the first appearance of nervous systems in the

eumetazoa. (See, for example. Chapter 9 by J.P. Thorpe on Bryozoa in Electrical conduction

and behaviour in "simple" invertebrates, edited by G.A.B. Shelton. Clarendon Press, Oxford,

1982.) This crucial stage in the evolution of higher animals was reached in the cnidarians

some 550 Ma ago (see Bertil Hille (1992) Evolution and diversity. Chapter 20 in Ionic

channels of excitable membranes. 2nd edition. Sinauer Associates, Sunderland.

Massachusetts.) It has also been pointed out recently by Richard Keynes & Fredrik Elindcr

(1999) The screw-helical voltage gating ofion channels. Proc. R. Soc. Land. B 266:843-52

that across the whole of the animal kingdom, voltage-gated ion channels of every type have

genes in which several critical features have been perfectly conserved since that same era,

though CD’s addition of bryozoans to the list of animals that possess primitive nervous

systems remains to be followed up by a detailed examination of the innervation of avicularia

and vibracula, and by the cDNA sequencing of the ion channels in their nerve fibres.

55 Lobularia is a soft coral of order Alcyonacea, dead men’s fingers, in which the
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editorial footnotes. The pagination of the manuscript is shown by the numbers in heavy type

between vertical lines, thus
1 000 1

.
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[CD P. 1 commences]

Jan. 6* (a)‘

Santa Cruz

Luminous

Do.

V. A (4)

Medusa^

(d)

Phvsali

Jan 11* (a)

Limacina*

Do. (b)

The sea was luminous in specks & in <the> wake of the vessel of an
uniform slight milky colour.— When the wa<ter> was put into a bottle it

gave o<ut> sparks for some few minutes after having been drawn up.—
When exa<mined> both at night & next morning, it wa<s> found full of
numerous small (but ma<ny> bits visible to naked eye) irregular pieces of
(a gelatinous?) matter.— The sea next morning was in the sa<me> place
equally impure.

—

Lat. 21. Sea very luminous, chiefly from a crustace<an> animal, which
gave a very green ligh<t>, retaining [it] for some time after having been
taken out of water.—

^

Lat 22'. A & B represent a

beautiful little animal,

ma^&ed almut 4 [crowed out]

animal expanded: B partially

closed.— 1 is flat circul<ar>

membrane: 2 a mantle, which

the animal i<s> perpetually

folding & unfolding; 3

retractile ten<tacula>.

Allied to the Medusae (?). 1, a

transparent membranous bag, with

the lower margin sinuous: 2,

hanging down in centre, coloured

slightly ted or purple: 3, four

tentacula with adher<ing> cups at

the ends.— Magnified about 10 tir

Caught a Portugeese Man of War, Physalia.— get<ting> some of the slime

on my finger from the fila<ments> it gave considerable pain, & by accident

putting my finger into my mouth, I experienced the |2| sensation that

biting the toot of the Arum produces.

—

[note (D) added later at foot of P. 1] The animal is frequently seen with

central depending part up & unfolded, like a/n u/>yright cork: tentacula &
arm twist^ bene<ath.> [note ends]

Limacina moving itself by the rapid motion of its expanded arm.—

PL: 1, Fig: 1.— A very simple animal’: A. nat: size: B magnified:— E

h B
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Plate 1, Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4
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[note (b) added later on back of P. 1}

For more particulars Vide page (73) August 24“'.—

A transverse section of the head gives an <words lost> the flat bunch of
bristle are not placed at each end but rather nearer to each other.— In

another specimen the granular mass P) was absent.— But there was a
much more transparent & less granular substance running up half way the
animal from the tail.

—

Description.— Animal transparent, membrane gelatinous: length .6 of inch:

narrow: Head simple, rather wider than body; shape truncated cone with
terminai orifice, on each side a flattened bunch of curved bristles about 8
in number, moveable & clasping mouth: Neck narrow. Body with thin

vessel passing through centre.— Tapering towards the end [illeg. word]
each side in some specim<ens> a small kidney shaped granular mass.

—

Extremity pointed, slightly downy.

—

March 28“'. few miles W of Abrolhos Island. 18'S Bottom at 20 fathoms!

Caught greet numbers of this animal In some, granular matter (D) was
absent, in others it filled the whole tail or tapering extremity & from it were

No. 159“ sent off2 gut-shaped bags containing smeU grains or balls, larger than those

at end.— There was an evident peristaltic motion in the internal tube or

intestine: the animal could expan<d> this irregularly.— In the gut were

curious small bodies, like beads strung to gather.— The animal moved
through the water by starts, bending its body at the same time: could

contract & shorten its self: has row of very fine hairs at tail sides of

granular substance & middle <word losl>. [note ends]

Do. (c)

Lat. 22‘N
VA(2)

The net came up with a great number of Biphore: when placed in water

it was quite wonderful with what perfect regularity the animal contracted

itself: from five observations with a second watch there were precisely 19

pulsations in every 30 seconds.— PL: 1, Fig: 2. — represent[s] a very

rough drawing of the animal: E nat: size: AB. the tunic: the upper end of

which has its margin labiate: A represents exactly the appearance of a lip:

the lower end B is simple:— Embracing of cylinder there are ten

flattened striated tubes (c), which are seen to contract during pulsation of

the animal.— This uniform motion, together with the partial closing of the

end or valve A, must drive the water through the animal: & its reaction

accounts for the jumping motion by which it swims in the water:— D. is

an appendage with marks on one side as represented: there are I should

think tubes for there was an evident rapid circulation going on in them: F.

bristles (?) in rapid & continual motion.— the heart, the membrane fiom
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transparency not visible, certainly the I

I3|

much clearer in Creseis.

Jan 13“' (a)

Lat 19'

(V (10))

Creseis'“ (?) Shell straight,

conic, length .15, fragile

extremity, contracted with » ^
oval ball at end. siphon striated

< 1 / 1 /
lateral. A, magnified figure. • 'J
B, extremity.— [text of entry

crossed through]

Sea with numerous ova or rather balls

of a brown granular substance in a

gelatinous matter, [note (A) opposite]

great number in a brown jelly invisible

to the naked eye. [note ends]

©
' CD initially used marginal letters in brackets for cross references to his Catalogues of
Specimens (see p. 317), but after the first three pages of his notes, the marking (a) etc. in the
margin was always used to indicate that a further note correspondingly labelled had been
insetted later on the back of the page, or sometimes opposite.

^
It was on this day that CD used his plankton net for the first time, and drew a picture of it

in his diary. Beagle Diary ^.2\.
’ In list of Specimens preserved in spirits. No. 3 was identified as Vetella scaphidial Velella
is a pelagic hydroid, the by-the-wind sailor. Unfortunately the drawing to accompany the
picture was only partly completed.
“ Another of the hydromedusae. The drawing was again not finished.

^

Physalia is a siphonophore common in the warm North Atlantic.

Limacina is a sea butterfly, a shelled pteropod of order Thecosomala.
The ‘very simple animal* was identified only after the end of the voyage as a chaetognath

or arrow-worm, probably Sagina enjlata. Chaetognaths are predacious on other planktonic
animals, which are seized by grasping spines located on either side of the head. Specimen
159 m spirits, later renumbered 1480, captured off the Abrolhos at the end of March 1832,
was identified at the Zoology Museum in Cambridge in 1901 by S.F. Harmer as ‘Sev!
Chaetognaths*. CD described the anatomy of chaetognaths observed later off the coast of
Patagonia in the entry that appears on p. 70.
• Numhers thus entered in the margin refer to the list in this case of Animals in Spirits of
Wine.

'‘Biphora is a name used by Cuvier in 1804, later replaced by Salpa, for thaliacian tunicales
that include the chainlike salps. For later discussions of this animal see pp 59-63

Specimen No. 10 is identified in the list of Specimens not in Spirits as Creseis agrice
rotunda, another sea butterfly. The modem name of the species is C. acicula.
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Jan le* (c)

20 miles NW
of St. Jago

(V A(10))

Vide PL: 1 Fig. 3 — a delicate Medusaria' of a dirty orange colour-
gelatinous, delicate, about .4 in diameter. A & B. represent a view from
above: (a) is a long irregular narrow membrane, orange colour, terminating
at (b) with four hole<s> on the umbrella, (c) an outside transparent
membrane: C a view of bottom much magnified, at centre there are
vermiform appendages.— beneath which is membrane (a).

PL: 1 Fig. 4: PhysaliaMength .8.— (D). crest on the side. (E) part of it

magnified.— F much magnified.— (A) tentacula about mouth, of two
sorts, one small & bright blue, the other longer, reddish brown with dark
spots.— (B) small process. (C) magnified.—

[the further entries for 16* Jan. concerned with volcanic dust have later been crossed
through^]

16* Jan>' (0 At 8 oclock this morning the vane was taken down from the mast head &
V. (1 1) foimd on the under side to be covered with a very impalpable soft yellow-

(B) brown dust.—^ It is probable it has been deposited lately as the ship has
been on a tack for a day or two & this is the only way of accounting for the

appearance of the dust on the lower side.— The dust under the blow pipe

cakes & melts into black enamel: with soda gives a yellow one:— has a

slight aluminous smell: under the microscope it is still quite impalpable.—
It is probably of Volcanic origin:

D ^“^t

Horsburg''

We are at present & were most part of yesterday |4| to the East of St

Jago.— There was scarcely any wind this morning, but since noon of
yesterday it has come from the East.— before which it was for 24 hour[s]

E N E.— At noon of the 15* the Barom: stood at 30.16. by four oclock

it had fallen .06.— it then rose gradually till this morning it was 30.2.

—

The weather generally has been light & fine, but very hazy, occasionally

visible horizon, distant only one mile. There has been a long swell on the

sea— as if there had been not far off a heavy gale.— The dust might

possibly have come from Mayo or Bonavista. but most probably owing to

the wind from coast of Africa about Cape Verd.— 1 at first thought it

might have been brought by the upper Equatorial current from some active

Volcano.

(B) [note added later on back of P. 2] All the time we were at St Jago. this

April dust continued to fall so as to be a serious injury to astronomical

1833 instruments. Horsburgh' in E India Directory P 1 1 mentions the misty state

of the atmosphere between the Cape Verd islands & mainland. & gives it

as a reason for Ships avoiding this passage.— This shows to how great an

extent it happens.— Although the amount deposited in the ocean during

a short period may be small, yet when we consider the extreme constancy

of the trade winds, in the course of centuries it must be great.— The dust

would seem to be formed firom the abrasion of Volcanic rocks & in
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Geology of Quail island I show how hard a conglomerate is fonning

probably from the union of such decomposed rock with Lime.— May not

this dust then be helping to consolidate (if mixed with other sediment) beds

ofmud at the bottom of the Atlantic. Aerial cutrenu would not at first [be]

supposed to be instrumental in geological changes.— (I see I have written

this note twice) [notes end]

[further notes labelled (a) added later on back of P. 3]

(a) This fact of such quantities of Volcanic dust (& the wind in the island of

St Jago constantly carried it to seaward to the great injury of fine

astronomical instruments) must be in a great length of time of importance

in a Geologicai point of view.— especially as it appears from the

conglomerate at Quail Island is now forming finm the union of Volcanic

matter & lime from making so hard a matrix: perhaps at the bottom of the

Atlantic it may form a hard rock.— The dust is formed at St Jago from the

abrasion of the various Volcanic rocks:

—

M* Forbes when two miles from the coast of Africa found his sails covered

with a brownish sand The wind had blown all night NE. The nearest land

to the wind was the coast of Africa between C. Verd & the river Gambia.

—

Turners Sacred History P 149.’ (Note): This brown sand doubtless is

Volcanic dust: the great distance is very curious, as showing over what an

extent this Geological phenomenon is acting.

—

Lieut Arlett (Geograph Joum Vol 7f when surveying coast of Africa talks

of quantity of dust: thinks water discoloured by it— Consult.— Charlottes

statement about dust at Madeira.— Measure particles of dust transport of

seeds of Cryptogams.— [notes end]

' Hydromedusa, a jellyfish.

^ Portuguese man-of-war.

’ This entry and the accompanying notes have later been crossed through vertically, which
was a practice adopted by CD for particular topics on which he eventually wrote papers such

as ‘An account of the fine dust which ofren falls on vessels in the Atlantic Ocean’, read to

the Geological Society on 4 June 1845 {Collected Papers 1:199-203). See also Journal of
Researches 1:4, and letter fiom Robert Bastard James to Charles Lyell {Correspondence 2:77-

8) about similar dust collected in 1838 on board H.M. Packet Brig Spey.
*
See James Horsburg. Directions for sailing to and from the East Indies, China. New

Holland, Cape ofOood Hope and the interjacent ports. 2 parts, London, 1809-1 1 . In Beagle
library.

’ See Sharon Turner. The sacred history ofthe world ..

.

Vol. 1. London, 1832. In Beagle
library.

‘ See W. Arlett ‘Survey of some of the Canary Islands and of part of the Western coast of
Africa’ J. Roy. Geog. Soc. Load. 6:295-310, 1836,
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evidently being able to direct his siphon.— When on land did not walk
well having difficulty in canying its head which it continued filling with air

as before with water.— From same cause the animal often made a
noise when squirting out water, They are so strong & slippery that one
hand is insufficient to hold them.— Whilst swimming generally changed
colour & seemed to imitate colour of the rocks.

—

Feb 3"*. Another upon merely seeing me instantly changed its colour, when
in a deep hole being of a dark, but in shallow of a much paler colour.-
From this cause & the stealthy way in which it creeps along occasionally
darting forward had much difficulty in watching it.

—

Cuvier* in introductory remarck to the Cephalopodous animals mentions the
fact of changing colour, (notes end]

Colours throughout the Zoology Notes that are quoted in inverted commas are taken from
Patrick Syme, Werner's nomenclature of colours with additions, arranged so as to render it

highly useful to the arts and sciences. . . 2nd edn. Edinburgh, 1821. There was a copy in

the Beagle's library, probably supplied by FitzRoy. The condition of the one now preserved
among the books from Down House is spotless, so that the original must later have been
replaced by CD. The spelling ‘Chesnuf is not one of CD’s idiosyncrasies, but is the form
in use at the beginning of the 19th centuiy, copied from Syme.
* See Cuvier Vol. 3, p. 10.

[CD P. 6 continues]

Doris', body oval, length 3.5 of inch, indigo blue slightly caudate, with
surrounding membrane, [note (a)] feelers white: Branchia;* short, conical.

8 in numb<er>. [note ends)

Doris length .4 slightly caudate, above light rose red with narrow orange
run: beneath with white marks: feelers & branchis white, [note (b)] Jan
30“'. Doris, surrounding membrane large.— the pink colour in rays:

Branchiae 12 conical situated in semicircle, with points bent in [sketch in
margin], the branchiae small at extremities the last one with small
projection on it; perhaps may be considered as another:— each one with
2 opposite sets of transverse semilunar fringes.- No 79 [note ends]

Doris. 1 & '/a inch long, oblong, smooth flattened beneath, above
convex— colour Dutch orange. Mottled with chesnut brown.— feelers

orange, broard membrane extending round body.— Branchiae much
plumose, a tube leading from right side near anus.— [note (c)] Feb S*
Branchis plumose. 8 united at their bas<e>. each arm much branched.—
Feelers with tops obliquely lined on a tuberculated footstalk.— [note ends]

{Co/

55 & 56 & 54
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(d) Cavolina^ (?)^ not Ihe long feeloni figured by BternwHe") Jan. 30*
56 & 85 nustake [added above this erasure] Length ,6. light flesh coloured, branchiae

& 104 dirty brown: feelers 4 white.— Generative organs (?). Much developed
on right side: [note (d)] Jan 31". Cavolina tail tapering extremely pointed:

feelers long taperi<ng>, posterior conical tuberculaled: head narrow
projecting with foot beneath: Branchite in two sets with intermediate dorsal

line; placed in curved diagonal l«es rows. 9 in each row, interior longer.

About 10 rows on each side ofback; colour brown with white membranous
covering: each branch<ias> simple, curved tapering.— [note ends] |7|

Jan. 28* Doris length 1 inch, very narrow cylindrical terminated by a pointed tail

(a) Membrane round the foot very little extended.— Above white with

No. 51 dark olive brown indentations: 2 narrow lines of orange surrounding back:

tail & side blue mottled with white. Beneath & under side of head a fine

blue.— Head above dark mottled with white.— Feelers with lower parts

blue.— Branchiae obout 1 ^l tuflo in number blue tipped with white:— The
animal firmly adheres by its tail to the rocks.— When dead & placed in

water stains it "China blue", [note (a)] Jan. 30* found some more.

Branchiae straight conic<al> tuberculated.— Mouth whilst dying protruded

.1, No. 79. [note ends]

(c) Bulla’, like nitidula: shell with 2 reddish narrow lines following the

57 & 79 whorls & sending out on each side alternate waving lines. - Animal

tranqjarent. edges of filleg. word] membranes with narrow border of

yellow, then emerald green.— Membrane itself marked with white opake

spots.— [note (c)] 3'' Feb.— took another Bulla, with three lines & the

variety, [note ends]

' Doridacean nudibranchs, sea slugs, probably Cbromodorididae.

^ The branchis, or in French ‘branchies’, are the gills of such animals.

’ An aeolidacean nudibranch, family not readily identifiable.

’ See Henri Marie Ducrotay de Blainville. Conchyliologie el malachologie in Dictionnaire

des Sciences Naturelles. Planches. 2e Putie, Zoologie. Paris, 1816-30. In Beog/e Library.

’ Cephalaspidea, a bubble snail.

[CD P. 7 continues]

(d) Worm'.- about 7 inches long, body highly contractile, flattened, tail

58 & 79 tapering.— light flesh coloured with about 20 reddish lines, runni[n]g

longitudinally filleg. deletion] but not quite continuously — [note (d)]

Jan. 30* .— head flattened, with semicircular projection beneath mouth.

Longitudinal edges folded. No. 79: Feb 5* under stones, about 1 1 inches

long, [note ends]
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62

63

(e)

61 (a)

Fistularia^. length, .5-7 inches— Cylindrical: lower part with 4 irregular

rows of yellowish papilla suckers.— back "umber brown". With few
papilla. Tentacula white, surrounding mouth, about 25 or 26 in number.—
Tentacula, with round foot stalk, bush shape at top: when expanded .3 in

length, top .2 broard.— Body very /word missing/. |8|

Muscular*.— with bony irregular shaped ring round throat.— They are

common amongst beneath the rocks & appear to live on
Terebratuhebella.— the sandy coats being in their stomachs.

Fistularia. body shorter, thicker flattened "deep reddish brown" sides with
black tipped conaceous paps: tentacula more apart, larger. 20 in number.

—

only one specimen, [note (a)] Jan. 30“' Fistularia. found several more.—
when seized they squirted from Anus.— a considerable quantity of milky
fluid.— which consisted of numerous fine white threads & most
remarkably viscid.— even sticking fingers fast together.— Often has
several largish pale coloured rings on the upper surface of the body, [note

All the animals from page 5 were found amongst rocks to the West of
Quail Island.

—

69 Fistularia. length .9. cylindrical soft transparent "primiose yellow": above
Jan 30“' <W> covered with paps, beneath with suckers in 4 irregular rows: about mouth,
of Quail Is. about 15 "gamboge yellow" bush-like tentacula.

71 Aplysia^ length 1 & '/S inches, body lengthened: back convex: foot narrow:
tail pointed: posterior feelers small, approximate, near to dorsal cavity;

anterior feelers, dilated; edges simple, larger, covering mouth; may be
considered as a folding membrane, with division near mouth: sides dirty

flesh colour: beneath darker: membrane from operculum spotted with
puiple.— Branchie protruding, flesh colour: emitted purple liquor when
taken: the folds of mantle seem to be used to aid respiration, or to cause
water to flow over Branchia;. |9|

Identified by S.F. Harmer in 1901 as Gephyrea, a now obsolete term covering nonsegmented
coelomate worms in the phyla Sipuncula, Echiura and Priapulida.
^ An echinoderm of order Apodida. See p. 125.

The sea hare Aplysia is a gastropod mollusc of order Anaspidea.

[CD P. 9 commences]

Actinig'. Short, height %, breadth ’A.— Tentacula numerous, lengthened,
pointed, "wood brown" bottom do: sides smooth dark greenish black with
on overlapping edges about 10 bright blue spots.
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(b)

No 106 in

Spirits

[illeg. word]

80

Peronia^. (Blain^) .5, long oval flat; membrane contracted by anus,

covering body, not broard, edges irregular.— upper surface blackish green

covered with paps: beneath pale: Feelers short with black tips:— mouth
divided longitudinally: over it a projecting bilabiate membrane (not very

unlike anterior feelers of Aplysia).— Found in clusters under large stones

at low water: when kept in a basin Crawled up sides.— Opening for lungs

large, cylindrical cartilaginous.

—

[notes labelled (b) added later: 1st note] No*. 80 & 106. This animal

according to Blain’ has only been found in S Hemisphere! [2nd note]

Peronia Peronia Onchidrium, Cuvier^, who says 2 lone retracKile> tentacula?

[3rd note] March 29'*' At the Abrolhos found a nest of the Onchidium''

on a Coronula; which was adhering to a rock at high water mark: It looked

different from those I caught at St Jago. Animal oval. Mantle fleshy,

feelers very short tipped with black.— The length of specim<ens> vari^

from .2 to exceeding irrinute ones.— beneath white; above slightly

tuberculated blackish green, a dorsal mark darker: pale rings on back

giving a tortoise like appearance to the animal: pale lines from the centre

to the circumference; these are best seen when by suction the animal firmly

fixes itself to a flat surface.— Crawls very slowly.— V. No 174 Spirits

[notes end]

N®. 81

N°. 83

No. 86

entries on CD P. 9 are crossed through vertically]

Actinia^. .2 in heighth, globular, bare grey fibrous sides, "smoke grey"

streaks longitudinally, overlapping edges darker.— tentacula greenish grey

dappled.

Alcvonium‘. spherical with short footstalk, base flattened, wrinkled.

—

colour light "Auricular purple", polypi darker.

Doris^. oval, length .3, foot narrow: mantle fleshy little projecting.—

Branchiae short, upright, fimbriated, 10 in number.— Back slightly

tuberculated of dirty light flesh colour.— with numerous rings of a darker

Doris*, length .8, oblong: broad posteriorly: foot narrow mantle much

projecting, with few brown spots. Branchiae, large membranous, 6 in

No'. 87 number, edges much divided: back light "liver brown". Slightly

tuberculated, with darker patches.
1 10

1

Actinia Actinia’, cylindrical, length 1 & Vt inches, breadth 14: base contracted:

sides longitudinally streaked with white point on the line.— these are

94 bigger & more numerous in the upper folding edges & with small

intermediate ones.— disk large flat: tentacula not numerous.— Body pale
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nesh colour, tentacula darker with paler bases The animal conlract[s]

body into a ring in any part of cylinder.—

AidYonium Alcvonium '°. growing in clusters: body spherical on a footstalk .2 high:
96 fine purple, semi transparent.

Bans Dgris"; Length .4. breadth .25. fine orange; foot narrow: mantle much
projecting, broardly oval. Posterior Feelers short, conical, with slanting

>03 lines, lipped with white; Branchiae 6 much div ided branched, divided into

two groups: tipped with white.— Feelers & Branchite darker reddish
orange.— Feb Sth.

—

CWYPphillia Found growing on the lower surface of rocks at kjw tide, 2 Caryophillia'^
differing chiefly in colour. The stony part in both is of an "Aurora red",

9® >02 but in the one the back & part of animal is of an brilliant "orpiment
orange", in the other of a bright "Gamboge yellow": in no part was the
difference of colour so striking as in the internal mbe or lip: perhaps also

the orange coloured one was more sluggish in its motion & its lip was more
fleshy .— 1 found them twice |M| united so close together that the

CaryophiUia internal stony parts were joined or grafted: Arc they different species? —
The following observations were made on the yellow sort.— but they
equally seem to apply to the orange one .— Height varying from one to
two inches: diameter at extremity .3.— When thin covering of fleshy soft

part is removed the coral is longimdinally striated & with fainter & more
irregular* transverse ones:— At Extremity the points project.— Vide PL.
2. Fig I. (the extremity here represents p^ tentacula retracted).

Coral interiorly consists in the broarder branches of longitudinal plates; in

the older & lower parts transverse divisions which being placed one below
the other give a step like appearance. Fig. 7.— A transverse section gives
a star like-a with from a few in the younger to 20 in the older branches.
Fig. 6.— The coral when dead becomes white & the centre part dies first,

the dotted line Fig 7 represent[s] this.— The animal situated in the cup at

extremity consists of an exterior row of slightly tuberculated conical
tentacula about 30 in number, with aperture at extremity & growing on a
fleshy highly retractile ring.— Fig. 2, magnified: Fig 3, extremity: Fig 4,
outer circle tentacula retracted.— Within the tentacula is a short
projectin[g) oral bilabiate tube, with 20 longitudinal ribs.— in smaller
animals there are fewer.— Biia largely On upper part between each rib are
is a minute dot.— This tube or lip can widely expand & fall fold back, &
through it is »en large cavity: in Fig 4 it is seen in centre

1 12
1
[new page

C3fY9P>li»'a headed Feb O'*] nearly closed; Fig. 5. magnified nearly closed & folding
back: The cavity as seen through lip tests on the longitudinal division of
coral & is lined with apparently fleshy ribs crossing each other.— When
the ammal is left perfectly at rest & the lip is expanded there is protruded

(a) a delicate membrane, with thick edges, folded up like bud of plant. Fig 8:
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[note (a)] This membrane is continually in motion & highly sensative.

[note ends) It is this which causes rib like appearance in cavity.— In the

older branches one of these membranes is seen projecting from the end of
each longitudinal division, when the outer ring of tentacula & lip are

dissected away;— in the younger they (as well as transverse division in

corals) are less numerous but extend much deeper down.

—

The eggs are slowly sent out of animals mouth, are oval, orange colour, in

diameterM of inch, they contain numerous irregular shaped grains, varying

from .001 to .0001 in size.

' The sea anemones of order Actiniaria are solitary anthozoans.

^ Peronia is the former name of Onchidium, an intertidal slug of order Systellommatophora,

family Onchidiidae.

’ See article by Henri de Blainvilleon Malacostracis in Die. Sciences Afamre/tes 28:138-425.
*
See Cuvier Vol. 3, p. 46.

’ Another sea anemone.
‘ A soft coral of order Alcyonacea.

’ Doridacean nudihranch, a sea slug. Several of CD’s specimens probably belonged to the

family Chromodorididae, but cannot be more closely identified.

’ Another species of sea anemone.

Another soft coral.

" Another sea slug.

Scleractinia, a small solitary stony coral. Identified by S.F. Haimer in 1901 as specimens

of Coenopsammia together with some Pyrgoma.

Plate 2, Figs. 1-8

(there follows an extra page inserted later)
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to follow p. 12

Caryophillia

Ova
(3261)

(V

Havin^laced a living Specimen of this Corail in Basin of water whilst at

James 1° in the Galapagos.— soon observed several orange coloured ovules

[illeg. mark] swimming in the water. When the eye was four feet from the

basin a progressive motion might be very distinctly seen.— Ova generally

elongated oval, the narrower end slightly truncated.— length about 'A of
inch.— body contractile as to alter form.— The motion is progressive,

steady & quick, the obtuse end being the head.— Frequently there is also

a random motion on the longer axis, but likewise on every possible axis.

A vibratory motion, with higher power might be seen on the surface, & a
quick motion in the particles in the closely surrounding Huid.— When dead
is surrounded by a halo of gelatinous matter, which I believe but am not

sure is formed by the vibratory organs.— These probably coat the whole
surface. I judge from the revolving motion on such varying axiscs.

—

[continued on back of page] Can fix itself temnorarilv to side of Watch
Glass with sufficient force to resist the motion communicated to the

Water.— Amongst some Ovules, one differed in form — perhaps being
more developed — this was flask shaped [sketch in margin].— Power of
attach<ment> lay in broard basis & which end always mount<ed> first —
Apex colored more reddish orange. Here there is a most obscure trace of
orific<e> & diverging rays.- Is not this a young Polypus, within which
the stony plates will be produced? I may remark that on the Corall, near
its base, there were sevei^ minu<te> living Polypi attached.— The motion
of Ovules noticed in the Sertularire & Flustraces is now known to exist in

the Lamelliform Coralls.

nj"

Plate 2, Figs. 9-11

[CD P. 12 continues, the whole entry on Pyrgoma having later been crossed through
vertically]

9*. 99, & Pvrgoma '. On both Caryophillia the shell is fixed.— Shell subglobular,
127 & 128 conical; aperture small oval subcentral; calcareous smooth plate within.
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199 neck tran^arent.— Neither Spirits of Wine or fresh water had any
perceptible effect.— Feb S'*. — Vide PL. 3. Fig. 1.— [note (a)] No. 199,
not spirite. (Jania, Lamouroux) [note ends]

A 1 if
^

Bacillariees^ (Die. Class:) growing on Jania. Vide PL 3, Fig 2.— drawn
200 times natural size.— Fig 3.— on a Fucus: Fig 4, in the sea, invisible

to naked eye.— [note (b)] No. 200 not ^irits. Fucus [note ends]

Aplvsia‘ . narrow in front, rounder behind, with little tail: Mantle large,

divided at each end. Anus surrounded with membrane: Shell transparent,

oval, slightly beaked, with one shoulder scalloped out.— length about 5

inches, of a dirty "primrose yellow" traced with veins & rings of a purplish

"umber brown" colour; about 10 veins rings in number on each side, 2 on
head.— Anterior feelers white.— Operculum purplish with purple
descending fold, with a mark on centre. Foot of a darker yellow.—
Stomach much contracted in centre, terminating in a sheath of muscles,
round which are 7 to 10 pyramidal bits of semitransparent hom or teeth

varying in size, one with another.— Within Stomach contains a quantity
of a delicate pink Fucus & small pebbles, which I suppose are used like

those in birds gizzards; in
1 1S| the intestine, these appear to have been

ground into sand.— [note (c)] 14, 18, 29, 30, 31 in spirits.— Shell in

operculum & bones out of stomach 100. not in spirits— [note ends]

(b)

These animals are very common, abounding amongst the stones at low
water mark, especially where there is any mud.— 1 saw some small ones
only one inch long.— When disturbed they emitted from under operculum
a great quantity of a "Purplish red" fluid enough to stain the water for over
a foot round; [note (b)] Paper when stained with this beautiful colour, after

a few days changed into a dirty red.— [note ends] When handled, the
slime or purple caused a pricking sensation like the Physalia.— 1 never saw

se their mantle for swimming.—

Pyrgoma anglicum belongs to a genus of barnacles in suborder Balanomorpha which are
always found imbedded in corals. This specimen was described by CD in A monograph on
the sub-class Cirripedia. The Balanidae. or sessile cirripedes: the Verrucidae. etc., published
by the Ray Society in 1854. See Cirripedia p. 360.
^ See Cuvier Vol. 3, p. 178.

’ Not found in Die. Sciences Naturelles.
*

‘Jania’ is a genus of coralline algae, Rhodophyta. See Plant Notes pp. 156 and 187, and
Lamouroux pp. 23-4.
^
'BacillahMS* are diatoms, Chrysophyia. See Plant Notes pp. 155-6, and Die Class 2127-

9.

^ A species of sea hare of order Anaspidea.
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Plate 3, Figs. 1-4, 6-7

[CD P. IS continues with an account of some tetrestrial Planarian worms, crossed through

vertically to indicate iu subsequent inclusion in a published paper]

Planaria Planaria ' (?) Jan 30*. W of Quail Island. Vide PL:3 : Fig. 5.— length

one inch, breadth 34 .1 — oval, creeping, highly contractile & aclive.—

84 & 105 Body very flat, soft membranous.— divided anteriorly & posteriorly.—

Pale, above finely reticulated with brownish purple.— At one extremity

(A) there on the under side there are two paplike retractable orifices; the

anterior one of which is largest.— From this point are sent off diverging

rays— which nearly reach to the border: these act as muscles.— & when

the animal contracts any part of body the rays to that part are raised.— A

nearly continuous mbe runs through the length of the animal, connecting the

|lSbls|

[CD continues on an extra page numbered in another hand 15bls, and with 39 in a circle. The

crossing through continues.]

Planaria anterior orifices with one posterior one.— At middle of animal on each

side of central tube is a mass of angular white grains— & just above it a

small orifice (B). This orifices is generally closed. & then invisible.— but

the animal having been kept some time opened it, & through came out folds

of highly transparent membrane continually contracting & dilating itself.—
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(a) When first protruded it is folded up like bud of plant, but when expanded
seems to be deeply divided into inverted wedge shaped portions, & extends

as far as edge ofbody of animal— [note (a)] V P. 192 for some particulars

respecting this organ observed in a terrestrial Planaria.— [note ends]

When within, the membrane had a star like appearance.— As soon as

r animal died this membrane remained protruded & there likewise appeared

filleg. l to come another from between the granular white substance.— This latter

note and substance likewise burst & sent forth numberless round balls, which 1

brackets
|

conceive to be the ova.— Under microscope the outer membrane consisted

in pencil] I of numerous green grams & some larger brown egg shaped masses.— In

death the its body became almost instantly soft & as [if] it were dissolved

I could not preserve this specimen, but I afterwards procured another, which
See better has kept well in Spirits of Wine.— Animal lives under stones which are

Specimen imbedded in the shore at low-water mark.— It is very active & irritable,

& has the power
1 16| of adhering most remarkably close to the stones.—

Planaria This animal cannot be a true Planaria, although its external characters would
show it to be such.— Its habits are more that of a Nereis: but as to its

strange organization I am at a loss to what to refer it.

—

Plate V from Darwin (1844)

Planaria Planaria^. length 1 & 'A inches, breadth .4: oblong: very flat, an elevated

line running down the back, sending oft' lines on each side: Beneath the

105 bands of a yellow substance bordering a central transparent space.— Signs
of an aperture at each extremity.— Above light "Chesnut brown”, beneath

pale.— Habits similar to the first Planaria— These aitimals evidently are

closely allied, but differ in this latter one being narrower, of a different
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colour, & net being oval at each extremity.— But yet what a wide

disparity between their Organizations!

Planaria Planaria length .7. breadth .2, very flat.— above pale brown.— sending

off branched lines, especially on anterior parts.— Beneath pale, with

105 anterior transparent spot (mouth?). Posterior spot likewise: Round anterior

one, on each side are two rows of black specks, which conbact with the

animals skin.— Like former one crawls Si sticks to stones: likewise can

swim hy a vertical motion of its body: often rolls itself into a ball.— Vide

PL. 3, Fig. 6.— 1 17

1

Planaria Planaria^. flat, linear, length (when fully extended) one inch, breadth .05:

105 (a) white, semi transparent, with a slightly elevated dorsal line: mouth retractile,

BoKubmih with on each side short, curved feeler.— On these & mouth there is an

irregular row of black specks.— Habits like the last: swims well, crawls

with rapidity & occasionally walks on its extremities like a Leach.

—

' Identified by CD as Planaria (?) incisa in a paper entitled ‘Brief Descriptions of Several

Terresttial Planariae, and of Some Remarkable Marine Species, with an account of Their

Habits’ (Annals and Magazine of Natural History, including Zoology. Botany, and Geology

14:241-51, 1844. Reprinted in CoHerted papers 1:182-93). PL. 3, Fig. 5 has not been

preserved, probably because it was redrawn by CD for the published paper. The animal is

a turbellarian flatworm in order Polycladida, and was at one time classified as Centrostomum

incisum, though recent authorities tave left it as incertae sedis. CD has correctly described

the extruding folds from B as pharynx, though in fact he may have been looking at eggs ready

to be laid from the female pore behind it. The nearest polyclad group would be the Pseudo-

cerotidae, though the precise position of the species is uncertain.

^ This planarian and the next one are evidently those related to P. incisa, and both are

probably polyclad turbellarians.

^ By elimination this is the species from a new genus named Diplanaria notabiiis by CD (see

Collected papers 1:191-3). Recent authorities have assigned it provisionally to the genus

Leptoplana, but CD’s description is inadequate by modem standards to place the species more

certainly than among the polyclads.

[CD P. 17 continues]

I leooora or v-icseis '. Rang:^ Feb 14“'. 2 30' N’.
.

Shell extremely linear, pointed, length .4, diam .03.— straight.— Animal

slight tinge of red: Membranous wing divided into three lobes.— 2 large,

reticulated, orbicular, with pointed ears on each side.— The third is small:

The animal easily propels itself by the 2 large ones.- keeping always that

*e4ewest side of body the lowest in water- Between them is a small

linear opening with tube leading from it- Sunoundmg this are excessively
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minute cilix, which continue in such rapid motion that they are scarcely

visible, & would not be perceived were it not for the motion communicated

to all small particles near them.— These wings are situated on a footstalk

or neck which leads into cavity of body.— [note (2)] Upon this, there are

(2) black spots, like eyes, fixed.— [note ends] This cavity consists of a

membranous sheath or mantle, which terminates at the pointed extremity of

the shell.— It is by the contraction of this that the animal is able to draw
in his wings or head.—

1 18

1

Creseis February 1 4*. Upon upper edge of this mantle, which continually contracts

& expands itself & which is rather irregular, are situated cilix such as

described near mouth: likewise in centre they may be discovered rapidly

driving about small grains of matter (& the ova?). The middle part of

sheath is surrounded by lines or rings.— At upper extremity, near where
the head joins, there are vermiform tubular appendages, which I am nearly

sure can be protruded beyond the shell.— May they not be similar to those

in Limacina?— .— Beneath this are sent forth two tubes.— one transparent

& ending in globular ball (within another membrane?), which is always

pulsating.— the heart?— the other is a strength gut which gradually tapers

to the shells end.— At its upper end it continually contracts & dilates

itself, close to which is [a] small dark organ, the liver?, & a mass of green
small balls.— ova?

—

Creseis Tapering, extremity not much pointed, curved: animal same as former

107 one.— only that perhaps vermiform appendages were more apparent: &
necessarily fiom shortness of shell, the intestine beneath the liver & green

granular substance much shorta.— As it is the mantle or sheath that

surrounds this part, which chiefly aids in retracting the animal, it almost

necessarily follows that this process would be slower when this part was

Limaoinn Atlanta*, Lamnoinn Cuvier Cuvier.— very small, fine violet, slightly

Atlanta (a) carinate, whorls touching each other.— In one specimen, only small portion

Die. Class. of whorl coloured.— 2 others uniformly.— 1 should think they were full

107 & 155 grown & if so a new species.

—

[note (a) added later] On 23'’ of March: in about Lat I8'5' & Long 36’W,
the sea contained great numbers of this Atlanta.— Shells varying (largest

specimens) 1/20 of inch in diameter.— Whorls four touching each other, the

three internal ones purple, tapering suddenly: mouth of shell posteriorly cut

out: not much carinated: [note ends]

[CD P. 19 continues]

Porpita Porpita®. Feb 14*.— 2'30' N.— prussian blue, width .07. back rounded,

(b) slightly tuberculated, convex, slightly striated fiom centre, where there is a
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108 brown mark. Surroundi<ng> membrane, narrow, stiff, scalloped.—

Beneath depending, surrounded by numerous tentacula; extremities of

Fig. 8, B'" which are divided into 4 papilla, & being placed on one side give an hand

like appearance.— Some of them are fully extended & are longer than

diameter of the animal, the greatest number are much retracted.— Stalk of

tentacula transparen<t>, with an interior tube which terminates in a bag at

Fig. 8, C the foot of the papilla.— These papilla are thin, delicate, transversely

lined, with a globular much tuberculated head.— The occasional protrusion

of some of their tentacula has given rise to the idea that there were 2 sorts

of them.— Vide Cuvier.— Mouth white, membranous, tubercular,

projecting, round which is a row of simple vermiform tentacula, of a China

blue. 1 20

1

[note (b) added later] PL. 3 Fig. 8A no side ridge such as in A. Peronia of

Blainville‘: Shell flat when seen from above (or edgewise) sides equal:

whorls coiled obliquely & spiral.— so that on one side a slanting umbilicus

can be seen en-tbe & only a few of the whorls.— on the other all the

whorls & no umbilicus: Only differs from No' 8 (not spirits) in being of

a purplish colour & generally smaller.— fiom 7 not spirits in whorls

touching each other: If this latter, as 1 suppose, is A. Peronia, Blainville

has drawn his figure with oblique ridges on the side which do not exist.—

V No' 385 (not spirits), [note ends]

Plate 3, Figs. 8, 9, 10

[CD P. 20 commences]

Mucor (a) Mucor’. Linn: growing on a lime from St. Jago, length .1 of inch, brown

No. 223 not colour: pedical hollow, simple, transparent, diameter .0006.— At extremity

in Spirits ball containing sporules, diameter ,007.— Sporules varying in size, very

minute, about .00009 in diam: When the mould was placed in water, the

balls burst longitudinally, & sent forth the Sporules.— at same time

globules of air passed down the pedicel.— This took place with such
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violence that the recoil on the ball gave it sufficient motion to be visible to

the naked eye.— The same results occurred with greater force when Spirits

of Wine was used instead of water.— Was it not a similar observation that

first led Dutrochet* to the discovery of the Laws of Endosme?

[note (a) added later] Observed the same species growing on gum dissolved

in vinegar.— (March 23‘‘) found a sort very like this on old paste; the

colour was yellow, & the stalks rather longer in proportion, were the only

differences 1 could perceive, [note ends]

Dvnhves Dvohves’.— Plate 3 Fig 9.— Feb I?*. Lat r30' S.

—

No. 109 (A) Square pyramidal, apex obliquely truncate, side slightly hollowed, with

a projecting curved dotted rim on one side.

(B) Another species, an solid oblong placed on a square base & projecting

over on one side.— On In upper parts is a net work bag. (the animal?)

from which two appendages were sent off into the lower part.— I could

see no signs of two animals joined.

Saloa Saloa”*. Fig 10. Mantles rounded with four ridges or angles.— fiinged

No. 109 beyond the mouth.— Mouth consists of a membrane stretched across the

opening, with circular aperture.— {21

1

' A shelled pteropod of order Thecosomata. Its measurements and those of other specie

^ See Sander Rang. Manuel de 1‘hisloire naturelle des moUusques et leurs coquilles. Paris,

1829. In Reng/e Library.

’ The ship was now ISO miles from the Equator, see Beagle Diary p. 35.

* Atlanta is a pelagic snail of order Mesogastropoda and superfamily Heteropoda, whereas

Limacina is another shelled pteropod. Only A. inclinata and A. peronii arc found in the area.

See Die. Class. 2:58.

’ Porpita is a "blue button”, a pelagic hyroid that floats on or near the surface. The animal

identified by Chancellor et al. (1988) as No. 4/12904 in the Oxford University Museum, and

classified as Amphipoda: Gaitunaridea, must have been in the same bottle.

‘ See Planche 58 showing Onchidie (Veronicelle), Planche 63 of Pironie de ITsle de France,

and Planche 68 of Atlanta de P6ron in the section on Conchyliologie et malacologie by Henri

Marie Ducrotay de Blainville in Die. Scienees Naturelles Planches 2e partie, Zoologie.

’ CD’s specimen of the mold Mucor (Mucoraceae) was not well preserved, and Henslow

wrote to CO in January 1833 ‘For goodness sake what is FT. 223 it looks like the remains of

an electric explosion, a mere mass of soot—something very curious I dare say
—

’
(see

Cotrespondenee 1:294 and Plant Notes p. 153).

’ Henri Dutrochet (1776-1847) was a French scientist who in the 1820s had published on the

phenomenon of endosmosis, osmotic movement into cells.

’ Diphyes is a pelagic hydroid of order Siphonophora.

A thaliacean tunicate specialized for a ffee-swimming planktonic existence.
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Planarian worm, crossed through[CD P. 21 commences with an entry about a

vertically as before]

Planaiia'. Plate 4, Fig 1.^ — Feb' 23'*. Lat 5' S, 33' W.— [note (a)] was

unable to preserve it in spirits [note ends] length .2: Colour pale:

membrane with edges jagged; anteriorly formed like a neck & head with

2 ear like processes.— Beneath near to the neck is an internal quadrangular

membrane within which is a black spot, by the side of this is an opening

which the animal can dilate & contract at its pleasure.— Joining to this

part is an oval bag with an internal dark spot & delicate tube.— This bag

terminates behind a central dark Mass formed by the union of eleven veins

[3 illeg. words] or rather a congeries of grains.— In centre of the Mass

there is a longitudinal opening through which the animal can protrude a

dark coloured very delicate membrane.— This membrane is etese when first

seen, clewed up into eight divisions. The animal evidently bears a close

relation to the Planaria (?) described in Page 15.— The two bags in this

instance answering to the two pap-form orifices.— & the organization

central mass is much the same in both cases: in this one however there is

no mass of eggs.— One is tempted to consider the membrane as lungs, &
the veins which branch off from the centre as a circulatory system.— Is it

not extraordinary Ending an animal adapted for creeping in such a situation;

so many miles from shore.— 1 22

1

' Identified by CD in his 1844 paper as Planaria (?) oceanica. The modem name of this

polyclad turbellarian flatworm is Ptanocera pellucida Mertens.

Opiate 4 Fig. 1 is now missing, but it was redrawn in Plate V(l) of the 1844 paper without

the label A (see p. 20).

[CD P. 22 commences with an entry about Diodon, much corrected with a different pen.

probably because a shorter version was later included in Journal of Researches pp. 13-14]

Diodon March 10“’ a Diodon* was caught swimming in its unexpanded form near

No 132 to the shore.— Length about an inch; above blackish brown, beneath

spotted with yellow.— Above On head four soft projections; the upper

ones longer like the feelers of a snail.— Eye with pupil dark blue; iris

(a) yellow mottled with black.— The dorsal caudal & anal fins are so close

together that they act as one. [note (a)] These fins as well as the Pectorals

which are placed just before branchial apertures, are in a continued state of

tremulous motion even when the animal is-at remains still.— [note ends]

the animal propels its body by using these posterior fins in same manner as

a boat is sculled, that is by moving them rapidly from side to side with an

oblique surface exposed to the water.— The pectoral fins have great play

which is necessary to enable the animal to swim with his its back

downwards.

—

Planaria (a)
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When handled a considerable quantity of a fine "Carmine red” fibrous

secretion was emitted from the abdomen & stained paper, ivory &c of a

high colour.— The fish has several means of defence it can bite hard &
can squirt water to some distance from its Mouth, making at the same time

a curious noise with its jaws.— After being taken out of water for a short

time & then placed in again, it absorbed by the mouth (peibaps likewise by

the branchial apertures) a considerable quantity of water & air, sufficient to

distend its body into a perfect globe.— This process is effected by two

methods; chiefly by gu lping |23| swa llowing the air & water & then

forcing it into the inside cavity of the body, its return being prevented by

a muscular contraction which is externally visible: but also whm the mouth

must have been caused [and] by the dilatation of the animal producing

suction.— [note (a)] The water however I observed entered in a stream

through the mouth, which was distended wide open & motionless; hence

this latter action must have been caused by some kind of suction [note ends]

When the body was is thus distended, the papillae with which it was is

covered with papillae which by this action become stiff, the above

mentioned ones tentacula on the head must being excepted.— The animal

thus being so much buoyed up, the branchial openings was are out ofwater,

but a stream regularly flowed out of it them which was as constantly

replenished by the mouth.

—

After having remained in this state for a short time, the body was emptied

of the air & water would be expelled with considerable force from the

branchial apertures & the mouth.— The animal at iu pleasure could emit

a certain portion of the water & I think it is clear that this water is taken in

to partly for the sake of regulating the specific gravity of its body.— The
skin almut the abdomen is much looser than that on the back & in

consequence is by far the is most distended; from some reason hence the

animal swims with its back downwards.— Cuvier doubts their being able

to swim when in this position; but they clearly |24| can not only swim
forward, but also move round.— this they do effect, not like other fish by
the action of their tails, but by collapsing the caudal fins, they move only

by their pectorals.— When placed in fresh water seemed sinmilarlv little

inconvenienced.

—

Caught March lO"' by flying into a room: it is an old female: This species

would I think according to Die. Class: be a new Speciea genus: but from

Cuvier[’s] sparing description is a ‘Phyllosome sans queue . My specimen

however by Die Class does not agree with its teeth with this sub-division.

—

Head broard flattened.— 4 incisors in each jaw; of the superior two center

ones longest & bifid: Lower ones equal & slightly bifid.— Canine very

sharp, superior ones nearly twice as long as the inferior.— 8 other teeth

in the upper & 10 in lower jaw.— Nose with a flat semicircular membrane,
retracted posteriorly & projecting upwards (or rt angles to the flat part) .3
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Beagle Diary pp. 41-2).

^ Identified by George Waterhouse in Zoology 2:4-5 as Phyllosloma perspicillatum.
^ A click beetle of family Elateridae. Identified by CD in Journal of Researches p. 35 as

Pyrophorus luminosus Illiger, and said by him to be ‘the most common luminous insect'. See

Die. Class. 16:70-6 and Insect Notes p. 48.

[CD f. 26 continues]

General The sand on the beach is of a brilliant white colour & composed of minute
Obser: Bahia grains of quartz: when walked over the friction of the patticles caused a

curious high note or chirp: The temperature of this sand a few inches

beneath the surface was 108 in the open rays of the sun.— A person |27|

[CD P. 27 is headed Bahia Feb 29“’
. . . March 19*. and commences]

General in a hot country might with closed eyes tell what colour the ground was on

Obser: Bahia which he was walking.— The effects of reflection fiom a white surface

preponderating those of radiation from a dark.

—

(b)

1832 (b)

March

1 was surprised at the scarceness of birds: the extreme thickness of the

vegetation seems only to suit a few tribes.— Within the Tropic the insects

take a mere prominent part in the animal kingdom: the woods resound with

their noise especially ofthe Orthop Hemipterous' tribes as Cicada & the eye

is attracted by the gay and beautiful colours of the butterflies: these

bespeak the Zone they inhabit far more plainly than the Coleoptera. The
latter by their smallness, dark colours & European form much surprised

me.— The genera that were most abunda<nt> were Haltica^ & Galeraca’

(or closely allied to it) & Curculio^.— It was singular to find in the fresh

water Berosus^ & Hydroporus*.

[note (b) added later] Be Are not the Hydradephaga^ remarkably constant

in their forms in different stations & habitations . England: Patagonia:

Tierra del Fuego: Cape Verds & Brazil:— [note ends]

[CD P. 27 continues]

Carabidous' insects were rare. I only found three species, one Scarites and
two Truncatipennis (Sebia & Odaoanthn?).— The wonderful number of
AnU perhaps supply the place of these butchers of the colder climes.—

?a)

General

Obser: Bahia

No. 3S9...364

On first entering a Tropical forest one of the most striking things is the

incessant Labour of the Ants.— [Note (a) No. 357 & 358 (not in spiriU)

[note ends] The paths in every
1 28

1
direction are traversed by hosts of

them carrying parts of leaves larger than themselves & reminding one of the
moving forest ofBimam in Macbeth: Most of the treeo contain large nosta,
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[note (b), later struck out] August 20"'. It is evident I have confounded the

nest of the Termite with the real ants performing their marvellous

labours.— [note ends]

[CD P. 28 continues]

Some of the smaller species migrate in large bodies.— One day my

357, 358’ attention was drawn by many spiders, Blattaa'" & other insects rushing in

(not spirits) the greatest agitation across a bare bit of ground.— Behind this every stalk

& leaf was blackened by a small ant: They crossed the open space till they

arrived at a piece of old wall on the side of the road.— Here the swarm

divided & descended on each side, by this many insects were fairly

enclosed; & the efforts which the poor little creatures made to extricate

themselves from such a death were wonderful surprising.— When the ants

came to the road they changed their course & in narrow files reascended the

wall & proceeding along one side in the course of a few hours (oH when 1

returned) they all had disappeared.—

When a small stone was placed in the track of one of their files, the whole

of them first attacked it & then immediately beeked retired; it would not

on the open space have been one inch out of their way to have gone round

the obstacle, & doubtless [continued at (a) on back of page] if it had

previously been there, they would have done so.— In a few seconds

another larger body returned to the attack, but they not succeeding in

moving the stone, this line of direction was entirely given up.— [entry

ends] |29|

' True bugs of order Hemiptera.

^ Chrysomelidae, leaf beetles.

’ Genera of Galerucinae and Chrysomelinae, leaf beetles.

’ Curculionidae, weevils.

’ Hydrophilidae, water beetles.

* More water beetles.

’ Hydradephaga is an old term covering all water beetles.

* Carabidae, ground beetles.
. , v rTv

’ As reported in Insect Notes p. 48, these specimens have not survived, but from CD s

description they were •driver ants’ of the subfamily Dotylinae, probably of^e genus gci/on.

Blatta is nowadays a cockroach, but w; ae formerly applied to Its of order

[CD P. 29 commences]

March 23" Mucor' growing on green ginger: colour yellow, length from
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aiameier & sticking together in planes: When placed in water the ball
partially burst & sent forth with granules large bubbles of air.— A rush of
fluid was visible in the stalk or cylinder.- If merely breathed on, the
spherule was expanded itself* three conical semitransparent projections
were formed on surface.— (Much in the same manner as is seen in Pollen)
These cones in a short time visibly were contracted & drawn within the
spherule.—

Mamis Caught at Bahia on the 17* a Mantis^ & as I thought killed it by holding
(a) for several minutes under water that was boiling, the head & thorax (to the

insertion of the wings) & anterior legs.— These parts shortly were
romplrtely dead & became dry & brittle: but eight day(sj afterwards on the
25 the abdomen & hinder legs continued to possess a slight degree of
imtabiUty.— This appears a well marked instance of the tenaoiouoly
tenacity of life amongst insects.— |30|

Janthina The sea in Lat Ig-ff S * Long 36‘6' W. on the 26* contained numbeis of
(a) specimens of Janthina^— Most of them were very small- the animal of

® of the same violet colour as the
shell.— When touched emitted a fine purple colour. M Kangs'* states it
to be de "couleur Laquesce" [note (a)) No. 158.— Cuvier mentions the
fact about the colour, (note ends]

^ ^ ““S'*' ^ specimens of a fishS; belly silvery
(b) white, mottled with brownish black, side blueish with dusky greenish

markings Iris yellow with dark blue pupil. Caudal fin with a pink tinge:
Aere fish were 120 [miles] from the nearest land above water, namely“

t;;ren^]“’*

* See Piant Notes pp. 153-4.
* No specimen of Mantodea was found in CD's collection (see Insect Notes p 48)
Mesogastropoda, Ptcnoglossa, the pelagic violet snails

*See^on^pp, 196-7.
* Identified by Leonard Jenyns in Zoology 4:73-4 as similar to Psenes teucurm Cuv.

[CD P. 30 continues with observations on microscopic marine algae termed confervae found

fo“rTe*m°rt
^ '*"* "“'“d “*™“8h.

for the matenal was copied to appear in Journal ofResearches pp. 14-20]

^lourof 1 had been struck by the beautiful colour of the sea when seen through theSea chinks of a straw hat.— To day 26*. Lat 18*6' S: Long 36'6' W. it was
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according to Werner nomenclature "Indigo with a little Azure blue”. The
sky at the time was "Berlin with little Ultra marine [blue" & there were
some cirro.cumili' scattered about,— No bottom could be found 230

(c) fathoms.— After running about 6 knots, soundings gave 30 fathoms &
coral bottom, yet there was no change in the colour of the sea.

—

Oily matter

on surface

Oily matter

on sea (d)

To day at noon 1 observed the sea covered with an oily maner.— The thin

globules 1 31
1

displayed iridescent colours & were often time two inches

in diameter.— A drop of water under a microscope showed on its surface

minute globules of a transparent floating liquid, & which from its feel was
of an oily nature.— it contained likewise irregularly shaped transparent

minute fragments of matter; Three quartets of an hour after I first observed

this appearance it was no longer visible, the ship in that [time] having

sailed 2 & 14 knots.— I am at a loss to conjecture what could have been

the origin of such a quantity of oily maner; it is stated that whales often

produce this effect.— At night this water showed luminous particles.

—

[note (d) added later] Octob 23'’. South of Corrientes: I observe some of

the Pelagic Amphipods contain in the intestinal vessels a considerable

quantity of coloured oil:— Entomostraca The number of these Crustacea

is often quite infinite [note ends]

27* at 10 AM the sea for yards was coated with the oil, having an

iridescent appearance: It was in patches or streams & extended for a

considerable distance.— [note (c)] In one hour & 'A afterwards having run

2 & 'A knots the water had its greasy covering, [note ends)

[note (c) from back of P. 30] Qtn

The following is a table of thermometrical changes during crossing and

[Hour] [Depth] [Temp]

10 A M 232 Fathoms 82’ Therm:

4 PM 30 82'

10 PM 252
8>'

27*

Lat. 12-43'

Long. 36’6' W

8‘A A M 1S2
9 AM 152

10 AM 222

ll'AAM 252

PA PM 252

2>A PM 32
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3 PM 20 81%
4 PM 22 81%
5 PM 21 81%
6 PM 21 81%
7 PM 27 81

8 PM 25 81%
10 PM 27 81%
11 PM 27 81%

8 AM 28 79%
10 AM 10...30 79%
4 PM do 78%
9 PM Anchored 20 76%

During this day (28''') the colour of sea varied, being sometimes black

"Indigo blue”, in evening very green.

—

This table shows in some cases how little the Thermometer is affected,

during the 26'*' & 27"', when not close to the Island, the mean of temp no

bottom (at the lowest) at 150 fathom is within a very small fraction of

degree of that when sounding<s> were at most 30.— On 28“' the mean was

3 degrees lower than that of the 2 days previous: & we were then rapidly

nearing the Islands, [note ends]

[CD P. 31 continues]

At noon Lat 17’43' S & Long 37'23' W my attention was called by M'
Chaffers" observing that the sea was in places discoloured.— [notes (a)]

No soundings with 250 fathoms. No' not spirits 390, 391. An appearance

similar to this one was seen between Canary & Cape de Verd at about %
a mile distance from the ship, [notes end] Even from the Poop the cause

was visible, it was owing to the presence of numberless minute whitish

particles: These when examined under a lens whose focal distance was
under above i/io of inch appeared like bits of chopped rag, the ligneous

fibres of which projected beyond the end.— [note (e)] M' Brown^ seems

to have observed these Oscillaris on the South shore of Australia, "particles

1(20 length, composed of cohering jointed fibres, of unequal length, so that

the compound particle appeared as iftom” Flinders Voyage Vol 1 P 92'’;—

[note ends] |32|

Oscillaria These particles seen under a higher power consisted of about 20 fibrils

X adhering side by side & forming either a flat or a nearly cylindrical bit of

mat.— These eyhn fibrils or stalks were in length from .02 to .03 of inch;

in diameter inooo: extremities round, rather broarder, transparent; internally

a nibe containing concentric layer of greenish brown granules. Hence
appearing jointed: these layers are o loso to numerous. The external tube

Oscillaria
*

(a)

390:391

(e)
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(a) was marked by fine circular rings. (??) [note] (a) It required a i/»" focal

lens in order to see the internal tube, [note ends]

[note x] At noon on 31" of March, Lat 19'52’ S, Long 38‘7' W, the ship

passed through a band of these Oscillariae a mite in width. 1 reexamined

No them.— The bundle[s] were often cylindrical, containing from 20...to 50

soundings fibrils.— a large one taking the extreme points was in length was .03 & in

at this breadth .009.— Fibrils were perfectly straight: varied much in length; were

spot.— I presume enveloped in a fluid.— as in ma<ny> of the bundles the fibrils

But 6 did not touch each other.— Being kept till the following morning the

knots particles became of a much brighter green & were partially decomposed: a

before considerab<le> quantity of brownish flocculent matter lying at the bottom

36 h. of the cup.— The fresh Oscillaria placed in Alcohol uncoiled, moved

the<se> & finally burst.— These appearances are called by the Sailors

Spawn.— At 4 PM we passed throu^ another irregular band running E &
W.— about 10 yards wide & about 2 & miles long.— The sea was the

colour of thick reddish mud.— I believe each bundle of Oscillaria touched

another.— I judge of this likewise by the thickness of the covering on

some water brought up in a bucket.— (At this rate in this narrow band &
at a [illeg.J moderate computation, in each square inch of surface there must

have been 499950 fibrils or separate Oscillaria.— In the whole band:

323 967 600 00[0] 000: or 323 millions of millions &c.—7) Perhaps in

square inch about 100 000. [note ends]

[CD P. 32 continues]

I once thought that I perceived a motion in these fibrils: from the

description in Die. Class.’ I suppose it is an Oscillaria.— After being kept

(b) for an hour in water, most of them fell to the bottom of the Basin, & it

p 31 appeared to me that in this state all the granules had been expelled: Figures

are quite inadequate to give any idea of the numbers of these groups of

Oscillaria which the sea contained.— A bucket which had been lowered for

some water, had its interior sides (being left for short time at rest) literally

coated with these minute particles.— I should think they extended for some

distance; The sea 3 hours afterwards contained a few.—

Conferva On 28“’; 10 miles West of Abrolhos; there came up with the lead (17

(b) 392 fathoms) a piece of Fucus.— on which were growing numerous minute

not spirits tufts of a Conferva*.— Stems simple cylindrical white transparent joiiited;

end truncate; length i/io of inch, dameter zoom.— On this minute |33|

plant & on a small coralline were crowded together a forest of numerous

species of Bacillareis & Anthrodieis.

—

' CD’s spelling of the type of clouds on this day might not have met with FitzRoy’s approval.

See Nan-alive, Appendix to Vol. II, pp. 275-6.
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^ According to CD, the Beagle had sailed over 5‘ northwards during the night! The table of

compass variations during the voyage that appears in Narrative, Appendix to Vol. II, pp. 86-8,

Bves the Latitude on 27th March as 17-54'.

’ Identified by Porter (1987) in Plant Notes pp. 212-14 as a blue-green alga Oscillatoria

erythraea (Ehrenberg) KOtaing.

Edward Main Chaffers was Master of the Beagle.
* Robert Brown (1773-1858) was a botanist and microscopist who discovered Brownian

‘ See Matthew Flinders. A voyage to Terra Australis. 2 vols., atlas. London, 1814. In

Beagle Library.

’ See Die. Class. 12:457-85.

* Although Specimens 390 and 391 are O. erythraea. Specimen 392 sent to J.D. Hooker in

August 1844 with the comment ‘Please throw away these specimens if of no use’ (see

Correspondence 3:49-50 and Plant Notes p. 214) cannot now be identified.

[CD P. 33 continues]

Phasianella

U) 169

175 Spirits

(Gorgonia?)

Animal with foot marked with black'.— body blueish-lead colour; between

feelers claret coloured.— feelers ringed with black.— these were nearly

the only shell on coast of the Abrolhos.— they were however in the

greatest profusion covering the rocks, & what appeared to me very singular,

crawling up a bush which grew within high water mark.— The shells

adhered to their leaves & bark far above the reach of the waves: From the

habits when kept it is evidently an animal which passes much of its time out

ofthi - Abrolhos.— March 29“’.—

(Lamouroux ??) Abrolhos. 20 fathoms. March 30*.— Corallina^

branched, stem rather flattened, horns, hollow.— Polypi when not

expanded like buds scattered irregularly on sides & extremities of
branches.— Stem slightly encrusted with red stony covering.— Polypi

white, length .15, tentacula 8 in number, funbriated. when partly collapsed

having a leaf like appearance.— Tentacula situated on a fleshy tube

proceeding from a slightly coriaceous one or cell.— Polypi highly irritable:

but when fully expanded the Corallina had a beautiful flower-like

appearance.— |34|

The Abrolhos Islands seen from a short distance are of a bright green

colour.— The vegetation consists of succulent plants & Gramina,
interspersed with a few bushes & Cactuses.— [note (b)j Small as my
collection of plants is from the Ahrolhos I think it contains nearly every

species then flowering^.— [note ends] Birds of the family of Totipalmes

are exceedingly abundant, such as Sulea Gannets, Tropic birds & Frigates.—

The number of Saurians is perhaps the most surprising thing, almost every

stone has its accompanying lizard: Spiders are in great numbers: likewise

rats:— The bottom of the adjoining sea is thickly covered by enormous
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brain stones'; many of them could not be less than a yard in diameter:

Without being in the immediate presence of limestones how extraordinary

it is that these Polypi should be able to obtain such an enormous stock of
Carb of Lime*.— [note (c)] This is an instance (perhaps not a strongly

(c) marked one) where there is a great formation of Coralls: & therefore the

lime obtained without the neighbourhead of Volcanic action.— The
currents in the ocean would however I think be sufficient for a ridge like

this:— [note ends]

' Gastropoda, possibly superfamily Trochacea, a top snail.

* The Tubipordes listed by Lamourowc on pp. 65-7 among order XVII of the polypiers

entiirement pierreux et non flexibles, are distinguished fiom the flexible Gorgonias in order

IX on pp. 31-7. The organ-pipe coral Tubipora is a polyp of order Stolonifera. A specimen

of Idmonea milneana Busk was identified by S.F. Harmer in No. 175 (in spirits).

* Although this claim was repeated in CD’s letter to Henslow of 15 August 1832 (see

Correspondence 1:251), the only plant fiom the Abrolbos recorded in either of the Specimen

Lists was a conferva (see Planl Notes p. 159).

' The brain corals are solitary stony corals of order Scleractinia, similar in appearance to a

* Although the origin of limestone fiom the remains of marine organisms deposited in ancient

seas was well esublished, (2D was possibly unaware of the high concentration of calcium in

sea water. The view that the growth of corals required a supply of lime brought up to the sea

bed by volcanic action in the vicinity might have been derived fiom Lyell (see Charles Lyell.

Principles of Geology, being an attempt to explain theformer changes ofthe earth ‘s surface,

byr^erence to causes nowin operation, Vol. 2, pp. 297-301. Murray, London, 1832), if note

(c) was added after CD’s copy reached him at Monte Video in November 1832.

[CD P. 34 continues]

Parmacella Parmacella (Cuvier)‘ body lengthened; broardest across the mantle.—

198 Mouth labiate with upper lip bilabiate, inferior with a fold.— when closed

it is folded into 5 irregular rays: Body beneath pale, above light dirty

yellow; with few blueish lead coloured markings; colours more intense

under the shell; 2 interrupted blueish lead coloured longitudinal bands on

the back.— Shell transparent very brittle, oval, concave posteriorly beaked

& slightly spiral; increases by concentric layers.— Lightly attached to the

mantle, edges being overlapped by a membrane.— |35| Tmlacula,

Parmacella superior lead coloured, inferior very short.— Length of large specimen 1 .4

inch, breadth .4.— Habits, lives on aquatic plants & is partly

amphibious.— When placed in water, turns its back downwards, draws in

its tentacula & swims slowly till it finds some object to adhere to. It

moves in the same manner in the water as on a solid substance, viz by a

wave-like motion in the foot; each wave is semicircular & travels upwards

from the very extremity to the head— It is not clear how the movement

(a) propels the animal.— Is it by a slight contraction after the formation of
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(b) each wave? [note (a)] The curved lines [sketch in margin] may represent

the ridges or waves in the muscle of the foot; each one travelling onwards

after the one before it; a new one of course continually commencing at the

tail.— I fancied I perceived a slight contraction after the formation of each

wave.— [note (b)j How naturally does the animal by its habits &
organization connect through Succinea the terrestrial Pulmones without a

shell, with those with one.— [notes end]

Phvsa

199

43T(not

Physa^.— shell sinestral.— Animal: foot thin, much separated from body,

rounded in front, tail extremely pointed, lead coloured.— Tentacula long,

tapering of same colour, with an attached membrane at the base.— Eyes

within the base of feelers.— Over the mouth a large inverted wedge shaped

bilabiate membrane.— Lives in grassy ditches, swims with its shell

downward very rapidly by the aid of front projecting part of foot.— Steers

itself by the head, perhaps membranes at base of feelers assist in this.—

Body in nearly the same direction as opening of shell; when dead, not

perfectly retractile: a fringed membrane projecting from around opening of

shell. 1361

Found great numbers of a species of Limnoea^ adhering to aquatic plants in

a lake situated between Mandetiba & Lagoa Araruama: The water was then

fresh.— but the inhabitants aftitmed that periodically once an year it

became salt & sometimes oftener.— The period most probably in which

the SW winds prevail; Is not this fact curious, that fresh water shells

should survive an inundation of salt water? In the neighbouring Lagoon,

Balani were adhering to the rocks.

—

My specimen* inhabited the dark & moist forest round Soc£go.— Its habits

were those of an English toad, than a Frog. All its motions slow & feeble:

proceeded by slew short jumps.— Colours in the Spirits have become

rather fainter.— Iris bright copper colour.

—

' Stylommatophora, a slug.

^ A fresh water pulmonate of order Basommatophora.
’ ditto.

* Not listed in Zoology 5.

[CD P. 36 continues]

Anlvsia ' May 6*.— Animal with lateral crests unequal; right side nearly orbicular.

207 very large.— measured internally to the back 2 & w inches wide.— left,

posteriorly obliquely cut or slanted off & only I & wide; the anterior

basal parts of ri^t one very thick & fleshy.— cresU extend nearly length

of whole body.— as the animal was dying when I found it, I am not sure

of its shape — foot broard, length when contracted 4 & 'A inches, I have
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no doubt when crawling would be 6 inches — Width Depth with crest

extended 4 & Vi (placed sideways on a plate).— |37| colour, puiplish

Aplysia dark brown with whitish marking, & in them minute snow white dots about

i/as* of inch in diameter.— on the edge of crests their markings are larger

& more distinct— Feelers same colour.— anterior fleshy, placed

longimdinantly [sic], posterior small, near to anterior part of crests.

—

Mantle puiplish, posteriorly forming simple tube; Branchiae situated on a

straight membrane on each side about seven eight corresponding tufts,

primarily bifid.— A tube or line (?) running from between crests towards

the head.— Connected with Generation? When first taken emitted a little

purple.— If the Aplysia uses its lateral crests to swim.— Can this?

Cuvier says Tectibranches have these Branchi® not symmetrical.— Are not

these?—

Hvla^

208

Helix’

452 (a)

Snider
*

212 (b)

Spider

Bottle

213

thick

forest

On the back, a band of "yellowish brown" width of head, sides copper

yellow; abdomen silvery yellowish white slightly tubeiculated: beneath the

mouth, smooth dark yellow.— under sides of legs leaden flesh colour.—

Can adhere to perpendicular surface of glass.— The fields resound with the

noise which this little animal, as it sits on a blade of grass about an inch

from the water, emits.— The note is very musical. I at fust thought it

must be a bird.— When several are together they chirp in harmony; each,

beginning a lower note than the other, & then continuing upon two (I think

these notes are thirds to each other).— |38|

Body 1 & 'A inches long. Colour "Kings Yellow"; neck long, cylindrical,

marked with longitudinal furrows which become reticulated on the sides;

tentacula orange colour, bearing eyes at extremities, finely & regularly

reticulated; anterior pair about i« in length of posterior, beneath there are

are angular projections forming sides of the mouth.— Mouth when

protruded & closed, three folded (Y).— Foot & tail paler, the latter broard,

rather pointed.— InhabiU thick woods on the hills.— [note (a)] 452 (not

spirits, merely the shell) [note ends]

Evidently by its four front strong equal legs being much longer than

posterior; by its habite on a leaf of a tree, is a Laterigrade: It differs

however most singularly from that tribe & is I think a new genus— Eyes

10 in number, (!?) anterior ones red,

situated on two curved longitudinal

(SL
on an eminence: Machoires rounded inclined:

languettes bluntly arrow shaped; Cheliceres powerful with large aperture for

poison.- Abdomen encrusted & with 5 conical peaks; Thorax with one

small one: Crotchets to Tarsi, very strong (& with 2 small correspondmg

ones beneath?) Colour snow white, except tarsi & half of leg bnght

yellow.— also tops of abdominal points & line of eyes black. It must
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Helix
^

481 (c)

White

r-:-)
y

Hvmenop: *

(d)

(Rapaces)

Pompilus

Hvmenop:

(d)

(Rapaces)

Pompilus

I think he new.— (LitheUon paradoxicus Darwin 111 [note (b)] 212 (in the

Spider Bottle (213)) Taken in the fores<t> [note ends]

Animal narrow, reticulated with lines all over body; colour brownish

"Lavander purple” with snow white dorsal streak.— Superior feeler stout

conical, terminated by a ball carrying the eye.— Eggs, white; .24 inch,

diam: Shell effervesces with acids. Body when extended 3 inches long,

[notes (c)] 481 (not spirits). Inhabits rocky wooded hills, [notes end]

|39|

Spider, orbilates [orbitdles]; closely allied to Epeira (Leucauge. [illeg.f)

Web, very regular nearly horizontal, animal rests in the centre on inferior

surface; [note (a)] Vide No’ 235 & 214. I^otes (b)] Beneath the re^lar

web with concentric circles, there is an irregular & then tissue of net

work.— This irregular tissue work is sometimes above the concentric

web.— [notes end] Machoires parallel, lengthened, thickening towards the

end, square truncate: languette semicircular with central impression:

Cheliceres cylindrical: eyes equal, thus placed [see sketch in margin]: thorax

truncate, oval, depressed; 1“ pair of legs [illeg.] longest, then 2*’, 4* &
lastly 3‘*: filieres little conical, projecting, distinct: Abdomen oblong,

brilliant; the red like a raby with a bright light behind.—

Animal with coarse reticulations, colour brownish yellow, becoming darker

& forming a band on each side.— back white with central band.— tail

broard flat pale.— Feelers yellowish, superiors long.— Mouth of the shell

with anterior end flattened, animal protrudes itself in the same line as

this.— Was found in the Botanic garden closely adhering to the ^ecies of

firs which were originally brought from New S Wales.— [note (c)) V. n

240 [note ends]

I have frequently observed these insects [note (d): V No 535 Not spirits]

carrying dead spiders, even the powerful genus Mygalus, & have found the

clay (e) cells made for their larvs [note (e): Vide (449) not spirits] filled

with dying & dead small spiders: to day (June 2'’) I watch^ a contest

between one of them & a large Lycosa.— The insect dashed against the

spider & then flew away; it had evidently mortially [sic] wounded its enemy

with its sting; for the spider crawled a little way & then rolled down the hill

& scrambled into a tuft of grass.— The Hymenoptera most assuredly again

found out the spider by the power of smell; regularly making small circuits

|40| (like a dog) & rapidly vibrating its wings & anteims: It was a most

curious spectacle: the Spider had yet some life, & the Hymenop was most

cautious to keep clear of the jaws; at last being stung twice more on under

side of the thorax it became motionless.— The hymenop. apparently

ascertained this by repeatedly putting its head close to the spider, & then

dragged away the heavy Lycosa with its mandibles.— I then took them
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both. (Hymenop. No 535)

' An opisthobranch of order Anaspidea, the sea hare.

^ Not listed in Zoology 5.

’ Land snail.

* A crab spider, family Thomisidae, listed by Adam While in Annals and Magazine ofNatural

History 1:471-7 (1841) as Eripus heterogaster, but now known as Epicadus heterogaster

(Guerin, 1831).

’ Land snail.

‘ An orb-weaving orchard spider, family Tetragnathidae, named by Adam White (loc. cit.),

using Darwin’s name, as Linyphia (Leucauge) argyrobapta, this being the type species of the

new genus Leucauge. Other species described by White from CD’s collections in Brazil were

Linyphia (?) leucostemon n.s., Epeira (Singa) leucogramma n.s., Pholcus geniculatus n.s.

’ Rissoacea, a small snail with a conical shell.

* No specimen found, but could possibly be a Trypoxylon (Sphecidae). See Insect Notes p.

56.

[CD P. 40 continues]

Metereoloe: In the course of to day (June 2'*) I have observed several trifling meterolog

Colour of phenomena.— The day At noon it was very hot & calm: the sky dark blue

sky Ac & I remarked, what I have frequently before, that small Cumuli with

defined edges float at less about 2000 feet elevation; they passed beneath

(a) the summit ofthe Caucovado.— These clouds to the eye had an appearance

of great elevation.— For some hours the air, seen through for a short

distance, had a prodigious transparency: but all colours at a greater were

blended into a most beautiful tint.— giving to the landscape an serene

appearance.— I have never observed this in England.— the colour was

"French grey" with a very little Prussian blue.— the sky in the Zenith was

"Ultra marine" & "flax flower blue".— The Barometer had fallen .08 since

the morning.- But from the same period, the dryness of atmosphere had

much iiureased: the dew point was 64 .5 &-diff ST: diff 17’.— whilst in

the morning the latter was only 7'.5.— |41
\

[note (a) added later] Again the next d<^ morning (June 3'*) a breeze set in

from the NE. bearing with it a heavy bank ofCumuli.— This floated about

200 feet above the sea, & was not 600 thick, as the Sugar loaf peq»d

through its white covering, & looked like the peak of Teneriffe.— The rest

of the sky was clear, with a few scattered Cirri.- As the white mass rolled

inland, it rose in the atmosphere & was partially dissolved.— I never

observed this phenomenon in any part of England. (The Barom was net but

little affected)

Junes'*'— From this fact of Cumili. with edge clearly defined against the

blue sky. floating on a calm hot day. under 2000 feet of elevation, a
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landscape introducing it faithfully had to my eye, an unnatural appearance,

although well aware of the truth of the fact.

—

On May 5* & 17* there was a good instance of an appearance, which I had

frequently witnessed with surprise on the Rio Maca£.— In hath all cases

for some hours the country had been drenched with rain; as soon [as] it

ceased a most extraordinary evaporation commenced.— At 100 feet

elevation the wooded hills were almost hidden in the clouds of vapour,

which rising like column of smoke formed beds ef not to be distinguished

from the surrounding Cumili.— The most thickly wooded parts produced

the greatest quantity.— I suppose this fact is owing to the great wrtent

surface of heated foliage.— The atmosphere itself was not very damp DP
71. Temp 78. Diff: 7 [note ends]

[CD P. 41 commences]

Meteroloe: The thermometer (at same time) exposed on white cotton to the sun was at

2 PM US'. The night was cloudless & a copious dew was falling, therm

on the open turf fell to 61*.— So that the vegetation even in the winter

season undergoes a range of 54 degrees.

—

M' Daniell' remarks that a cloud on a mountain sometimes is seen

stationary, whilst a wind is blowing; the same phenomenon seen nearer on

the Caucovado presented rather a different appearance.— Here the cloud

eleud continued to curl over & pass by the summit & side of the peak &.

yet was not diminished, or increased in size.— The sun was setting & a

gentle Southerly breeze came in.— this striking against the South side of

the rock, which had not been exposed to the full rays of the sun & was

open to the radiation of an-epen a clear sky, was cooled & the vapour

condensed, but as it passed over the ridge it met the warmer air of the

North sloping Bank & immediately the vapour was dissolved & cloud

disappeared.

—

' See John Frederic Daniell. Meteorological essays and observations. London, 1823. In

Beagle Library.

[CD P. 41 continues]

Lamnvrus ' In the early part of the night of April & beginning of May. the marshy

(a) fields were illuminated by this beautiful insect; the light was green & more

(d) intense than the Elater noctelucis: it was visible at more than 200 yards.

—

(b) [note (a)] 440, 441 not spirits [note (b)] It is remarkable how commonly

that the light from animals is green.— Four Lampyruis, Elater Noctelucis;

Marine crustace® & other marine animals all partake of this tint.— [note

(d)] Great numbers of this insect fall a prey to Epeirus [notes end]
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the insect in its habits is very active & when most irritated emitted the most

Tamnvnis brilliant
1 42

|
flashes: in the intervals, the two abdominal rings were

completely obscure; the flash is almost instantaneous, but first appears in the

upper ring.— The shining matter is fluid & very adhesive, & lies

irrunediately under the skin: Carb of Soda added to it produced no

immediate effect,— Places, where the skin was tom, in the interval

remained bright & a scintillation was perceptible.— When the head of the

insect was cut off, the rings continued interruptedly bright, but not so

brilliant; pressing & pricking always increased the vividness; & it then

appeared first of a bluer tint & in spots.— The abdomen remained

luminous many hours more than 24 after the death of animal.— From alt

these facts it would appear that the vital action is more concerned in

obscuring the light at intervals than in immediately producing it.

—

C^/
(c)

of Lampyrus

Larva of the above Lampyrus (I suppose) luminous not quite so strong as

our glow worm.— [note (a)] No‘. not spirits 442, 443, 506, 507 [note (b)]

I have no descriptions to recognise for certain the female from the larva of

Lampyrus. I never however saw the winged ones near to where the apterous

ones were crawling [notes end] Inhabits wet muddy places: when touched

pretends death, & ceases to be luminous & irritation will not reproduce it.—

Can swim well by a lateral serpentine motion of body; tibice rather filleg.

word] spinose.— Walks quickly by the aid of its tail.— This latter organ

is curious: the last dorsal or tail plate is cut out [see sketch in margin] &
the two inferior & posterior rings of abdomen with spines; beneath the

penultimate is a cup, fi'om which can be protruded an oval membranous

tube, containing numerous approximate fillets, arranged 1 43 j
in a circle;

each of these is bifid & has the power of strongly adhering to any

surface.— [note (c)] The cup rather rises at the junction of the last &
penultimate joint.— the above mentioned spines in the penultimates are

situated on the inferior surface, in the last joint at the very extremity.-

The larger the specimen the more luminous it is, [note ends]

The spines & mbe being pointed posteriorly & the latter pulling in the same

direction the animal can firmly attach itself by this means— Mouth

retractile.— Are strongly carnivorous, readily feeding on raw flesh

—

Whilst so doing the tail is frequently applied to the mouth, which is partly

drawn in; & a large drop of fluid is exuded from the terminal cup; this

appears to act in both softening the mouth & the flesh,— The fluid neither

affected Litmus or Turmeric: but like the gastric juice, the action of which

Chemistry can so little explain^ it doubtless aids digestion.— The tail was

always guided to the mouth by first touching the neck — These larva are

in considerable number.— does not the fact of their being luminous render
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what has so often stated improbable, filleg.J that the sexes shine in order to

bring them together^.— Amongst the specimens there is one of another

(a) species; the mouth protrudes further out & the dorsal plates are rounded.

—

I have likewise taken these species of the lull grown Lampyrus. [note (a)J

No. 508 (not spirits) [note ends]

Hymen= Growing in a very thick damp forest (June 4*) did not smell stronger than

-phallus the Caninus: yet sufficient to be remarked by the inhabitants: the veil was
(b) inserted about 'A an inch beneath the cone at lop.— top perforated; liquid

on it yellowish brown: bag ofjelly resembling impudicus. — the specimen

Copied is only in fragment<s>*. [note opposite] (b) No. 245.— A Leiodes’ (550
not spirits) flew on it as I was carrying it.— |44j

' The glow worms and fireflies observed by CD were later identified by George Waterhouse
as mostly Lampyris occidenlalis, but none of the specimens have survived. See Insect Notes

p 51 and 57.

^ The first studies of the properties of organic catalysts were begun at about this time, but the

name enzyme to describe them was introduced by KOhne only in 1878.
’ In Vol. 1, p. 345 of The descent of man, and selection in relation to sex (John Murray,
London, 1871), CD repeated his doubt whether the role of luminosity in the Lampyridae was
truly the generation of mating signals, because this would not account for the particularly

strong luminosity of the larvae.

' Caninus is the dog stinkhom, and impudicus is Phallus impudicus L., but CD’s specimen
did not survive. See Plant Notes p. 219.
’ The specimen has not been identified with certainty, but flom other evidence cited in Insect

Notes p. 56 is a Nitulid similar to British species but larger.

[CD P. 44 commences]

(c)

Animal crawling on the dry ground; shell destitute of an umbelicus.— (is

it young Bulimus ??) — body 4 inches long .5 wide: superior feelers .9

long: inferior .2: foot very broard, thin at edges: back rugosely reticulated,

colour dirty lead coloured; scales & tail more yellow,

—

Veronicella Blainv: animal here described as in crawling.— Mantle Above
rather pale "honey yellow". Mantle regularly rounded; smooth to the touch,

but finely tuberculated; edges angular far projecting over foot, forming at

anterior end a truncate hood; mouth & front part of foot retracted during
inaction — Mantle covering whole body length 5.5 inch, breadth .5,

posterior end bluntly pointed.— foot of uniform breadth: thin, separated
from mantle by an interval of sides: pointed at end & divided from
extremity of mantle for .3 of an inches.— [note (c)] The side is I suppose
only the under edge of mantle; palish yellow [note ends] Between them
fecal orifice; partly formed by groove in under surface of mantle.— it

moves by wave-like motion of muscles as in Parmacella.— (an obscure
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approximate, length .6. lead coloured terminated by ball, bearing an eye on
superior surface: inferior with extremely blunt, length .2.— To the under
surface for in of length is joined another organ, giving to the feeler a forked
appearance.— it is pointed at extremity, & whilst the animal moves this
part is perpetually retracting & protruding: it appears to have an aperture &
to exude small quantities of Huid: is it to moisten nalh before the body?
1 45

1
The slime (on body) is exuded through parallel pore on the foot.

Animal slow, torpid, generally with mouth retracted, lives & feeds on leaves
of a tree in a dense forest on a hill; remote fiom any water.—

Vaginulus

256

(d)

Specimen 291

A small specimen only .5 length differs from the former in the following
reqjects.— Anterior & posterior ends of mantle black.— with 4 faint

dorsal lines of same colour.— rather more tuberculated & with white dots:

edges space between edges of foot & mantle white.— Lived in same forest:

caught it in the sweeping entomological net.— Is it a different species or
merely the young?— Are young snails generally darker coloured?

—

[note (d)] June (23**) Found an injured specimen of this animal; colour

uniform yellowish green, tuberculated with white dots; sides & foot

concolores.— Number (291) [note ends]

[CD P. 45 continues]

(c)

Comatula

Botofogo Bay. IS*.— Ventral surface "deep reddish browne" arms & with

their pinnte banded with white.— dorsal plate & citrhi pale.— Suckers on

the pinme minute, numerous; on inferior surface of arms a fme canal,

bending alternately to each pinns, meets on the ventral disk with the ether

canal fiom the brother arm: (proving that the number S is normal, although

here iqiparently there are 10).— The junctions of these canals irregular;

meeting in the irregular central mouth.— [note (c)] Lamarck seems to deny

this mouth. Cuvier states there to be one.— it certainly is by no means so

apparent as in Asterias. [note ends] Anus submarginal, tubular, ejecting

farces.— The pinnse on the lower half of arms are at their base, fleshy &
not banded with white. The animal was found adhering on the over |46|

hanging prejeet ledge of rocks.— its dorsal cirrhi were firmly fixed in an

encrusting sponge.— & the arms widely extended, so as much to resemble

an enormous Polypus.— irritable. Motion passing down the body as in a

sensitive plant.— arms have considerable power of motion, can curl

themselves into a perfect spire.— When placed in fresh water emitted a

strong odour & stained the water with a browrash yellow tint.— The

animal had a most graceful appearance.—

Nudibranch* Branchiie dorsal (resembling Doris), each atm conical with simple short

(allied to cirrhi; 6 in number, 4 anterior longest; between posterior ones there is

Scvllaea? circular anal orifice.— foot narrow, doubled into a groove incapable of
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264

(b)

adhering to flat surface, anterior end flat, enlarged into a nautory organ.
Mantle projecting over with longitudinal slit for mouth.— Feelers 6; 4
anterior simple, tapering thin.— of which the two first are more
approximate, behind & within there are 2 oval strong ones, on a footstalk

& with circular ridges.— [note (b)] These are semi-retractile.— [note ends]
(in this specimen the rt one is only left, but I think 1 can perceive where the
other was) The lines joining on each side the anterior feelers are raised into

a sort of rudimentary membrane, which traverses the back, enclosing
branchiae, & meet at the tail.— this membrane is fringed with projeol iona
paps on its edges.— |47| Tail eyl round, pointed.— On right side
between branchia: & mouth, a closed orifice was visible.— Generative?-
A strong pulsation was perceptible on the back before the Branchiae.-
Length of body .3 (probably young specimen) colours most beautiful; side
blue & white with projecting white paps & with irregular transverse rows
of bright orange spots.— Back with less blue.— Branchia; & posterior pair
of feelers coloured as the sides.— Animal was found crawling on the stalks

of fine Corallines.— could swim well.— & had power of turning its head
vertically back as far as Branchiae.— It would seem to have some relation
with Scyllaea & some with Polycera.

—

Cells oval, attached by one end in irregular scattered groups on irregular

cylindrical jointed hollow transparent much branched stems. Polypus
tubular, conical, lengthened with 8 long tapering arras.— Growing in large
tufts at low-water mark.— [note (a)] 265. Polypi hanging out.— [note
(b)] Stems irregularly divide^ interwoven, membrano-gelatinous.— [notes

' Rissoacea, a snail with a conical shell.

^ Stylommatophora, a pulmonate land slug. See Planche 58 showing Veronicelle lisse as
portrayed by Blainville in Die. Sciences Naturelles Planches 2e partie, Zoologie.
’ A feather star, a stalkless unattached crinoid of order Comanilida. See Lamarck Animaux
sans venebres, Vol. 2, pp. 530-35, and Cuvier Le regne animal, 2nd edition, Paris 1829-30
Vol. 3, p. 228.
*
Doridacean nudibranch, probably Polycera cf. odhneri, Marcus 1958.

’ Specimen 265 in Spirits of Wine was further described as Sertularia Lamarck, a term
formerly covering both bryozoans and hydrozoans, but it was listed among those thrown away
by S.F. Harmer in 1901 as so much macerated that they could not be identified.

[CD P. 47 continues]

Spider' Abdomen triangular, filiires pointed inferiorly at rt angles to the body.—
? Machoires enlarged into & rounded at extremity, languette rounded.- 1”

266 pair of legs much longest.— 2'' pair next.— Eyes like Epeira, but anterior

& lateral on eminence.— Claw of cheliceres, small but linie oblique,
internal edge finely serrated.- This curious little spider inhabits with
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Spider impunity the strong |48| web of the genus Epeira; & far most generally

of a large one (specimens in No 252). division of Die: Class: (I: +4:).—
Indeed few of the webs can be found without these intruders.— There

appears to be one more than one species: the more lengthened brown
coloured one is the male of silvered abdomen sort.— as 1 think 1 observed

them in copulation head to head.— When touched they either pretend death

by shaking forward all front pair of legs.— or fall down, being attached by

line to the Epeira web.— I know not where to place this genus.

—

Epeira^ Div: in Die: Class: (II.++.I), very common especially on coast amongst the

No' 238 Aloes.— the web is strengthened in a curious manner.— the rays from

(b) centre have of course the concentric circles, also on opposite sides of centre

(c) two adjoining spokes are

connected by a Zig Zag band

of web.— the case is some-

times double so as to be at

right angles to each other,

thus. When the spider is

touched it falls down instead

of as is common in Epeira run

to the comer.— Stands head lowermost in centre of web.— (note (b))

Some all<ied> species even have a regular piece of mat-work in the centre

of their web.— (note ends] When an insect is caught (for instance I saw

small wasp & grasshopper) the spider rushes on it & by rapidly revolving

it with in a few seconds involves it in a thick mesh.— as this proceeds

from the filieres, it looks like a silver ribbon.— The spider then examines

its prey & (in case of wasp) bit it several times with cheliceres on the back

or thorax.— & immediately retreats |49| to its usual place the centre of

Eoeira web.— The insects in about 'A a minute being taken out of the mesh were

quite dead & relaxed.— How much more powerful is this than any poison

man knows of.— Prussic acid being rubbed into a Blaps seemed only to

cause a slight paralysis, which in short time went off.

—

(note (c)] June 25'*. I again watched one of these spiders; it is chiefly when

the web is over an aloe or thick bush that the insect suddenly falls to the

ground.— If the space beneath is clear, the spider disturbed only moves

with great quickness through a hole near the centre from one side to the

other.— It also practises another most curious meeneuvre (sic] when still

further disturbed; by rapidly contracting & expanding its legs & the meshes

being attached to elastic twigs, it soon gives to the whole web such a

vibratory motion, that even the outline of Spider is rendered indistinct

—

I may mention that when animal perfectly stationary the web filidres can

lengthen the thread, which was attached to a point, previous to falling —
The spider being still further molested, instead of leaving a sin^e line as a

train, emitted the same mass of web as described in enveloping its prey

—
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[CD P. 49 continues]

In bonle (252) there are specimens of a small red spider, head, extremities
of abdomen & half the legs black.— 1 believe it to be a Theridion.

—

They are exceedingly numerous: fresh mmed up ground & short turf being
in most places coated by its the small irregular web.— in the morning
bespangled by Dew.— [note (a)] Specimens in bottle 252. [note (d)]

Latreille referring to this appearance in Europe, refers it to young Lycosse:
in same manner as he does the Gossamer to grand [?] Arachnida;.— (Vide
P 117)' (note ends]

This singular looking spider is not uncommon in the wooded hills, amongst
the foliage;— it is the "rufium", but the colours vary, especially the black
marking.— the abdomen & posterior segments of thorax obscure; the
general colour of legs & body is not "fauve” but a mixture of "Orpiment
orange & Vermilion red", [note (b)] Inhabits a leaf curled up; is very active
in running & looks singularly like an ant. Specimens in bottle (252) [note

Common over water & may be seen in the evening forming its web.

—

When frightened, either remains stationary or runs to one comer, &
stretches forward in a bundle its long legs.— Web horizontal, meshes large,

points of attachment far apart — it is generally attached to frags or rushes
& is beautifully adapted to withstand being shaken by the wind.— 1

observed one, stretched across a very rapid brook, & joining to a central

stone: how does the animal contrive to effect this?.— [note (c)] Specimens
in bottle (252) [note ends] |S0|

A comb-footed spider of family Theridiidae, Argyrodes sp. or spp. This genus includes
kleptoparasitic spiders that live in the webs of larger spiders, but it is not clear whether CD
is referring to one or two species (male or female). It was of this period that CD wrote to
HctsIow ‘I am at present red-hot with Spiders, they are very interesting, & if I am not
mistaken, I have already taken some new genera’. See Correspondence 1:238.
Orb-weaving spider of family Araneidae, Argiope sp. Epeira is no longer a valid genus.

See Cuvier Vol. 4, p. 247.

’ Tangle-web weaver, family Theridiidae, Theridion sp. See Cuvier Vol. 4, p. 243.
For CD’s account of the invasion of the Beagle by gossamer spiders when sailing from

Buenos Aires to Monte Video, see pp. 106-8.
’ Ant-mimicking spider of family Corinnidae, Myrmecium rufum Latreille. According to
Cuvier Vol. 4, p. 261 ‘La Myrmecie fauve . . . se trouve aux environs de Rio-Janeiro’. See
also Die. Class. 11:587.
‘ Orb-weaving spider of family Tetragnathidae, Tetragnatha sp. See Cuvier Vol. 4, p. 247.
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[CD P. SO commences with an entry on Planaria that as before has been crossed through,

indicating that it has been used for publication]

Planaria ' June 17“'.— This very extraordinary animal was found, under the bark of

a decaying tree, in the forest at a considerable elevation.— The place was

No. 278 quite dry & no water at all near.— Body soft, parenchymatous, covered

with slime (like snails & leaving a track), not much flattened; when fully

extended, 2 & V4 inches long: in broardest parts only .13 wide.— Back

arched, top rather flat; beneath, a level crawling surface (precisely resembles

a gasteropode, only not separated from the body), with a slightly projecting

membranous edge.— Anterior end extremely extensible, pointed

lengthened; posterior half of body broardest, tail bluntly pointed.

Colours: back with glossy black stripe; on each side of this a primrose

white one edged externally with black; these stripes reach to extremities, &
become uniformly narrower.— sides & foot dirty "orpiment orange”.

—

from the elegance of shape & great beauty of colours, the animal had a very

striking appearance.

—

The anterior extremity of foot rather grooved or arched.— on its edge is

a regular row of round black dots (as in marine Planaria;) which are

continued round the foot, but not regularly; foot thickly covered with very

minute angular white marks or specks.— On the foot in centre, about Vi of

length from the tail, is a(n] irregular circular white space, free from the

specks.— Extending through the whole width of this, is a transverse slit,

sides straight parallel, extremiUes rounded, wo* of inch long — tolerably

apparent.— (i.e. with my very weak lens) 1 51

1

Planaria At the distance of .3 & nearer to the anterior extremity is another slit,

resembling in every respect the former, but smalla & much more obscure

(I did not perceive it till the animal was hurt by Salt Water).- Posteriorly

trace of central dark vessel & I suspect anal orifice; I judge at this from the

appearance on glass of something like faeces & diminution of dark coloured

(b) vessel.— [note (b)] This doubUess is an error, V. the Planaria P 53 [note

ends]

The following^ is the most remarkahle phenomenon; 1 cannot doubt its

accuracy as I observed it in several lights & with low powers chiefly i/s &

i« focal distances.— As the animal adheres to a plate of glass; indifferent

parts of the foot, a slight contraction of the body includes & propels a

coating or thin globule of air.— Instantly as the air comes in contact with

surface of foot, a violent corpuscular motion is perceptible; in paroysm &

rather fiom centres; I cannot explain it, but by a simile which is most

(a) precise; it is a number of smaU eels in thick mud being disturbed by a

stielc._ [note (a)] I actually at first mommt thought there were mmute

animalcules struggling in the slime.— it is like the motion of a linear
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animal (such as eel, tadpole, animalcule) struggling to release themselves.

—

[note ends] the motion was well seen by lens ns focal distance, very rapid

& serpentine.— I never observed it erteept on foot except where air was
between it & the glass.— it was most singular to observe this motion as a
globule of air was driven in, proceeding together with it.— A similar
appearance was visible on rather smaller scale on the |52| dorsal surface;
I observed it once & most clearly on the very anterior extremity. I suppose

(b) this action is the absorbing or forcing air into minute cutaneous vessels.

[note (b)] I must have fallen into some error; to day 23** I saw same
appearance on back of a Bulla, in places where the light was shining on the
surface.— (the animal being out of water).— It remains however quite

inexplicable to me what the cause of phenomenon is.— [note ends]

[CD P. 52 continues]

(c)

(a)

The animal crawled like a Gasteropod, by wave like motion of foot; but
differed in the anterior extremity being raised & stretched forward, & rather

curved backward.— it appeared to use this part as a feeler.— could creep
amongst moss.— appeared quite unused to water; salt water was highly
destructive to it.— Motions slow; body irritable & irregularly contractile;

quickly recovered from a cut, which I gave it in first taking it.- I should
think from habits Phytovorous: kept it in tin box nearly 4 day[s]; could
perceive no difference.— Was I think perceptive sensible to light.— From
the above characters it is evident it is a Planaria of Cuviw^.- It differs

(rom those (marine) 1 have seen; in the narrowness of body & not being
much flattened; in the well marked crawling surface or foot & in the beauty
of colours & in manner of crawling.— [note (c)] Has not the rapid
vivacious motion of the marine species.— [note ends] How much more
wide is the difference in its habits.— who would ever suppose the soft
pulpy body of a Planaria could withstand the action of the air.— When I

first found it &. before I had examined it.— I had no doubt it was a
Vaginulus (Cuv). I feel sure from its general appearance, slime, &c most
observers would at first fall into the same mistake— [note (a)] Most
certainly the teal relation between a Planaria & Gasteropod (Pulmones) is

very small; but it oppoors that relation of analogy is here well seen, as it

often is in animals widely apart in the chain ofNature.— [note ends]
1 53

1

Length of extended animal 1 posterior feelers simple, conical, close at

bottom for i/3 of length.— Colour pale green, with meshwork of brownish
purple veins; circular spaces being left clear.— Head darkest coloured
with the purple; from it a band leading to branchial covering.— The latter

on edges with black dots.— Sides with few white dots.—

(Bombinator). Back: "deep orange & chesnut brown", beneath pale, with
dark mark between front legs.— behind tympanum & under eye pale with
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black marks.— legs banded slightly with black.— Iris yellow.— tongue

Copied large, fleshy .— Was found under piece of bark in forest, far from

water.— Motions slow, jumps.— from the rich colours, the animal

presented a curious appearance.

Planaria

This like the last (Page 50) was caught in the forest, crawling on soft

decayed wood.— It is quite a different species.— Back, snow white,

edged on each side by very fine pamUe) lines of reddish brown.— also

within are two other approximate ones of same colour.— sides & fool

white, nearer to the exterior red lines, thickly clouded by "pale blackish

purple", animal beautifully coloured.— foot beneath with white specks.—

but few black dots on edge & none on head.— length ofbody one inch, not

so narrow in proportion as other species; & |54| anterior extremity not

nearly so much lengthened.— the body in consequence of more uniform

breadth.— like the former it rests on end of tail & bends out its head to

find object to crawl on.— In the colouring of the body three rings are left

nearly of a pure white.— In the foot, & in the line of the two posterior

rings; the two transverse slits or openings were clearly visible.— I

examined very carefully by strongly concentrating the light, the posterior

extremity & am convinced there is no anal epenm orifice.- it appeared to

consist of a uniform parenchymatous matter.— indeed every part of the

body thus viewed had this appearance— In all other respects this animal

exactly resembles the Plaitaria of Page (50).— As the tree on which 1

found it was near to rapid brook, I again pla»l this spximai in water far

from being accustomed to it- I think in stoet nree it would have been

drowned.— Having found this crawling slowly co the demp & rotten

wood, & the other under the bark of a scetnewha; nnnhf tree, in all

probability they live on decayed vt^etaWe aamar— Havels fcccid two

species is fortunate as it more firmly esaablaia iJkis saw mfc&raECTi of the

genus Planaria.— 1 55

1

' Listed as Planaria vaginuloides by CD in his arccle m -Bmirf ID«eiior|pO>cc3 of Several

Terrestrial Ptanariae, and of Some Remarkable Ma-Tce Speoes, willi an Adccc-T. of Their

Habits’ in Annals and Magazine ofNatural History. mduJmg Zaa&is». Betuny. and Geology

14:241-51 (1844). Turbellarian flatworm in order Tricbdiib. trow known as Ceoplana

vaginuloides Darwin.
.

^ CD’s ‘remarkable phenomenon’ was probably the action, mads visible by the bubble of an,

of the microscopic cilia beating. The same explanation would apply to his observations on

’ See Cimer Vol. 3, p. 266.
* A sea hare, an opisthobranch gastropod of order Anaspidea.

’ Not identified by Thomas Bell in Zoology 5.

‘ Listed by CD in his article (loc. cit.) as Planana elegans In a letter to Henslo-w begun on

23 July 1 832 (see Correspondence 1 :25 1 ), CD says ’Amongst the lower animals, iwthmg h«

so much interested me as finding 2 species of elegantly coloured true Planaii*, mhabitmg the
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dry forest! The false relation they bear to snails is the most extraordinary thing of the kind

I have ever seen.— In the same genus (or more truly family) some of the marine species

possess an organization so marvellous.—that I can scarcely credit my eyesight.
—

’ Henslow
was unconvinced, and on p. 5 of the edition of CD’s letters to him printed for private

distribution by the Cambridge Philosophical Society in 1 835, the word ‘true’ was omitted, and

(?) was added after ‘Planarise’. Nevertheless, CD’s observations on the anatomy and
behaviour of these ftatworms were in the main accurate, and this species does indeed lack an

anal aperture; but CD was wrong in thinking that they feed on decayed vegetable matter, for

in fact they are carnivorous. This nirbellarian is known today as Geoplana (Barreirana)

elegans Darwin.

[CD P. 55 commences]

Papilio' This insect is not uncommon & generally frequents the Orange groves; it

Linnseus is remarkable in several respects.— It flies high & continually settles on
615 the trunks of trees; invariahly with its head downwards & with its wings
not spirits expanded to further than or opened to beyond the horizontal plane.— It is

the only butterfly 1 ever saw make use of its legs in running, this one will

avoid being caught by shuffling to one side.— Some time ago I saw
(d) several pair[s], I presume males & females, of these hutterflies chasing each

other, & which from appearance & habits were I am sure the same species

as this.— Strange as it may sound, they when fluttering about emitted a
noise somewhat similar to cocking a small pistol; a sort of a click.— 1

observed it repeatedly.

—

[note (d) added later] June 28"'.— In same place 1 observed one of these

butterflies resting as described on a trunk of tree; another happening to

flying past, immediately they chased each other, emitting (& there could be

no mistake the space being open) the peculiar noise: this is continued for

some time & is more like a small toothed wheel passing ever under a spring
pawl.— The noise would be heard between about 20 yards distant. This
fact (from Kirby)^ would appear to be new. [note ends]

Cavplina?^ Anterior feelers very long, united at base projecting over the mouth;
299 posterior one feelers conical with twmsves transverse ridges (like in many

Doris): eyes situated posteriorly at the base of latter:— feelers orange
coloured.— Branchise in longitudinal rows on each side (or rather in 2 sets

of obliquely transverse ones).— Branchiae simple, tapering, intenially dark
brown.— Tail pointed, enlarged near extremity, prehensile.— Found
amongs[t] corallines at Botofogo Bay.— (Examination very :hort!!) |56|

Amphirp^ Branches very much flattened, formed of arched layers u).— these are very
282 & (595 not brittle & stony, formed of parallel longitudinal fibres & appear in older
spirits) (3) branches solid.— Extreme layer white, semitransparent & so soft the least

touch would injure it.— no trace of terminal aperture.— Joints (B) [see
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sketch in margin) transparent homy & more generally at the biflireation of
branches.— Ih^ it would appear that these are foimed rather by an

alteration than continuation of central substance.— Without these joints the

coralline would be rigid.— Branches irregular, generally dichotomous.—
From The joints are formed by a crack in outer Calcareous coat & oval

opening on each side: From the [illeg. word] & the terminal layer being

soft, as they become dry they contract into hollows. V specimen (595).—
I could by no means (fresh Water, Alcohol &c) perceive any signs of

irritability.— On one side of this coralline there may be generally observed

either irregularly or in double regular rows.— rounded projecting prg)s.

—

these have a distinct minute orifice: I am at a loss what to consider them,

by no means could I make any animal protrude itself.— These cells are not

fixed deeply into the branch.— Is it impossible to be a minute Pyrgoma;

the recurrence in double rows [illegible corrections in pencil] on one side

wars against this: yet it forcibly struck me to be the case.— The Coralline

is in great quantity in Botofogo Bay.— 1 58

1

[note (a) at the top of CD P. 58] 1 find I have pages 15 by mistake twiee

over^, so that although late 1 have changed this page into 58 instead of

57.— [note ends]

[note (3) added later] Corallina* growing abundantly on an mass of Ascidia

throw<n> up on beach. June 1836. C. of Good Hope.— By accident

nearly all the specimens were lost, the fragments preserve<d> showed on

many of the cylindrical joints the small pap, formed bladders with little

circular orifices. Being broken open beneath the microscope, there were

seen 8-12 (about) small rather bright pink bodies, arranged in a sort of ring

in a little flocculent matter; by a slight [illeg.] were easily detached &
floated separately,— in form pear shaped, one side rather protuberant, ape*

one extremity pointed, the other rounded; the envelope was distinct, the

central matter appeared granular & pink coloured. In size they could easily

pass through the orifice of cell.— With i/zo" focal lens could perceive no

particular organization in these ova.— 1 examined & opened several of the

paps.— [note ends]

[CD P. 58 commences]

aenus^ All the specimens I have seen, have been on wooded hills; there appears

In tube (300) to be 2 divisions in the genus.— The ones with body fiattened, hairy &
colours speckled, legs very long, line of four central eyes curved.— These

live in decayed trees & may often be seen standing motionless with their

legs stretched out near to some hole— It is evident they can see to some

distance; for the instant you draw back they out of sight, they dash into

their holes.— The other division in their appearance & habits approaches

closely to Lycosa: there are specimens of both in (300).
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OxvoDes* This genus was exceedingly numerous in May (during the wet season) &
(c) was universally found amongst the herbage, but more especially in damp

places.— In its habits it is a Saltigrade; springing with all the activity of
one of that tribe from leaf to leaf.— (note (c)] Numerous specimens in

bottle (213). [note ends]

' A butterfly identified by CD in Journal ofResearches 1 :38 as Papitioferonia. In a footnote

he mentions that G.R. Waterhouse has examined the specimen, and cannot discover the source

of the sound; but in the 1845 edition he refers to a paper about it by Doubleday in Proc. eni.

Soc. Load. p. 123 (1845). See Insect Notes p. 58.

^ See William Kirby and William Spence. An introduction to entomology. 4 vols. London,
1815-26. Copy in fieng/e Library.

’ An aeolidacean nudibranch.
* The syntype specimens of the coralline alga Amphiroa exilis Harvey that were collected by
CD at Botofogo are now in the Herbarium of Trinity College Dublin as described in Plant

Notes pp. 186-90. Specimen 595 also included the bryozoan Nichtina tuberculata preserved

in the Busk Collection at the Natural History Museum
’ The second CD P. 15 was later renumbered IS bis.

‘ Named Amphiroa exilis var. crassiuscula by Harvey. See Plant Notes pp. 199-200.
’ A hunting spider of family Qenidae, in CD’s 2nd division. His 1st division would be flat

hunting spiders, family Platoridae.

* A genus of lynx spiders, family Oxyopidae.

[CD P. I continues]

filleg. note

The following remarks are grouped without order: The traveller in a

country where every feature wears so totally a different aspect is liable to

fall into errors from expecting contrasts & reversed order of things where
they do not exist: from this cause a greater degree of caution is necessary

in comparing the appearance of Nature in the two zones than would have
at first have been expected. |S9| After seeing a collection of Brazilian

birds in a Museum; it would not easily be believed what little show they

make in their native country.— Concealed in the universal mass of
vegetation, the attention is not drawn to them by their notes.— The large

swifts with pointed tail feathers, unlike to their congeners in England pursue
in silence their airy circles,— Perhaps a bird allied to the Parrots

(Krotophagus) possesses the most harmonious voice.— Nature in these

Zones chooses her vocalists out of other tribes; in the evening some species
of frogs make a concert no ways unpleasant, this as the night advances is

accompanied by the endless cry of the Cicadas.— As far as regards insects,

M. Lacordaire' states the months during which 1 have collected are by no
means the most productive in insects.— This may account for the few
numbers of large & brilliant beetles which I have seen.— Of the smaller

species I certainly have succeeded in taking great numbers.—
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was much water within the shell & the animal was quite alive.— A lake

having suddenly been drained by the breaking of an embankment, I noticed

the manner in which the Ampullarias buried themselves in the sand.— With

the mouth of shell on the surface they revolved (I imagine by the slight

motion of Operculum) excessively slowly in a direction towards outer edge

of mouth of shell.— i.e. this edge would meet the sand.— By turning a

shell in this direction, it acts something like a centre-bit, & by its own
weight will bury itself.— [note ends]

' Oniscoidea, a shore-dwelling isopod.

^ Xanihidae, a mud crab.

^ Anascan bryozoans.
*
Coralline alga.

’ Buccinidae, a whelk.

‘ A term that formerly included all the crustaceans except Malacostraca.
’ Basommatophora, freshwater snails.

*
Mesogastropoda, Cyclophoridae, modem name Pila.

[CD P. 64 continues]

In my geological notes I have mentioned the lagoons on the coast which
contain either salt or fresh water.— The Lagoa near the Botanic Garden is

one of this class.— the water is not so salt as the sea, for only once in the

year a passage is cut for sake of the fishes.— The beach is composed of
large grains of quartz & very clean, if cemented into a breccia or sandstone

it would precisely resemble the-one a rock at Bahia containing marine

shells.— [note (a)] Page of Geolo^', 35 (2™* bed) [note ends] A small

Turbo^ appeared the only proper inhabitant, & thus differed from the

lagoons on the Northern coast in the absence of those large bodies of
Bivalves.— I was surprised on the borders to see a few Hydrophili

inhabiting this salt water, & some Dolimedcs tunning on the surface.

Whilst I ascended the Caucovado.— I measured some of the trees; the

circumference
1 65 1

of the greater number of trees, as in the interior, is not

more than from 3 to 4 feet.— I only saw one 7" & another the largest 9"

& 7 inches.— One of those remarkable trees which have plates running
from the roots up the trunk had an apparent diameter of 7** 3’“^— One of
the plates projected at a mean distance of 3 feet & was not above 2 or 3

inches thick.— This fact has been noticed by all travellers.

—

I could not help noticing how exactly the animals & plants in each region

are adapted to each other.— Every one must have noticed how Lettuces &
Cabbages suffer from the attacks of Cateipillars & Snails.— But when
transplanted here in a foreign clime, the leaves remain as entire as if they

contained poison.— Nature, when she formed these animals & these plants.
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knew they must reside together—

Meterwlggy My observations in Metereology have been very scanty.— The
Thermomometer taken at 9 AM & 9 PM from May 14'^.. .to June S*

Botofogo (with some exceptions altogether 43 observations) give as a mean result

Temperature Temperature 71 ’.84.— The highest at which I saw it (at those times) was
75' & lowest 65'.— May 26"' I PM. Therm: on white cotton exposed to

rays of sun stood at 122'.— Running water at the elevation of some 2 or

3 hundred feet at Tijeuka & on Caucovado was 66'.—
1 66

1

Thermometer
Metereology plunged into a spring on Caucovado (May 30"') stood at 73'.—

Barometer The mean height fiem same number of observa: as Therm: & times of day

& period is 30.333.— Attached Theim: 71.7.

—

therefore & corrected

height 30.295.— The highest I ever observed it (uncotiected) was 30.545,

& lowest 30.072.— Although the whole range of variation is small; yet

the height of mercury even for few hours never remained constant.—

Hygrometer From May 14"* to June 12"' with some exceptions, 23 observa: taken at 8

AM.— give mean results.

—

Dew Point 63'.26 Force 0''“''.587

Temp: 69'.99 Weight of Cub. foot 6.335 grain

Diff: 6'.73 I

(a) [note (a)] The Tern: is taken from Thermometrical observations as being

more accurate.— [note ends) On May 17"' the Diff: was 9', which was the

greatest: it is remarkable on this day the upper regions of atmosphere were

surcharged with clouds & in one hour Therm fell 4' & Barom rose 0.021

& heavy rain commenced. Vide infri.

—

(b) On May 30"' ascended Caucovado (elevation 2300 feet) & was in a thin

cloud, [note (b)] Captain King from 5 observations with Barom: makes the

height 2330 (I; 2225) [note ends] the diff between Dew P & Temp was

scarcely perceptible, both being 60.5.— Observation made below 4 & '/i

hours previously gave dew P. 61.7.— & Temp 68'.— So that in ascending

the latter fell 7'.5, whilst Dew point only 1'.2.—

Winds were generally light & sky very frequently overcast. (V page 40

respecting the latter).—

Rain From May lO"' . . . to June 8'" inches 3.75 fell.— On May 17 it rained

very heavily, between 9 AM & 3 PM 1.60.— out of which 1.06 fell in

three hours.— During 6 minutes 0.38.— |67|

' See CD’s Diary of observations on the geology of the pieces visited during the voyage.

Port/. CULDAR32.1.
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^ Trochacea, a turban sn

[CD P. 67 commences with an entry written in Rio and dated May 4"']

Trichpdes ' Having placed a Murex^ in fresh water, the Euid in the course of two days
became rather putrid: & contained an inEnite number ofTrichodes invisible

to naked eye. I think there were at least three species.

Plagiotricha Animalcule’ flattened eggshaped, sides (not those flattened) not quite
corresponding; white very transparent, containing in interior from about 5
to 15 minute balls.— largest specimens in length ,002, the greater number
half that.— Moved rapidly, with the broard flattened side uppermost, either

end first, chiefly rotatory; & by starts.— Body slightly contractile. As
their power became exhausted, on the upper side & near to one end might
be seen a linear apparatus rapidly vibrating,— As the surrounding water
dries up, death irrecoverable comes on suddenly.— Mixture of Spirits of
Wine did not act so decisively as I expected.— I have this animal from
Bory St Vincents article in Die Class: the shapes does not agree with
species figured in Plate B Genus 44.— Fig: 16 & 17

Plagiotricha Animalcule. Much flattened, elliptic, length .0005.

swims not so universally on broard side.

—

SliiMicha
'* Animalcule shaped like a partially opened muscle [sic] shell, division

reaching to the base, has the power of extending itself almost into a straight
line.— length .002.— Moves rapidly with one divided end first, generally
with a rotatoiy motion on the long axis of body.— there were but few of
these.— Differs from the one figured in Die: Class: Plate C Genus 46, in
the division reaching much further down than those drawn.— |68

1

^

Ciliated protozoa in class Polyhymenophora. See Die. Class. 16:556,
Muricidae, a carnivorous prosobranch that drills into the shells of other molluscs.
Hypotrichida, dorsoventrally flattened ciliates. See Die. Class. 14:8.

* Hypotrichida, another species. The spelling of ‘mussel’ as ‘muscle’ was one of CD’s
habitual idiosyncrasies.

[CD P. 6S commences with the Beagle now at sea]

Msan At 11 oclock PM of the M* of July (off St Catherines') the moon was
Coloured surrounded by beautifully coloured rings.— Around the disk there was a
rings highly luminous circle edged with red.— The diameter of this (including

the moon) was r.45'.— Then came one of greenish blue also edged with
red, this as broard as to make the diameter of whole halo to be 2’.90'. The
appearance only lasted a short time & disappeared gradually.— The sky
was of a pale blue; & was traversed with some scattered Cumili driven
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swiftly along by a Northerly breeze.

—

Plate 4, Figs. 2, 3, (3), (4), 5

(CD P. 68 continues]

(K)

(c)

(a)

/ peduncle 1

\Lamarck /

(b)

Diancea

(Pelagia. Cuvier?) July 19“.— Lat 30’ 3T.— Plate 4: Fig: 5 represents

animal natural size, diameter .2.— Fig: 2 is the dorsal surface (as

afterwards will be shown this probably is not the commonest form of

animal), [note (c)] No' 310 (in tube with Biphorae) [note ends] back

convex, octagonal.— at each angle a projecting fibril, which is highly

flexible & contractile, & capable of seizing any object (?) — These are of

two sorts (Fig 3)‘, one shorter thicker & striated transversely; the other

long transparent within about seven little balls.— [note (a)] Are these

minute balls Ova? & the shorter fibrils ovaria without the eggs.— these

shorter are exactly equal either in order (Vide Figure) or in size.— [note

ends] These fibrils are seated on a tube running round the edge.— which

also is contractile.— In centre is cylindrical hollow projecting tube,

terminated by an organ capable of assuming various shapes.— Fig: 4^ (a)

is end of simple tube: (D) is part rather narrower, with transverse folds &
capable of much contraction & expansion: (E) is the rather quadrilateral,

margin uneven.— within this are 2 lateral, fine, pointed transparent tubes,

either capable of being protruded, & highly irritable.- [note (b)]

Occasionally the part (D) being much drawn in. the extremity E forms a cap

over tube (c) [note ends] The terminal organ (E) is capable of being 1 69

1

expanded into a funnel shaped cup.— in this case the pair of vermiform

In Fig: (2) on the convex surface there may be seen a faint cross of fibres:
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it would appear to be the muscular organ of contraction.— From the

octagonal margin (& not drawn in plate) there depends a delicate membrane
which is slightly contractile at its inferior margin, forming a sort of bag.—
In this shape I found the animal, but being kept it altered shape of body
very remarkably & I think this latter the most natural.— The dorsal surface

became much inflated, but was protruded through the octagonal margin on

the other & inferior surface.— & the depending veil was turned

upwards.— so that the central tube was now in the inside of body (In short

the animal turned itself outside inward, every part except the tube.—[)] If

now taken, it would be described as a transparent bag with eentral octagonal

girth round the centre & an depending internal tube.— the basal aperture

of tube being open (which formerly was interiorly) & now exterior.— The
animal assumed another modification of this form, by much contracting the

octagonal rim & the inferior margin of the veil, its shape was that of 2

spheres united, in the superior one of which is the internal tube.— How
(a) strange that the same body should have such shapes as the fust & this

latter.— This Animal as others, [continued at (a) opposite] Medusa moving
by sudden contractions.— Body highly transpa<rent> colourless.

—

The sea contained Lat 33*.15’ S Long 50' 8' W [word 'contain' repeated]

vast numbers of these Radiata
1 70

1

[note (K) added later opposite CD P. 68]

August 23“. Lat 37’8 S & Long 56.46 W, found considerable numbers of
this animal; having a better opportunity of more accurately examined it.

—

The peduncle was internal (as in the second & evidently most common
case) & the depending veil within the marginal tentacula: (if the animal
had been in state as Plate the depending veil would of course have been
outside the tentacula):— The concave (convex in Plate) "ombrelle” (Fig

2) is of considerable thickness, but so very transparent, that 1 did not

formerly perceive it.— Again I find the tail of peduncle opens within this

thick part & not externally; also that the finer cross of striie is not

contractile or muscular but internal.— The mouth of peduncle is

quadrangular & capable of much motion: the true vermiform arm (H)
approximates at base & between them is a conical pap.— The margin of
"ombrelle" was not so regular as drawn: the two sorts of tentacula (Fig

3) regularly alternate.— the shorter (b) is composed of concentric rings &
is highly extensible; these 4 are situated at extremities of the cross. Behind
each of them was another small one, internally connected with it.— The
other tentacula (a) ate curved & have a narrow footstalk, the little balls lie

on one side & are from 7 to 9 in number.— During the time I kept them
altered their appearance XX [continued at XX opposite P. 69] & one
seemed to burst & sent forth its eggs. In all probability these correspond
to the four ovaries in G Cyancea.

—
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The animal moves by taking in water in the bag formed by concave surface

of "ombrelle" & depending veil, & expelling it with violence.— I thought

the Medusa used its powers of motion to avoid bei<ng> taken?

—

The end of peduncle can fold its margin back over itself— Some of these

animals being kept in water till they were dead.— were luminous. 1 70

1

' Isla Santa Catarina, off Florianopolis in the south of Brazil.

^ Trachylina, Geryoniidae, the jellyfish Liriope lelraphylla (Chamisso & EysenhardI, 1821),

a primitive but abundant pelagic coelenterate which had been described by Quoy & Gaimard

as Dianaa exigua in 1827.

’ It was a calm day! See Beagle Diary p. 82.

* There was some confusion in the labelling of the drawings in Plate 4. The relevant Figs,

for Dianaa are 2, 3, (3), 4 and 5.

Plate 5, Figs. 1-4

[CD P. 70 commences]

Biohora ' Plate 5: — Body transparent, spherical, incurved at the poles.— Length

allied to about .4.— Fig 1 : represents it as seen under microscope, from extreme
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(e) No' 3 1 0 transparency everything lies in one plane,— Through centre is a most thin

(X) tube, open at each extremity, enlarged in middle & one half much
(b) broarder.— [note (b)] The external aperture was not very distinct.— nor

was the current of the water.— [note ends] This in Fig 2. is seen containing

a membranous sack, much broarder & capacious posteriorly, & divided by
longitudinal slit through its whole length. On the upper side the edge has
power of expanding & contracting (NB this organ may lie above the central

tube & not in it; the extreme transparency not allowing the ascertainment

(m) of this) This upper edge is thickened in its upper half & coloured pink.—
[note (m) added later] Is it not possible that this thickened edge is a vessel

as in animal described in P 82, Aug 30'*?.— [note ends]

[CD P. 70 continues]

At the point (a)^ in Fig: 2 there was visible a pulsation, similar to what I

have before seen in this nnimalo tribe .— In Fig I : on each side is a highly
(a) delicate bag, not attached to outer coat of animal.— [note (a)] Both large

& small ^imens possessed this organ,— [note (k)] These bags were
delicately attached (as drawn) to the central tube, [notes end] Within this

(Fig: 3) is an opake membrane to which is attached a mass of vermiform
(k) tubes, precisely resembling intestines.— These had the power of moving

themselves.— The spherical outer covering ofanimal has eight longitudinal

bands (one magnified Fig 4), which send out transverse fibres & appear to

(d) act as muscles.— [note (d)] This animal was in considerable numbers:—
We were in shoaling water (not coloured fine blue) about 1 00 miles off the

mouth of the Plata.— [note ends] I cannot understand the organization of
this animal.— I could not see Branchia::— The thickened pink edge can
hardly be considered as the Liver.— Perhaps the pear-shaped bags may be
the ovaries.— 1 71

1

[note (X) added later] From a careful examination of an animal very
closely allied to this (V Page (91) Sepf S'") I am able to pronounce upon
several parts of this ones organization.— In all probability, the central

vessel opens at both upper extremityies ft-widely posteriorly : that the

intestine shaped tubes (full of pulpy matter) can be protruded at orifices

(a a): that the membrane described in central tube vessel is really a sack,

lying on vessel, & widely open posteriorly; & the coloured rims, 2 folded
up vessels in sack.— it is not impossible that I may have overlooked a
circulation connecting central vessel with 8 external bands— 1 forgot to

say; that the intestine tubes are partly received in a receptacle here described
as "an opake membrane".

—

N.B. For more information about this animal V. note (b) Page 96. [note ends]

' Phylum Ctenophora, order Cydippida, probably Pleurobrachia. See p. 109.
^ Missing from the drawing.
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Inhabits same site as the last animal under dry stones on the Mount.—
[note (b)] 331.— The situation being comparatively lofty & the stones

large, the habitat must be very dry.— [note ends] The description of

Planaria (Page 50) agrees with this in so many particulars, manner of

walking &c &c that it may be considered as generic & the following as

only specific. Body slightly flattened, length (when crawling) 1 .9; breadth

.1 1 72
1

Anterior extremity grooved beneath, much pointed, body gradually

widening from this to the tail which is bluntly pointed.— [note (b)] The
family Tremato/ifesy to which Planaria belongs is characterized by having

beneath its body, "des organes en forme de ventouses".— perhaps the

grooved surface at anterior extremity corresponds with this: although I

never saw it used for any purpose, but as a sort of a feeler to direct its

way.— (note ends]

[marginal note with different pen at bottom of CD P. 71] Eyes scattered

at regular intervals on anterior part of body [note ends]

[CD P. 72 continues]

Back coloured rich "umber brown” with a central dorsal narrow streak of

"broccoli brown" reaching its whole length.— Beneath, of this latter

colour.— On the under surface were two white spots, where (from the

exact resemblance to the Planaria of Rio) I have no doubt there are

apertures.— I believe I could perceive one.— I could perceive as formerly

(page SI) the vibratory motion in the slimy surface of whole animal.— it

eeoufs was seen wherever there was a gleam of light & it made no
difference whether this was direct or reflected.— The animal seems to find

presence of air to be necessary on the under surface.— Salt water (brine)

killed & almost dissolved the body.— Animal not uncommon.

—

Planaria^ Habitat &c same as last.— Body throughout of a more uniform

332 narrowness.— (not tapering so much from head to tail) more cylindrical:

length 1.3; breadth about .07.— Colour above pale dirty yellow with 2

dorsal stripes of "umber brown", which become narrower & unity at each

the
^1-***™ inactive & were

[notes scribbled roughly on back ofCD P. 72 concern Planaria No. 643 (in

spirits) taken at Maldonado the following year]

rather less than w of length from anterior orifice, posterior 25/ioe from

Seen in [illeg.J Ocelli very numerous, minute & at regular intervals at

anterior extremity, in groups oftwo or three at sides <of> body [notes end]

Planaria ' (b)

[3‘l^g
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' Listed by Darwin in his 1844 paper (see Planaria p. 186) as Planaria pulla, currently

known as Pseudogeoplana pulla Darwin because of insufficient information about its internal

features. CD notes correctly its use of chemosensory pits of the anterior tip. In a letter to

Henslow dated IS August 1832, CD says T have to day to my astonishment found 2 Planaria

living under dry stones. Ask L. Jenyns if he has ever heard of this fact.’ See

Correspondence 1:252. Most terrestrial flatworms like a moist but not too wet microhabitat,

but there are some species adapted for particularly arid situations, and others that occupy fully

submerged habitats.

^ Listed by CD (!oc. cit.) as Planaria bilinearis, currently classified as Pseudogeoplana

bilinearis Darwin. Specimen 643 was listed as Planaria nigro-fiisca, and is now Pseudo-

geoplana nigro-Jusca.

[CD P. 73 commences]

Cavia Shot August IS® one of these animals, when 1 first saw it was on the rocks

caovbara ' under the Mount. They do not appear to congregate in herds as described

(c) in other places.— perhaps the want of shelter may influence them.— The

Copied specimen^ was a female & weighed 98 pounds.— Girth 3"..2; Length from

tip of snout to the tail 3^.8‘A: Height from toes to top of shoulder l^.9.—

[note (c) added later] The dung in shape is rounded oval; when drie<d> &
burnt smells like, but pleasanter, to Cedar wo<od>. This animal is very

abundant in Rio St. Lucia: the hides are valuable being very lou*: but the

me<at> is very indifferent eating.— Cap. Paget of the Samaran^ killed 45

of these animals.— For more particulars V 192.— [note ends]

[CD P. 73 continues]

Luminous August 22"*. between Points St Antonio & Corrientes: the sea was very

Sea luminous: light, pale, sparkling, but not as in Tropics either milky or in

(a) flashes.— The Luminous particles passed through fine gauze.— In the

(b) water were some minute Crustaceas of the genus Cyclops^. I should not be

surprised if these added to the effect.— During the day the sea has

abounded with Dianoea*.— & I find these when kept in water till they are

dead render it luminous.— can this be the cause of the appearance in the

[notes added later] (a) Sept: b*.— Lat 40’ S.— I observe that during this

night, CrustaceiE of the Schiropodes & some other Macrouris, appear to

abound on the surface, whilst during the day few can he taken. This applies

to animal (Page 73):— as certainly many crustaceae are luminous may this

not explain help to explain the phenomenon of the luminous sea.— (b)

Octob: 23'* — Lat: [not entered] Sea wonderfully luminous; milky when

seen in the mass; sparkling in numerous bright spots when seen in a

tumbler; but I could not succeed in making by agitation, water in a watch
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glass show luminous particles, although certainly abundant in it.— The

breakers & bows & wake of ship, i.e. when air acts on water, is luminous:

this was after a heavy sea — Can this by destroying numbers of small

animals be the cause:— [notes end]

' Listed by George Waterhouse in Zoology 2:91 as Hydrochanis Capybara Auct.

^ No capybara was added to the collection, but Specimen No. 672 was an Acarus from Cavia

capybara (see Insect Notes p. 60).

’ H.M.S. ^marang was at Bahia, Rio de Janeiro and Monte Video at the same time as the

Beagle, and CD dined with Captain Paget in Monte Video on 29 October 1832 (see Beagle

Diary p. 112).
* Cyclopoida, copepod.

’ The modem name of this jellyfish is Liriope tetraphylla.

[CD P. 73 continues with a long entry crossed through vertically up to the end of P. 76,

indicating its subsequent publication in a paper']

At page (2) this animal' is described, but having opportunity throughly to

August 24'*. Lati: 37V26' S Long: 56V58' W: Sounding 10 Path: This

specimen agreed with those found at the Abrolhos.— PL 1. Fig 1.^ I have

drawn the posterior half of animal.— The tail, or that part which the

central intestinal tube does not penetrate is filled with a ftne granular pulpy

matter. With ,2 focal distance lens, a longitudinal division & one on each

side of this might be seen, so as to divide the
1 74

1

pulpy mass into three

four columns. Within these I clearly saw a circulation somewhat like that

in the Chara^: it was double the matter flowing upwards on the 2 outsides

& then returning by the central divisions.— The circulation was strongest

on the outside in the outer & inside of inner columns.— it was also much
more rapid at the base of tail than at its extremity.— 1 ftequ could see the

grains turn round & pursue an opposite course at each extremity of tail.

With ino focal distance lens the matter (as nearly as I could judge) passed

over 2 divisions of irsoo micrometer in 5".— but about the tail in double

the lime.— at the 5" rate the progress is one inch in 20'..8“. And the tail

being .15 of inch long, any grain would pass perform whole [see sketch in

margin] circuit in 6', .2".— this I daresay is accurate as the greater & lesser

rates at base & end of tail would counterbalance each other.— I catmot

even guess what what this is analogous to in other animals: as mentioned

at Page (2) the granular matter is sometimes confined to small kidney

shaped masses.— I could not clearly sec that there was any communication

with the intestinal tube; perhaps there was with the two gut-shaped bags at

their inner edges crosses.

—

[marginal note added later] July 1 834: Found some 4 feel beneath surface:
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are so fine as not to be individually visible with i/io focal distance, with lao

Polype? they appeared delicate transparent hairs, arranged very close in one plane.

—

(a) they would seem to be locomotive organs
1 75

1

or rather to act on the

water when the animal propels itself by starts,— [note (a)) Sept 4* These

cilise adhere laterally, so as almost to form membrane.— in same manner

as happens in a birds feather.— The animal uses its tail in another manner;

when placed in a basin, it adheres firmly to the smooth sides, so as to

prevent the water washing its body away.— [note ends]

Plate 1 from CD’s 1844 paper on Sagitta

[CD P. 75 continues]

On each side of the intestinal tube is a gut shaped bag (F)* filled with large

grains, & if connected at all with the tail it is at the base by the side of

intestinal tube.— The grains or globules are transparent, vary in length

from i/ioo to i/so of inch, in shape are pointed oval & attached by the

sharpest end in rows to the receptacle:— (L) represents a large one when
first liberated, with high power a small internal ball may be seen not quite

eggs so transparent: (I saw following phenomenon take place in two good
instances) in a few minute<s> (L) altered its shape & became like (O) with

a small globule at its apex: in short time afterwards a greater change took

place, the little globule (as in P) increased in size & the internal matter in

both became opake & granular.— This went on till all the granular matter

was expelled out of the larger into the smaller: the former being left an

empty capsule, the latter separating as a small ball of granules.— After the

change of transparent fluid into the granular mass, the expulsion (as

represented at P) wore the appearance of an internal case or membrane
contracting & thus expelling it into the globule.— I must suppose the gut-

shaped bag to be ovaries.— & the granules eggs collected in capsules (L:
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The construction of the head is beautiful & simple, but not easily

described.— When not in action |76| the shape is a truncate cone (as

Polype? before p. 2 described) & a transverse section of base would be an oval.

—

But when in action (mkk) is a transverse section of base; the dots are places

(e) of bristles, seated on moveable arm or jaw kk.— [note (e)) Fig E badly

represents the head or mouth in action, the arm (kk) partly expanded.

—

[note ends] These when closed in, form the oval.— The semicircular part

(m) is continued upwards rather higher than the bristles when erect; near its

summit are 2 rows of very minute bristle which project out transversely;

(a) that is, cross the summit of the larger upright bristles.— [note (a)] The
smaller bristles only cross the others when the latter are clasped together.

1 did not perceive these, till I had a high power in microscope, (note ends]

The animal having seized any prey with the larger one, these smaller ones

like a comb would effectually prevent its escape between their

(F) extremities.— The mouth is within (m).— [note (F)] Sept A*. The orifice

of mouth is longitudinal, & situated on oblique surface formed by the back

part of head.— [note ends] The bristles are 16 in number; 8 on each side,

(b) curved, slightly hooked at extremities & strong : besides the power of

clamping together on the head, each bristle can separate itself from the next,

so as to take in greater span.— [note (b)] the central bristles are longest:

teeth would be a more appropriate term, [note ends] When we consider

this together with the power of motion in base (k), it makes a formidable

instrument to seize any object, & when once within, the comb of small

transverse bristles would effectually prevent its egress.— The substance of

body is very sticky & gelatinous.— The range of Latitude is great of this

animal: The more I understand of its organization, the more I am at a loss

where to rank it amongst other animals.— |77|

‘ The animal was eventually identified as belonging to the genus Sagitta, a carnivorous

chaelognath or arrow worm, and was described by CD in a paper entitled ‘Observations on

the Structure and Propagation of the Genus Sagiua' in Am. Mag. Nat. Hist. 13:1-6 (1844).

(see Collected Papers 1:177-82.)

^ CD’s Plate I Fig. 1 (see p. 4), showing one of the first specimens caught in his plankton

net in Lat. 21' on 11 January 1832, was redrawn to illustrate his paper on Sagitta, and is

reproduced here.

’ Chara is an aquatic alga with giant cells inside which rapid streaming of the cytoplasm may

be observed.

‘ The labels F F were later altered to o o in Plate 1 Fig. 1, and the gut-shaped bags were the

ovaries labelled oo in the published illustration.

[CD P. 77 commences]

Fish ' Above pale, regularly or symmetrically marked with "brownish red" (by the

347 tip of each scale being so coloured).— Beneath silvery white: side with

faint coppery tinge: Ventral fins yellowish.— Pupil of eye intense black.—
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Fish^

348

Fish*

354

When cooked was good eating.

—

Many specimens exceeded a foot in length,— Above aureous-coppery; with

wavelike lines of dark brown, then often collect into 4 or 5 transverse

bands.— fins leaden colour.— beneath obscure: pupil dark blue.— When

caught vomited up small fish & a Pilumnus.— Mr Earl’ slates these fish

are plentiful at Tristan d Acunha, where it is called the Devil fish, from the

bands being supposed the marks of the Devils fingers.— Was tough for

eating, but good.— This sort was taken in very great numbers.—

Above pale "Chesnut brown" so arranged as to form transverse bands on

sides: Sides, head, fins, with a black tinge: beneath irregularly white: under

lip pink: Eyes, with pupil black, with yellow aelerotioa iris.

—

August 26‘"— Lat 38*..20' Sounding 14 fathoms,— Coral, stony; brittle;

branched; orange coloured, white at tips of branches white; stems

composed of numerous irregular circular small tubes, the fonner cells of

polype.— Surface rough with little transparent cones, obliquely truncate,

open.— I never saw polype protrade fiom these.— but from regular minute

circular apertures with no external rim.— Polype very numerous.—

Tentacula 12 round the mouth seated on a mbe; |78| This is contained

in a case: tubular with rather wider at mouth protrudable.— Vide PI 4: Fig:

3.— (a) Tentacula on tube, (b) the case: drawn as fully protruded from

coral (c).-

' Listed by Leonard Jenyns in Zoology 4:23-4 as Percophis Brasiiianus Cuv.

’ Listed in Zoology 4:11-12 as Pleclropoma Patachonica Jen.

’ Augustus Earle was the first official artist on board the Beagle.

* Listed in Zoology 4:20-1 as Pinguipes fasciatus Jen.

’ Identified by S.F. Harmer as Cellepora eatonensis Busk,

[CD P. 78 continues]

Flustra ' Habitat same as last: Coralline is closely allied to Flustra, but is a distinct

355 & new genus.— Stem much & irregularly branched, flexible, about 2

(a) inches high, coloured reddish.— Cells in 2, 3 or 4 rows according to

breadth of branch, opening on one side.— Cells applied rather obliquely

so as not to form distinct lines. On the feee surface, when the cells open

they overlap each other.— The other & back side, smooth, channelled by

as many lines as rows of cells: thus seen (Pt 4, Fig 4) the cells appear of

the shape drawn at (k), each anteriorly ending in point: widest in middle.

Seen on upper surface quadrangular & oblong: the anterior opening with a

spine at each comer.- Polype with 16 approximate, long (length i/« of

inch), curved tentacula, seated within a lip on the extensible tube or

mouth.— When in inaction, this is withdrawn to nearly the base of cell.

—
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I clearly saw at a spot where the tube & red intestine joined a sort of
pulsation or rather a rapid revolution of small graina particles.— at the

very base of cell, I saw in many a small mass of collected granules, which

1 suppose to be Ovules.

—

[note (a) added later] For some particulars of Coralline somewhat

resembling this (V P 219) [note ends]

a
^ It-

(a)

But what renders this coralline singular is the occurrence on the |79| edge

of the cells of a peculiar organ^— In shape it curiously resembles the be^

& head of a Vulture: is hansparent, colourless, ins of inch in length: is

attached to the superior external edge of cell at its middle, by a short

peduncle.— This peduncle appeared to communicate by a delicate tube to

base of cell.— The head or capsule is connected to the peduncle at its

superior base (above situation of neck in Vultures head).— The peduncle

has great power of motion in a vertical direction (vertical being applied as

to birds head).— Head empty oblong: upper mandible curved & much

hooked at extremity; grooved within:- lower mandible closely fitting to

superior with sharp projecting tooth at extremity, which fits into superior

mandible; has the power of being opened so far as to make straight line

with the other: at the joint is semicircular opening, which appears to lead

by delicate tube to the peduncle.— The capsule (or head) lies close to the

cell laterally & rather obliquely in direction: [note (a)] 1 mean by laterally

that the cheek of the head is applied to the side of cell: but that nl cither it

is & that the mouth or lower mandible opens in opposi<te> direction in the
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Binhora ' weather they were brought up in a dredge.— Varied in length from one &
(d) Vi inch to a few — [note (b)] Sept: 3**. Having procured a small &

NT 360 (b) very perfect specimen (Lat. 39'9') I am fortunately enabled to correct some

errors & to certify the rest.— [note ends] perfectly transparent: colourless:

shape a little flanened oval egg-shape; at base apex reflected inwards at the

pole for IM® of the total length: Plate 4. Fig: 7; on the external surface are

$ bands, possessing vibratory organs, are clearly visible, they rise near to

the base, pass over the apex & approximate in central depression: at apex

(a) they give cause ridges in the outline [note (a)] by depressing the soft

substance of body [note ends]: round the mouth, in central depression, the

bands are united in pairs; 2 pairs being approximating on one side & 2 on

the other: so as to enable in describing to divide the animal in two halves:

the plane of division being at right angles to the btoarder or flattened

[CD P. 82 continues]

0

PI: 4: (a b Fig: 7): (Fig: 9 is a view of central depression & mouth from

above:) The bands consist in a tube on which are numerous semicircular

rims of membrane; & from these, curved pointed fillets depend; these are

in very rapid motion, directed towards apex.— between these are seated

much smaller ones (V Fig: 10 a & b): on each side of the membrane are

fibres which appear to act as muscles: also oblique ones.— (V Fig 10 b).

—

[note (c) added later] Sept 29"' This is not accurate, the part described as

membrane is a transverse ridge or developement of longitudinal vessel; its

shape is thus [see sketch in margin] it is not external, but within the

gelatinous external surface; the vibrating cilise, or rather fillets solely

project; the fibres described as muscular arise on each side between the

greater ridges.— The motion in the fillets is either instantaneous in whole

line or runs down it rapidly but regularly: high nervous communication^.

—

This animal abounds in Baia Blanca, being 2 inches long.— [note ends]

(note (d) added later] Decemb: 7“’. Lat 43’S.— on calm day float in great

numbers, from near the surface to some feet deep: when then in water their

shape is conical, & power of motion seems to be confined to expanding

their bodies.— They seem to supply the place of Meduste in this Zone:

—

These vibratory cilite are really transparent fillets [see sketch in margin],

ragged at extremities; about 5 on each disc; motion lies in base of each one

separately : when alive showed most beautiful prismatic colours: 1 should

think only locomotive.— Those fillets, which are placed in the simple

festoons.— have a vessel running near their bases but I could not see any

actual connection, any more than than in those of the discs with the

longitudinal vessels: The animal floats generally some way beneath surface

& is continually revolving: one specimen in basin, being tom, had only

fillets on one side at extremity, but these were sufficient to make it steadily
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perceive the order of circulation; in junction of external vessels 1 saw a

globules rapidly move backwards & forwards, till at last having entered the

external vessel were carried onwards with great celerity.— In the same
external vessel 1 saw circulation proceeding in opposite directions.— [note

[CD P. 84 continues]

I cannot help imagining that the heart in some of these animals acts more
in the manner of a fan, than of a pumping receptacle.— There was nothing

like a systole & diastole: the portio lea globules only revolving with rapidity

(b) round a centre.— Just beneath the heart a narrow vessel arises which is

continued in an arch close under the external surface to the base of the

body, [note (b)] Or more accurately just beneath junction of two external

vessels.— [note ends] (In PI 6 Fig: I, This is drawn on one side, its real

course; it is in same line but above the central vessel): At the extremity

Allied to
1 85

1

the tube is widened into an oblong cavity, the posterior half projects

Biphora beyond body. (PI 4. Fig 8) Within this receptacle is a bundle of darker

coloured parallel threads or filaments, viscous & extensible & capable of

(b) slight motion.— I at first thought these organs (of course there is a

corresponding one on opposite side ofbody) connected with generation: but

finding them as perfect in specimen only 3/10“’ long it does not appear

(b) probable: if they were connected with respiration, there would be a

circulation in the connecting tubes: fi-om their opening just above neck of
stomach (vide infri) & from darker colour I conjecture they perform

(b) function of liver; the gall tube is certainly very long & it is most strange its

being exposed to the open water:— If another system of vessels, precisely

the same as above described, be placed directly beneath (as far as I was able

(a) to perceive) it will be a correct representation of internal organization.

[note (a)] PI 4. Fig II.— Here the drawing represents a plane at right

angles to the one mentioned, so that both central tubes & both livers are

seen.— the greater part of this drawing is incorrect: it only serves to show
the relative position of the organs, [note ends)

Sept. 2“' [note (b» The intestine-shaped threads seen under 1/10'*' lens is composed of
numbers of globules, united in irregular lines in a pulpy mass.— The
globules resembled those in the circulating medium & were about i/soeo in

diameter.— A cirouIatio<n> is visible in the vessel which connects this

organ to the central vessels: as mentioned, they do not open into stomach:
my supposing the organ bears an analogy to liver is I think absurd. Is it

generative? [notes end]

[CD P. 85 continues]

PI 6. Fig 1:— What I am now going to describe is common to both
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(c) systems.— Within centre of body there is a tube or bag formed of soft

pulpy membrane.— at its superior extremity it receives, just beneath the

heart, both central vessels & opening from the mouth.— at its base it

widens & is united to the external covering of body.— The central vseoels

(c) This I imagine to be the stomach.— From the superior half of central

Allied to vessels, there are delicate |86| tubes sent off, which become padually

Biohora finer; these I suppose to be absorbents.— The central vessels having being

continued to the extreme base of the body turn off at right angles, &
gradually become obscure; I could however pretty clearly trace the fluid

into the lower branches of the external bands on vessels: (PI 6. Fig 2. this

turning off is represented; in Fig 1 it is not seen because the branch is in

same plane as central vessel):— Thus it would seem generally to exist; but

I saw two instances where instead of a single rectangular branch, there were

two: this appearance is shown PI 4 Fig 12: In the qwcimen from which

this was drawn.— the central vessel appeared likewise to open at base of

body by a projecting tube, as shown in Fig" 12 & 1 1 ,— This must remain

in uncertainty.

—
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SepF: 2“* (note (c) for CD P. 85] The stomach is capable of much motion,

expand<ing> itself& contracting itself, irregularly.— much flattened; The

central vessels do not pass within it, but lie close on the outside (1 am not

surpri<sed> at my mistake):— In this case I did not see absorbing tubes:

The central vessels, having reach<ed> base of body, turn off (as described)

vertically at rt angles; after which I see it obscurely branches into two

which communicate with the external vessels, one on each side the Liver.

This explains case in PI 4 Fig: 12; where I did not perceive the first

rectangular turn, or perhaps ftom transparency, the depending part (K)

might be this.— [note en^]

(a)

1 was unable from the motion in ship to trace the course of any globule; the

whole system of vessels is thus united, the four external ones (with cilise)

are on each side united at their bases; but opposite pairs of each join at the

heart with the central vessels: I suppose the circulating medium being put

into motion by the heart flows down the central tubes, where it is joined by
lymph which is separated fiom the stomach by the absorbents; passes on
into the external vessels, & is then acted on, by the agency of the cilise, by
the water, is then returned to |87| the heart & again undergoes the same
course.— of course I cannot say whether any globule in the blood always

goes through one heart or otherwise; I have shown that there is a complete

communication between all parts:— The internal bag, or stomach, is joined

by the gullet between the two hearts.— & oa fig os I wno able to judge

I. [note (a)] I can hardly
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say lhal 1 could actually trace the gullet into the stomach; but just over it.

[note ends]

[CD P. 87 continues]

(b) The mouth is situated in cenne of square funnel shaped projection, which

PI: 6 becoming narrower forms the gullet.— [note (b)] Sept: 2° The situation of

Fig: I mouth is strongly marked by a black dot: it always appears closed.— [note

ends] The sihiation of the mouth, as before mentioned, is in rather a deep

depression;— the edges of this contract very suddenly if touched; & I

suppose by this manner any minute object is caught, which may afford

support to the animal.

—

(c) I was totally unable to find any anus* & 1 oonnot easily be lieve lhal the

Sept: 2"* I am not much surprised at overlooking the anus basal orifice: the

body is so very soft & tender & transparent, that without a small specimen

can be placed under microscope it would be difficult to find it— The

stomach at base opens by a long slit (in direction of flattened side. i.e. at

It angles to the plane in which central vessels & (Livers!) are).— This

orifice can be very accurately closed & widely expanded; so as rather to

form a passage (as in Biphora) than an anus. The orifice was very sensitive

& would instantly close.— When open I could fairly see into the stomach

or internal tube: [note ends]

[CD P. 87 continues]

When 1 saw specimen figured PL 4: Fig 1 1 & 12, 1 thought the projecting

paps (kk) were connected with this organ.— Round the gullet, beneath the

fimnel shaped mouth, is a collar of most delicate filaments; from each side

a bundle is sent off & floau in the body between external coat & stomach:

their direction is between central vessels & therefore at tight angles to the

bile ducts.— The bundle [of] filaments reaches to the base of body, in iu

Allied to course
1 88

1

sending off some threads, it becomes both fewer in numbers

Binhora & finer- This clearly is the nervous system:— The animal is highly

(a) sensitive & irritable & in a manner quite different from the Medusa:, to

which in outward appearance it bears a great resemblance; [note (a)] The

nervous system is represented in PI: 6 Fig 1 by the arcs of dotted lures.

Sept: 2* The nervous system was very plain in this specimen, following the

course of lateral edge of stomach (as described), (note ends]

[CD P. 88 continues]

1 could find no Generative organs: Animal is slimy: body very lununous,

chiefly in the bands of ciUa:, to such an extent that the form of animal

might be traced by the green light.- [note (c)] 1 do not think 1 ever saw
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(a)

(b)

black spots, the eyes.— In its motions not active; swims in oblique

direction; & frequently rolls from side to side:— Has the power of

withdrawing large part of body from beneath shell.

—

Habitat &c same as last:— Species allied to "integer".—

[note (a)] Sept: 4*.— Lat 40* S.— The sea contained vast numbers of this

species.— [note ends] Body coloured slightly red: especially 2"'‘ pair of

"pieds machoires", inner part of: Females had attached near to base of last

pair of lees, a curved circular ciliated membrane, when folded in, forming

prominent pouches; in each of these were two young animals, length about

l/is of inch; differed from old
1 90

1
Specimens by the greater proportional

largeness of eyes; also by the less distinct separation of thorax & tail.

—

[note (b)] In the membrane were dark coloured vessels, much branched.

—

& I suppose by these pouches convey nutrition to the young animal — [note

ends] They possessed but very little iiritability — The females with young

were larger & darker coloured than the others.

—

Amph; Hetero

new eenus
^

361

Habitat &c same as last:— lateral antennae & their peduncles very long:

internal short: Thorax divided into many segments: 4 anterior legs, with

very strong claw; the next 6 with claw less so: next 2 simply natatory, very

long: last 2 simple natatory shorter:— Extremity of tail, with 2 jointed

sitaceous appendages; beneath it 4 double stylets; on dorsal surface there is

a short cylindrical fleshy projection: Body flattened, narrow, long; colour

Loliao^ Calmar (Cuv). Lat 40* S. Sept: 4“’: caught in open sea, together with

363 great numbers of Mysis.— Arms 8 unequal; 2^ pair rather longer than first;

(a) & 3‘‘ pair finer, but equal to 1“.— the S'* very delicate, half the length of

others.— The 2 feelers (or long arm, making 10 in number) are .4 long,

& about twice length of other arms: suckers at filleg.J terminal half.—

Suckers small, in double rows, alternate, circular, pedunculated.— Anal

tube short, in line between eyes: body bluntly pointed, with 2 irregular

rhomboidal membranes at apex. Body .6 long: pure white with angular

obliterated scattered red markings. Eyes large, pupil black, iris pearly; base

inferior base of sclerotica coppery red:— [note (a)] Emitted small quantity

of ink [note ends] |91|

' Erichthus was the term formerly applied to a larval mantis shrimp of order Stomatopoda.

^ See A.-G. Desmarest. In Diaionmire des sciences naturelles. Paris, 1816-30.

’ Mysidacea, opossum shrimp.

' Amphipod of suborder Hyperiidea.
, u u j

* It was concluded by S.F. Harmer on examination of Specimens 304, 363 and 358, labelled

by CD as loUgo Lamarck, that 304 was Sepiola, but that CD’s written description did not fit

well with 363 or 368.
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likewise takes ef difTerent courses; for instance I saw stream (b) (Fig 3)

instead of passing to right hand, flow round (D); thus proving that separate

vessels do not conduct the complicated circulation in Fig: 3:— I frequently

observed one pair of vessels with their blood in rapid circulation, whilst the

others were nearly quiescent.— From these facts I do not believe there is

a heart^; but that the parts of the different vessels by some unknown power

act on the contained fluid.

—

On the posterior & broard part of central vessels there lies a delicate very

flat membranous gradually widening sack.— it is highly expansible &
contractile.— till I saw [it] project beyond the line of central vessel, I

thought it was contained within it.— The sack can be largely opened at its

base, but is generally kept closed.— at its apex I do not know whether it

communicates with central vessel or whether it has a separate tube leading

to the mouth; at the mouth, there is an appearance (as ^ready mentioned)

of this:.— The sack has on each side two serpentine approximate vessels,

which send off minute branches: Fig S.(b)
1 94

1

These unite & from

Molluscous each go to surround basal opening.— These tubes are situated on the

Tunicata internal surface of sack.— When the latter (as is generally the case) is

contracted, these tubes present a very different appearance; they are so much
doubled up as to look like lobes in some organ a membrane.— this I have

represented [in] Fig S (a).— In one instance there were two small oval

organs attached to them; what were they?.— I was much surprised by

seeing a rounded opake mass, slowly revolving at base of sack.— at last

it was protruded through basal opening; it appeared to be the faeces, it was

pulpy & adhassive.— 1 presume the object of the revolving was to form

into a properly shaped pellet.

—

From extreme transparency I am not certain of what follows.— the lateral

(a) serpentine vessels at the summit unite & send off a delicate tube into the

lateral circulating system.— [note (a)] 1 fancied that just above (T) there

was a collar of nerves.— [note ends] I have represented these uncertain

vessels by dotted lines in Fig 2.— I presume the sack is the stomach & the

serpentine vessels the absorbents; the food is taken in by mouth, but I am
ignorant of its course to the stomach.

—

Molluscous

(a)

I have mentioned that when the two primary branches on one side in the

circulatory system unite & form a pair. Fig 2. behind (k), another similar

joins & so forms main vessel.— Within the segment of body contained by
the latter & greater bifurcation, there is a curious organ.— It consists in

cavity of form of bag with neck
1 95

1

which rise has its orifice not far

from the mouth & reach[es] half way down the body.— Of course there

is a corresponding one on opposite side of body; they lie in same plane as

broard side of stomach: At the base of this bag, on the interior side, there

is a flat opake irregular receptacle, this from this protrudes & is partly

contained a mass of intestine shaped cylindrical tubes, full of granular
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difference consists in the superficial sacks or bands.— these organs we

have now seen in four slates; as simple sacks with included granules; as

sacks with transverse plates, with vibratory fillets; as bands with numerous

transverse lines; & as simple lines or scratches on the surface,— What can

their office be T! (I may mention in this case, some of the external lines

were half & finely spiral in places?) In this case the 4 convoluted vessels

at stomach were coloured red.— [note ends]

' Again Liriope telraphylta.

^ The use of Plate 6 to describe both the tunicate allied to Biphora of P. 82 and this one

shows that CD has decided that they are closely related. He later comes clean about this, and

adds the animal of P. 70 to his list. They were not in fact tunicates, but were comb jellies,

ctenophores of order Cydippida.

’ See p. 79.

' According to J.A. Colin Nicol in The Biology ofMarine Animals (Pitman, London, 1960),

changes of the direction of beat of locomotory cilia are characteristic of ctenophores,

’ The example given by CD does indeed appear to be true parasitism, and it is now recognised

that there are worms of several classes that are endoparasiles of molluscs and other marine

invertebrates.

‘ See p. 63.

(CD P. 96

366

(a)

Sept; 6“’.— Lat 39 : Long 61 W : new genus allied to Mysis: 8 pair of

locomotive organs; the exterior branch of all these simply natatory; of the

internals the 1“ is short, rudimentary, 2 longer, with terminal joint flattened

circular; both these help to close the mouth, & are capable of curling

themselves up: the 3'", 4* S*, 6*, 7* are long, & have on internal side a

double row of fine straight cilia:, inclined to each other at an obtuse angle:

the last & S* pair natatory: When the animal swims, the 40 S pair of

ciliated internal branches directed anteriorly almost form a complete circle

round the mouth: any small object caught by these might easily be |97|

carried into the mouth, by the involving movement of the two upper pairs

of internal branch:— Before the mouth there were two fine arms

terminated by a curved claw.— I once imagined there was a small internal

branch from this; if so there are 9 pair of legs.— now 1 observed in

Macrourus (Page 98) that between ventral swimmers & legs there were

jointed seta: or rudimentary legs; is it possible that the last pair in this

animal, both branches of which are natatory, may correspond with this;

—

Tail formed of 5 pieces; central one excised, finely dentated; ventral

swimming plates, narrow: peduncles of eyes rather long.— Superior

antennse with two long divisions: inferior wjflj protecting plate.— Body

nearly transparent; except stomach & intestines, which are like quicksilver;

This animal differs from Mysis principally in only having 2 divisions in

antennas & in form of legs.— They could swim well & jump a little; were
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taken at night in vast numbers.

—

Decemb. 2^ [note (a) added later] The swimmers on the tail or abdomen are very small

Lat, 40'S. with a little jointed branch with internal ciliae.— Mandible comers formed

of a curved plate, square & smooth, with one of its comer[s) raised &
toothed, this portion resembles the mandibles of Apus figured by

Desmarets^; there were two sets: there also was an organ connected with the

f
. mouth in this shape [see sketch in margin] a tuft on a peduncle; the

1 / organs with claw are seated before the mouth & doobikss are paJpi: This

specimen was found dead & is female, ftom the capsular mexi’jnix at base

of posterior legs: the central piece of the tail is not rmtirA orongly

toothed: is this a different species, or is it sexual difT: or is my former

description inaccurate. I do not think the latter probable: fl presume by 2

sets of mandibles, maxilla a<re> meant), [note ends]

[CD P. 97 continues]

(c)

(»)

(b)

Habitat &c same as last.— Characters will not apply to any of Cuvier

families, but most approximates to Salicoques.— [note (b)] The specimen

(366) is with other Crustacea at the top of tube; it is a perfect specimen

those in (369) are imperfect wanting lateral antenna [note ends] Body one

inch long; colourless or of a faint red: peduncle of eyes long.— Exiemal

antenna situated beneath the central ones & protected by large cibased

plate: these are ofthe extraordinary length of 2 & inches, coloured red —
[note (c)] The external division of pieds machoires resembled Palpi?— [nose

ends] Superior antenna with peduncle very long basal joint tfaidr, bolkriv,

1 98
1
carrying 2 very unequal branches, the longer one very (me; tceal

length .3:— None of the legs are terminated "en pince* (note (a)] Hase

vesicles at base [note ends] 1“ pair are shortest, & when in rest form a

circle; the 4 other, long, slender, with double row of seta, formtng obtuse

angle.— These precisely resemble interior branch in the last Schizopod

animal: Ventral swimmers 5 pair, the 4 posterior approximate, each one

divided into two ciliated plate[s]; die I" pair are distant from the cthrr. It

single, & more formed for walking— Between these & the true legs; there

are 4 articulated setae or arms, in line of legs; of these the anterior pair ve

much the longest:— The external division of caudal swimmer largesa.

central stylet pointed: Thorax with anterior sides, bi-dented.— This animal

would in some respects connect the Salicoques 4 Schizopodes

—

[note (b) added later] At Bay of San Bias took some specimens of a

crab— same genus as this, but 'A the length 4 I should thmk difletmg -t

other respects: anyhow it is sufTiciem to diow that the desenpboa m text

is most inaccurate.— the 4,
5* parr of legs are terminated by an aluwn

invisible (yet certain) "pince": the first pair of swimmers, which a--e sagje.

have a small branch at base, which expands into a fohacaws organ 4
contracts- into articulate limb.— this fold covcts eggs. these are c^tke
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Scolopax^

Vaginalis?

This very singular bird was shot near the Fort.— In its first appearance

partly resembles a lark & partly a Snipe— In its flight & cry the former;

inhabits dry sandy plains occasionally overflowed by sea. In small flocks.

—

710 (not spirits) Covering for the nostrils, soft: Baia Blanca Sept. 14* — Feeds on

388 more vegetable matter: M" Bynoes has a good specimen. |100|

particulars

V. 192

Fish“

390

Caught on a sand bank in the net:— body silvery: dorsal scales iridescent

with green & copper; head greenish: tail yellow.

Fish’

391 (a)

Body pale, darker above; broard silvery band on sides; common:— ‘[note

(a)] This is probably the old fish of the small ones (367) taken at sea. [note

Fish*

392

Body mottled with silver & green; dorsal & caudal fins lead colour;

common

Fish’

393

Back coloured like Labrador feldspar; iris coppery: plentiful

Fish*

394

Above dirty reddish brown; beneath faint blue; iris yellow: plentiful

Fish’

395

Above pale purplish brown, with rounded darker markings:

—

This is the most beautiful lizard I have ever seen: back with three rows of

regular oblong marks of a rich brown: the other scales symetrically coloured

either ash or light brown.— many also irregularly bri^t emerald green.

—

Copied beneath pearly with semilunar marks of brilliant orange on throat.

—

412

Crawling in rushes on the sand banks & living on dead fish.— foot oblong,

rounded anteriorly, the yellow operculum is placed obliquely on the upper

part of extremity.— siphon lead colour, not closed; tentacula same colour

pointed; mouth projecting over foot & between tentacula, when closed with

Copied

small longitudinal division; from this there can be protruded a very long red

coloured proboscis, terminal orifice with cartilaginous rim.— Very

commonly on the whorls there are several ovules.— these are about 1/12"

(b)

Buccinum

in diameter, rounded, conical, with broarder base, semitransparent, on the

summit is a circular Ud, which falls
1 101

1

off when the little shell is

ready to obtain independent life.— [note (b)] The situation of the Ovules

or eggs on the shell must be almost necessary, as the animal inhabits

extensive sand banks, where there is no hard substance to fix them on.

—

[note ends) At first the capsules only contain a pulpy yellow matter.— but

when further advanced the minute animal: the outline ofthe shell is rounded
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grooved spines; animal with foot rounded, posterior half lying on the

diaphragms of shell— [note (a)] The young shells adhere to the old one,

in these places the spines are absent.— [note ends] Tentacula pointed with

minute black eyes situated near the base & on them: mouth between them

the mouth opens on each side there being a rounded lobe, having a forked

like appearance. Within mouth is very short proboscis.— Neck long.—

On each side there is a membrane which when animal contracts itself closes

the respiratory orifice: Branchiae long, delicate, most regular, parallel,

foiming together apparently a rounded membrane — this adheres to the

superior mantle by a longitudinal line.— The opening extends whole width

of the shell.— From the appearance of faeces the anus must be on the right

There is another smaller & smooth species.— in this the foot anteriorly is

crescent shaped with a horn at each comer:— also in some there on the

right side neaf behind tentaculum was a long vermiform, tapering,

generative organ —
1
103

1

[CD P. 103 commences]

(Gme:)

(777 not

spirits) (a)

This little animal does not appear to agree exactly with any of the subgenera

of Cuvier.— It was caught Octob. 3'* at Monte Hermoso in B. Blanca.

—

In bringing at night a bush for fire wood, it ran out with its tail singed.-

So that probably it inhabits bushes:— [note (a)] In sandy hillocks near the

sea.— [note ends] it could not run very fast: it is a male: afier skinning

the head it has a much more elongated appearance than it had in Nature

—

Coralline, with branches long, fine, colourless: bipinnate; polype either

terminal or at the bifiircations, scattered; Polype in cups, which are of

regular funnel-shaped enlargements of the tube or branch. [note (b)] If,

as I afterwards give reasons, the peduncles & branches may be considered

as the same, then the Coralline will be both bi & tripinnate.— [note ends]

each cup has a peduncle formed of elongated globular joints.- Those

which arise at the bifiircations have 5 of these, of which the three basal

ones are the largest: as the Coralline mws, the peduncle becomes a

branch, being lengthened between 3 & 4“ Joint so that the terminal cups

have but two articulations, but at the base of the branch there are three,

(note (c)] This is by far the most general, but not universal case.— [note

ends] These are rather from the thickening of branch are compressed, &
may be considered as resulting from the form impressed on the branch when

a peduncle.— Hence the Coralline appews is jointed, & at every

bifiircation there are the three compressed globular articulations.— From

this it would appear that the peduncle of the Clytia is really only the first

form of the branch.— The peduncle is rather longer than the |104|

cup.— The central organized matter much developed included in a thin

tube within the branches.— The polype unite at their bases with this.

—
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These folds are composed by the junction of numerous polypi, side by

side— When animals alive & in the water, the folds are fringed by the

widely expanded & plumar arms of the polype, & stand up at large angle

with the stem. On being touched they fold [several illeg. words] & the

arms are folded together into a cone, [note (a)] The anm when collapsed

form a cone, they are never withdrawn (like in Seitularia), but the papilla

on the surface are.— when fully expanded the arms are nearly horizontal

like spokes of a wheel.— [note ends] The Each fold as it laps obliquely

downwards becomes narrower.— Polype with elongated oval body united

laterally, from the base of each a vessel runs through the supporting fillet.—

These & not body of polype vary in length as the fold winds round the

stem.— Arms 8 in number, not tapering at extremities, with central vessel,

covered irregularly & mostly at ends with delicate short retractile tenUcula

or papill®; these arms surround a mouth with Ups.— The polype vary in

number; sometimes being as many perhaps as

uTthre^yx to*'noiCTr[note (cjnuronly hi the dried specimens that

these project outwards.— [note ends] they are not attached to stony axis,

they are often 7 in number; but this is not constant, sometimes there being

10.— [note (b)] In this case the Polype are fewer in number. Can there be

two species? Those in the bottle (401) were taken first, & were generally

much longer than those floating loose in the great bottle jar ( ). [note ends]

They can be applied close to the stem; but wiH can not diverge fern at a

greater angle with from it than the 1108] Polype do when fully expanded

[inserted in pencil] C :

—

The stem » terminates [illeg. words] bluntly pointed in vermiform

process.— [It] is of larger diameter than the rest of the stem.- Within

this process there are two large triangular cavities, separated by a division

or septum.— These cavities or channels run up the whole stem, but m the

upper parts are obscure & small.- Just above the vermiform process [illeg.

words] they are larger & filled with a pulpy yellow matter- Within one

of the 2 cavities, as will presently be mentioned, the stony axis floats^

At the point th« where the polypiferous folds commence, the cnvitm

channels become smaller & the stony

septum* hence is central.-

longitudinal of the stem

[sketch in margin] in the parts

developed this structure nearly disappears.
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Virgularia

appeM.— The calcareous stoHy axis is highly elastic & will breA ^ner

than retain a new form; central parts brown, striated from centre, [note (a)]

The rays have quite a crystalline fracture, [note ends] The [itlez-

coiListrof a white softer substance.- (Uke to the marrow m bones!). The

exb^ w
^^^

The axis gradually tapers from its upper end to the finest point at the lower

end— Qt this & At the lower end, the extremity is suddenly curved back-

wards. Here the axis consists of a dark line centre part enveloped an a

transparent covering, afterword doubtless fonning

connected with the exterior white stony part layer.- This recurved p^ of

axis is included within a capacious membranous transparent slastic

(iiritable?) bag, which some way above the bend contracts round the axis

& is probably continued all up the stem together with-it in close apposition

to the stony axis.— The lower part of the stony axis lies loose in one of

the cavities, but in the higher parts where the polypi are stand, it is

imbedded in or chiefly forms the septum between the two channels.—
^

it

jj ullaiihod at thr oomcro of th " fnida tn the envolopme fleohv

[CD P. 109 continues]

ic terminal bag,

»

g particles; this w

ich encloses the teiminal & recurved parts of

St distinct but irregular circulation of a fluid

„ _ _ i even visible when the axis was entirely

I^^'^ed ourof *e body.- [note (a)] The circulation was strongest at the

very bend; it was irregular [note ends] [marginal note in ink m very small

handwriting, later crossed out in pencil, is here inserted] The circulation ot

the particles was strongest & most [3 words illeg.J at the point where the

axis was most bent [insertion ends]

The axis evidently performs a very essential part in the economy of *e

animal; it is by this that the whole stem is kept in a vertical position & that

the upper part stands upright in the water, & so allowing many of the

polype to have free access to the surrounding medium fluid.— When a bit

6f the stem is cut off, the axis projects at eeeh both extremes; & this

shows the high contractility of the softer parts of |110| the aem.

Henee By this power the animat whole aem ita body is easily withdrawn

into the sand; but at first aght its manner of riang agan is not so clear,

upon considering the erraic nature of the axis, its inferior extremity floaUng

loose in a cavity, & the lower part of this cavity lying in a curved poation.
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Virgularia

(a)

it is clear that when the animal retracts itself, the axis must, from being

forced into the terminal vermiform process, exert from its bent shape a

considerable force; So that as soon as the animal ceases to contract itself,

the stem would gradually rise:— But fAs it appears improbable that the

polypi in so large a part of the lower end of the stem should be buried in

the sand.— perhaps hence when in deep water the ude rises I suppose that

nearly the whole body st

sufficient to enable the ani

soft sand, for the spines ur

In the vermiform process, at the very extremity I found several ova, in

shape regular oval; they contained granular matter; was of an orange colour;

& a length i/iooo of inch.— I think they had only just been formed; this

being the early part of Spring renders this the more probable; when I

having examined some specimens a few weeks before I anyhow did not

then observe Aem any.— Above the vermiform process, the 2 internal

channels or cavities were for some length filled [illeg.J with yellow pulpy

matter.— This examined under a simple microscope |11I| presented an

extraordinary appearance.— The Mass consisted of various shape sizes of

irregular globular semi-transparent particles; the larger ones being merely

an aggregation of the smaller ones. All these grains possessed a most

distinct very rapid vibratory motion, generally round varying ax»^, but

sometimes progressive— The motion continued for a long time, as long

as I watched it 1 first saw it with a simple lens of i/3 of inch focal

distance, but it would have been quite clear with a less power;

OMumined the pnwiolea wiUi a iKiuiig light ft n n focal diet^.— [two

notes (a)] Does not the great size entirely separate this fact from the

"Molecular movement" of Browne? The motion continued for some time

in distinct parti<cles> (as long as I watched them) when kept in water.—

pulled along the 2 longitudinal cavities channels to the upper part leading

into the open sea.—

In this respect the animal (i

Virgularia mirabilis which I

illeg.]-, for in this species the i

the polypeferous folds.— f

is correct) differs from the

in Ed inburgh^ [word above

ed in the fleshy part b<

ment in the particles was more rapid & I

; ih'at of the particles in the elastic bag [iHeg ] to
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I have called this animal Virgularia; but it filleg.J seems to form a new

I habits & gonerol nppeornnee:— |112|

' The ova were those of the chaetognath arrow-worm Sagitta, discussed on pp. 68-71.

^ \n Journal ofResearches 1 pp. 1 17-18, CD has decided that this alcyonarian coral is the sea-

pen Virgularia Patagonica of D’Orbigny. His first attempt at describing its anatomy and the

mechanics of its growth has later been extensively revised with insertions in ink in smaller

handwriting. Some further insertions have been made in pencil, and the letters B, C and D

have been added, though with no indication as to their purpose, and finally the whole passage

has been crossed through in pencil to indicate its publication. But the final account that

appears in the Journal of Researches is substantially shortened and clarified.

’ The correct spelling of this word is ‘pawl’, but although CD was by now familiar with the

naval use of such a device to prevent the slipping back of a capstan, he had possibly never

seen the word in print.

* As has been explained by Phillip Sloan in Darwinian Heritage, pp. 71-120, CD had joined

the student Plinian Society at Edinburgh University in 1826, and had begun a close

collaboration in research on marine invertebrates with its Secretary, Dr Robert Edmund Grant.

He had gone with Grant on expeditions, and had accompanied trawlers in the Firth of Forth

to collect live specimens of deep-water invertebrates. As described in his Edinburgh Notes

(DAR 118:9) he returned with specimens of sea-pens for Grant on 15 April 1827. Preserved

among CD’s drawings (CUL MS DAR 29) is a note made at an unknown date that runs ‘Phil

Trans 1778 p. 178. An account of sea-pens at Sumatra— a wonderful account.— flesh over

knitting needle’.

[CD P. 112 commences]

This bird is very common in the sandy plains: in its stomach I have found

roots of vegetables: at low water they come down 3 or 4 together to the

sand bank, the Gauchos say for small fish; in their habits shy & wary,

generally solitary; emit a very deep note: During September & Octob. we

found an extraordinary number of eggs, in colour varying from pale yellow

to white: the male eggs weight the most {am told so).— The eggs are

either found scattered about, when they ate called Watchos^, or collected in

circular shallow excavations or nest.— Out of the four which I saw, 3

contained 22 eggs each; & the other 27:— In one days hunting 64 were

found; 44 of these were in two nests — the other 20 scattered about.— It

seems strange that so many of the latter should be produced for no end, as

Cuvier mentions the Gauchos state that many females lay in the same

depository & that one male sits on them.— I can scarcely credit this;

anyhow it is clear from the number of eggs that each female lays many

eggs, & in the oviduct (it was told me by those who cut one up for the
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ships company) that there was nearly 50, of a regular gradation in size.-

(a) [note (a) added later] M* King’ tells me, that when in the Schooners on the

1833 Summer coast of Patagonia, he & the others several times saw Ostriches swimming

ftom one island to another.— This occurred at the Bay of San Bias, & at

Pott Valdes.— They took to the water when driven, & likewise of their

own accord without being frightened.— The distance in both places about

200 yards.- When swimming very linle of their bodies appears above

water & their neck is stretched forewards, as a Goose or Duck in flying.—

Their progress is slow.— Before hearing this account, everyone was

surprised to hear of the plenty of ostriches & Guanacoes in the various

small islands of San Bias. - The latter animals were often seen

December

Ostrich (b)

(note (a) continues with a different pen) The male ostriches are easily

distinguished by the Gauchos from the female, by the greater size of bead

& body & colour.— It is a most undoubted fact that the males sit on the

eggs: the females never.— As the number of eggs in the belly * the nest

seem to correspond, 20 to 40 or 50.- it would seem hard to be ascertartied.

but I was assured 4 or 5 females have been watched to lay *etr eggs one

after the other in same nest, in middle of *e day- The reascti se^
obvious — if a female were to deposit 40 eggs suaaasively one after the

other & then sit on them. The first would be so many days oJte than the

last laid egg.- The same cause explains Ite male sitBBg. tecaase it must

mere very often happen that the female has rat ceased laying.— The naate

will not rise from the nest, without you pass very ctose— They somecmes

are dangerous; attacking, kicking & trying to ja=5> ^
informer had seen an old man much temfkd bj cmr sftacmg Sam:— The

eggs which I have called Waicbos are st^roaed iTumi aneini [ncnr cer^iea

opposite CD P. 113] by the Gauctos to be Iml fine- ffWlapi oefwe

association filleg. words] to the Male

[note (b) continues] The ostrich, with a<n> ns “
'T''

for they are simple animals & are eassh trmaJ * puazbd They

generally run against the wind.- In fine weato «y »«c^
ftemseWes amongst ><>"8 ^
approached— The noise of the ostrich (maJe I bebesel as J* a

Lwn breath— it is neither easy to say wb^t^ 6c«. «e ho* £ir

distant is the animal which makes it— The 6

thoug<ht> it was a Lion or other wild beast

Wallis^ saw Ostriches in Bachelor nver m *e Sf ofMagrife Lie

53‘ and 54’.—

When at the R. Negro, I heard much corcermng the 'Aimsirci pamef'. a
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species of ostrich Vi the size of the common one.— The following I believe

to be a tolerably accurate description, colour mottled, sh^ of head, neck,

body same as in ostrich.— legs rather shorter, feathered to the claws;

feathers same suucture as in ostrich; hairs about the head.— cannot fly, is

taken more easily than other ostrich with the balls.— This bird is however

more universally known by its eggs, which are little inferior in size to the

Rhea, but of a blue green colour. It [is] generally frequent near the sea,

frequently to the South of R. Negro, San Josi, & I believe near the

Colorado, but not further Northward.— [pen changes] V 212 more

particulars.— The Northern Gauchos know nothing about the Avestruz

Petise, even at Bahia Blanca, [pen changes again] Albino varieties of the

common Ostrich have been seen; it must be a most beautiful bird.— snow

white, Gaucho at R Negro told me. [notes end]

' Listed by John Gould in Zoology 3:120-3 as Rhea americana Lath. The description of the

habits of the species that follows is a slightly extended version of CD’s notes here. See also

Ornithology Notes
^
In the published account, the correct Spanish spelhng ‘huachos is used.

’ Philip Gidley King was a midshipman on board the Beagle.

•
See Samuel Wallis. An account ofa voyage round the world in the years 1766.1 767. and

1768 Included in John Hawkesworth, An account of the voyages . . .
performed by

Commodore Byron. Captain Wallis. Captain Carteret and Captain Cook ... 3 vols.

[CD P. 112 continues]

patagonica'

Copy

Frequent in the sandy plains, feeding by day; Azara^ sutes that they only

frequent the holes of the Viscaches^ & that only when pressed by hunting

(Griff: animal k:‘‘). [note in margin] Found near Mendoza Traversia to the

South [note ends] They certainly wander f^ fro™ any holes; but they

abound like rabbits in a warren, where there is a collection of holes.— I

have watched them sitting on their haunehes by the mouth of a burrow,

which they will enter immediately they are frightened.— The dung is

1 113
1

of a remarkable shape, being an elongated regular oval.— now if

the Viscaches were in sufficient numbers to dig the holes for the Agouti,

some considerable quantity of dung would be lying about. I did see some

like (but smaller) an English rabbits, but 1 think it belong[s] to the Toco

Toco, a small Rodentia which 1 know inhabits burrows in the same plain.—

The manner in which the Agouti runs more resembles that of a Rabbit than

a Hare. It consists in so many distinct springs.— The body weighs from

20 to 25 pounds.—

[notes added later for CD P. 113]

NB. For the future, the marginal letters will refer to notes on the back of
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page.—

(z) [note (z)] This animal is the most common characteristic animal of the dry

plains of filleg.) Patagonia: It does not occur to the North of the Sierra

Tapalguen 3V.30'.— our officers have never seen it to the South of Port

Desire 47'.— The Gauchos are of different opinions respecting its digging

holes.— I have no douht it uses them Biscatche holes where they occur,

but I think certainly it must be its own workman in those parts where the

Biscatche is not common, as S. part of Patagonia where I do not believe

Biscatche is found [continued as marginal note] as the little owls do, which

in B. Oriental are obliged to make for themselves: [marginal note ends]

Two tolerably fast dogs often run them down.— Their flesh is very white

& pretty good.— They bring forth two young ones in their holes.- -

Southem limits between Port Desire & St Julian (48':30'). The Gauchos

at B. Blanca say certainly that it digs its own holes.— [notes end]

[CD P. 113 continues]

Uzard* Monte Hetmoso.— In its depressed form & general appearance partakes of

some of the characters of the Geckos.— Colours above singularly mottled,

454 the small scales are coloured brown, white, yellowish red, & blue, all dirty,

455 & the brown forming symetrical clouds.— Beneath white, with regular

spots of brown on the belly.— Habits singular, lives on the beach, on the

dry sand some way fi^om the vegetation.— Colour ofbody much resembles

that of the sand.— When frightened, it depresses its body & stretching out

its legs & closing its eye tries to avoid being seen; if pursued will bury

itself with great quickness in the sand.— legs rather short: it cannot tun

' Listed by George Waterhouse in Zoology 2:89-91 as Cavia pamchonica. See also Journal

of Researches \ pp. Sl-2.
, , „ ,

^ See Felix Azara. Essais sur I'Hisloire Nalurelle des Quadrupedes de la Province du

Paraguay. French translation Vol. 2, p. 41.

^ This burrowing rodent related to the cinchilla is common in the pampas in the neighbour-

hood of Buenos Aires. It is listed as Lagostomus trichodaclylus in Zoology 2:88, and spelled

Griffith and others. The animal kingdom arranged in conformity with its

with additional descriptions of all the species hitherto named, and ofmany

ced. 16 vols. Edinburgh, 1827-35. Translated from Georges Cuvier, Le regne

’ Listed by Thomas Bell as Pn multimaculatus in Zoology 5:17-18.

[CD P. 1 13 continues]

Hybernation

of Animals

Sept: 7“’. Upon our first arriving here. Nature seemed not to have granted

™, i;»i„o animals to this sandy country.— [note (a)] I must except
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numerous fine parallel vessels running in it.— The jaws resembled the

mandibuliform horns of Branchippus'" figured in Desmarets:

The posterior part of body was to certain extent divided by lines into 6

segments, which corresponded with the 6 pr* of legs: does this now show

that this number is normal & that the bisection of legs at summit ought not

Decern 2'’ to make the number 24.— Animal not uncommon in open ocean: I find

Lat 40‘.20' S. my description very accurate; perhaps the antennae are obscurely Jointed: tail

Coast of Pat. very small:— [note ends]

' Scarabaeidae, dung beetle.

^ Carabidae, ground beetles.

’ Tenebrionidae, darkling beetles.

* Mygalomorphac, a tarantula-like spider.

* Scarabaeidae, another dung beetle.

‘ For an identification of the insects collected by CD at Bahia Blanca see /mecl Notes pp.

61-7.

^ Coccinellidae, lady birds.

* Pompilidae or Sphecidae. See Insect Notes p. 56.

’ See account by P.A. Latreille of branchiopod Crustacea in Cuvier Vol. 4, pp. 149-71. The

specimen sounds like a shrimp of order Conchostraca, but they are never marine.

See Planche 56 of Branchippe des Marais by A.-G. Desmarest in Die. Sciences Naturelies

Plates for Crustacea, Zoea, etc.

[CD P. 117 commences]

Sailing between M Video & B Ayres on Octob. 31" the rigging was coated

with the Gossamer web: it had been a fine clear day with a fresh breeze.

—

The next morning the ropes were equally fringed with these long

streamers.— On examining these webs I found great numbers of a small

spider.— [note (a)] October, answering to our Spring.— when they are

abundant in England [note ends] On the second day (which was calmer)

there must have been some thousands in the ship.— When first coming in

contact with the ropes, they were seated on the fine lines & not on the

cottony mass.— This latter appears to be only the separate lines collected

by the wind.— From the direction of the wind [they] must have travelled

at least 60 miles from the Northern shore.— They were some full grown

& of both sexes & young ones; these latter, besides being of a smaller size,

were more duskily coloured.— Spider eyes 8 equal in size, seated on

anterior end of thorax, viz. [see sketch in margin] the lateral eyes, or those

on sides of the quadrilateral figure, are very close & sealed on a common
small eminence.— Cheliceres cylindrical, tapering at extremity; claw folding

transversely & received between spine (with this it cleans its legs):

Maxill®, when mouth is closed incline on the Labium: when open are

shaped each thus [see sketch in margin] inner side straight, summit
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rounded truncate, outer inclined: Labium small, triangular, pointed: Legs

four anterior ones longest, & S'* pair shortest; thin long:— Thoma Palpi,

with organs in male much developed & coloured black:— Thorax heart

shaped, tnmcate anteriorly, this part black, the rest red:— 1 118

1

(further notes for CD P, 117 added later]

November During the last week, every object both on the ship & on shore (Monte

25* Video) has been occasionally covered with Gossamer: Invariably I have

observed great numbers of the same small spider.— 1 (requently observed

them sail away from any small eminence: I imagined that before protruding

upward their abdomen & sending forth the web, they connected by delicate

lines their feet together ?? I cannot actually say that the Spiders ever rose,

but they laterally sailed from their position with unaccountable rapidity.—

But even if they did ascend, 1 should almost imagine the ascending current

on a calm & hal day would be sufficient to account for it,

—

Decemb d"* Lat 40V20' S. There were great numbers & spiders on the rigging, we

being about 20 miles from the shore:

December I saw at St Fe Bajada a brown coloured pider, I should think sno of inch

jg33 long (appeared very large) & from its general form a Latorigrade

Citigr^e— standing on summit of Post it darted 4 or 5 lines from its

anus, which glittering in the sun looking [like] rays.— they were a yard or

two long & by a gentle current hardly perceptible were carried upwards &

laterally.— The threads curling & diverging.— the Spider suddenly loosed

iu hold & sailed out of site.— The air is seldom so calm that a delicate

vane like [a] spiders web is not affected,- on a hot day, would not the

currents of air frow upwards; no ordinary vane would from its ^ecific

gravity would show a slight tendency to this motion— [different pen]

Yes, [illeg. word] mirage & tremulous shadows always occurs on any warm

day.— (notes end]

[CD P. 118

Gossamer

Solder (b)

(a)

Abdomen pointed, oval, coloured dusky red; Filiires proj«ting in a bund

at posterior extremity; each one cylindncal, short.— [note (b)] Body & leg

covered with line down [note ends] Length ofbody .1: When not moving

the legs are elevated; its motions rectigrade: 1 know not wheUier this spide

belongs to the Tubitetes or insquiletes: it does not agree with any of Lai

genera^:— [note (a)] From not clearly understanding the charKters drawi

torn the FiUires:- (note ends] These little f Z
ropes, were in their habits very active; They frequently let th^selves fal

from a small height & then reascend the attached line- Occasional!:

when thus suspended, the slightest breath of air would carry them out o
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(a)

(b)

In shape this resembles some of the Cyclops: 2“’ & 3"* segments are wider

& longer & cover the body; d* 5* e*. 7* form the abdomen; the 7“’ is

excised & ends abruptly.— Body cylindrical.— case homy elastic.—

Beyond the last segment, there is (as in Cyclops) a narrow rounded tail, 4

jointed; extremity bifid; on each division are about 5 pair of setse.

—

Within the tail, there was a pulsating erg vessel.— Eyes, 2, seated on each

side of the curved beak, rounded very distinct; Inferior to & between these,

are approximate antenna; which will be described presently. Mouth in its

situation is pectoral & not produced; it is obscure.— the mandibles are fiat

plates with 6 teeth, the 2 inner ones largest:— They preeisely partly

resemble those figured by Desmarets of Apus^:— Tongue oblong, rounded

at extremity; Maxillte & Palpi doubtful:

Independent of the Antennae, there are 10 pair of articulated organs: (l“)

stem simple, bifid at extremity, with bunches of seta: on each; also a small

external branch with set®.— these are situated before the mouth; &
perhaps compose correspond to 1 123

1

a second pair of Antennx: (2 )

stem short, bifid at extremity with setae; at base a globular enlargement to

which is attached the mandible already described: Are these Palpi?— (3"*)

stem short, bifid with sets: also about half way way up there is an external

& internal tufi of bristles.— the internal are seated on a plate, which I

should imagine acted as Maxill®.- These 2'* and 3" are seated close

together.— The organs, hitheno described have simple setae & when

collapsed point towards the tail; the two next pair differ in both respects;

the sets ate feathered [sketch in margin] & the organs act towards the

mouth so as to cross the others: (4*) stem very short, broard; with

numerous long feathered sets: (5*) Agreeing with the last, but much

smaller: I should think these are the Branchis.-

[notes on back with

accompanying sketch

in pencil]

(a) The sets arise

from the one pair

similar to d* but

sets not feathered

in Cyclops (P 134):

there would not be

so much change in so

essential an organ:

[notes end]

_ u
k
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in this animal are described:— [note ends] As far as regards this animals

classification, in some respects it is allied to Nebalia^ & Cyclops & in parts

of mouth to Apus^ but it is evidently distinct from every described

genus:— In many respects it would come within the division of

Lophyropes in which Nebalia stands; but then the flattened natatory plates

seems entirely to be contrary to the general structure of those animals.

' Calanoida, Pontellidae, a copepod possibly of genus Labidacera. in which the male 5th legs

are asymmetrical as shown in the drawing.

^ See Flanche 52 ofApus cancriforme by A.-G. Desmaresl in Die. Sciences Natureltes. Plates

for Crustacis, Entomostracds.

’ Nebaliacea, a malacostracan.

[CD P. 125 continues]

Body, length m2 of inch; shape posteriorly heart shaped but anteriorly

continued up in a straight line; much excised above the eyes; & between

them produced forward & squarely truncate; the |1261 anterior central

part of thorax much elevated: case, thin transparent colourless:—

[date at head of page now changed to December A®. CD P. 126 co tes]

Is breadth; looks in proportion narrow —
: does not l ie close— [note (a)] Having

re altered my opinion: the tail is applied

close to the breast— 1 did not see the animal alive.— 1 invariably found

5 pieces to the tail: I could not perceive sexual differences:— (note ends]

It is composed of 5 joints; these are broarder th’

postero-laterally by a point: The extreme one is

,

a rounded oblong simple plate.— Each joint cj

gradually decrease in size from the basal to thi

is formed of two pieees joints, th*

II, & has at extremity

5 a swimmer; these

rminai ones.— The

a pointed oval

plate, ciliated (with about 16 setae) at extremity & internal edge.— at the

joint articulation there is point, evidently the rudiment of a bifiircation.-

Tl« swimmers on the last piece of tail are small & but Imle developed:

Legs: 1“ pair ”en pince" 16 length of 3 following pair; 2”*, 3"*, 4“> pairs

equal, terminated by a strong claw, & in the Tarsus there ts a sm^c spine;

5* pair simated dorsally, when in inaction rests on the [tlleg. word/ of the

other legs; slender, 2« of length of the othere; penultimate

Desmarets) ends in a point, from which arises 2 curved unequal fine bnsUes

& near to these there is a third, which is rather shorter.— The longest
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[CD P. 135 continues]

Clvtia^

or (a)

Camnanularia
2"“* species

489

(b)

Coralline growing in short much branched tufts; branches irregular in shape,

crooked, short; the articulations (or globular impressions V. Clytia P 103)

very obscure.— [note (a)] Tufts scarcely an inch long; whereas in Clytia

P 103 the masses of coralline were many inches [note ends] Terminal cup

bell shaped on a short peduncle, with the articulations obscure.— The
whole Coralline is shorter in proportion, & characters not so much marked

as in Clytia P 103;— Polype with body cylindrical on narrow base (as at

P 103), mouth tubular, highly expansible, projecting.— Tentacula 28 in

number, seated on outer rim of polype; every alternate one hangs down.

—

so that they appear in double row of 14 each.— [note (b)] They are

occasionally in a single row round the mouth;— The numbers of tentacula

& alternate manner of arrangement best separates this species from that of

P 103.— in the latter I put 16?; it is quite impossible that there could be

a mistake between 16 & 28.— [note ends] Tentacula soft, formed of

concentric layers of pulpy matter, hence semi-opake.— The central living

mass is included in delicate case distinct from the outer homy one; itself

consists in a central mass, distinguishable by its colour from the outer, &
which communicates with each Polype.— 1 only saw unperfected ovarium,

which resembled that of next species; for locality &c &c V next article:

—

|136|

Plate 7, Figs. 2-4

[CD P. 136 commences]

CIvtia’ Stems creeping on a Fucus: 2 or 3 generally in parallel lines, for several

the 3"* inches.— central living matter the same as in last species.— From the

species stem, branches are sent off perpendicularly; length about .3: each of these

489 is terminated by polype: Beneath the cup, there are obscure articulations as

in fotmer species: cup bell shaped, truncate obliquely, one side rather

enlarged.— body of polype globular, not uniting with the living matter in

centre; so that the greater part of body lies in the enlarged half of cup;

from this cause also mouth & arms of polype are protruded in a slightly

lateral direction.— Tentacula & mouth same as in last.— On the creeping

stems there are also branches;— shorter & in shape a much elongated cone
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Clvtia

& a peduncle.— These are of two sorts, viz Ovariums & Buds or young

polype.— In the former case, they are sometimes truncate: Vide PI 7. Fig

3: in the first state they are full of white pulp matter: this by degrees

shrinks & is divided by reddish lines into rudimentary balls; the summit of

ovarium being closed by an opake mass, which communicates by lateral

vessels with the lower: in this slate Fig 3 is drawn:— as maturity advances

the upper mass is absorbed; the ovarium is seen to consist of a double case

(as might be expected from nature of the integument of stem) open at

summit: & at bottom there lies |137| 5 globular eggs, enveloped in a

viscous fluid; in colour white, diameter about irioo.— Those which 1 found

already expelled were smaller in size & of a darker colour.—

base of the ovarium were the globular

The buds or young polype were in the

structures of their external cases, very similar to the Ovaria.— they are

originally filled with pulpy matter, & I should think it was at this period

fixed whether the young branch should turn out bear eggs or a polype.—

The two sorts were generally together in distinct places & in groups.— The

bud when half maWred presented the appearance figured at Fig 2: Above

the middle of the cone there were marks of the globular impression: at this

place the included matter was contracted into a narrow stem & surmounted

by a head: beneath this also the central matter was much shrunk.— 1

imagine this process continued till the regular branch is produced.— When

first seen on the stem, these organs are irregular balls on a peduncle. Fig.

These 2 species were taken on Fucus picked up at sea, Lat 45’ S. many

miles from the land.— These 2 species & one of P 103 evidently belong

to same genus: which certainly might be included in Cuviers Campanularia^

if such characters did not deserve a distinct genus.— When examining

(a) these corallines, they appeared to be the simplest of the Polype or Polypier,

& most [continued on back at (a)] allied to the naked ones.— the central

living mass is so much developed compared to the thin homy, uansparent,

& simply constructed envelope [entry ends]
1 138|

' Calanoida, pelagic copepod.

^ Leptothecata, hydroid in family Campanulariidae.

’ Another hydroid.

* See Cuvier Vol. 3, p. 300.

[CD P. 138 commences]

Butterflies December 4*.— About 10 miles off the Bay of San Bias, in the evening,

in er' flock the infinite numbers of Lepidoplera formed a most curious spectacle: They
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parallel, |140| & forms as it were another interior & inferior mandible.—

the edge is square & only ciliated: the palpi arise at the bend.— Labium

bilobed.— pointed oval divisions.

—

With these specimens which did were others which differed in the following

respects.- - Superior antennae very short, curved, rudimentary; inferior also

short straight pointed.— the external plates in tail were broarder: the legs

varied in proportion.— parts of mouth the same.— in general appearance

&c &c evidently identical.— These I have no doubt are the young ones.—

If this Crust, belongs to the Uropteres, it is a new genus.— In its habits it

is truly pelagic, occurring in deep, at great distance from land.— for several

degrees — North of St*, of Magellan.— Swims fast by starts, r^id, in

circles & back first.— uses its tail much.

—

(CD P. 140 continues with an entry on Planaria that has been crossed through vertically to

indicate its publication elsewhere]

Omit f?I

Planaria

Lat:53’S

Body when crawling nearly Vt inch long; shape oval; very flat, edge thin:

Beneath from the anterior extremity to beyond the half of length, within the

body there is a white wedge-shaped mark.— Within this, one near the head

& the other middle of body, are two minute circular apertures; which the

animal occasionally opens & contracts.— Their situation can easily be seen

from a white halo which extends round them.— Beyond the white space

there is a third aperture.— this is very large (visible to the naked eye) &
has folding lips: is highly dilatable.— from this within body

1 141 1

there

runs two white lines.— Back coloured elegantly.— in centre is longimdinal

band of "vermilion red".— this anteriorly sends off 2 pair of branches &
terminates in three.— it is edged with white.— the rest of back is covered

by dots of a purplish red.— At the point where the central band is

trifurcate are two longihidinal groups of black spots.— also on anterior

margin there are two groups of numerous eyes or black dots.— Animal in

its habits, inactive.— found on Corallines, 30 Fathom water.— South of

St* of Magellan, Dec 15*.

' See Insect Notes p. 66.

^ An amphipod of suborder Hyperiidea.

’ Listed by CD as Planaria (?) formosa in Collected papers 1:189, but later placed in sub-

order Acotylea as Leptoplana formosa. If, however, CD’s third aperture was in fact a sucker,

it might better be placed among the cotyleans.

[CD P. 141 continues]

Fistularia ' Habitat same as last animal.— Body: cylindrical, with thin cuticle of

495 beautiful "Vermilion red": tapering towards both extremities but mostly
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Celleporaria? that these parts are rough with points: Polype with 16 delicate tentacula

situated on a long tubular body, which is enclosed in transparent case.—

This latter is protrudable & rather bell shaped, but contracted at orifice (as

described in Corall P 77).— Found growing in 30 fathom water. Lat 53'

S. Dec 15*; It is allied to that described P 77.— 1 am ignorant whether

it exactly agrees with any described genus.— perhaps Celleporaria,

Lamouroux.

Corail’

Celleporaria?

888

(not spirits)

/

Habitat & many characters agreeing with the last; Corall. with branches

rather longer; centre more compact: colour pale "scarlet red”, surface of

branches granular.— & covered on every side by small projecting hoods;

or they may be described as projecting slightly curved tubes, divided

anteriorly, contracted at summit.— Scattered irregularly at the base of these

are circular apertures for the Polype.— These hoods correspond to the

truncate cones of the Corall P 77.— The branches of are essentially

composed of these hoods.— so that looking down vertically on summit of

young branch, a circle of these hoods are applied with their back towards

the centre; [sketch in margin] : & there is no orifice for cell at the

summit.— The cells seem to be in the central space when the branches

have increased sufficiently in diameter.— These hoods are so numerous

near tops of branches as to be imbricate:— 1 144 ]

Favosites
"*

(not spirits)

Habitat same as last: Corall, stony, hard, strong, white coloured; growing

in very short vertical curved thick plates: short, height about '4 an inch,

breadth of plates varying from i/io“ to U20”.— sides smoofli, most fine^

punctured,— Extremities mincated, slightly convex.— entirely composed

of the orifices of cells— these are of different sizes; properly hexagons,

becoming however circular.— a little way within each eoH orifice is a plate

with small aperture, which leads into cell of polype. This Corall appears

to be a Favosites of Lamouroux:

[note (a) added later] May 19* 1834. Procured specimen, 48 fathom; the

2010 plate within orifice of cell is a mistake (probably the Polypus itself: ()] cells

lot spirits not being truly hexagons, there are spaces between tubes, sides of interwall

tubes perforated with puncnire, but more especially the external ones.

Branches entirely composed of these hexagonal tubes: the plate-like masses

of tubes spring & branch from a short stem.— [note ends]

[CD P. 144 continues]

Corall’ Habitat same as last; Corall, much branched, about 2 inches high, while:

? 2 branches flattened, on one side they are rugose, with ribbed lines running

lengthways.— on the other are the orifices of cells — these are placed

irregularly & consist in short lubes truncate obliquely; these project also

892 laterally from branches: the termination of branches [is] rather wider &

(not spirits) consists of an aggregation of angular tubes, generally hexagons &-in but not
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[CD P. 146 commences]

Fish' (Cyclostomes 7) Caught by hook amongst the Kelp, Goree Sound & other

5^ (a) parts of Tierra del F.- Above coloured like an earth worm but more

leaden; beneath yellowish & head purplish: very vivacious & retained its

Mvxinus life for a long period: had great powers of twisting itself& could swim tail

first: when irritated struck at any object with its teeth. & by opening

protruding them, in its maimer much resembled an adder striking with its

fangs Head most curiously ornamented with tentacula: Vomited up a

Sipunculus when caught;- [note (a)] This fish is abundant amongst the

rocky islets, having found one on the beach nearly dead.— I observed a

milky fluid transuding through^the orifices: ^t

Coralline
^

512

Clytia

Coralline, transparent, colourless, delicate & most elegant.— Stem short

erect with simple alternate branches; stem jointed, each joint bearing a

branch.— Branches with simple small terminal cups, also as likewise on

the upper surface at regular distances, in these latter the cup is applied to

the branch or rather the branch passes through it.— so as to resemble the

cell of Sertularia; Internal semi opake vital matter not filling up the

transparent case.— Polype with long body, not retractile within eoH cup;

mouth broard with no fine tentacula around it— This very beautiful little

coralline from its general habits & structure is allied to the Clytias P 145

&c &c.— Growing on Fucus, 6 fathom water, Goree Sound:— |147|

' Identified by Leonard Jenyns in Zoology 4:159 as Myxine australis Jen.

^ Leptothecata, a hydroid in the family Campanulariidae,

[CD P. 147 commences]

Edible Fungi

(a)

In the Beech forests, the trees are much diseased: on the rough excrescences

vast numbers of yellow balls grow.— These are of the colour of yolk of

an egg.— & vary in size from a bullet to a small apple.— in shape

globular, but a little produced towards the footstalk or point of attachment.

They grow both on the branches & stems in groups.— When young.—

they contain much fluid & are tasteless, but in their older & altered state

they form a very essential article of food for the Fuegians.— The boys

collect them, & they are eaten raw uncooked with the fish.— When we

were in Good Success Bay in December, they were then young.— in this

state, externally they are quite smooth, turgid & of a bright color, & with

no internal cavity.— Upon keeping ore The external surface was marked

with white spaces, as of a membrane covering a cell (in this state, but rather

more advanced, the specimens 528 are).— Upon keeping one in a drawer
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s%=ssasss
(WHS removed backwards, & reaches the ^us m 4

dorsal surface of liver.- Liver very soft, white & red.

number from 2 to 5, generally in aW oval

length .012: These balls ^e arranged,
,o„g, ^

re==r—
(a) This is a wonderful instance of fecundity: yet

=tLrr:s:rtr^^

D’Orbigny.

(CD P. 152 continues]

fieneral Jan & Feb Tierra del Fuego (.
gohlh of Mt ;4‘4p

i.,t I know
Before mentioning any of the effects of climate, I will "j
of its nature.- Capt King' has observed during Autumnal & B^a!

period.— & the thermometrical observations made in this ship include t

hottest part of the year.

u,,^mthPl8‘'’ofDecemb : to the 14'* of Jan (a period of

from 332 observations m--"
'''

m the outer SE coast & half at sea, sometimes
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one or two degrees to the South of Cape Horn.—

From 13“' of Jan to JO* of Feb (a period of 37 days) the mean from 161
observations, mostly at 6 AM: 12: 6 PM & some at the two hour interval

give as:

Mean 49.9

Mean of Max: 55.54 1 Range
Min: 45.36 ) 10.18

Mean of extremes 50.45

During this time the Ship was in different harbors, in Nassau bay & in

Goree Sound. |I53|

The mean from these two sets of observations from the 18”* of Decemh' to
20*** of Feb, (a period of 65 days) gives

Mean Max: 51.76 1 Mean Range
Min: 43.82 / 8.44

Mean of extremes 47.54.

—

The accuracy of this mean is affected by several causes.— the first set was
out at sea & sometime at a higher latitude; it may therefore be supposed

to be too low.— the second set is calculated from observations made in the

day time (6 AM. 12. 6 PM) & the weather was, from the report, of those

who have known the climate for some years, most unusually hot & fine;

this second set gives perhaps too high a mean; it is to be hoped the mean

of both may be near the truth.— These 65 days, judging from the

appearance of the Vegetation in iirsi part, & from the weather in Falkland

Islands at the latter, includes the whole summer.

—

M'. Daniell In the years 1820, 21, 22 in London, the mean of Extremes of June, July,

journal^ August, which months correspond to the Fuegian summer, was 60.93: so

that the English summer is 13.39 hotter than the Fuegian.—

Capt King from observat: at 6 AM. 9. 12. 3 PM. 6, makes the mean of

May, June, July, the brumal period in Tierra del F. 34.49.— In London

from same years as above & corresponding months, it is 41 .34; making the

winter of the latter 6.85 warmer than the Fuegian: From these facts, we

may form some Judgement of the climate.— 1 154

1

I was surprised to see in Lat 55' & near to West ocean, magnificent glaciers

forming perpendicular cliffs into the Sounds: this was in the end of

January: M* Bynoe^ has acUially seen a glacier reaching to the sea & in the

summer in the gulf of Penas in Ut 47V— This is a most singular fact

when we recollect that Von Buch‘ first found glaciers on West coast of

Norway in Lat 6T at Kunnen.— This gives a difference of 20 degrees for

the same phenomenon in the Northern & Southern hemispheres— It may

Observations

(P 152 VB)
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(P 227

V Buch)

(a)

Not Copied

(B)

[CD P. 154

Observations

Vegetation

(a)

(b)

1076.

984. 985*

DELFUEGO

: here noticed that Capt. King gives the line of perpetual snow to St of

lagellan (a little North of parallel of 50') to be between 3000 & 4000

et.— Von Buch in Norway says in Lai 70" the line is about 3000 above

le sea. Again there is this difference of 20’ degrees.

—

At the end of December large patches of snow were lying on the East side

of hills at about 1700 feet elevation: these had disappeared by the end of

February (answering to our August).- The Westerly winds have the

constancy of the trades, it is clear the snow lies longest on the ESE side

from being most protected from WNW wind, which of the prevalent ones

would be the warmest.— [note (a)] Jemmy Button* said ‘when leaves

yellow, snow all go’.— Capt Fitz Roy states that in April the leaves of the

trees which grow on the lower parts of the hills turn colour; but not those

high up.— I recollect having read a paper to show that in England warm

Autumns hastened the falling of the leaves: that the process is regular part

of the vegetation: This fact would seem to show the same law.— It was in

January in these very hills, abo<ut> 14(X) feet high, that a snow-storm

destroyed two of M' Banks party* & caused so much suffering to the whole

of them.— [note ends]

At the height of about 1400 feet I found dwarf Beech trees, (about a fool

high), in sheltered comers— the main line of separation between the trees

& grass is perhaps 2 or 300 feet lower. Within the Beagle channel this line

was so horizontal & wound round in the vallies in so straight |1S5| a

direction as to resemble the high water mark on a beach.

—

The extreme dampness of the climate favours the coarse luxuriance of the

vegetation; the woods are an entangled mass where the dead & the living

strive for mastery.— Cryptogamic plants here find a most congenial site.—

Ferns however are not abundant.— The Fuegians inhabit the same spot for

many years; in one place I found 10 inches of fine vegetable mould over

the layer of muscle [sic] & limpet shells, in consequence of this these

mounds may be told at a distance by the bright green of the vegetation.

—

amongst the concomitant plants are mostly the wild celery, scurvy grass,

black-currant tree; these, although not used by the Fuegians, are the most

useful plants in the country & seem placed to attract attention.

—

[notes added later] (a) The appearance of these woods forests brought to my

mind the artificial woods at Mount Edgecombe’: the greeness of the bushes

& the twisted forms of the trees, covered with Lichens, in both places are

caused by strong prevalent winds & great dampness of climate.— (b) It

would be difficult to find a spade-frill of earth in Tierra del F, excepting in

the spots where the Fuegians have long frequented, & on the remnants of

ancient alluvial formations, described in (Jrological Notes; but even this
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branching Corallines,

[note ends]

: large Volutans, Balanida: & Patelliform shells.

—

Amongst the Mammalia, excepting Cetacea & Phocea, 1 saw a Bat; 2 sorts

of mice; one of which 1 have (1002); [note (a)] The other mouse was of

much larger size; but 1 could not catch it: [note ends] a Fox & a sea otter;

& in Navarin island there were plenty of Guanaco.— the presence of many

of these animals in these islands is accounted for by the probability of there

being at one time an extended formation of Alluvium which connected

them. Vide Geology":—

Amongst birds (1 refer more to numbers of individuals than species) Certhia

was abundant in the woods; also Fringilla, Sylvia & Merlus: On the sea:

—

Petrels & Albatrosses, especially the first, exceedingly numerous:— Gulls

not nearly so numer. or [illeg.]. 1 never saw any reptiles; Jemmy Button’

States there are none.

—

526 Besides small fresh water fish (526), I have good reason to believe the

genus Salmo exists:— There a few land shells; Succinea in the damp

climate is common; in the pools 1 did not find any molluscous animals: the

only inhabitants were Colymbetes & some small Hirudo’s.— In the sea.

Capulus, Crepidula & Fissurella are all abundant— the latter of great

size.— But of all the Gasteropoda: Cyclobranche, Patella & Chiton, in

General numbers of individuals & species are |I58| beyond everything

Observations numerous.— The Chitons reach up to a large size.

Crustacea Amongst Crustacea: Cymothoades" (Leach) take the lead.— the numbers

497:541 of the genus Spharoma are wonderful.— under every stone amongst the

rocks at low water they swarm like bees: I was immediately reminded of

the numbers of Trilobites in the Transition limestones;

—

Insects In the Coleoptera the only genera which are abundant are some few

(b) Haipalidous & some few Heteromerous — they are chiefly found under

stones high in the mountains (such as Katers peak, 1700 feet high) together

with Lycosa (Arachnida): scarcely any other Coleoptera, excepting a few

Curculios are found: The tribe of Cycliques (Lat:) so characteristic of the

(a) Tropics is here absent; [note (a)] I must except one alpine Hallica. [note

ends] whilst Harpalidous insects, as I have noticed are common.— In the

hottest part of the year, the mean maximum (during 37 days) was 55.34 &
the thermometer often rose to about 60’.— Yet there were no Orthoptera,

few diptera, still fewer butterflies & no bees, this together with absence of

flower feeding beetles (Cycliques) throughily convinced me, how poor a

climate, that of Tierra del F is.— [note (b)] It will be curious to ascertain

whether the plants of Tierra del bespeak as high a Latitude as many of the

above facts point out.— [note ends]
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branches, [note ends]

(z) [note (z) for CD P. 162] Decandoelle & Sprengel‘ Botany P. 92 Consider

that propagation in Lichens & Conferva: is a kind of budding & not true

generation. In Halime[d]a & in the Inarticulate such certainly 1 think is the

process.— In the method described in Corallina of Hobait town of the

extremities of branches being "laid" in branches of trees, & when from the

foliaceous expansion buds appeared, perhaps in this method we see the only

kind of propagation known to this genus, in which the bladder-formed cones

have not been discovered.— [note ends]

' Corallina inarticulata (Specimens 585 and 1153) is the coralline alga Amphiroa exUis

Harvey. See Plant Notes pp. 203-6.

^ Halimeda is a green alga (Chlorophyta). See Plant Notes pp. 194-5.

’ Square brackets inserted later by CD with a different pen.

* See Lamouroux p. 27.

’ Another coralline alga, but precise species not identifiable. See Plant Notes pp. 197-8.

‘ See Augustin Pyramus de Candolle and Kurt Polycarp Joachim Sprengel Elements of the

philosophy ofplants (Edinburgh, 1821).

[CD P. 163 continues]

Holuthuria Body cylindrical, transversely wrinkled, rather pointed at posterior extremity

(a) or anus:— length 1 & Vi inch: colour pale salmon: oovorod with 5

586' longitudinal irregular rows of (2 or 3 broard in each) long papillse.— these

rows extend whole length of body.— Mouth surrounded by 1 0 tentacula,

these are unsymetrically branched & long.— much resembling a tree in

(b) growth.— Not uncommon under stones.— same as (522) in Tierra del

[notes added later on back of page]

(a) Holuthuria closely allied to last: body more elongated, coloured "peach

April 1“ blossom red", coriaceous.— Tentacula long, irregularly branched, [illeg]

594^ like.— On side of body generally used as attachment there are two elear

longitudinal spaces clear of papillte; but on each side they are thicker, hence

look like three rows of papillae. On back papillae scattered irregularly.

—

There is a short smooth neck free of papillae.

—

(b) Holuthuria (586) with short smooth neck with few papillae; body coriaceous,

transversely wrinkled. Bony collar round neck of oesophagus, simple, form

of 5 double pieces, or 10, the alternate ones being slightly different.— the

ports drnvan rim only was white & calcareous, the intermediate parts

cartilaginous.— Fig. collar cut open.

—

One of the papillae examined, shows its whole surface reticulated (rather
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broaid plates)

with stony

substance.

—

Y'YTTW
7

sort of aperture: it is only a locomotive organ.— [notes end]

[CD P. 163 continues]

Body cylindrical, smooth, finely wrinkled, colour "yellowish brown",

posterior extremity suddenly & much pointed; trunk about 'A length of

body, total length between 4 & 5 inches. Mouth surrounded by several

rows of small, short, flattened lancet-shaped tentacula, closely approximate

so as to form a tufi.— Anus minute white speck at base of trunk; internal

anatomy precisely as
1 164| described by Cuvier for true Sipunculus.

—

Body was exceedingly distended by water, so as when dead to squirt it out

with force.— Animal was under stones in sandy mud.

—

' Dendrochirotida, Cucumariidae, sea cucumber, possibly Pseudocma dubiosus leoninus

Semper. The correct spelling of this animal, never used by CD, is Holothuria.

^ Same family, possibly Cladodaetyla crocea Lesson.

’ Phylum Sipuncula, burrowing marine worm.

Sipunculus^

(allied to)

586

[CD P. 164 continues: next entry crossed through vertically]

Corallina ' This species somewhat resembles in appearance that of P (161). Corall,

(inarticulala) exceedingly hard, stony, compact; a section shows no horizontal layers &
no great difference of hardness in different parts: is coated by thm layer of

1153 the soft cellular tissue, of which the cells are very minute.— The coveting

(not spirits) is so thin that it requires a microscope & lancet to procure any.— Superior

surface coloured blackish "crimson red”; smooth, very regular:

—

expansions thick (about mo'*' or more), strong:— grows in large circular

patches, when two interfere the junction rises in a crest; these were nearly

the only ones which I could procure as specimens. Is not very common,

chiefly distinguished from that of P 161 by the much greater thickness of

expansions.— Amongst organized beings, few could be found which would

show fewer of the signs of structure & Ufe.

—

Corallina^ This, as that of P 161, most abundantly coals the rocks, or growing on itself

(inarliculata) forms bosses: in iu structure it is likewise closely related, although different

in external form.— Corail mamillary, composed of numerous small oblong

1153 pieces, with globular heads; these often grow into each other & are always

(not spirits) close together, so that the surface is very irregular, the summit of eaeh
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in Plant Notes pp. 186-206.

’ Specimen 1 143 is preserved in the Herbarium of Trinity College Dublin as Corallina

officinalis Linn., the coralline alga Amphiroa caloclada Dne. See Plant Notes pp. 191-4.

[CD P. 167 commences]

Balanus' Shell depressed quadrivalve: base membranous with narrow calcareous rim:

Linnae: q externally rough, irregular.— Operculum quadrivalve, suture doubly

591 serrated.— [Sketch in margin] within plain, & no external tooth. Animal,

with 4 pair of the usual bifid articulated cirrhi (like the three pair of animal

P 159); 5* pair short strong.— Then the generative trunk passes on right

side backwards, it is rather short & rings plainly marked on it.— External

pied machoire with equal arms.— Maxillae with the Urmcatc spinous edge

irregular: Mandibles with superior tooth not larger than others, than in

regular proponion.— In other respects mouth agrees well with animal P
159.— Mouth, Trophi & Citihi all coloured dark greenish blue.— This is

April 2'*.— Aggregate body, oblate spheroid, seated on a footstalk, which

tapers at root to a fine point: gelatino-membranous, external parts yellowish

transparent, internal reddish orange. Formed from the aggregate of

numerous animals, the bodies of which point towards common centre or

footstalk, hence the central ones are longest & others gradually decrease in

length towards the sides.— They adhere side by side, & from each a

narrow elastic ribbon gees proceeds to the footstalk & passes down to the

root.— External surface slightly mamillated, with apertures each of which

is common to the branchial cavity & other orifices of |168| each

animal.— Orifice bean shaped, edge slightly fringed.— near to convex

side, there is a white internal mark foimed of collection of dots.— [note

(b)] I do not know what to make of these white dots, which are universally

present: they can easily be separated.— numbers also occur about the

region of the stomach, but in this latter place they are not constant in

numbers or site.— [note ends] this side is external to pole of sphere on

inferior.— From these white marks & shape, consistence & colour, body

resembles some fruit, such as a Strawberry: size of large specimen, breadth

of sphere .8: height .6; length, including head & stalk, about 2 inches.

—

Grows on the leaves of the Fucus giganticus.— .separated

Body of animal moy-be is divided into two parts;— branchial cavity,— &
abdominal viscera.— Branchial cavity bell-shaped, furnished with slightly

(c) tubular lip, on which are two rows of differently sized papillae, about 16 in

number (?): these project across the expanded aperture.— [note (c)] The

papillae resemble on a small scale those on the arm of an Asterias.— When

the animal is undisturbed, the branchial cavity is widely open & a slight

circulation of water may be perceived at the aperture.— [note ends] the
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(a) sides on mantle is [are] divided into two halves [note (a)] not sepwated or

cut [note ends] by vessels running up on each side; in both there is a most

beautiful & symetrical trellis work of branchiae. Th^ It consists of 5

concentric rows (or combs) of parallel filaments, which are vertical; they are

attached at each extremity to mantle; in middle rows they are attached to

bands.— Perhaps they might be described as four concentric bands with

filaments above & below, but where opposite united.— The filaments

towards each end of the comb decrease in siae length.— When the animal

is undisturbed the two upper & lofger rows can only be seen, the others

were discovered by difficult dissection; On these filaments, with a high

power, a rapid vibrating motion is visible, as if of cilisc, clearly a function

of respiration.— 1 169

1

[next two pages have been crossed through diagonally in peneil. CD P. 169 commences]

Svnoicum The vessels which divide the mantle & the two sets of trellis work; are very

clear near the aperture but by no effort could I trace them to a junction with

others of the viscera.— On the external side, a clear space runs up, to

which the concentric bands unite.— & in this is a vessel, containing

(a) another, which runs up seems to unite to the white space by branchial

aperture.— [note (a)] Is it impossible that this vessel is connected with

base of tentacula or papilla: & from thence leads to mouth of oesophagus at

base of branchial cavity.— animal would then live solely by absorption!?

— it is the simplest method ofjoining the vessels: [note ends] I could not

see any orifice.— I could trace these vessels down the side of cavity, but

not across it, which direction it must pursue if it unites to any of the

viscera.— On the anterior & superior side there is a minute vessel, which

seems also to terminate in a yellow dot by branchial aperture & right

opposite to white space.— the interval between this vessel & intestine is

so small, that I have no doubt that it is the anus.

—

Near base of Branchial cavity the oesophagus enters, & proceed ing

descending a short distance, bends nearly at right angles & passes under &
through the liver.— forming together large dark reddish orange unequally

sided oval.— the intestine taking a sweep ascends close by the oesophagus

to near aperture of brm Mantle.— between the stomach & bend of

intestine the heart lies, appears elongated & very transparent; pulsating

X strongly; I could trace the oscillations to within the Branchiae, I imagine

therefore the circulation is simple:— Resting on & beneath the intestine &
stomach; there is a large sack of white pulpy matter, which generally often

is divided internally into a star like mass.— it is in this state when most

undeveloped. |170| When a little more advanced, the white matter is

Svnoicum collected into globular ova.— from the centre of this sack a vessel

descends & bending suddenly ascends close by the intestine & therefore on

the outside of animal.— 1 could trace it as far as the end of intestine, but

from these vessels & oesophagus all lying close between the trellis work of
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branchi^B, I could by no effort (race them to their orifices.—

This last vessel is clearly the oviduct: I will first describe the most

extraordinary ovules & then the process of generation.— From the first

rudimentary globular collection of while matter, they pass into (2"^ state)

defined reddish orange spheres: S"* with a point on one sides: d*.

—

in which are transverse opake

a rounded oblong, with central dark mass enveloped by

ith a long tapering tail.— Tail has

numerous transverse partitions, & in 4* state was curled around ovum.—
it terminates by a fin[e] hair & in different times is either filled with

homogeneous matter or opake partitions.— Total length .11; breadth of

head .015, so that the tail is about 5 times as long as head,— it Ovule is

capable of rapid vibrating motion & hence progressive: it is evidently a

young Synoicum in search of a Fucus on which the tail will be fixed &
become a footstalk: From appearance ofhead it is a single

1 171
1

animal.

—

This gemmule resembled in its habits some Infusoria^, as Circaria.

—

In the described ovarium, only those ova in 1“ & 2'’ state arc found.— For

independent of this organ, there are, when the aggregate body abounds with

ovules, two intestine shaped sacks, longCT than the body & attached near to

extremity of intestine, or supposed anus.— I never saw these except when

with eggs. At lower extremity the ovule appears to be much in same state

as in the true ovarium, but at the upper end or mouth they are in state 4“':

& some even with when fused their tails uncurl: I should suppose that

ovules pass down the oviduct & enter the two additional ovaria & there

remain till ready to become independent animals. — In same proportion as

the two additional ovaria contain many ova, the central one contains few &
the whole animal becomes exceedingly shrunk; so that the aggregate body

is of a darker reddish orange & appears to be composed of intestine shaped

sacks with ova.— The number of eggs in each animal vary according to its

size, so that those near the footstalk only contain a few, whilst the large

central ones very many.— The ovules in same aggregate body were nearly

in same state.— some with central ovarium only containing white pulpy

matters, others filled with large bright coloured ovules:
1 172

1

Aggregate

Svnoicum: bodies of different sizes (therefore ages?) contained ovules; otherwise I

should have thought from shrunk stale of bodies that after parturition

animals had died.— [pen changes] The footstalk is enveloped in strong

membrane & consists of the elastic ribbons & some granular balls, the

naMre of which I am ignorant of, enveloped in gelatinous matter:

I have called this animal Synoicum, as in external characters being nearest,

but it is evidently distinct,— In the anatomy the generation is very curious

I & one more instance of ovules having a motion of which the parent animal

is not possessed— the number of lentacula round edge of mantle. & the

curious trellis work of Branchias are all remarkable facts.—
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Plate 7, Figs. 5-10

Plate 7, Fig 5. represent, but stiffly drawn, an animal with branchial cavity

expanded: tentacula about aperture: the vessels within branchiae are disjoined

from fault of observ: heart lies on under surface just by function of stomach

& intestine, not (drawn): ova just formed: Fig 6 is the vessels which lead

towards collection of white dots, with upper band of branchiae of the two

trellis works.— Fig 7. one whole set of trellis work expanded; miserably

drawn, filaments longer & far more numerous & regular.— Fig: 8.

—

1 Ovule in 4"' state: Fig: 9:— Ovule in 5* state.— Fig 10, piece of tail much
magnified:— |173|

' In foomote' on p. 137 it has been seen that in his monograph CD said that the commonest

barnacle in the Falkland Islands was Chthamalus scabrosus. It may also be noted that

although on p. 136 he had commented on the strong affinities between barnacles and

crustaceans, in his Specimen Lists he always classified barnacles as molluscs, being unaware

until the end of the voyage of the discovery that had been made by 1. Vaughan Thompson in

1830 of their metamorphoses.
^ Ascidiacea, a tunicate or sea squirt. CD has well observed, independently of its discovery

by Milne Edwards a few years earlier, the brooding larvae typical of the animals in cold

waters, and the way in which the tails of the tadpoles curve around the trunk. But it is their

heads rather than their tails that become attached to their supports.

’ Infusoria are ciliated protozoa.
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[CD P. 173 commences]

Holuthuria *

596

Obelia
^

(a)

597 &
1161 (not

Obelia

(a)

April A* Body very smooth, soft, with three rows of papill® on under side

& on back two sorts of low crests formed of more rudimentary papillte

united by a membrane:— 10 tentacula round mouth.— simple short,

irregular but not much branched, or rather tuberculated: colour "dutch

orange", often with much darker specks: when first taken out of water, quite

shapeless:— Bony collar round oesophagus exceedingly rudimentary: there

is a mere vestige of calcareous matter on upper rim.— the rest being

cartilaginous:— there arc 5 double pieces [sketch in margin]: at base of

grand division is point of attachment for the longitudinal ligamentous band.

5 of these extend whole length of body & thus differ from Sipunculus.

—

Also intestine not spirally convoluted.— Found in great numbers bertveen

the roots of Fucus giganteus.

—

Corail, stony, brittle tender, growing in mass specks [?] like incrustations

of Fucus gigantes; polypiferous tubes, curved cylindrical growing in united

groups, from 2 to 4 on stony plate, nearly in a direction from one centre;

& pointing upwards nearly vertically; tubes & plate thickly covered with

pimetures; colour very faint yellow:— Polypus 1 only saw by dissection:

tentacula 10 in number, fine simple, seated on a neck, which joins

cylindrical body with central vessel.— nearly at base it contracts & is bent;

perhaps lies in curved position in lube; body terminated by mass of reddish

matter & above this (which is a very curious but certain fact) there was a

collection of reddish grains, enveloped in transparent matter, which

possessed a
1 174

1

rapid revolutionary motion; each separate grain might be

seen with 'A focal D: revolving: when cut out of body they mingled with

the water: the exact position of the ball seemed to vary & in one 1 thought

there were 2 or 3, although only one with motion.— What is this, a heart?

or preparation of ova?

—

On same Fucus there was what appeared to be a different species of Obelia,

only differing from the last in the puncture being smaller, coloiu white.

—

tubes not so high & generally united in rows, which, like fibres from the

mid-rib of a leaf, branch off on each side; several of these leaves

sometimes form a star: Both these species belong to Obelia of

Lamouroux^:— Ate very abundant:

[notes for CD P. 173 added later]

(a) Match 1834.— on Fucus leaves, in Ponsonby Sound, were minute specks

of Coralline.— which perhaps may be same species as this in young state,

890 when the punctures are not developed.— Arms 10(7), terminal red, viscus

nearly sptwrical, at one side small enlargement near junction of basal vessel

of tentacula, evidently [illeg.J organ, as mentioned in note (a) to next
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1834 May I examined a small species of Obelia: its body has the true structure of the

Flustraces: as this was one of the first I examined I am not surprised at

97 1 overlooking the curved vessel with the (Liver?) attached at both extremities:

it was probably ruptured in detaching the Polypus.

—

[note for CD P. 174]

(a) March 1”. East entrance of Beagle Channel; there is an abundance of these

1834. AO. white stars on the Fucus. highly polypi ferous Polypus, with 10 or 12 arms,

very delicate, only the arms were protruded; body resides in the tube: body

len(g]thened cylinder, which near base (as described in other species)

contracts & slightly bends & in extremity contains a red viscus is of an oval

shape.— there is a central vessel.— just before the bend, this vessel seems

to pass by another Sc smaller viscus also of a red color, (liver?) This same

vessel or another conducts to the main terminal reddish mass; in this were

two spots where rapid revolution of the contained fluid was evident.— one

& the upper centre of motion was most energetic.— the site of both is close

above the terminal viscus where the arms are extended; whole body

moves.— [note ends]

Body, above & before dorsal fin, depressed, before tail compressed &
arched:— belly tapering gradually to tail: Head forming about an

equilateral triangle, conical.— Upper part slightly "bombi": Outline of the

junction of the upper jaw with head straight, but on each side junction there

is a slight depression:— Eye with iris dark brown placed above & behind

comer of mouth: Teeth slightly curved, placed regularly; in upper jaw 28,

(on each side) in lower 27; the two most anterior teeth are in the tetter

lower jaw: lower lip projects beyond upper; Eye & breathing vent in same

circle around head; concavity (or horns) of vent point towards anterior

extremity of body: Dorsal fin posteriorly simply excised: Pectoral, placed

rather below a line joining under lip & tail, posteriorly doubly excised.

Tail, between extremities straighL with central deep division.

The specimen appeared to be of the common |175| size:

Length (following curvature of back) from

tip of nose to end of tail

From do to Anus

From do to anterior base of dorsal fin

From do pectoral . .

From do to eye

From do to vent (following curve of head) 0

10.9

6.5

4.5

9.9

10.7
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From do to comer of mouth

Girth of body

Before dorsal fin

'^tail fin

Over the eyes

Length of dorsal fin following convex eseh edges

a perpendicular dropped fiom tip to the back

Length of pectoral following anterior or convex edge

Width of tail from tip to tip

Colour: beneath resplendent white, above jet black, most ofjunct ion the two

(a) generally shading into each other by grey: extreme of snout, edge of under

lip, ring round eyes, & tail fin, jet black: dorsal & pectoral fins dark

grey.— this latter colour is continued from comer of mouth to the

pectorals; but above them there is an oblique white band, which gradually

shades into a pale grey above the eyes.— Again the dark grey is continued

from back in an oblique line to anus.— but within this tail part there are

two white & grey bands which run parallel to that above the pectoral; thus

forming the diagonal white & grey bands on the side: the two posterior ones

Phocoena 1 should think would |176| occasionally coalesce & be subject to

variation: (note (a)] There were several small Crust. Lsmodipodes’

adhsering to the skin near to the dorsal fin: colour dark reddish brown with

white spot near base of leg.— By mistake these were lapped (?] up & put

into spirit without number being attached to them.— [note ends]

This specimen was a female & harpooned out of a large troop which were

sporting round the ship in St Josephs Bay; Lat 42".30' S.— April 17* .

—

Vide drawing of animal by Capt.— Fitz Roy .

—

' Apodida, Chiridotidae, a sea cucumber, possibly Trochodota purpurea.
^
Not the thecate hydroid Obelia, but might be a calcareous hydrocoral of order Stylasterina

On the same Fucus, specimen 1161 (dry) in the George Busk Collection had in addition

bryozoans listed as Porella margaritifera and Tubulipora phalangea. On specimen 1877 (dry)

in the Busk Collection CD later found the same hydroid together with P. margaritifera and

Diastopora tubuUporide.
^ Probably Obelia geniculata. See Lamouroux p, 81.

‘ This porpoise was named by George Waterhouse Deiphinus FitzRoyi in Zoology 2:25-6,

where a lithograph after FitzRoy’s watercolour was included. Specimen 711 was the head

only of the animal, and the dimensions cited by Waterhouse were supplied by CD’s

’ See A.-G. Desmarest Considirations generates sur la dasse des crustaces (Paris, 1825)

pp. 272-80.
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[CD P. 176 continues]

Snakes taken at Maldonado for May & June.

Bines ' Beneath white gradually shading into a light brown above, with four dark

608 brown lines.— the 2 central ones being the broardest was caught near the

Copied water of a lake.— motions inactive.

—

Coluber^ Above of a uniform blackish lead colour, with an opaline bluish gloss;

623 & 702 beneath pale, at the Junction of the two sorts of scales the gloss is least

seen; differs from the following one in shape of scales, & proportional

Copied length of tail &c

Coluber’ The commonest species in this country; is it not same as taken at Bahia

624 Blanca, reaches 3 or 4 feet long.— The first maxillary tooth is very large:

by aid of microscope 1 saw a narrow deep groove running down on convex

Copied surface.— Is it for conveying poison?— Specimen of tooth is in pill-box

(1320)

Coluber'* Beneath cream-coloured with irregular rows of blackish dots as if of

639 & 705 interrupted chains; above all the scales, "yellowish” Vi "wood brown", with

lateral darker band on each side; chiefly on anterior part of body, the

Copied interstices between scales are coloured in symetrical small spaces of white,

"tile red" & black, (the latter most strongly marked), this gives a singular

mottled appearance to the animal.— Inhabits not uncommonly the sand

dunes.— |177|

[following entries are dated May 14“’]

Limas^ Body narrow, of a uniform black-lead colour, beneath & sides paler.

—

Ferussaef?! Superior antennae short , thick, blunt, with terminal eye, same colour as

(a) body; inferior as usual, much shorter, rugose: Branchial orifice seated on

614 right side of shield & about 2/3 from the its anterior margin.— Shield

covering about half the body; leaving a little of the neck exposed when the

animal crawls — on the shield there are parallel furrows, following its

curvature;— tail moderately pointed; body length .1 inch, but slightly

wrinkled, found crawling in a field near head of the R. Tapes.— North of

Maldonado.— [note (a)] May 29'*’.— Found some more specimens

crawling on plants in a very wet place; their length, colour, & general

appearance the same, so that I have no doubt they are full grown;— body

very narrow linear, when crawling .9 long & sup: antennae (protruded) i/ir*

of inch long.— [note ends]

' Anguidae. Ophiodes vertebralis Bocourt.
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(b) (1205) Lanius.— very abundant, most beautiful; sits on a twig or thistle &
habits like a true Lanius, but more quiet & not noisy— [note (b)] the

female has some grey on its back & shoulders. This & the foregoing bird

seen to catch most of their insects in the air: they frequent the open camp

& sit on thistle or twigs.— [note ends] [listed as Fluvicola azane Gould in

Zoology 3:53]

(1206) Muscicana . common, sits on thistles & habits like English fly

catcher, but does not so generally return to same twig; also feeds on the

turf; in stomach coleoptera, chiefly Curculios.— beak, eye-lid, iris beautiful

primrose yellow:— [listed as Lichenops perspicillatus G.R.(3ray in Zoology

3:51-2, numbered 1206D at NHM]

(1207) Frineilla. common amongst the reeds in swamps, loud shrill cry:

flight clumsy as if tail was disjointed: base of bill dusky orange.— [listed

as Emberizoides poliocephalus G.R.Gray in Zoology 3:98; now No. B19600

at the Victoria Museum in Melbourne it carries CD’s original label) •

(1208) Arenaria. on sea beach [not located in Zoology 3]

(1209) Fringilla. very abundant in large flocks, female specimen: male with

head & threat gorge jet black, colours more brilliant.— [Chrysomitris

magellanica. Zoology 3:97]

(a) (1210) Alcedo . with long tail, frequents the borders of lakes; sits on a

branch or stone & taking short flights dashes into the water to secure its

prey.— as might be expected, it does not sit in that upright manner as the

European Alcedo [Kingfisher], &-the neither is the flight remarkably direct

& rapid; but rather undulating as one of the soft billed birds.— [notes (a)]

not uncommon; flight weak & short: note low like the clicking of two small

stones: in stomach fish, internal membrane of stomach bright orange

colour.— Stops in its flight & hovers over one place, as European, also

when seated on twigs perpetually elevates & depresses its tail.— Exceed-

ingly abundant on the R. Parana, said to build its nest in trees.— [notes

end] [Ceryle americana. Zoology 3:42]

(c) (1211) Icterus pecoris, common in flocks, often with Icterus (1201);

(d) frequently alighu on the back of cattle: in the same flock there are

frequently many brown specimens (1212).— are these one year birds as

amongst European starlings?— Females? |179| [note (c)] A flocking,

when basking in the sun, in a hedge. Many of them sing, but the noise is

most curious; resembling bubble of air passing through water from small

orifice &. rapidly, so as to give an acute sound. I at first thought it was a

frog.— [note (d)] egg snow white. Found at Bahia Blanca [notes end]

[this parasitical bird was listed as Molothrus niger Gould in Zoology 3:107-
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8, and as explained in Journal of Researches pp. 60-2, is closely related to

Molothrus pecoris of North America]

[CD P. 179 commences]

Ornithology

(d)

(c)

(e)

(1213) Lanius with a long tail; very active in its habits, in its motions

expands its fan tail in same manner as English magpie: is exceedingly

abundant:— often near houses, &em at which it feeds on the meat hung up

& chaces away other small birds.— harsh note: generally in thickets,

[notes] (d) Besides the harsh note this bird has a short warbling song: & is

the most musical of any 1 have heard in this country: yet it only deserves

the name of song relatively to the other birds:— More generally frequents

thickets & hedges; [added later] (d) August lO"’.— Shot at R. Negro

specimen (1461 ).— Inhabiting wild desert plains: manners aoparentlv rather

different, wilder, does not seem to use its tail so much.— Alights on

summit of twig & enlivens by a very sweet song the dreary plain.— Song

resembling the sedge-warbler, but more powerful.— some harsh notes &
some very high ones intermingled with a pleasant warbling.— Called by

the Spaniards Callandra.— Also found at St Fe Bajada. [notes end] [from

Zoology 3:60, specimen (1213) appears to have been the mocking bird

identified by John Gould as Mimas orpheus, NHM 1855.12.19.227, while

specimen (1461) was the closely related Mimus palagonicus] *

(1214) Limosa . legs yellow; shot near a lake [? listed as Totanus ftavipes

in Zoology 3:129]

(1215) Sylvia, shot in a Garden.— [possibly the specimen of Trichas velala

identified in Zoology 3:87]

(1216) Lanius . exceedingly abundant, in habits generally like a butcher

bird; also I have often seen it hunting a field by fluliering in one place as

a Hawk & then proceeding onwards: it does not, however, stoop so

suddenly.— it often frequents the neighbourhead of water, & will in one

place remain like a King fisher stationary; it thus catches small fish which

come near the margin.— In the evening this bird seats itself on a branch

& repeals continually a shrill rather agreeable note without any alteration;

& which somewhat resembles some articulate words.— [note (c)] flight

undulatory; head as if weighed down by the bill.— When hovering much

resembles Hawk : [note ends] [listed as Sauropkagus sulphuratus Swains in

Zootogy'3:43]

(1217, 1218) Xanthomus . common in large flocks.— [note (e) added later]

Found at Bahia Blanca (note ends] [listed as Xanthomus flavus G.R.Gray

in Zoology 3:107; labelled 12I7D at NHM] •
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its resort:— iris rusty red:— [listed as Limnomis rectirostris Gould in

Zoo/ogy3:80. NHM 1855.12.19.77] •

(1227) in same habitat as last; is in small flocks: in its stomach various

Coleoptera [not located in Zoology 3]

(a) (1228) Sylvia Certhia. tailless: same habitat: conceals itself:— [notes] (a)

Certhia: turns out not to be tailless: vide specimen in spirits (630). The tail

would appear very liable to fall out; even in this specimen it is imperfect:

there would seem a great degree of similarity in the construction of this

birds tail & that [of] the two Certhias (1226 & ?7), as there is in the

loosseness of their attachment (a) iris of eye yellow.— legs pale coloured,

[notes end] [listed as Synallaxis maluroides in Zoology 3:77-8]

(1229) Fringilla. feeding on the fruit of a cactus.

(1230)

[listed as Agiaia striata D’Orb. & Lafr. in Zoology 3:97-8]

(c) (1231) Muscicapa, not very common.— iris yellow; small eyelid, plain

color [note (c)] Generally frequents the rushy ground near lakes: base of

bill, especially lower mandible, bright yellow.— eyelid or cere blackish

yellow: walks, [note ends] [listed as Uchenops erythropterus Gould in

Zoology 3:52-3]

[CD P. 180 continues]

(1232) Emberiza, in very large flocks, feeding on the open plains on the

ground: as they rise together, they utter a low shrill chirp.— [listed as

Crilhagra ? brevirostris Gould in Zoology 3:88-9]

(1233) Turdus, not very commoH.— Note of alarm, like English one:

[listed as Turdus rujivenler Licht. in Zoology 3:59, but NHM
1855.12.19.235 lists it as T. Albiventer] *

(1234) Fringilla: not common: in stomach seeds.— [listed as Pipillo

personata Swains in Zoology 3:98; labelled 1234D at NHM] •

(b) (1235) Rallus; easily rises on being disturbed.— [note (b)] Base of bill,

especially lower mandible, fine gree<n> colour.— [note ends] [listed as

Crex lateralis Licht. in Zoology 3:132]

(1236) Ttinga: on the Camp [not identified in Zoology 3]

(e) (1238) Picus, not uncommon; frequents stony places & seems to feed

exclusively on the ground.— the bill of this one was muddy to the base:
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[CD P. 182 commences with entries dated May (latter hall), June]

Ornithology (1252) Certhia: legs pale colour, iris rusty red; exceedingly like to (1226),

differs in that depth of lower mandible & curvature of upper; 1 scarcely

June believe it to be a different species, more especially as I found one specimen

which was intermediate in character between them both.

—

(1255) Certhia. only differs from (1248) in shape of bill. Upper mandible

in the latter is longer, & the symphysis of the lower one is of a different

shape in the two specimens: Are they varieties or species?

(1256) Certhia: iris yellow reddish; legs pale with touch of blue [? listed

as Synallaxis ruflcapiUa Vieill in Zoology 3:79]

(1257) Pants (?) in very small flocks, habits like Europaean genus [of tit]:

there is specimen (650) in spirits, because the beak of this one is

imperfect.— [listed as Serpophaga albo-coronata Gould in Zoology 3:49-

50]

(1258) Sylvia, not very common

(1259) Sylvia, uncommon, amongst reeds

(a) (1260) (Fumarius. same genus as (1222)?) This is a common bird: & is

always easily distinguished by the double reddish bands it shows in its

flight.— Note like (1222) is a succession of high notes quickly repeated;

they are here higher: flight similar; but does not walk :— not very tame:

chiefly abounds on margin of lakes, amongst the refuse; but also common
in the camp: in stomach nothing but insects & almost all Coleoptera; some
of them were Fungi- feeders: often picks the dung of cattle, tongue of a

bright yellow colour:— 1 know nothing of the nidification of this bird or

of (1222); but it [is] clear they do not make nests like Fur: rufiis; for they

could not escape notice in such open countries as that of Falkland ls‘‘*. —
Bahia Blanca & the country:— 1 183

1

[note (a) added later] This species & (1222) make their nest by boring a

hole said to be nearly 6 feet long in a bank of earth. A thick strong mud
wall, round a house at Bahia Blanca, was perforated in a score of places by
these birds, thinking it to be a bank or cliff: curious want of reasoning

powers, since they were constantly flying over it.— The species (1222) 1

hear is found at Cordova, as 1 have seen it at St Fe.— I know not how
much higher it is found.— M, Lisson is curious about the nidification of
these birds.— They are called Casarite, as the Oven bird is called

Casar<a>. the Spaniards have observed their alliance, although their

nidification, the original cause of name, is different.— [note ends] [listed
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as Opeliorkynchus vulgaris G.R.Gray in Zoology 3:66-7. There was a copy
of Ren4-Primev6re Lesson’s Manuel d omiihologie (2 vols. Paris, 1 827) in
the Beagle’s library]

[CD P. 183 commences with date now altered to June (early part)]

Omilliplogy (1261) Lanius(7). Legs pale blueish; iris reddish: 1 have never seen but
this one specimen: Coleoptera in stomach, [listed as Cyclarhis guianensis
Swains in Zoology 3:58]

(1262) Fringilla. uncommon.— [listed as Ammodramus manimbe
G.R.Gray in Zoology 3:90; No. B19633 at Victoria Museum, Melbourne]

(1263) (Charadrius) legs "crimson red"; toes leaden colour, under surface

most remarkably soft & fleshy: in small flocks common in open plain;

often with Turdus (1220); as they rise utter plaintive cry: iris dark
brown:— [listed as Oreophilus lolanirostris Jard. & Selb in Zoolosrv
3:125-6]

^

(1264) Rhyncops: base of bill & legs "vermilion red". This curious bird
(a) was shot at a lake fiom which the water had lately been drained &

abounded with small fish.— They were in flocks: 1 here saw what I have
heard is seen at sea: these birds fly close to the water with their bills wide
open, the lower mandible is half buried in the water, they thus skim the

water & plough it as they proceed: the water was quite calm & it was a

most curious spectacle to see a flock thus each leave the on the water its

track: they often twist about & dexterously manage that the projecting

lower mandible should trip plough up a small fish, which is secured by the

upper.— This I saw as they flew close to me backwards & forwards as

swallows: they occassionally left the water, then the flight was wild, rapid

& irregular: they then also uttered a harsh loud cry: The length of the 1“

remige must be very necessary to keep the wing dry: the tail is most used

in steering their flight: It appears to me their whole structure, bill weak,

short legs, long wings, appear to be more adapted for this method of

catching its prey than for what 1 184] M. Lisson stales, viz. that they eeteh

open & eat Mactra: buried in the sand.— [see R.-P. Lesson Manuel
d'ornithologie Vol. 2, p. 385]

[CD P. 184 continues]

1 have stated that at M: Video, when these birds are in large flocks on the

sand banks, that they seem to go out to sea every night.— now if 1 were

to conjecture, I should imagine that they fished at night, when their only

method of catching prey would be by thus furrowing the water: it is

probable that they eat other animals besides fishs; & many, for instance
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Cnistaceffi, come to the surface chiefly at night.— It would be curious to

note whether the lower mandible is well fiimished with nerves as an organ

of touch.— I imagine these birds fishing by day in a fresh water lake an

extraordinary circumstance, & depended solely upon the myriads ofminute

fish which were jumping about.

—

October (note (a) added later] These birds are common far inland near the R.

Parana. They rest on the grass plains, in same matmer as in day time near

the sea on mud banks: are said to stay whole year & breed in the marshes.

One evening near Rozario, as it was growing dark, we were anchored in a

narrow Riacho or arm; here there were many smaller fty, & I saw one of

these birds rapidly flying up & down ploughing the water as described at

Maldonado. Class. Die. is aware of this habit.— I think these & other

marine birds perhaps enter far inland the more nearly from its extreme

flamess. [note ends] (the Scissor-beak Rhynchops nigra Lirm. is discussed

in Zoology 3:143-4, and it is mentioned that Richard Owen had dissected

the head of a specimen brought home by CD in spirits, but had not found

any special irmervation in the lower mandible. See also Ornithological

Notes pp. 221-3]

[CD P. 184 continues]

(1268) Larus. common in flocks near a lagoon

(1269) Ardea. not uncommon, also in Patagonia: hoarse cry: iris & cere,

bright yellow — bill waxy colour.— [listed as Egretta leuce Bonap. in

Zoology 3:128]

(1270) Owl. uncommon: in long grass, flew in mid-day:— [listed as

Otus palustris Gould in Zoology 3:33. Labelled 1270D at NHM] •

(1271) Sylvia (male of 1259?)

(1272) Palombus. uncommon.— [listed as Co/umbimr srrepiroiu Spix. in

Zoology 3:116. Carries CD’s own label numbered 1272 at NHM.] *

(1273) Perdrix — Scolopax. male of (1224)

(1274) Turdus [listed as Turdtis rufiventer Licht in Zoology 3:59, NHM
1855.12.19.235, labelled 1274?] *

(1275) Alecturus; sits on a thistle, from which by short flights catches

prey: in stomach Lycosa & Coleoptera tail seems useless in its flight

—

[listed as Alecturus guirayetupa Vieill. in Zoology 3:51, NHM
1855.12.19.245] •
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by scratching them up & devouring them!.— Is a great enemy to the

Canancha; When the latter is seated on a branch, the Chimango flies in a

semicircle baclr.rgrds ft forvnrd'? upwards & downwards, trying to strike

at each turn the other. Will continue thus flying for a long time [note

ends]

[CD P. 1 85 continues]

(1295) Water hen. bill fine green: legs brown, toes with mueh membrane.

—

[listed as Crex la:eralis in Zoology 3:132]

(1296) Pares (?). common on the borders of lakes or ditches with water;

frequently alights on the aquatic plants.— expands its tail like fan when

seated on a twig.— [listed as Serpophaga nigricans Gould in Zoology

3:50]

(1297) Rare & beautiful Fringilla.

—

(1340) Palomba.— legs coloured dull "carmine red”, frequent the Indian

com fields in large flocks.— [listed as Columba loricata Licht. in Zoology

3:115]

(1349) Thalassidromus shot in the bay being driven in by gale of wind;

walks on the water, very tame:— [listed as Thalassidroma oceanica Bonap.

in Zoology 3:141]

(1382) Perdrix. much rarer than the other species: they are generally

(b) found several together; flesh [when cooked] snow white; are unwilling to

rise, uttering a whistle shriller than in species (1223) whilst on the

ground.— Generally frequent marshy places on borders of lakes.— In the

common [continued on P. I85(bis), on back of P. 185] partndge, the habit

of uttering a whistle before rising on the wing, is different from the English

one.— [note (b)] Found also at B. Blanca, [note ends] [listed as

Rhynchotus rufescens Wagl. in Zoology 3:120]

(1383) Ostialogus — Guritti Island

(1384) Sterna do do

(1385) Palomba.— exceedingly abundant, living in small flocks in every

sort of situation.— [listed as Zenaida aurita G.R.Gray in Zoology

3:115]

(1390) Laras, soles of feet deep "reddish orange", legs & bill dull "arterial

blood red". Breeds & frequents fens far inland, in B. Ayres: slaughtering
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Xema (chroicocephalus) cimxephalum G.R.Gray in

(1396) Falco. not very uncommon |186|

(CD P. 185(bl$) having ended, CD P. 186 commences]

The following ohservations are necessary to complete the Ornithology in the
neighbourhead of the town.— There are several sorts of Hawks which 1

have been unable to procure: of the carrion feeders there are three which I

have not.— ??? Thn hmini port iihioh h so plcntifiil nt fhn rnP-*— - -

Amongst the Passerina: my collection is very perfect: day after day &
walking long distances impossible to procure any others.— Amongst birds
which I have not, a sparrow (there was a specimen (683) & (1615)' at M:
Video.) this bird is excessively common— often near houses; but not in
flocks: they have not that air of domestication which the Enghsh ones
have:— no more than the gorged Vultures, of a blackish color, resemble
Rooks . There also is a black bird with rusty back & long claw (903)™ j j

. Stumus ruber, not very abundant: i

The Cardinal is found here' : There is

in T del Fuego^: a-targe pi

gs is exceedingly at
’

'US harsh cry: always sc

5 called

- [note(c)]

species of Kingfisher, a
a Vanellus^ (1602) with horn tc

"pteru-pteru" from their incessan wy. «,ways s(

to attack you: give notice to all other birds of your approach.-
The bird seems to hate mankind: shams death like the Peewit— eggs
pointed oval, brownish olive thickly spotted with dark brown, [note ends]
There is a large sort of Water Hen: There are some duck, & black necked
swan & others with black tips to wings:— [note (b)] Capt Fitz Roys
collection has another CnM ioua Icterus & another Panis(?): evidently both
rare birds: Decemb. Icterus is (1418): Also Cenhia (14SI) occurs at
Maldonado', [note ends]

The birds generally are very numerous in the camp: especially Cassius &
Lanius (or more properly Tyrannius).— It is impossible not to be struck
with great beauty: the most general colour is yellow, & it is worth noting
that from the prevalence of certain flowers this is the general tint of the

(a) pasture.— (note (a)] As Songsters they are miserably deficient: I have
never heard one which could compare with one of our English performers,
although of a low class.— [note ends] 1187|

J

The words shown in italics were added later with a different pen.
Listed as Muscisaxicola nigra Gray in Zoology 3:84, now Lessonia rufa.
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^ Vanellus is the English peewit. Specimen 1602, the bird called pteru-pteru, was listed in

Zoology 3:127 as Phihmachus cayanus Gray.

[CD P. 187 commences]

Hvla ' Hvla.— above emerald green, beneath white, on sides a black & silvery

606 stripe, also a shorter one at comer of mouth.— under side of hinder legs

& side of abdomen marked with black spots, tympanum brown, iris gold-

colour. Hind feet semipalmated.— They frequent in great numbers the

Copied open grass camp, also marshes.— These can never ascend trees, for they

are entirely wanting.

—

Rana^ Brown, with circular & asymetrical marks of black.— always in immediate

607 Cop. neighbourhead of water.— Same as in Brazil?

Rana^ Eye very prominent; behind & by the side of them fine green markings;

631 Copied body brown with black markings; beneath silvery, with lateral band do:

Coluber
*

644

645

Above ''clove brown", shading beneath into pale; on the sides & back,

there arc regular black spaces with yellow specks; likewise whole length

of body two narrow dorsal ribbons of "saffron yellow”: on under side of

tail a broard central band of "tile & scarlet red".— there is also on the

back a faint trace (chiefly shown by interrupted chain of specks) of a

similarly coloured band, [notes (a)] Upon taking this animal out of spirits

1 observed in its worms mouth several small worms; as there was a tight

ligature (to kill it) round the neck, they could not have proceeded fiom the

stomach. In the mouth of another Coluber (623) 1 noticed one alive (the

animal being strangled as the former one), & if 1 remember right it crawled

like a leach by the aid of its extremities. Common in the swampy plains

between Sierra Ventana & B. Ayres, [notes end]

' Hylidae. Listed by Thomas Bell in Zoology 5:46-7 as Hyla agrestis Bell. Currently Hyla

mlchella pulchella Dumdril.
' Leptodactylidae. Leptodactylus mystachinus Burmeister.

’ Leptodactylidae. Leptodactylus ocellatus Linn.

* Colubridae. Liophis anomalus Gllnther.

[CD P. 187 continues]

Cavia cobaya'

1266

(not spirits)

Head 1318

(not spirits)

This animal called the Aperea is exceedingly abundant.— it inhabits the

sand dunes, hedge tows of Cactus, & especially marshy places covered with

aquatic plants. On gloomy days & in the evening they come out to feed,

are not very timid & can easily be shot. In dry places they have burrows,

but in swamps the mud is so soil that it is impossible. They are very

injurious to young trees in the garden.— The hair is remarkably loose on
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their bodies.— An old male weighed 1 lb. 3 oz. (Imperial weight)
1 188|

[note (b) added later] Killed in August at R. Negro another species^ (1471)-
besides the difference in colour & fineness of hair: it is smaller; & in habits
is t^er, more of a day feeder: frequent dry hedges, produces two young at
a time (good authority). I have specimen of its head (1 587): Generally
called Conejos^— Old male, Port Desire, weighed 3530 gr*.— [note ends]

[CD P. 188 commences]

Rodentia

Talpiformes

Toco Toco
1267*

(not spirits)

Head (a)

1311

(not spirits)

659

Spirits

This curious animal is abundant, but difficult to be procured & still more
difficult to be seen at liberty:— it lives almost entirely under ground;
prefers sandy soil & gentle inclination, as for instance where the sand dbnes
join the camp, but they are often found in other situations.— it is not often
that there is an open burrow; but the earth is thrown up as by a mole &
generally at night.— the burrows are said not to be deep but of great
length.— they seem gregarious— the man who procured my specimen
found six together; in many places the ground is so much undermined that
the horses hoofs sink into it.— They are well known & take their name
from their peculiar noise: the first time it is heard, one feels much
astonished, as it is not easy to judge where it comes fi-om & it would be
impossible to guess what made it:— It consists in a short nasal noise
repeated for about four times in succession: the first time the noise not
being so loud & mote separated fiom the others: the musical time is

constant.— This noise is heard at all times of the day.— It is said that
they come out at night to feed; that they come out is certain for I have seen
their tracks, but I must think that their principal food is roots; it is the only
way of accounting for their extensive burrows.— In the stomach of one
there was a yellowish greenish mass, in which 1 could only distinguish
fibres.— |189|

laso Toco When kept in a room— They move slowly & clumsily, chiefty fiom the
outward action of their hind legs: cannot jump: their teeth (of a bright wax
yellow) cannot well cut wood: when frightened or angry make their peculiar
noise; are stupid in making attempts to escape: When eating biscuit, rest

on hind legs & hold it in fore paws; appeared to wish to drag the food
away: Many of them are very tame, & will not attempt to bite or run away,
others are a little more wild.— The man who brought them [asserted*] that

very many are always blind: specimen (659 for dissection) would appear
to be so; did not take any notice of my finger when placed within 'A an inch
of its head.— it made its way about the room nearly as well as the

others.— An old male weighed [no weight given]

[note (a) added later on back ofCD P. 188 is headed: Covington — Copy all this out at end
of regular account]
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on each side; Within these & the inner brown for% of anterior part ofbody
there is a fine emerald green colour.

Above copp^ brown, mottled with black, which latter colour is most
distinct on hinder thighs & sides of body extending over the tympanum a
blackish brown band; iris coppery on edge of upper mandible white line.—
Caught under stone

Body above light greenish yellow, with lateral brownish black band &
distinct circular patch on sides before the thighs.— There are obscure
longitudinal marks on under upper surface of thighs & the under is tinged
with reddish orange.— Caught under a stone

Above yellowish green, with central line on back more bright: [illeg.]

brown; beneath yellowish.— Under stone. Same as at M Video?.

Above dark "Pistachio green", with central narrow dorsal line of brown:
beneath "Aurora & 16 Vermilion red" but mostly on posterior half of body,
altogether very beautiful, open camp.

—

This curious fungus consists of a dark brown bag containing powder, like

a common Lycoperdium: but instead of growing on the ground, it is seated
on a circular flat disk (of a lighter colour) the superior & inferior edges of
which are cracked & curled.— They would seem like sphere burst through,
especially the lower one: which latter is slightly attached to the soil.—
Grow in damp & rather shady places:— 1 191

1

This is the same extraordinarily coloured animal which I found at Bahia
Blanca (P 99).— They were not very uncommon amongst the sand-dunes:
the quantity of marks of "buff orange” varied, in some individuals being
these being more, in some less than at B. Blanca— Eye jet black.—
When placed in water could scarcely swim at all — & 1 think would
shortly have been drowned — They crawl about during the day & frequent

the driest places.

—

^

Identified as Clathna crispus var. obovatus Berkeley in Plant Notes pp. 224-5.
Listed by Thomas Bell as young specimens of Ameiva hngicauda Bell in Zoology 5:29.

’ Listed as Hyta Vauterii Bibr. in Zoology 5:45-6.

Identified by M.J. Berkeley in Annals and Magazine of Natural History 9(I842):447 as
Geaster saccatus Fries.

* Identified by Thomas Bell in Zoology 5:49-50 as Phryniscus nigricans Weigm.

[CD P. 191 continues]
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rather the sudden expulsion of air.— The only noise I know at all like it

IS the first hoarse bark of a large dog. Having watched them (& they me)
for several minutes, almost within arms reach— They rushed into the water
with the greatest impetuosity at lull gallop: & emitting at the same time
their bark— When three or four thus dash in together the spray flies about
in every direction.— After diving a short distance, they come to the
surface, but only show just the upper part of the head.— In the stomach &
duodenum of one there was a great mass of a yellowish liquid matter, in
which nothing could be distinguished.

—

[note (a) added later] These animals I believe do not occur South of the R.
Plata.— I could not hear of any at the R. Negro.— Number in islands of
Parana & Uruguay, chief food of the Jaguars.- where there are net many
Capinchos there is mest not much fear of these animals. In the water the
two young of the Capincho often sit on its back.— N.B. There is a Laguna
Carpincho East of B. Ayres, at the higher part of the Salado — [note ends]

[CD P. 193 continues]

Perdrix—

Scolopax(?l)

1224 & 1273’

not spirits

Scolonax

At P 99, 1 have mentioned this bird.— They were more abundant here.—
They generally frequent the same spot; & that always a dry one.— I have
repeatedly noticed them in a particular part of a dry road.— They are
either in pairs or in small flock; when in the latter they all rise together,
when in former one waits (even when one is shot) for the former: As they
rise they utter a cry like a Snipe & in same maimer fly high & irregularly

& generally a long distance.— they however occassionally soar for short
distance like a partridge.— Their general habits so much resemble a snipe

1 194
1

that our sportsmen call them "short-billed snipes”.— their real

connection is marked by the length of the Scapulars.— When on the
ground, they squat close to escape observation & are not easily seen; in this

position, & when walking fiom the width which their legs are apart, they
resemble a Partridge.

—

In the stomach of several which I opened there was nothing but pieces of
rushy grass, the summits of which were pointed, also small bits ofsome leaf

& grains of quartz: the intestine & dung were bright green.— In another

(killed at different time) there were seeds & a dead ant.— The specimens
have either black markings round the neck or not- They are specimens
in Spirits of both.— Male & female?

(note (a) added later] This is perhaps the most common bird in the dry

plains between the R: Negro & Sierra de la Ventana.- it runs in flocks

fiom 3 or 4 to 30 or 40 in number.— it is said to builds on the borders of
lakes & has S or 6 eggs in its nest, white spofted with red.— In its

nidification & flocking resembles Snipes; is called by the Spaniards.

—

Avescasina.

—
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Eufi2 Head remaikably flat, dark grey, with much blacker & symetrical markings
689 Rio Chupat

^

Bufo Slate colour, with dark markings.— Rio Chupat.— B. Engaflo Bay.—

All the above specimens were collected by the ofltcers in the Schooners
under the command of M* Wickham^ during the summer of the year: the
colours of each were stated not to have altered, only to be less vivid.—

' Identified by Darwin (1844) (/oc. eit.) as Planaria pulla, currently Pseudogeoplana pulla
Darwin. The animals might indeed have been copulating, though another possibility is that

Identified in Zoology 2:91 as Hydrochana capybara A ee also Journal Researcha

’ Specimen 1273 was the male of 1224. CD was mistaken in identifying the bird as Scolopax,
and it was identified in Zoology 3:117-18 as Tinochonts rumicivorus Eschsch. For an account
of its anatomy see Zoology 3:ISS-6.

'This frog was said by Thomas Bell in Zoology 5:36-7 to be ‘remarkably bufonine’, and was
listed as Pleurodema Darwinii Bell.

’ See list of Specimens in Spirits of Wine for Thomas Bell’s identifications of specimens 673-
6 and 682-90.

From the description of its colouring given by Thomas Bell in Zoology 5:21-2 this lizard

is confirmed to be Diplolamus Bibronii Bell.

’ Lieutenant John Clemenu Wickham was second in command of the Beagle.

[CD P. 196, dated June-July at its head, commences]

Was killed at the Island of Goriti where they are said to be crHcmoo.
They are also said to be occur in numbers at East Point- They inhabn
burrows in the sand dunes,— It is a likely place for ships to lease this

animal, if they are infected with such monsters.— But I think ftom bbtts
it is an aboriginal.— The occurraice at Island Goriti is no difEculiy as a
reef now connects the it with mainland, prtrbably was once continuous.

—

The ears were whitish & oddly contrasted with rest of body.— An old

male weighed 15 & 34 oz:

Cervus^ 1292

(N’ Spirits)

(815) (b)

Homs (z)

1440:1441

(old in

fi-ont) Coe

Are very abundant in the mamillated plain round Pan de Azncar.

—

Manners resembling those at B. Blanca.— This specimen was shot out of

a herd of seven.— The Gauchos say he is nine years old:— teeth all

decayed.— Smell intolerably strong & offensive, almost creating Nausea.

—

this seems to occur at seasons when the Homs are perfect: Out of same

herd (without moving I shot three, from having crawled a long dislacx the

deer did not know what 1 was & as usual advanced to reconnoitre me) I

shot another & younger buck.— Homs (1337 & 1337)
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(notes added later] (b) The officers of the Beagle have never ^n this

animal to the South of the R. Negro.— The smell is most offensive.— I

have often perceived the whole air impregnated, when the distance of Buck

could not have been less than '4 a mile to Windward.- Are said by

Gauchos to change their horns annually. Seem to like mountains,

excessively numerous near the Sierra Ventana.— Bui they are spread more

or less over the whole country.

—

(z) A pocket handkerchief, in which I carried on horseback the skin; has

constantly been in use since & therefore repeatedly washed; not

withstanding this, now 13 months have intervened I know this handkerchief

ftom the others by its smell.—

Cervus Campestris. It will be seen in my journal’ when I shot the deer at

Maldonado: a pocket handkerchief, in which 1 carried the skin, has been

in constant use & repeatedly washed, yet in December 1834 the odour was

very perceptible.— [in different pen] do in Jan;— 1835 [notes end]

[CD P. 196 continues]

(c)

1 took a specimen at Maldonado which I suppose is "gigantea”, appear

however to differ in colour: colour "greyish black", or shade darker above

& one lighter beneath.— The following measures may help to point out

differences with any future specimen: Extreme points of Tiusus of l^s

3.4’“'', measured on outside: Fibula from centre of articulations 10.8'“ :

Lower mandible from feathers to extremity 3.15: nose on central part from

a membrane at base to concavo—truncate extremity, 1.65'": depth of bill,

including nose, 1.2'": 16 rectrices:.— |197|

[note (c) added later] Specimen (2080) procured at Port Famine— M'

Low’ says it [is] the young one of the common grey sort.— Their flight

however appears rather more elegant, & the distinction of color strongly

marked. I have long notice<d> this bird & thought it was a different

species. They build at Mulaspina Sea Lion Is", S. Cniz & other places on

coast of Patagonia.— The officers have seen them at P. St. Antonia pursue

& kill some sort of Coot.— The latter tried to escape by flying & diving:

but was continually struck & beaten by its enemy, at last when rising from

beneath the water the Nelly cut his its head off with its bill. At Port St

Julian there was the bill of a very large Cuttle fish in the stomach: flight

veiy like albatross; often settles & rests on the water: frequent inland

ba<ys> & as well as open sea.— I think not generally very far ftom the

coast.— Specimen (2080), bill wax white: legs black, upper surface

greyish.

—
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I do not see any cause which could have produced these curious tubes

excepting lightning; The sand hillocks were bare & evidently of short

duration: Certainly the neighbourhead of the R. Plata is a likely place to

meet with such phenomena; for the number of electrical storms is

astonishing.— Twice on entering the river St Elmos light has shone on the

Beagles mast head.— It is a curious circumstance the occurrence of so

many groups of tubes, within a space of 60 yards square by 20.— Were

these the result of one shock, & the electric Ouid dividing itself shortly

before entering the ground? or of distinct & successive ones? I should

think the former the more probable case.— 1 199

1

[note (a) added later] In 1793 A.D. Lightning struck B. Ayres in one storm

in 37 places: & killed 19 people.

—

Encycio: Brittanica.

—

Cause of furrows.— smooth internally.— [two illeg. words}.— sand

siliceous black glass.— air bubbles.— fibrous appearance.— [note ends]

[CD P. 199 commences]

General June 25*.— The Temperature of two Springs situated of South side of low

nh.ervatmns rocky hills; & tolerably well protected from the effects of radiation; but

not emitting much water: one gave 56'/r". the other 57'//. I should

imagine the mean 56%’ somewhere near the truth, & therefore as mean of

year.

The nearly entire absence of trees in such a fine climate & in such de^ rich

a soil is a very surprising & inexplicable fact.— Some have explained it

from the strong winds, but in the neighbourhead of Maldonado this is quite

insufficient, the number of rocky & abrupt hills rising out of the plain

render ample protection for the growth of the most tender.— This same

paucity etrtends is common both to the modem beds of the Buenos Ayres

country & to the granitic rocks of Banda oriental.— Can it originate in the

covering of Alluvial soil being of very recent origin.— It is clear that the
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however great quantities of ashes). This 1 was assured by a person well

capable of judging was the nearest approach he had ever seen to the Turf

of Ireland. As there are an abundance of situations favourable for the

production [of] this substance, its existence only in the above imperfect state

shows that this Latitude is too low for it.—

(b) At Bahia Blanca (September) there were very great numbers of Copris

(1491).— Almost every heap of horse & cow dung was undermined by a

deep circular hole, as is seen in England.— It is clear this beetle is partly

omni-stercovorous.— & that before the introduction of latter animals [7

illeg. words crossed out] to S. America could not have been in any

numbers.— At the [iUeg.] Guitro-Lingub there were countless numbers of

Aphodii (1492) flying about in the evening.— there was much horse dung,

but I never saw one alight upon it.— The troop of horses had not been

there more than 5 months & before that the plain was desert.— What dung

or other substance could these Animals Insects feed on?

(c) At the E. Falkland Islands there are no beetles under the dung.— Here

1833. March perhaps the Climate so damp would be highly unfavourable to them (& all

1834. April insect) life.—

Chiloe & Hobart town V. 264 (a) [notes end]

' Described by CD at greater length in Journal ofResearches 1 pp. 69-72, while for a modem
account of the phenomenon see W.B. Harland & LL.F. Hacker (1966) ‘Fossil’ lightning

strikes 250 Ma ago. Advancement ofScience 22:663-7.

^ According to Insect Notes pp. 76-81 and 103, no specimens of the Scarabaeidae collected

by CD would appear to have survived, so that an exact identification of the species cannot be

provided. But the Aphodius that he later found in St Helena might have ^en A. (Niatus)

pseudolividus or A. granarius.

[CD P. 201 commences]

Salmacis ' Growing in abundance in pools of water. Guritti Island. Colour "sap

green".— Diameter of filament .004 or rather more.— length of each ftom

1392 a little greater than this, to double: Very transparent containing but little

not spirits internal matter.— The spires (with hyaline globules) close, each globule

(a) however not approximate to the others, the whole having net appearance.

—

There were 6 or 7 spiral lines; I could only count these by observing the

apparent angle one made with a transverse line & thus guess its point of

reappearance on upper surface, & then noting how many lines were

included in this space.— In each cell about 9 lines encircled it.— [note in

margin] there were about 12 hyaline dots in one complete spire [note ends]

The gemmules were semi-opake, dark green & slightly oval.— The tube

which connects the two the filaments was longer than that figured in Die:
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' The specimens of these filamentous alga: have not survived, so that the species cannot be
identified (see Plant Notes pp. 190-1).

^ But from Plant Notes (loc. cit.) this alga appears to be a species of Halodictyon.
’ Cladocera, water flea,

In Zoology 4:123-5, Specimens 747 and 748 were identified by Leonard Jenyns as new
species of Salmonids, respectively Tetragonopterus Abramis Jen. and T. nttilus Jen.

(CD P. 204 commences]

(b)

(a)

(a)

(b)

1 have had opportunities of seeing something of four species of this

genus.— & hearing respecting their habitats.— The Taturia Pichiz' (375
Spirits); the T. Apar.^ (403 spirits) called Mataco.— The T. villosa^ called

Paluda.— are all found in some numbers on the sandy plains of Bahia
Blanca, Lat. 39".— The three species show no difference in choice of
situations.— The first Pichiz, or sometimes called Kerikincha [later spelling

Queriquincho]; is excessively numerous in all the dry country of B, Blanca,

Sierra Ventana, R. Negro &c. It appears never to be found on this East side

of America, to the Northward of the Sierra Tapalguen in Lat: 37'.30’ They
are said to occur plentifully in the Laguna desagualero at the foot of the

Andes.— Some of the officers of the Beagle have seen it at Port S t E lenn

Desire, Lat 48‘ 1 have frequently opened the stomach of this animal;

generally it contains Coleoptera & various Larvs.— I have found roots &
an Amphisbocna.— When surprised, it either buries itself very quickly, or

lies close to the ground to escape observation.— in loose dry earth it is

necessary to get off your horse quickly in order to secure your prize, which
when fat & roasted is most excellent eating.— it often frequents the sand

dumes & can drink no fresh water for years together.— They bring forth

2 or 3 young ones at a time,— They are constantly wandering about by
day.— The Mataco & Paluda appear to have a wider range.— they are

found at St lago in Lat 28’.— The Paluda is a nocturnal animal & is taken

by going out at night with dogs.— The fourth species, T, hybridus^ (1413)

does not occur to the South of S. Tapalguen, Lat 37’30'; to the North of

this it is common & supplies Buenos Ayres; near to which latter place it is

not found.— It seems rather to prefer rocky ground,
1 205

1

[continued on back of page] rocky ground occurring commonly in Banda

oriental.— It & the Paluda occur both there & in Entre Rios, as high as

St Fe 32', how much higher I know not.

—

[note (b)] Not having specimen of the Paluda, I give an imperfect

description.— Front legs with 5 toes; 2 middle claws longest very broard

flat; 2 outer ones shorter, 1 inner one very narrow long.— the 2“’ toe has

a remarkable ball on the under side at its base.— belly with rows of stiff

hair; back with 8 moveable bands long hairs scattered on back.— Tail half
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length of body 9 teeth in upper jaw; 10 in lower on each side.— Nearly 3

times as big as a Pichiz

[continued with a different pen] & at S. Cruz (1697) is Specimen Q.

whether it is the same species with Pichiz?.

—

The whole four species are found near Mendoza.— [note ends]

' T. Pichiz was identified by Waterhouse in Zoology 2:93 as Das)pus minutus Auct., a no

longer valid name. It is the Pichi, sole member of the current genus Zaedyus (formerly

Taturia) under the name Z pichiy.
^ Specimen 403 (Spirits) of Z apar was listed by CD as D. tricinctus, and in Zoology 2:93

as D. mataco. It is the Southern Three-banded Armadillo (Apara), currently named

Tolypeutes malacus.
’ The species of which CD did not have a specimen was the Paluda, listed in Zoology 2:93

as D. villosus. It is the Larger Hairy Armadillo, Chaetophractus villosus, and is the type

species of the current genus Chaetophractus.
*
Identified in Zoology 2:92-3 as D. hybridus Auct. In the list of Animals copied out by CD

in CUL MS DAR 29.1, he says on p. 12 'The fourth species, T. Hybrids, is called Mulita or

Mulillo (little mule)’. It is the Southern Long-nosed Armadillo, and the name Dasypus

hybridus is still valid.

[CD P. 205 commences]

Biscatche ' The Viscatche is exceedingly numerous in the neighbourhead, to the South

(a) it appears less frequently although it is found at the R. Negro.— Late in

the evening they come out to play; but do not seem to wander far from their

1442 holes.— they run very awkwardly; from their tail being elevated &
(not spirits) shortness of the front legs they resemble rats. In the evening are very lame,

you may ride quite close, without disturbing the gravity with which sitting

in the mouth of their holes they watch you.— They are abundant even in

the great thistle beds where there are no other vegetables: are said to live

on roots, which from great size of teeth I think probable,— They inhabit

very dry regions.— I have been informed on the best authority, that quasi

canes post coilum adnexi sunt^.— Their flesh is very white & good

They have one very singular habit; it is the constant dragging of all hard

things to their holes.— around every hole group of holes you will see

many bones, thistle stalks, hard pieces of earth, diy dung &c &c collected

to the amount sometime of more than a wheel barrow could cany.— The
holes enter the ground at a small angle; it is above the mouth, on the that

the greater quantity of rubbish is placed.— I cannot even guess for what
reason they take this trouble; it cannot be defence, for they are not in front

of the mouth.— the trouble must be considerable for not a bone or stone

is left uncollected for many yards from the burrow.— I was told (on good
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Biscatche

authority) that a Gentleman riding at night dropped his watch; the next

morning he went & examined all the Biscatche holes in the line of road. &
as he expected found the watch |206| near the entrance of one.— The
Biscatche is abundant in all parts of the province of B: Ayres & Entre Rios;

it is very curious they have not crossed the R Uruguay. In the Banda
Oriental there is not one of these animals; there are plains with thistles

exTOtly like B; Ayres & others equally well suited to the habits of the

animal,— It is a puzzle in the geographical distribution of the Biscatche,

which I cannot solve, & is no small advanuge to B: Oriental.—

(a)

(a)

[notes added later] They are numerous near the Sierra Guitro-Leigni6.

The habit of collecting hard things round its burrow is seen near

Mendoza.— This animal is very different from the mountain species.

—

the tail in this appears more bushy & the breast reddish — stony

inaccessible spots.— [notes end]

' Identiflcd by Waterhouse in Zoology 2:88 as Lagoslomus trichodactylus. Both in his

account and in that given by CD in Journal of Researches I pp. 143-5, the Spanish name of

the animal is spelt Bizcacha.
^ In CD’s notes on Animals in MS CUL DAR 29.1, the words in Latin were first copied out,

and then deleted. However, they were included in the description of the Bizcacha quoted by
Waterhouse (loc. cit).

[CD P. 206 continues]

Guanaco*

V (b) 205

These animals occur in the Sierra de la Ventana Lat: 38M2’ S. I should

think on this side of America this was the Northern limit.— They are

found in the islands of Tierra del Fuego & particularly abundant on north

side of the straits of Magellan.— When at B. Blanca, 1 saw the track of a

herd of 50 or 60; they appeared to have come on an exploring party from

the interior.— their line of march was had been in a direct line till they

arrived at a muddy salt creek. Here they seemed to have found out that that

the sea was near, for they the track wheeled like a body of cavalry, &
returned in as straight line as it had arrived.— Byron^ says he has seen the

Guanacoes drinking salt water:— our officers saw a herd drink out of the

brine pits or Salinas at Cape Blanco.— they swim readily, & were seen

crossing at Port Valdes ftom one island to another.— on the mountains of

Tierra del I have seen the Guanaco, when disturbed, not only squeak or

(a)

neigh, but jump & prance in the most ridiculous manner, apparemly in

defiance as a sort of challenge.
—

^ It is commonly believed amongst the

Gauchos, that where there are Guanaco, there is Gold. |207|

(b)

May-

1834

[note added later on back of P. 205] Excessively abundant in central

Patagonia; banks of rivers; the herds are much larger. I saw one with I

should think 500, & many fiom 50 to 100.— The Southern part of
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around the world . .

.

Aberdeen, 1822. In seeking for water along the coast, Byron’s officers
had observed guanacoes drinking at the salt pans.
^ The immediately preceding passage on P. 29 of CD’s Animal Notes (CUE MS DAR 29 1)
tuns as follows: ‘Frequently the sportsman receives the first intimation of their [the
guanacoes] presence by hearing from a long distance the peculiar shrill neighing note of
alarm; if he then looks attentively, he will perhaps see the herd standing in a line on the side
of a distant hill. On approaching, a few more squeels are given, & the herd set off at an
apparently slow, but really quick canter, along some narrow beaten track to a neighbituring
hill.— If however by chance, he should abruptly meet a single Gaunaco, or a herd; they will
generally stand motionless & intently look at him— then perhaps move on a few yards, turn
round & graze again.— What is the cause of this difference in their shyness? Do they
mistake a man in the distance for their chief enemy the Puma? Or does curiosity overcome
their timidity? That they are curious is certain, for if a person lies on the ground, & plays
strange antics, such as throwing up his feet in the air, they will almost always approach by
degrees to reconnoitre him. It is an artifice, which has been repeatedly practised by our
sportsmen: it has moreover the advantage of allowing several shots to be fired, which are all

taken as parts of the performance.’

According to a footnote in CD’s Animal Notes (CUE MS. DAR 29.1), the guanacoes from
Tietra del Fuego had been reported to have broader feet than others.
’ John Eort Stokes was Mate and Assistant Surveyor on the Beagle.
‘ See A.F. Frizier A voyage to the south-sea and along the coasts of Chili and Peru in

1712-14. Eondon, 1717.

[CD P. 207 commences]

Pmtta Very numerous in some parts of the province; I was told that near Tandeel
(b) [Tandil] 100 were killed in three months.— They are by no means a

dangerous animal to man, excepting when a female has young, when I

believe they will (very rately) attack a man; of course when wounded they

must be avoided. They are easily taken by being balled & then lassoed—
They live in the open plains, either amongst the reeds, or in a hole in a

cliff.— It is a very silent animal, never roaring, even when lassoed.

—

They chiefly live on small quadrupeds. Deer, Biscatche, Ostriches &c.—
The former they catch, sometimes in the middle of the day, when the deer

is resting from the heat.— They but rarely kill colts or young oxen'.

When they do iE it is by springing on their back & pulling the head back

so as to break the neck. This latter is what all the Gauchos say.— For
some particulars about their flesh see P 376, 482 Chili [added above].

Private J.2

[note (b) added later] Very abundant banks of S. Cniz: live solely on

Guanaco, kill them by breaking their necks; live in the valleys amongst the

bushes; do not retire from man, but look at him; the marks of their claws

on the hardened clay are very frequenE as if scratching the ground like the

Jaguars do the trees:— I have seen the footsteps of a Eion in the
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Cordilleras of St Jago, not much below the line of Perpetual snow, the

height must have been about 10,000 ft.— [note ends]

[CD P. 207 continues]

Jaguar This is a far more dangerous animal; kills many young oxen & horses by

same method as the puma. If disturbed from their prey will not, unless

copied much pressed, return to it.— The Jaguar seems to require damp places with

trees, such as the streams & islands of the Parana.— I have heard of them

living amongst the reeds on the borders of a lake.— It is said the foxes

plague the Jaguars at night by continually barking: in same matmer as

no danger Jackall does the Tiger in India.— It is a very noisy animal, roaring much

before bad weather.— Is decidedly very dangerous to mankind.— When

hunting for one on the coast of the Uruguay, 1 was shown certain trees on

which they are said to sharpen their claws.— In ftont the [continued at (a)

(a) on back of P. 207, treated by CD as P. 208] trees are worn smooth & on

each side deep scratches (or rather grooves) a yard long.— It is clearly

done, in same manner as a cat with protruded claws, sometimes scrapes the

legs of a chair.— The scars were of different ages.— it is common
method of discovering the Jaguar by examining the trees.— In the course

of the ride we passed 3 well known trees.— The object I should think was

rather to blunt, than to sharpen claws so seldom used.

—

The Jaguars are killed without much difficulty by dogs baying & driving

him up a tree, where he is ouoily dispatched with bullets.— for anecdotes

of these attacks V 387 private Journal^.— I heard of Jaguars, though

uncommon near the Sierra Ouitro-gugo [?] (N of the Ventana) & believe

they certainly (though very rarely [closing bracket) omitted] are found in

the islands of the R. Negro, Lat 41.— Falkner" says, the Lake Nahuel-

Naupi’, fiom which this river rises, takes its name from the Indian name of

Tiger. Its Latitude is 42‘.— The same author talking of the many tigers

at South entrance of the Plata says they chiefly live on fish.— I was told

the same thing in the Parana & it well explains their great abundance in the

islands of this river*.— |208|

' In his Animal Notes (CUL MS DAR 29.1), CD states: ‘In Chile however, probably from

the scarcity of wild animals, it destroys very many young cattle & Colts; I have moreover

heard of several instances where men & women have so met their fate.’

' For CD’s comments on the palatability of the puma’s flesh, see Beagle Diary p. 189. The

second reference is to P. 483 (not 482) of bis journal, which describes the manner in which

a puma hunts his prey (Beagle Diary p. 259).

’ See Beagle Diary p. 195.

‘ See T. Falkner A description of Patagonia, and the adjoining parts of South America . .

Hereford, 1774. Copy in Beagle library.

’ In a modern atlas the lake in the Andes from which the Rio Negro arises is spelt Nabuel
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^ CD P. 208 is missing, but it concerned an attack of rust on wheat on the nonh bank of&e
Rio Plata, as explained in Plant Notes pp. 174-5.

[CD P. 209 commences]

Lizard ' Back with double semilunar transverse marks of "gamboge yellow*; ubin c

764 before which, irregular patches of black, intermediate spaces, bIuo&-
greenish-grey, mottled with black & rust colour: belly "primtose &
gamboge yellow.— Common genus.— Sluggish, often asleqr;

Lizard ' Back with 13 snow white transverse lines; intermediate spaces moo
765 beautifiilly sparkling with green & orange: iridescent.— cecae of «»f4-

scale black: belly orangish "tile red", clouded & net work Ua^

—

Lizard ' Numerous jet black transverse bands, intermediate spaces, grey, & very pale

766 reddish brown, belly grey

Lizard ' Blackish grey, with medial line black; row ofmasks of same color cm eatih

767 side of this, & marks on the sides.

—

Lizard ' Whole body & tail ringed with "french grey", before wfaidt ohorin onlniir

768 with anterior edge indented with "primrose yellow.— before fins dark

brown, anterior edge jagged.— then as before french grey At—
Beneath whitish except tail with rings.— under the chin sported wi& whioe

Gecko^ Centre of back "yellowish brown" sometimes with strong rir^ge off dack

769...771 green, sides clouded with blackish brown.— in very grea: mmibas tmhnr

(a) stones.— carmot climb up glass.— makes a grating noise wbon da latani

hold of— After death looses its darker coloirrs.— [note (a)] A ^merman,

being kept for some days in a tin box, changed colour into aa ccifoBir fKW,
without the black cloudings.— I thought I noticed seme ciiic^e stba

catching & bringing home these animals; but could observe no rrstanamaniif,

803 change.— Under same stone found a very black variety & smoftiar ime

"Hair brown" with tinge of green; mottled on sides of hadk wuAi '<0)11 A
Pistachio green" centre of each patch filleg. tvorrf Ihwwnudh

black.— Being kept for 3 or 4 days, not the slightish duB*e ®f obtoi —
[note ends]

Lizard ' Three whitish grey longitudinal bands, between whicJi Sioie me ggujifr

772 black-brown marks in pairs, which together with bsanil rntnlks, iftmti

transverse bands: intervals grey & pale rust; belly grey * Wladk. TOdtlteU

& with a tinge of orange.— 1 210

1

Lizard ' Seven or eight very irregular transverse rowa of (Siitjf ••JMtt. Iitiwvulfe
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female, I shot: 8 ft tip to tip; length 3'*:8‘"'’: Iris scarlet red: [3 illeg. words]

' Some difficulty was experienced by Thomas Bell in sorting out these closely related lizards,

and there are discrepancies between his MS notes as transcribed on p. 344 and the listings of
Diploltanus Darwinii and D. Bibronii in Zoology 5:19-22, and of Proaotretus Fiaingerii, P.

Kingii and P. Darwinii in Zoology 5:11-15.

^ Identified in Zoology 5:26-7 as Gymnodactylus Gaudichaudii Bibr.

’ Described in Zoology 5:39-40 as Leiuperus salarius Bell.
' From Zoology 3:13-14, the small vulture taken at Port Desire was Milvago pezoporos.
‘
Described in Zoology 3:91-2 as Zonotrichia canicapilla Gould.

‘ Identified in Zoology 3:128-9 as Theristicus melanops Wagl.
’ Identified in Zoology 3:3-6 as Sarcoramphus gryphus Bonap. See also Ornithological Notes

pp. 240-5.

[CD P. 211 commences with an entry on Halimeda that is crossed through vertically in

Halimeda '

1770

(797 Spirits)

(b)

Considerable quantities of this Corallina was thrown up on the beach: on
each side of the limb were little pustules; such as described P 161 & 56.

They varied in number from one to four.— when old they became white

& exfoliated.— Aperture beautifully round.— When the pustules were
broken open ovules were found in three states; sphacrical & opake;

lengthened & pointed oval, where the internal matter was clearly seen

separate from the transparent case.— & 3'* where this pulpy matter was
divided into distinct articulations sometimes 2, 3, or 4.— the shape of

artioulation the limbs even were clearly visible, one basal one was largest,

the transparent case was in this case very delicate, the slightest touch

rupturing it.— color dark "crimson red".— in short a small Halimeda

ready to float forth was indisputably evident.— the longer limb probably

becoming the point of attachment.— As all the pieces I picked up of this

Corallina were furnished with these ovules it may be suspected that the

parent plant is easily tom from its root & like Fungi perishes after

reproduction.— I have now seen this process in a Halimeda, Amphiroa* &
one of the inarticulata.

—

[note (b)] This observation appears to me of considerable importance in

settling the long disputed point, whether the genus Corallina belongs to the

grand division of plants, or to that of animals being included in the

Zoophiles.— The geramules containing several distinct articulations, I

believe is entirely contrary to any analogy drawn from the propagation of

Zoophites; I am ignorant what relation it bears to any of the articulated

Cryptogamic plants such as the oscillarite.— But, anyhow, we should

in all certainly expect that one gemmule would produce only one young Polypus

Zoophiles & we might as certainly expect that each inarticulation one (or pair or some

defmite number) would contain & be formed by a Polypus, neither of these
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expectations are realized in the manner of propagation of the Corallina.

Therefore, I do not believe Corallina to have any connection with the family

of Zoophites. [note ends]

' CD's conclusion that Corallinas were not plants like Halimeda, which as explained in Plant

Notes pp. 194-5 is a green alga (Chlorophyta), was a significant one. However, his arguments

were confused because included with 1770 and 797 (spirits) were specimens of Cellaria, a

true bryozoan later identified as Menipea patagonica, which survives in the Busk Collection

of the Natural History Museum.
^ The specimen of Amphiroa orbigniana Harvey ex Decaisne, collected at Pott Desire and

included in CD’s jar no. 1770 with Halimeda and Cellaria. is preserved in the Cryptogamic

Herbarium of the Natural History Museum, and is illustrated on Plant Notes p. 193.

[CD P. 211 continues]

First narrows St* of Magellan: Branches very fine bifurcate, colour

"Hyacinth red with little Aurora". Extremities of branches finely pointed,

wi& tranverse divisions; shortly then are divided by longitudinal plates

making double set of cells, as long as broard.— in mains stems, 6 (or 10?)

oblong cells, six times as long as broard; [note (a)] often enveloped by fine

transparent epidermis seen at junction of cells.— [note ends] side by side,

extremities of cells not united in a straight transverse line; at stem junction

of ends |212| of these oblong cells, there are small globular bodies.

—

Many of the branches are changed into a short, bluntly pointed, very

slightly oval cases.— this at first is full of red pulpy matter, which

subsequently contracts & forms only % of bulk at upper extremity.— in

this state it is an aggregation of small sphasres, which in a more mature

state, are quadrifid, that is they present the appearance of four short

mushrooms growing from a common central root, (a flattened head on short

footstalk) These are enveloped in a transparent case; which nearly fills up

the small vacuity between the separate divisions.— diameter of whole

.0025 or rather more than ifloo"' of an inch.— color, dark red.— Are there

four eggs or one singularly shaped one?

—

' Identified on p. 226 of Plant Notes as probably a red alga, Rhodophyta.

[CD P. 212 continues]

Avestniz Page 1 1 2 (b) there is some notice about a second species of Rhea.— which

Petises ' is very rarely found N of the R. Negro.— M' Martens^ shot one at Port

(a) Desire, which I looking slightly at it pronounced to be a young one of the

common sort.— that is it appeared to be % in size of the common one.

—

I also [saw] some live ones of same size, but entirely forgot the Petises.

—

1832...1836 I have since reclaimed the Head, Legs & several feathers. 1832. . . 1836.—

The scales on legs are of a different shape, & is feathered below the knees.
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854 (a) from anterior extremity; circular is completely closed by 5 pointed scales;

Feb. 26*.— [sketch in margin] Tentacula 10. long, 'h length of body: tapering, little

branched, tree like (in contradistinction to bush-like).— Resemble that of

t® Holuthuria (P 163).— They surround the mouth.— The bony collar

consists of 10 truncated gothic arches or rather 5 pair.— slightly stony.—

When the Tentacula are retracted this collar is nearly in centre of body &
lies in an inclined position with respect to the plain [sic] of body.— 1 216|

[note (a) added later) June 3'*. 1834. Port Famine. Found abundantly in

5 & 6 Fathom water, adhering to the large stones to which the Fucus

gigant. grows.- They lie very flat & fill up any irregulariUes in the

surface of the stone.— Removing one large one.— I found beneath 10 to

20 ovules beneath it; the animal being placed in water these were

washed away: ovule— dark orange color.

length 1/15* of inch; elongated oval

soft sack, with several blunt, rough I '.J

conical projections (doubtless in nature ^
tentacula); by which it made attempts to

crawl — Perhaps the lower membrane was ruptured or if not the mouth of

the oviduct is on the inferior surface.— [note ends]

[CD P. 216 commences]

Holuthuria The Anus is placed on the back, & in the same relation to the posterior

extremity as the mouth is to the anterior:— it is closed by 5 unequal scales

or valves & one small central one; nearly heart shaped.— The scales which

lie between these orifices are larger & squarer than the others.— The

viscera on lower surface do not fill up the whole concavity, but as far as

where the small scales commence, which latter fom a case over the

body.— the inferior membrane is sprinkled over with hyaline spots

points.— its outer edge has short stria!, pointing from the centre, of the

same stony natures as the scales.— within these, there is a single row of

papillae, which extend round the under body.— the head of these is flat

slightly coloured plate; the surface of which seen with a high power is

covered with small suckers.— this plate is not contractile, but the long

transparent footstalk is. Length of one specimen '/« of inch; generally more

than half this.— Edge of body from the scales, sinuous.— Color "Flesh

& Aurora red".— under surface more orange".— They are found adhaering

pretty firmly to leaves of sea-weed & in 16 Fathom water. NE end of

Navarin Is'*.- When the Tentacula are half protruded this animal most

curiously resembles a Doris.— Can crawl, (but very slowly) by the aid of

the Papills & the Tentacula which are adhaesive.— these when the animal

moves are extended before it, & can bo soon . When detached from a leaf,

the animal can curl in the edges of the shell to a small degree.— The

animal is very pretty from elegant arrangement of scales & color.— 1
21 7

1
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[note (a)] "Peach blossom with little Aurora red" is more accurate. Tree
(s) like Tentacula are coloured orange.— [note ends]

' Ascidiacea, Clavelinidae, another brooding tunicate, or sea squirt. See Die Class lS-421CD notes that as in the Synoicum observed in the Falklands (see pp. 144-5) the larvae swim
skilfully with the aid of their tadpole-like tails.

^ Dendrochirotida, Cucumariidae, sea cucumber, probably Pseudoenus dubiosus leonina.
Semper.
’ Dendrochirotida, Psolidae, sea cucumber, probably Psotus antarclicus Philippi or P
patagonicus Ekman. "

[CD P. 217 commences]

Oval globules, with tough external skin: color dark olive brown — centre
of sack filled with thick adhassive brown substance, without vessels.—
Adhaeres to sea weed, by a flocculent substance at one extremity, through
which a vessel might be seen.— No signs of irritability, when placed in
fresh water, burst itself.— I believe several being detached & placed
together in watch glass, reunited themselves one to the other.— 16 Fathom
NE of Navarin Is“, on sea weed &c &c.

Mass irregularly spharrical. general length of whole .3 of inch, sponge-
color; thickly covered with numerous fine spines or hairs.— from centre
of body a tube proceeds, length .1. formed of white approximate hairs;
near base has delicate transverse partition, from this point the hairs slightly
diverge, making the tube gradually widen at its mouth; tube conducts to
central linear cavity, lined with hexagonal net work, which are the orifices
of oblong spongy cells, which fill up the mass.— Could perceive no
currents.- Adhteres to sea-weed.— Hab: same as above.—

' Not identifiable.

Porifera, ? Demospongiae. Bowerbankia is a basic bryozoan.

[CD P. 217 continues]

Animal?'

853

Spongia (?)^

852

[in pencil)

copied

Bowebank

Crust. Mac:' March 1”.— East end of Beagle Channel. — Roots of Fucus G. Back
"Hyacinth & brownish red" with oblong marks & spots of gem-like "ultra-

marine blue”, one white transverse mark & longitudinal one on tail; 1“ &
great legs, same color as body, but penultimate limb centre part white edged
with "do blue", anti-penultimate ringed with white, "do blue" & "do red",

other fiffibs legs with basal limbs faintly ringed but ultimate limbs orange.—
sides with oblique stripes "reddish brown".— Animal most beautiful

|
218

|

Length .6 crawling: breadth .3: color very Eg|e ditty yellow:
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brnnohuj white semi-transparent: very soft, (impossible to touch it after being

851 killed in fresh water), mantle much depassing foot: superior feelers.

Sigaretus^ approximate at foot, length .1, extremities square or truncate.— inferior

feelers, extremities rounded. Seated wide apart, from tip to tip when

extended .3: there is a connecting membrane which unites them half way

up.— which has 3 sinuosities, central one g^atest deepest; there are fine

dots of black on it: Branchite. on right side, large, forming a pyramidal

mass of tufts.— 10 Fathom: roots of Fueus Giganticus. East end of

Beagle Cha'.

—

Octopus General color. "Hyacinth ted", which appeared when viewed through lens

862 in fine dots: the animal being left in impure water & frightened, the arms

& basal connecting membranes would become quite white, sometimes

however leaving patches of the red on the arms or body: when irritated, or

placed in fresh water, the red was driven to the surface in the space of 3 or

4 seconds: from which it might again be seen to retire, (as a blush from the

face) but irregularly.— could swim backwards.— was very soon killed by

fresh water; were found coiled up in roots of Fucus Giganticus. Hab as

863 above: with near them were small ones, spotted on upper-surface of body

arms with a brighter red:

Crepidula^ The ovules or young shells were on a stone beneath the parent shell; were

854 contained in 9 oblate sphaeres or sacks which were connected by tubes in

a circle to a common base.— There were about 12 to 15 in 1219| each

Grenidula Sack, sometimes more or less: the young shells were crawling about in the

interior; every part seemed perfect.— the bars or lines of the Branchia:

were very much developed in superior part of shell.— Body large in

proportion to shell: anterior part of foot much produced.— Eye black dots:

general color, yellowish white. Hab; as above;

' Decapoda, Hippolytidae, identified as Nauticaris magellicana (M. Edwards) in Oxford

Collections p. 212.

^ Notaspidea, Pleurobranchidae, probably Berthella platei (Bergh, 1898).

’ Mesogastropoda, slipper limpet.

[CD P. 219 continues]

(with moving

beak)

(874)

(1874 not

spirits)

(a)

March 1“.— East entrance of Beagle channel: adhtering to roots of Fucus

G;— I shall generally only mention those parts which are not

preservable.— Cells spindle shaped, placed in straight rows — each cell

adhtering laterally by 4 supports to others, forming a most elegant net

work.— the-base &c &c.— Polypus, with 26 arms which are very nearly

length of whole cell.— These rest on an inverted cone (PI. 8 Fig. 3). this

cone acts as a mouth, a central vessel or opening may be seen closing, with

a peristaltic motion; this again joins to a slight enlargement of the main red
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at wnen drawn Sack it is doubled at the very base.— These last parts are
enclosed in a delicate tube: which & the arms are enclosed in a transparent
case: which is nrofniHaKI^*case; which is protrudable:

f
Plate 8, Figs. 3-6

Fig 3 is a drawing of the above parts: all which is beneath the dotted lines
I have not actually seen in this position, but have no doubt it [is] the true
one: For in (Fig. 4) we have a back view of polypus.— we here see a
curved thick vessel, with more or less red granular matter, lying obliquely
across the cell: (A) is rather globular, & the most solid viscus |220| in

the body. Close to this at (K) there was a rapid revolution of small red
grains, which apparently were contained in a sort of vessel or sack.— this

sort of circulation sometimes extended 'A down the gut (B), the posterior
end of which is full of red matter. Close to (K) a longitudinal red vessel
(now seen over base of arms) contracts in diameter, bends & unites to the
main one.— Fig 5. is same seen in front view, but is much more
obscure.- The longitudinal vessel I think it is probable I have drawn loo
long — it is difficult to see distinctly.— When dying, the body is

protruded as far even as in the circulating organ (K): but generally only
beneath inverted cone.— Is the rapid motion of (K), that of the stomach
(A) the liver & (B) the cascum? The side of extreme part of (B) is attached

to the middle of cell & all round liner, like those of muscles, are connected
with the polypus. The position of all the above organs is not very constant,

but subject to the will of the animal: the mouth of cell is composed of a
moveable arched lip (like lower jaw of a bull-dog). Before the Polypus
protrudes itself, this lip is lifted up & baoltword baseward.

[note (a) added April 1834] Also common in Falkland Is'**. As every cell
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grows before another in perfectly straight lines, & as the piece is irregularly

circular, branch lines must frequently be sent off: one cell in this case

producing two others, one in the usual place, another in the place of anterior

connecting link or bracket; How completely does the Polypier produce cells

939 & Polypi.— Specimens (939) [in spirits] were attached to a Spider Crab.

—

[note added July 1834 or later] 1 saw this species at Chiloe. on a stone,

roots of Kelp.— [notes end]

P. 220 continues]

This Coralline is extraordinary from the presence of capsules resembling

vulture heads^ noticed in another coralline of the same family (P 78).

—

Each cell has 2, seated at its anterior end, just above where the two upper

brackets go off to connect the lateral cells. These capsules have a peduncle,

with basal articulation: when at rest, they lie obliquely so as almost to meet

at the very extremity of cell.— The peduncle is capable of being moved

upwards & towards the base & nearly through 180 degrees; the |221]

lower mandible (keeping up simile with Vulture head but really superior)

is kept wide open , so as to form a straight line with the upper one; it is

occasionally closed, but not kept so; this motion is more frequent than that

of the whole peduncle; both are rapid; chiefly take place when irritated by

being touched, or fresh water; the mandibles firmly hold on to a needle:

1 never saw both capsules move at once, or any isochronism between

different cells, excepting when affected together by fresh water or other

cause.— There was an appearance of gullet at base of Mandibles, but I

could trace no vessel or communication with cell.— (this can be

investigated in the spirit specimens) I do not think these Capsules are

exactly same shape with those of P 78.— [note (a)] The Capsule retained

its irritability longer than the Polypus was dead & removed; this continued

its rapid & starting motion.— This rapidity ofmotion is different from that

of P 78.— [note ends)

[CD P. 221 continues]

There is another curious organ^; In any row, the base of one cell is

contracted & cylindrical & unites itself to the posterior one beneath the

mouth.— Posterior to this point of junction, the greater number of cells

have a thick, transparent, flexible, straight cylindrical vessel, projecting

out.— it bends at right angles close to cell, & then continues parallel &
beneath the row of cells; it is 3 or 4 times longer than cell, so as to project

beyond the edges of Coralline, the extremity is rounded & impervious; it
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appears to me these stalks fotm a trellis work for the cells to lie, & perhaps
so as means of attachment.— The connecting brackets appear hollowwhCTe two rows of cells diverge, in the centre of an anSr^ra^ra

gtobu ar »largeme<nt> nUces place, which afterward form a cell, so as toS the Zs of
** & extreme

cells, the arms of Polypus do not reach half its length (Fig 6). they are^closed in a bea^ the neck of which is attached to anterior extremi^ of

, uT .
^ *>y knobs.- the capsules by a

club-shaped mass with central little ball.— the posterior hom or vessel^*
the ate of anterior or other young cell is shown by short tube ending in aknob.— Before the arms of Polypus are complete & before any red viscera
can be s«n. the moving capsules are perfect.- The youngest form of cell,
IS globular mass with central spot or mark.- In some of the central &
^wefore old cells, I noticed (but did not examine sufficiently), a young
Polypus as at (F.6), Above anterior to which was a shrunk dark red
viscus with central ball: it appeared as if the old Polypus had died (or
produced an ovum) & a young one took its place in the cell. I could see
no reproductive ovules.

—

Flustra

(encrusting)

(a)

878

This coralline, when alive, from its e:

colored from Polypi dirty orange.—
of Obelia, P 174. there the vessel »

extreme symetry, complicated Polypus,

most interesting ^tacle: Coralline

This Polypus is closely allied to that

vhich comes from the base of arms is
elongated, possesses [?] a red organ, bends, contains a revolving mass &
ends in a red-gut-shaped mass.— there is no difference, excepUng that in
this one. the longitudinal vessel joins an oblique one instead of passing by
the Liver & then bending.— |223|

March 1“.— East entrance of Beagle channel.— (PI. 9, F 1)* is drawing
of Polypus from one of the cells, as I extracted it.— length from tip (if
contracted), arm to end of coecum or blind gut .015: arms 16 in
number.— they rest on footstalk in which an inverted conical space is

contained.— there was here a small degree of the same corpuscular motion
as will be described at (K).— It would seem to act as a mouth; just
beneath this the stem contracts & bends.— & then proceeds in straight; it

is generally full of reddish matter & is here (from A to B) much contracted.

Above the centre of body is an irregular quadrangular body (K), more
transparent than rest, formed of double edges, & revolving on its internal

edges’, especially & centre reddish granules.— From its external & lower
edge, a line goes which seems to form the sack (coecum?) (D), which
contains reddish granular matter; a thick mass ofwhich generally lies at the

bottom, above the pointed extremity.— I do not know what the connection

is between the red substance in (D) & in stem A & B.

—
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(a) [note (a) for CD P. 224] Flustra with cells on one side ofbranch: Besgle
880 Channel: 15 Fathom: Polypus essentially the same as in the above animal;

stem (AB) as might be supposed from form of cell is longer in proportion,’
near point of junction, revolving organ was visible, but the greatest
difference was in the regular oval figure of the organ, which in the above
animal is kidney-shaped, & in being much more distinctly divided from the
ciEcum; point of junction is merely a neck.— I could not count the arms
or lentacula [note ends]

' The several species of Flusira described here are bryozoans of orders Cyclostomata,
Cheilostomata and suborder Ascophora, and superfamilies Tubuliporoidea, Malacostegoidea
and Cellularioidea, being sessile colonies formed ofpolymoiphic zooids. 33 different species
of polyzoa collected by CD during the voyage, ofwhich 7 came from Tierra del Fuego were
listed by George Busk in his Catalogue of marine Polyzoa in the collection of the British
Museum. 2 pts. London, 1852-4. Some 120 of CD’s dry specimens are still held in the
George Busk Collection at the Natural History Museum, and about 20 of those stored in
spirits are still m the Zoology Museum of Cambridge University, where they were catalogued
by S.F. Haimer in 1901. In Specimen 874 (in spirits) Harmer found Tubulipora organisans
D’Orb., Beania magellanica Busk, and Schizoporelta hyalina var. (= Escharina
brongniartiana D’Ob.).
^ CD’s vulture heads in constant motion were specialized zooids now known as pedunculate
avicularia, whose polypide are reduced but which have strong muscles operating a mandible-
like operculum, also described on P. 220 as the ‘lower jaw of a bull-dog’. CD and Busk
concluded that the function of avicularia might be defensive, but it has been pointed out by
Judith Winston in an article entitled Why Bryozoans have Avicularia - a Review of the
Evidence (American Museum Novitates, No. 2789. New York, 1984) that there is still little
direct evidence in support of this or any other hypothesis.
CD here describes the specialized kenozooids which form supporting and attachment

structures.

' Plate 9 Fig. 1 shows the polypide of a feeding autozooid removed from its cell. A pencil
note on the drawing states ‘I believe L is not sufficiently circular & is attached too high to
tube B’, but the picture is not very informative.

CD has observed correctly the rotating food-cord driven by the action of epithelial cilia in
the pylorus of anascan bryozoans. The reddish food particles may have been phytoplankton.
Ponsonby Sound opens out from the Murray Narrow running southwards from the middle

of the Beagle Channel, and separating Hoste and Navarin Islands.

[CD P. 224 continues]

MaiS?' Stem creeping, throwing up upright footstalks, which bear at extremities,
each one animal. Whole substance membrano—gelatinous.— Animal cup
shaped, one side being more convex than other, & considerably flattened:

On the edge there are from 16 to 18 (17 common number) arms or
tentacula; these are connected for about 'A of their length, at their bases by
a membrane. The summit of cup within arms is flat & oval; at one end.
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:r large transvers mouth, at the opposite small orifice of

ff

Plate 10, Figs. 1-5

[CD P. 224 continues]

PI. 10, Fig 1 is a side view of broard side of animal; The mouth conducts

into straight, irregular vessel or sack; this possesses a peristaltic motion &
another which resembles that produced by cilite. This sack contracts &
enters in another & larger vessel, which varies in shape & dimension, fills

up bottom of cup & generally contains some reddish granular matter; in this

we see the rapid revolving motion, lately so frequently mentioned amongst

Polype? theFlustras.— This stomach leads into a
1 225

1

cylindrical vessel which

lies in end of cup, opposed to (oesophagus?).— This generally contains

pellets of dark red matter, which both by force & by animals will I have

seen ejected.— they are fieces.— In centre of cup above the stomach,

there is a transparent globular organ which contains (generally) from 4 to

5 small irregularly shaped bodies; these consist of central opake mass in

transparent case, are irritable & highly contractile: there would appear to

be two faintly coloured prominences, & between these there is a curved

spaces covered by small vibrating fillets or cilia:; These are sufficient to

move the mass.— It is clear there are half-matured ovules.— Besides

these the centre of cup, perhaps may contain some organs connected with

the stomach.— All the above organs arc enveloped in case independent of

the outer one; which latter seems to form connecting membrane between

(Fig. 2) is view of anus & intestine end of cup; F (3). vertically from above,

mouth & anus.— (Fig 4) is one of the tentacula; they are lined on inner

surface by numerous minute fillets, which are in incessant rapid vibration;

6 thus cause current in water.— the back part is filled with small globular
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aoparenilv not enveloped in case (?).— Growing in 54 Fathoms, some

miles off Staten Land.— March 8*.

—

' This animal belongs to the small phylum Entoprocta, similar to a bryozoan except that as

CD’s drawings clearly show, the anus opens within the ring of tentacles. In consequence, the

feeding currents driven by the cilia are in the opposite direction to those in a bryozoan.

^ In a modem classification, Cellaria is an anascan bryozoan in superfamily Pseudostegoidea.

[CD P.

Clvtia
'

5* species

894

Clvtia

March. East Falkland Island: (PL. 11) will generally represent this

Coralline.— the central living mass pursues a slightly zig-zag course,

sending off rectangular branches, which bending upwards bear a cup &
tentacula: it is remarkable by the

1 228
1

enlargements of the outer case,

which cup-like contains the rt-angle of the living mass (C).— The living

stem besides this outer case, which in the younger stages buds enclose even

the mouth of cup, is enveloped in other & more close case.— this is best

seen at the angle (D), & at base of cup, where it lies near to the outer
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action may be seen.— unites at base entrance of cell with vessel which is

enlarged (Liver?) into oval organ containing dark oval mass & this is

attached to side of case, not far from its mouth.— Whether this attachment

is tubular 1 do not know.— (But this is certainty its arrangement, which

probably holds good in all Flustracese; but is difficult to be seen by

dissection! The dotted baa is supposed place of caecum.— The transparent

cylindrical case (is not drawn sufficiently cylindrical) is first protruded,

bringing with it the Liver & then almost at same time the arms.

—

Coralline dirty "flesh red".

—

[note (a)] I recognise it.— it is bifurcate, cells placed in oblique lines:

about 8 in the circumference: extremities of branches formed of the cells.

—

1 have often found it on the beach & very seldom on the leaves of the

common Kelp: but yesterday I pulled up other sort with smooth edged

leaves & thicker tree-like stem, & this abounded with this Coralline.

—

('.'Point of attachment stronger?) [note ends]

' This animal is a hydroid in order Leptothecata, similar to those described by CD on PP.

93/4, 118/20 and 126. But Plate 11 looks more like a very stylized drawing of Obelia

eeniculata than of Clytia.

^ Another anascan bryozoan.

^ See Lamouroux pp. 3-4.

^ Another anascan bryozoan.
^ Not listed by Lamouroux.

[CD P. 230 continues]

Flustra ' (or rather Cellaria). Is allied to that of page 219, but differs in many
with moving remarkable respects.— Polypus with 20 arms, body with essentially the
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beak

920

1913

(n. sp.)

with capsule

same structure: Each cell has one lateral capsule, these are squarer or
shorter footstalk, at hinge of lower jaw an ex’ciseraent; it is very
remarkable; although the Polypi were active I never could perceive the
slightest motion in these beaks; again all the beaks were tightly closed; in
these respects diametrically different from the two kinds: that the beaks are
opened is certain, because I saw a fibre in one of them had been firmly
caught* held. Mouth of cell |231| I believe labiate, protected by four
spines: on each side of cell there is a straight line of short curved spines
(like teeth of comb), there are 12 or 13 on each row, the points interfold
& overlap in middle of front of cell.— These teeth are not very regular in
their shape; often forked; extremities pointed: in young cell are blunt: give
very curious ribbed appearance to cell: must form protection to it.— each
one can with a needle be moved separately: It appears At back of cell there
IS a branch or vessel as at (P 219). but in this case is terminated by root
for attachment; resembling the root in miniature of F. giganticus.— This
proves that the simple organ in other kind was, as I supposed for this
end.— There the attachment is much slighter, growing in irregular patches,
edges free,— Here in circular patches much more firmly fixed to leaf of
Fucus.— The cells are more adnate: thr hasnl brnckoto nir nhortor than the
anterior grow as before from the back part of inferior one. these brackets
seem to be divided in middle. I could only trace a connexion of the
capsule, root & brackets with the polypier & not body of polypus.— The
young terminal cells grow as in other; arms of polypus in case, beak &
brackets knobs &c &c.— In many of the basal ( old) cells, have a large
dark oval organ in oval transparent case, close to which is a revolving
organ: nothing else is clearly distinguishable: but I believe it to be a
highly developed Liver for an immature Polypus. Young terminal cells
have it not so much developed, or regular cells: What causes the absence
of Polypus in these cells?— Is it connected with generation? This family
of Flustra: is most truly remarkable—

1 232

1

[CD P. 232 commences]

Flu^tracec^ Stony: in more or less globular masses: formed of cells united by their
927 sides, not closed at base, but attached to Barnacle — colored dirty "flesh

(. 0/
~ Orifice of cell thus shaped [sketch in margin]; on each side of

hinder part is small projecting orifice; & in front there is one or two others
(this can easily be afterwards ascertained),— This gives the Coralline a
most remarkable appearance.— Polypus dark orange color; arms
(certainly) 14; body in every respect as in the family.— peristaltic motion,
revolving organ, liver & csecum; total length about nis* of inch: it is

however peculiar: 1“ in having a thin transparent plate thus shaped with

( O/ orange [sketch in margin], & which forms a valve some way down
V V in the orifice, the hinge being at parts A: it is attached to the case of arms,

so as to be pulled close down.— 2‘‘ at the base of arms, about 'A diam; of
arms, there is a nest of delicate white transparent vessels or threads, external
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(a)

1424 (not

Fluslra
’

931

(b)

(c)

to the body & round the tops of inverted cone.— Have these & the lateral

small orifices any connection? When the valve, as in defence, is closed do

these supply communication with the water? Anyhow no other part ofbody

passes through these orifices; but I could not trace these threads into

them:— Mem: the Flustra with open capsule like Vultures head, had its

cell closed by a lip.— Is there any parallelism in the cases?— Ova oval,

with dark included, kidney shaped mass.— I believe generated between the

cells or internally in the Coralline.— I was glad to find this change of

structure in the Polypier followed or produced by one in the Polypus.— &
the valve is an important one.— 1 233

1

Cells— pear-shaped encrusting; placed without order at base of cell there

is a fixed "vultures head", (of less regular form than hitherto): the lower

beak or jaw is generally open & but rarely closed itself, excepting when
touched & then it fitinly seizes the object.— I believe there is a

membranous valve to the orifice.— Polypus with 14 or 16 arms). There

is a human-ear-shaped indentation or orifice on each side of cell.— Upper
rim of mouth transversely ribbed. Body of Polypus same general structure

as in the family.— This Coralline in the simplicity of its structure: fewness

of arms of Polypus, fixed "vultures head", evidently approaches to the

common encrusting Flustrse.— Grows on a smooth leaved Fucus.

—

Encrusting: upper surface of cell with stony ribs, projecting like rays from

the sides: oriJSce of cell thus shaped [sketch in margin].— Polypus, with

18 (certainly) arms; vibratory at base: Caecum & Liver remarkably small &
globular in proportion to length of arms.— 1 believe shape & size of

viscera depend much on quantity of food &c &c.— It is interesting seeing

this Coralline, so closely allied to many other species, with its Polypus with

1 8 arms showing ofhow little consequence is their number in distinguishing

[note (a) added later] I mention these particulars about Polvnier from my
own recollection [note ends]

Cell oval. Mouth square, with membranous valve, hinge superior: surface

of cell with symetrical anangement of hyaline stary points.— a cenfra[l]

small orifice into cell, with its edges toothed.— Covering ovum, beautiful

radiated structure: Polypus same general structure 14 or 16 arms:

—

Coralline orange color.— Growing Encrusting leaves of smooth leaved

Fucus:
1 234

1

[note (b)] The number of arms of Polypus is in all these cases difficult to

be counted.— [note ends]

[note added later]* Found a better specimen in which the greater number
of cells had anterior to the orifice an enlargement containing dark orange
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ova.— (These ova appeared in early stages to be connected by a vessel to
to the Coralline beneath them?). The cells with ova possessed equally
active Capjples with those which did not: This proves they have no direct
connexion with the ova: from the great similarity of this Coralline even in
external character & much more in body of Polypus with common Flustne,
it is certain that the Capsule is connected with any important viscus.— In
this species where there is only one kind (viz lower beak) of motion it

entirely resides in the organ, for when separated it continued for some time
to open & close itself — 1 believe there to be a direct communication
between it & cavity of cell: Where there were Ova, the Polypi were not
visible: Where there were none, I think they had lately burst forth, these
cells contained a dark oval organ (as in P 231), which I believe to be
commencement of growth of a fresh Polypus.— If this is the case Mow
completely is the Polypus the flower of the Polypier— (NB. The Capsule
in this case more resembles a Crabs pincers than Vultures beak) (note
ends]

[CD P. 234 commences]

Elustracea’ Cells nearly cylindrical, nearly a little narrower at summit & enlarged in
937 lower half; substance entirely soft membranous transparent: length nearly

(b) .04, breadth .01 invisible to the naked eye from transparency.— the cells

are attached by a narrow junction to straight cylindrical creeping stem or
vessel .004 in diameter, The cells are entirely separate, excepting by their

springing from the same stalk: the structure of the body proves it to belong
to the Flustiacea.

[note (b) added later] Speaking merely from recollection I think (891) is

perhaps of same genus with this, but a different species.— [note ends]

[CD P. 234 continues]

PL 12. F 2. represents as forced out through the base of the cell: the only

difference is the greater size of (c) where all parts unite, & the partial

(a) separation of caicum (E) into two parts: [note (a)] The catcum has a pointed

termination & lies at very base of cell.— [note ends] The liver F is

precisely the same as is ethers general.— the revolving organ motion was
visible in two parts of (c) & I am not sure about its exact site: the

swallowing motion was seen at base of arms: Arms 8 in number, rather

short & thick: When as thus drawn, an inner case is seen much stretched.

—

When the arms were protruded (giving them a total length of .06), a

transparent case was also protruded with its included vessel: Now from this

(V Fig I) I think in all these cases of the Flustraces the structure must be

a cylinder at one end united to orifice of cell, at other to base of arms.—

As represented in the Flustia Fig 1.— Now this turned inside out lying

close on the arms would show the liver as in F 2.— Hence there always
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The black rabbit of these islands has been described by M. Lessen Rang^
as a distinct species, the Lepus Magellanicus.— I cannot think so: my
reasons are.— The Gauchos, who are most excellent practical naturalists,

say they are not different: & that they breed & the grey breed together: that

the black are never found in distinct situations from others: they have seen
piebald ones: then other varieties such as white &c but not common (it

would be curious to see how long varieties have remained, if the time of
introduction was certain; the same idea applies to the cattle & horses which
are of as varying color as a herd in England): there are no black rabbits on
any of the small islands:— These rabbits do not travel far of their own
accord, the Gauchos have transported black & others together to different
places & hence know they do net breed.— I saw none to the South of the
main chain of hills.— The spots on head of the specimens on board are not
the same one with another nor with M. Rang description.— I have a head
(1902) with broard white band, the sides of which do not correspond: this

was a young animal, it had grey & brown hairs on its back, & a white patch
on one thigh: Weight of my specimen 3 £b: of another 6 £b.— M. Rang^
states that Magellan found this animal in his Straits.— Is it not the wild
Guinea pig or Aperea, which is of a dark color & is to this day very
frequently called a Conejos (rabbit): these are very abundant on N shore
of St* of Magellan: I have seen a small mantle made of their skins with the
Indians, [note (a)] A Sealer has taken some of these rabbits to an island

in Skyring Water in Patagonia.— [note ends] |237|

Vulpes Common in both islands. (M. Rang^ states only in one) They are
AntarpticM? extraordinarily tame. The Gauchos have frequently taken them by holding

a piece of meat in one hand & a knife in the other: they are inland as well
as on the coast: dig holes in the ground: do not hunt in flocks: are

generally very silent: but in the breeding season make a noise, like a
Fox.— Gauchos & Indians from nearly all parts of Southern part of S.

America have been here & all say it is not found on the Continent: an
(c) indisputable proof of its individuality as a species.— It is very curious,

thus having a quadruped peculiar to so small a tract of country: [note (c)

Gauchos state there is no other quadruped whatever: With reject to the

fish the Grebe (1918) was plentiful in a lake where there was no
communication or ygy small streamlet with the sea.— [note ends]

The rat (1159) is also an aboriginal: it is evidently become partly

domesticated & attached to the houses: There certainly are field mice,
could not procure one), besides English ones now living far from the

553. ...555 houses: The fresh water fish (which are found in inland lakes) & the

(a) number of common earth worms probably belong to the same class.—
[note (a)] Earth worms, from salt water being so deadly a poison (hence
probably to the eggs?) is a difficult animal to account for accidental

transportation? [note ends] The plants & insects might easily be transported

(b) from Tietra del in the SW furious gales!— [note (b)] 1 may mention

Magellanicus '

1885

(not spirits)
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besides my collection plants as common to this island & Tieira del F. 1157;

1163: Bog plant: Rush-looking plant: tea plant: Celery: [note ends] Rats

occur on the small islands.— The Sealers say this Fox is not found or any

other land quadruped in the other Islands, as Georgia, Sandwich, Shetland

&c &c.~ Vety-ftw-efNo foxes are found in the NE peninsula of the East

island (between St Salvador Bay & Berkeley Sound).— very soon these

confldent animals must all be killed: How little evidence will then remain

of what appears to me to be a centre of creation. 1 238

1

[further notes were made by CD on tbe back of P. 237 with changes of pen, all but the last

apparently while he was still in E. Falkland Island]

[1st note] The Gauchos state there are no reptiles now that this place is

settled, in a few years this animal [the Falkland fox] will add one to the list

of those perishing from the inhabitants of this globe.

—

[2nd note] Out of the four specimens of the eyes Foxes on board, the three

larger ones are darker & come from the East; there is a smaller & rusty

coloured one which comes from the West Island: Lowe slates that all from

this island are smaller & of this shade of color.— There is a specimen of

eyes from the East Island to show whether Fox or Wolf.

—

[3rd note] I have seen the Culpen of Chili mentioned by Molina^, it is

quite different from this Wolf-like animal.— [notes end]

' These remarks are quoted by George Waterhouse in Zoology 2:92, where Lepus

Magellanicus is listed as a black variety of the domesticated species.

^ CD is evidently mistaken in referring here to the work on molluscs and their shells by Rang,

which was in the Beagle Library, but did mean to refer to Rene-Primev4re Lesson’s Manuel
de mammalogie (Paris, 1827), which was also on board. Lesson was co-author of the section

on Zoologie in L.I. Duperrey Voyage autour du monde . . . sur la corvette . . . La Coquille

1822-5 (Paris, 1826-30).

’ Identified by George Waterhouse in Zoology 2:7-10 as Canis Antarcticus. CD comments
that the species is confined to East and West Falkland Islands, and that because of its

tameness it is threatened with extermination by the settlers. This premonition proved to be
correct, and the Falkland Fox, later renamed Dusicyon australis, is now extinct.
*
See Juan Ignacio Molina Compendia de la historia geografica naturaly civil del Reyno de

Chile. Part 2 (Madrid, 1795) was acquired by CD when he arrived in Valparaiso.

[CD P. 238 commences]

N. Zielandiae
*

1882 (a)

Is-a young Specimen (1882) is a young bird: but there are old birds

precisely colored in the same method: the proportional length of wing
feathers is different (specimen [no number given] of wing of old bird) &
the skin about beak is quite white. There are others, but in considerably

smaller proportion, where the legs & skin about beak is bright yellow,

thighs rufous &c &c as described it is rather larger: now the Gauchos state

this latter is the female & the grey legged one the male. The only one old
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one male I dissected confirmed this.— It appears to me that all naturalists

have ranked these latter as young birds.— They build in the cliffs on sea

coast, but only in the islands: an odd precaution in such very tame birds.

—

They are excessively numerous in these islands; are said to be found on the

Diego Ramirez & II Defonsos. (hence live entirely on dead marine animals),

but never on Tierra del Fuego: Are not found in Georgia or the Orkneys:

—

They are true Carrion feeders; following a party & rapidly congregating

when an animal is killed; are extremely tame, especially when gorged with

their craws projecting: in general habits much resemble the Carrancha; same

inelegant flight & patient watching position: they however run much faster,

like poultry or like the Cuervos (Cathartes atratus?). They have several

harsh crys; one very like an English rook; when making this, they throw

their heads quite backwards on their back.— are very quarrelsome, tearing

Ornithology
1
239

1

the grass with their passion: are commonly said to be very good to

(d) eat; flesh quite white.

—

[note (a) for P. 238] M' Mellersh^ having wounded a cormorant, it went

on shore & immediately these birds attacked & by blows tried to kill it.

—

Connection in habit as well as in structure with true Hawks.— I have now

seen the bodies of three specimens which the Gauchos would call male

birds, & which were so.— in some, as in (1882) the feathers appear young,

but in others they were old.— Capt F. & Bynoe have such.

—

Specimen (1932, unfortunately injured by fire) was a female with eggs as

large as goose-shot; it generally agrees with the specific description of C.

novae-zelandae:— legs & skin about beak bright "dutch orange", beak "ash-

grey", in the male it is nearly black:— Specimen (1933) is remarkable, it

is like the female, larger: bteek back blacker; thighs & under parts of wings

partly rufous: tail without white band: feathers on neck same shape.— soles

of feet slightly yellow, legs ash-grey, skin about beak with yellow margin.

Beak lower mandible grey, upper black & grey.— By dissection could not

see an<y> granulated surface in generative organs, so must be male or more

probably young female — (bones rather soft, but feathers completely

developed). Perhaps this bird, among the females does not acquire full

plumage for 2 years, which together with males will account for larger

proportion of grey legs over orange.— [note ends]

(d) [note (d) for CD P. 239 added later] From the accounts brought by the

Adventure^, these birds in winter are very bold & ravenous: they come on

board to steal fi'om the vessel; & will pick up anything laid on the ground:

Cod a hat was carried a mile; a pair of balls: & a Katers compass.— they

picked the very hide from the ropes on board.— It is said these birds wait,

several together, at mouth of r^bit hole & seize the animal as it comes

out.— They frequently attack wounded geese, & seized hold of a dog

which was asleep.

—
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[CD P. 239 continues]

Vultur Aura^ The Vultur aura? (1915) is tolerably conunon; is rather shy. may be known
(a) at a great distance from the Caracara by its lofty soaring elegant flight: I

may notice, that for many days I saw scarcely one near the settlement, when
suddenly one day I observed considerable numbers, as if they moved in

bodies.— Is found near Port Famine, [note (a)] This bird if at all found in

La Plata must be very rare.— for I have never seen one.— [note ends]

The Carrancha^ does not come from Patagonia to these islands.— It is

Caracaras found but very sparingly on that coast: it there builds in low bushes:

generally however in cliffs or banks: I have seen this bird tormenting horses
(c) with sore backs, trying to pull off the healing skin: the horse stands with

back curled & ears down & the hawk hovers over his back.— Mr Bynoe
Copy once saw this Carrancha seize a live partridge, which escaped from his hold

& was again pursued but on the ground.— This is very rare: the Caracaras,

(b) although placed amongst the Eagles, are in their habits inactive flight,

cowardly disposition, protruding craw me true carrion feeders.— The
Carrancha must be the Caracara vulgaire or Braziliensis of Die Class:

—

[notes added later] (b) North of B. Blanca, I saw (& believe one or two
others) a Caracara in figure & shape like the Carrancha, but differing

Cop entirely in color; legs & skin about bill blue: whole body light brown,
excepting crown of head & round eyes which are dark brown.— I believe

this to be Caracara shot at R. St Cruz (2028).

(c) All these particulars refer to the Carrancha of M: Video [in pencil

above] Tharu of Molina [notes end]

[CD P. 239 continues]

I do not believe the Chimango (1294) is found South of the R. Negro,
without the one Caracara seen & shot at Port Desire (1772) is the same:
anyhow it is very rare.— For more particulars V 185(bis).

—

* Identified by John Gould in Zoology 3:15-18 as Milvago leucurus.
^
Arthur Mellersh was a Mate on board the Beagle.

^ The Adventure was a schooner purchased by Capt. FitzRoy at his own expense from Mr
Lowe for assistance in the surveys from April 1833 to October 1834.
^ Identified in Zoology 3:8-9 as Cathartes aura Illi.

* Identified in Zoology 3:9-12 as Polyborus Brasiliensis Swains.

[CD P. 239 continues]

M. Lesson states that three sorts of Penguins are found about these islands:

Ornithology Capt. FitzRoy has a fourth |240| which kind I have seen in the Sf of
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Penguin

Steamers
^

Steamers

Ornithology

(b)

Lark^

Goose
^

[in pencil]

also Anas

Hybrida

(a)

[in pencil]

It is pro-

verbial
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Magellan. I saw much amused by watching a Demersa', having got

between the water & it.— it continually rolls its head from side to side (as

if it could only see with anterior portion of eye), stands quite upright: can

run very fast with its head stretched out, & crawls amongst the tussocks by

aid of its little wings so as extraordinarily to resemble a quadruped: throws

its head back & makes a noise very like a Jackass, hence its name: but

when at sea & undisturbed its note is very deep & solemn, often heard at

night.— When diving (can do so in very shoal water) uses its wings very

rapidly & looks like a small seal: from its low figure in water & easy

motion [illeg. word] crafty like a smuggler.— is very brave, regularly

fought & drove me back till it reached the sea.— nothing less than heavy

blows would have stopped: every inch he gained he kept, standing close

before me erect & determined.

—

A logger-headed duck called by former navigators & new race-horses &
now steamers has often been described from its extraordinary manner of

splashing & paddling along: they here abound; in large flocks: in the

evening when pruning themselves make the very same noise mixtiue of

noises which bull-frogs do in the Tropics: their head is remarkably strong

(my big geological hammer can hardly break it) & their beak likewise; this

must well fit them
[
241

1

for their mode of subsistence: which judging

from their dung must chiefly be shell-fish obtained at low water & from the

Kelp.— They can dive but little; are very tenacious of life, so as to be (as

all our sportsmen have experienced) very difficult to kill: they build

amongst the bushes & grass near the sea.— [note (b)] The egg is pale

blueish white.— [note ends] Stokes once shot one which weighed 22

£b

(1898) is tolerably common over the island. Sorrell^ states it is found

in Georgia & South Orkneys; & that it is the only Land-bird: this may truly

be called "antarctica"; reaching to Lat: [not filled in] beyond which in this

pole perpetual snow must reach to waters edge.

—

The Upland goose is common in small flocks, 3 to 7 & pairs, all over the

island; does not migrate, but builds in the small outlying islands, it is

supposed from fear of the foxes: from which same reason it is perhaps wild

in the dusk but very tame by day.— it lives entirely on grass & vegetables,

is good to eat.

—

The black-necked swan is an occasional visitor in winter.

—

The extreme tameness of the Fumarius^ has been remarked on by M.

Lesson: it is common to many every bird: Geese, Hawks, snipe; the

emeberiza, & the thrush in flocks will in the stony valleys surround a

person, within two or three feet of him. This tameness is remarkably seen
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in the water fowl, as contrasted with same species [in] Tierra del Fuego;
where for generations they have been persecuted by the inhabitants.

—

many individuals there must have seen as little or less of man, than here

1 242
1
so that the wildness seems hereditary.

—

[notes added later for CD P. 241] (a) I suspect this Fumarius is of different

& much darker color than that of Tierra del F, (1823).— & sometimes
frequents inland parts.— Did I send a specimen last year?— (I have now
a Specimen (1931)*, in its stomach there was a small Cancer Brachyurus &
a Buccinum .25 of inch long.— I think my collection of land birds with the

Troglodytes of last year is nearly perfect.

—

(c) The goose or Duck which is so tame here, up the river of S. Cruz,

where they are entirely unmolested by man, are very wild.— What can the

cause be?— The Puma? or migrations to Tierra del Fuego.— [notes end]

' A slightly extended account of the jackass penguin Aptenodytes demersa appears in Journal

of Researches 1 pp. 256-7.
^ Identified in Zoology 3:136 as Micropterus brachypterus Eyton.
^ Identified in Zoology 3:85 as Anthus correndera Vieill.
* Thomas Sorrell was Acting Boatswain on the Beagle.

Identified in Zoology 3:134 as Chloephaga Magellanica Eyton. The trachea of CD’s
specimen was dissected and described by Eyton.
* Identified in Zoology 3:67-8 as Opetiorhynchus antarcticus Gray.

[CD P. 242 continues]

Zoology The Zoology of the sea is I believe generally the same here as in Tierra del

(marine) Fuego: Its main striking featine is the immense quantity & number of kinds
of organic beings which are intimately connected with the Kelp.— This
plant I believe (the Fucus giganticus of Solander) is universally attached on
rocks, from those which are awash at low water & those being in fathom
water: it even frequently is attached to round stones lying in mud. From
the degree to which these Southern lands are intersected by water, & the

depth in which Kelp grows, the quantity may well be imagined, but not to

a greater degree than it exists.— I can only compare these great forests to

terrestrial ones in the most teeming part of the Tropics; yet if the latter in

(a) any country were to be destroyed I do not believe nearly the same number
of animals would perish in them as would happen in the case of Kelp: [note

(a)] I refer to numbers of individuals as well as kinds [note ends] All the

fishing quadrupeds & birds (& man) haunt the beds, attracted by the infinite

number of small fish which live amongst the leaves: (the kinds are not so

very numerous, my specimens I believe show nearly ^1).

—

Amongst the invertebrates I will mention them in order of their importance.

Crustaceae of every order swarm, my collection gives no idea of them.

tameness of

certain

birds (c)
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especially the minute sorts.— Encrusting Corallines & Clytia’s are

excessively numerous. Every leaf (excepting those on the surface) is white

with such Corallines or Corallinas & Spirobae' & compoimd Ascidiae^.

Examining these with strong microscope, infinite |243| numbers of

minute Crustaceae will be seen.— The number of compound & simple

Ascidiae is a very observable fact.— as in a lesser degree are the

Holuthuriae & Asterias.— [note (b)] The number of Corallinas inarticulae,

encrusting & coating rocks & shells both in & put of Tidal influence is very

observable.— [note ends] On shaking the great entangled roots it is curious

to see the heap of fish, shells, crabs, sea-eggs. Cuttle fish, star fish,

Planariae, Nereidae^, which fall out.— This latter tribe I have much

neglected.— Amongst the Gasteropoda, Pleurobranchus^ is common: but

Trochus* & patelliform shells abound on all the leaves.— One single plant

form is an immense & most interesting menagerie.— If this Fucus was to

cease living, with it would go many: the Seals, the Cormorants & certainly

the small fish & then sooner or later the Fuegian man must follow.— the

greater number of the invertebrates would likewise perish, but how many

it is hard to conjecture.

[notes for CD P. 243 added later] (c) Stokes states that the furthest point

North he has seen the Kelp on the East coast is about St Elena in Lat 43’.

—

It not uncommonly grows in 10 & 15 Fathom water.

—

It may be remembered, as rather curious, that the Kelp Fish so abundant in

T. del F. here scarcely seem to be found.

—

Near the P of Chiloe Lat 42°, Kelp grows with no great vigor — but it is

very cinious to see that here neither the numerous shells & Clytias &
Isopod Crust are quite absent; some few encrusting Flustrae, but they are

much rarer; & some different compound Ascidiae.— [notes end]

* Spirorbidae are fan worms, sedentary tube-dwelling polychaetes.

^ Tunicates.

^ Nereididae are freely crawling polychaete worms.
'* Pleurobranchus is an opisthobranch gastropod of order Notaspidea.

* Trochacea, top snails.

[CD P. 243 continues]

Time of I may mention that last Autumn as well as this, I noticed that most of the

generation marine animals had their ova nearly mature; for instance, very many

encrusting Flustraceae, Doris, Synoicum, Asterias, Shell fish, Crustaceae &
Corallina.— The motion of the sea seems necessary to the life of its

productions: this island is much intersected by water (Capt FitzRoy has

compared it to the arms of the Cuttle fish), these far inland seas are nearly

motionless, they seem to produce scarcely any organic beings. Creusia

occasionally encrust the rocks, even where streams enter: The grebe (1917)
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(a)

Polvclinum *

940

[in pencil]

Synoicum

Blainville

Didemnum
Savigny

Polvclinum

proves that some few small fish are present; the water instead of cherishing

the elegant forms of sea-weeds & Corallines throws up [continued at (a) on
back of page] a putrid mass of rubbish.— The powers however of Geology
are quickly covering up these unproductive specks on this our globe.— V
157 & 158 for more particulars. |244|

Very abundant: coating Fucus G in large irregular masses: when
undisturbed in water, the superior surface is studded over with very

numerous, circular more transparent spaces, rather less than .01 in diameter:

within this is an hexagonal orifice, die sides of which are rather convex,

giving it a star-like appearance.— the edges are composed of white dots

like rest of body mass, hence when closed very difficult to be seen: The
mass is colored pale "buff orange", is composed of transparent substance

containing infinite minute globular granules: upper surface transparent

membranous: the orifices lie in this: they are seated in valleys on the

irregular outline of surface & without any fixed position: There was not the

slightest sign of orifices being placed in pairs: three would be close together

& no other near them. The thickness of the substance is from i/io to 1 /20*

of an inch, it presents a section presents this appearance.

—

where (1) is transparent case in which the orifices lie: (2) granular matter:

(3) cells with animals: (4) same as (2) & as partitions between the cells,

these are generally very thin.— With respect to the cells I am much
puzzled, the lower ones are in the most regular line & rather the largest

being more than .01: their connection with the superior ones is obscure &
must be by a very narrow junction: in not more than one or two case could

I see appearance like (A), the upper cavities communicate directly through

(2) with the orifices: each cavity having only one.— In the upper sack I

believe I could perceive a most delicate pale orange sack, with 2 orifices,

& a transparent globular organ with d^k viscus, in the lower one an

intestine shaped mass.— If each orifice has two cavities (Branchial &
Abdominal) |245| from their very numbers these cavities would be
packed irregularly: yet I do not understand not being able more clearly to

trace the junctions. The membrane which forms the external orifice is

highly contractile; & animal whole mass very sensitive: if one orifice is

most lightly touched all close for some 1/10 of an inch round.— this appears

to the naked eye like a white cloud passing over the substance; (from dark

apertures closing).— In parts of the lower granular matter there were

globular masses, dark red, few in number. I do not believe they were ova.
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Plate 12, Fig. 4

[CD P. 245 continues]

Growing abundantly at the bottom of the Beagle; therefore an inhabitant

of these latitudes: in general appearance resembles a Tubularia, but in the

apparent articulations a Clytia.— From a very short examination I believe

the structure of the Polypus to be very curious. PL 12, Fig 4.— The living

stem is enclosed in transparent case which (I believe (AB) specimen not

fresh) terminates in a small cup not large enough to confine polypus.

—

The polypus, or rather the enlargement of the central matter, is a very

elongat^ oval: summit rounded with an orifice; contains red matter: surface

studded with numerous cylindrical thick papillae, transparent colourless,

which have a granular sli^tly enlarged head.— These I believe to act as

tentacula in the common polypus, & the whole mass to be a production of

the mouth:— Amongst these papillae, others may be seen, enveloped in

transparent case (C), larger & containing central red matter: the superior

extremity of which appear divided into papillae. & there were young

Polypi?— Santa Cruz.— April 16*.— |246|

[note (a) added later] After being a month in spirits I reexamined this most

curious Coralline.— There is a cup but I could not see a perfect one: I

think from its shape it never was intended to receive more than Vi" of Poly-

pus: indeed from its oval shape the Polypus could not protrude & retract

itself into any cell which at all fitted it; the arms or tentacula or papillae are

slightly enlarged, probably from contraction, caused by death: in each

longitudinal row there are from S to 6 & from 10 to 16 of such rows, seen

when held vertically.— length of oval or Polypus, 4/100*: breadth 3/200*.

—

length of arm rather more than 1 /200*, probably when alive nearly longer.

—

2009 Dry specimen.— [note ends]

Tubularia-

Clvtia
^

943

(a)
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' Aplousobranchia, Didemnidae, a colonial tunicate.

^ Anthoathecata, Corynidae, but not necessarily from the southern latitudes because it might
have survived being transported on the hull of the Beagle from warmer waters.

[CD P. 246 commences]

Tubularia
*

%

Sertularia
^

(Flustra)

PL 12, F 6^

2006

(not spirits)

(a)

972

Sertularia

I procured off C. Virgins one single cell or stem of this coralline: the tube

contracted towards its base, was homy, sides covered with contained

numerous linear, slightly serpentine cavities, which were concentric & gave
a ringed appearance to it. (contained a little red matter) The living stem,

arms retracted, white & soft: by dissection I imagined I saw some arms or

tentacula: stem itself is a circular aggregation of transparent sphasres, with
a central opake mass [sketches in margin]: the coat is granular, interior

matter pulpy; soft; At base, or near root these are easily detached from the

viscous matter, in which they all are enveloped; at anterior parts they

adhaere much more firmly.— The sphaeres with the highest parts showed
no orifrces.— I record tWs for any future dissection.

—

Off S. Cruz. I procured a bad specimen of this Coralline, which is

miserably drawn.— The central living stem (which I believe is pulpy
matter contained in a vessel) is slightly zig-zag & comes in contact with the

base of each cell.— When first watching this Coralline, I was astonished

at seeing, as I then thought, 2 different sorts of polypi protruding

themselves, not only from different cells, but from the same: I presently

saw two distinct Polypi, each furnished with eight arms, protrude

themselves from a cell; the tubular case, which always in the Flustraceae

comes out with arms, was here dilated into a funnel about Vi* of length of
arms; the membrane of which |247| this is formed is so delicate as

scarcely to be visible, but it contains & is supported by at least 30 rays.

Hence the exact appearance of a small Polypus with numerous arms.

—

AC^ shows a Polypus partly protruded through the case with the funnel

termination: There is an appearance of separation between the two Polypi

when in the cell, but the cell itself is not divided by any solid substance

such as the outer integument: the Polypi seem closely attached at their

bases.— I in vain tried to separate a Polypus, case & viscera entire from
its cell.— I detached organ A [sketch in margin] by pressure through the

fimnel & I could see a globular organ with an intestine shaped appendage
[sketch in margin] filled with dark red pulpy matter, possessing peristaltic

motion:

—

The arms of the Polypus were vibratory on their internal surface.— By
reading over my descriptions of the structure of the Flustraceas, it caimot be
doubted that this Sertularia belongs in its body to same divisions.— Shape
of case & double polypus [are] strongest me difference; the connection of
(A) with Case must be different from what I imagined (V P 234) in the
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May 27‘^

P. 248

V (z) next

Page

Flustraceae (or that conjecture is wrong); because the brush-like termination

of the case is the last part which is withdrawn.— (I forgot) — the vessels

or organs (A) lie (I imagine believe I saw) for the two polypi on opposite

sides of the cell; convex side outwards;— 1 248

1

? 2f8

Plate 12, Fig. 7

[note (a) added slightly later] Off C. Virgins I had the luck to obtain some

specimens, but could not examine them till they had been for some days in

the spirit.— A slight pressure would force out the two polvnus-like funnel

shaped cups, the rays I believe are either 24 to 28.— Some other cells

only contained one Polypus, in which case generally there was a dark red

oval ball enveloped in a transparent case.— in other occupying the place

of the other Polypus.— in other cells, there was the appearance represented

in another Sertularia (Plate 12, F 7, D & E). I saw one where the footstalk

was nearly length of cell, in the same cell with a fully developed Polypus:

it occurred to me that very likely the red ball imited itself to the base of cell

& the living axis & thus grew into another Polypus.— this occurrence of

a granular red ball in place of a Polypus has been noticed in some of the

Flustrae (with moving capsule).— I could by no means (softness from

spirits) detach an entire Polypus. I could see Aat the "case" was united to

a long "oesophagus". I could see 2 dark red small globular viscera. I could

see a transverse coimection of two main vessels.— but I am not certain that

the structure is the same with the Flustraceae.— (although far most

probable).— Each Polypus seems to be enveloped in transparent sack;

closely coimected at base.— (I should not be surprised if the viscera were

united).— the central living axis is enveloped in case, is brown, & from

central transparency must be hollow.— doubtless its structure is same as

in Dynamena (PL 13, F 3)^; in some cases the axis seems to fill whole

vacuity, in others sends off branches as in (PL 12, F 7).— The "case" is

much enlarged & se<ems> [continued at (z)] globular beneath the ftumel,

more than represented; The coralline has numerous false articulations or
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globular impressions beneath above root & at branches: Each e^ branch
has on each side a delicate ligamentous vessel, which forms a square at base
of each cell & sends up a branch on external edge.— This band or vessel

is easily detached from homy envelope of Coralline: In one place in

specimen there was is a large bivalve-shaped capsule; it springs from
between two cells.— is I suppose the ovarium; was empty & ruptured.

—

[note ends]

[note (a) facing P. 248] The two Polypi are withdrawn in parallel lines &
apparently similarly to the Flustraceae by the flexure & turning bending
upwards of basal parts of oesophagus.— the funnel case is but smally

irritable; the Polypus having withdrawn itself from a touch, the funnel

remains protruded: upon again being touched it retires & from the contract

approaching of the rays resembles a brush. The funnel often is seen

projecting without its Polypus.— [note ends]

' Hydroid in order Anthoathecata.
^ Flustra is a bryozoan, but at that time species of both bryozoans and hydrozoans were
referred to Sertularia.
^
This drawing has unfortimately not been preserved.

ISee p. 225.

[CD P. 248 commences]

Sertularia
'

PL 12 F 7

(= Clytia)

959

2005

(not spirits)

(a)

Found a small fragment off C. Virgins, & from its great general similarity,

thought it same as one last described, first found my mistake by wonderful

difference in Polypi. These I only saw by dissection; (& this sufficiently

imperfect) Stem filled with granular matter, which at-b through base of cell

sends off forms a narrow stem connected with Polypus (in last Sertularia I

could not see this actual connection & branching ofQ Polypus (as drawn)
lies obliquely in the a straight line across the cell, base reddish, over this

is the mass of the Polypus, &. the arms coiled up on it.— It is all

represented as seen by strong light in cell.— Arms short 24 in number (I

certainly believe this very number perhaps 22) seated on a wide extensible

collar or ring: Polypus (I believe firmly) not contained in the case. I tore

open & dissected many Polypi but could see no trace of the organs

characteristic of the Flustraceas: but all agrees with the Clytias.

—

If my observations are nearly exact (& I have no reason for doubting it, for

I was myself at first quite incredulous) it establishes a wide difference in

material structure in the genus (even diatinot from Dynamena) Sertularia of
Lamarck^.— Yet some of the familys Sertularias, Flustra & Celleporareae

have the same structure! ! I Perhaps the eenneotion jimction of central living

mass with Polypus may be an important character?— Coralline coloured

yellow.— V next Page.— 1 249

1
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PL 13, F 1

963

from what I saw did see that the structure is same as in the 2 foregoing

Brought up from 48 fathom off S. Cruz: being kept a week in spirits, the

description of Polypus is necessarily very imperfect.— Coralline, coloured

"Brownish puiple red", stem quite inflexible, very hard, branched (like a

Flustra) 4 or 5 inches high.— Expansions or branches formed of a double

set of small cells, placed back to back & in regular "seriales".— Cells as

seen at surface hexagonal, about i/so* in length, near anterior or superior

extremity (E) is mouth, nearly circular; beneath this is a small oblong

orifice which is furnished with a membranous, red, pointed lid, which works

on a hinge, & opens downwards.— (m. n. represents it open; H. L being

hinge); this orifice & its lid is generally rather indistinct from smallness in

the middle cells: On the edges of the expansions, these lids may be seen

projecting upwards; they are here are 3 or 4 times as large as the central

ones; they are membranous
1 251

1

with the extremity pointed & bent at

right angles: (O. 2. is a side view; it can be moved backwards & down-

ward to P, or upward to 2 so as to cover the orifice.— This organ being

larger for the external cells than for the internal, is as it happened in the

first of the moving-capsule Flustra’s.— A transverse section appears as at

(D) where pairs of cavities rest on a double plate: when a cavity is

accurately divided, we see it as at A.— this cavity contains ita the Polypus,

with its arms is coiled up in the same manner as in Flustra; the pipe (B)

opens into the mouth on external surface: I several times pretty clearly saw

a very small stony vessel, rutming from the orifice with lid to base of

Polypus cavity, where it becomes slightly enlarged, I could not trace any

certain junction with it or with central plate.— The intervals between C &
B is filled with stony plates & the pipes from the cells above & beneath

them.— The Polypus has about 14 or 16 delicate arms, contained in a case,

Plate 13, Fig.

[CD P. 250 continues]
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on the external surface are strengthened by longitudinal striae, the curvatures

of the stria between these & those on the collar very graceful; the

extremities of the internal surface of their arms, have a row on each side of

short papilla; these are seldom to be seen; but a contracted head being tom

open a bunch of about 10 papilla will be found at the base of each arm &
attached to its membranous lining.— in the centre there is a large tubular

mouth, which conducts to a passage, within a vessel containing pulpy

matter, & all within transparent tube (AC).— At the base of tube, there is

a collar formed of strong stria; hence the transparent tube appears to rise

through an orifice; When the Polypus is touched, the collars (B & C) are

brought into close contact by contraction of tube, but there is no absolute

withdrawal of Polypus.— A transverse section of any main branch shows

a number ofhexagons (G) packed closely together, formed of a ligamentous

substance they contain (H) a circular opake mass, which |253| is roughly

Alcvonium divided by about 8 rays, & a central passage.— A Longitudinal section (Z)

shows the sides of (KK) the hexagonal tubes each contains a delicate vessel

(L) which contains & is enveloped in pulpy matter.— These tubes pass to

the very base of the Alcyonium & are separated from the stone by no fleshy

base; Each Polypus however, dee cannot send its tube to the very base,

from their great number. They hence thin out, as represented at (Z);

In all parts of the Branches, there are ova, oval length about r/roo*,

containing a yoke colored fine "Carmine R" (it is curious how general the

assumption of brilliant colors for the ova is amongst all low sea animals):

(a) When procured by a transverse section & pressure, they are forced out

through the central vessel in the circular dark mass (H).— There are

immature ones, colourless, furnished with a pointed tail or placenta, which

grows from a truncated extremity (n); the central yoke points to this; length

with tail about % of full-sized one; without tail 'A.— In longit: section,

these immature ova may (m) be seen firmly attached to delicate vessel

(L).— I believe they are enveloped within it; for the perfect ones when

free, are ejected by this vessel; three or four adhaere in a line:— The pulpy

matter within (L) most likely forms the ova:— When examining the ova,

1 saw much granular-pulpy matter of different sizes & shapes, with a rapid

Alcvonium appearance with a Virgularia at B. Blanca: there also cormected with ova

—

There is little corrununication of sensation between one Polypus & another;

if one is cut off, his neighbour does not shrink; if however the whole mass

is tom from the stone, the Polypi & whole stems contract & do not again

expand; they then appear like cheese, & shaped like a Brain-stone.— When

the Polypus is closely retracted — crown contracted, it can hardly be

seen.— The Alcyonium is very tenacious of life, lives in same impure

water far longer than most animals can do.

[note (a)] If the stony strise bad been so numerous as to form solid

envelope, if the outer tunic of each body (which externally is striated) had
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been internally stony; this polypier would have fom
stony mbes in a common stony envelope; allied to
It then have been? [note ends]

tti aggregation of
Zoophite would

(CD P. 254 continues]

Plate 13, Figs. 2

PL I3, F 2

2007

(not spirits)

(a)

Coralline m foliaceous expansions, quite hard inflexible; Cells in regular
senra. on both sides.— A transvers section of branch shows (B) merelv
Mvities, separated from each other by double plate & from external surface
by stmy matter; here & there a smaller cavity (C) will be seen.- I was
puzzled to understand this, but a longitudinal section showed (A) a longer
oval, cavity connected with mouth by bent tube: these cavities are placed
length-ways m branch, so that small cavity (C) was section at fE) — All
I could see of the Polypus (it had been for some time in spirits) were
intestme shaped masses of granular red matter & in stony tube (B) a
transparent cylindrical case as in the Flustracex: Mouth of cell with a pair
of oblong points inclined to each other V cells as elongated hexagons.-
edges of cells, superior surface joined by crenulated suture: the double plate
(Hj being separated, base of cells is seen as at [D]: the short lines arc
vessels with red matter, they form ridges at internal base of cavity, &
extend a short way [continued at (a) on back of page] up sides — These
perhaps strengthen (& produce?) the cells: I believe the Escara has Polypus
of same general structure with the Flustracea:.— Color "Brown purplish
With some Cochineal R": 48 Fathom growing in.— (255|
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(CD P. 2S5 commences]

Sertularia^

Clvtia

968

PL.13, F.3

Hab: V infri

Coralline, white, branches proceeding fiom long straight creeping stems:

Cells only on one side: False articulations at basS of stem or tuft, at

branches & in stem.— Polypus had 26 short arms on wide ring &c &c (if

not 26, there were 24): As the stem was very transparent.— 1 have drawn

what was apparent. The central line (A) is of a brown color, it must I think

be a hollow vessel, because it is more transparent in the centre, as shaded:

it is enveloped in a case, & both branch off to join Polypus.— We have

then a tunic (B B), which is not affected by the false articulations in the

outer coat (CC).— (BB) lines the cell of Polypus.— Polypus lies obliquely

in cell, the basal parts reddish.— I saw in some young tufts Polypi

appearing in cells in the manner described P. 249.

—

Dvnamena" Coralline, long delicate branches; dirty yellow colored.— very few false

968 articulations, excepting one or two just above roots.— The structure of

(b) stem & Polypus is the same as in the above: the tunics are not so clearly

separated: the base of Polypus is not oblique in its cell.— Polypus has (I

believe but am not certain) 16 arms without case, on larger ring, short,

thick.— 8 Fathoms.— Off Sf of Magellan— [note (b)] ThisDynamena

has sometimes fnear-shaned?'! faintly pmple Ovaria, attached between two

of the cells.— [note ends]

' Alcyonacea, soft coral, dead men’s fingers.

^ Abryozoan listed as £ic/iora gigantea 1854.11.15.163 in the George Busk Collection at the

Natural History Museum.

Thecate hydroids in order Leptothecata, noted by S.F. Harmer as ‘Sertularians’.

Crisis (?)'

222
PL. 13. Fie 4

CJsL

10 Fathoms.— off C. Virgins.— Colored "tile R with little Vermilion R".

The structure of the Polypier is complicated; I have but very roughly

examined it: Cells alternate, opening on one side: (A) represents this; (B)

the ovary’s: between which are the orifices of cells, irregularly semilunar

protected by an inclined plate; within this a short truncate ^ine (F): the

divisions of cells are but little shown, at the point there arises, a long

moveable |256| bristle which will be particularly described.— [note (a)]

There are punctures on this surface? this side of branches very

complicated.— [note ends] (L) the back view shows these bristles & the

cells divided by a double line, (which 1 believe is tubular). The Polypus

lies at the bottom: at the back there are ligamentous bands, which I believe

are connected with the roots.— The young terminal cells have on external

angle two obtuse spines, internal angle one, & between them (2).— These

spines (R) are hollow (proved by air bubbles).— they are lined internally

by Membrane, which is suddenly contracted near base.— I imagine by the
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iLtz 13
,

Plate 13, Fig. 4

[CD P. 256 continues]

Common
Character

of structure

of what I call

Flustracete

excepting

no' of arms

Crisis

^e polypus has 12 arms enclosed in case & has same structure as the
Flustraceffi, that is the arms rise from a cylindrical long base, which joins
to another transverse vessel (place ofjunction rather enlarged; one end half
of this transverse vessel is an intestine-shaped mass with red granular
matter: the other a long vessel eentain ing having central enlargement
contaimng red oval organ & united to (or about) the case of the arms.—
The extraordinary organ the bristle is drawn up at (H). it is about lao*
long; arched, serrated on outer margin, supported on basal concave side by
ridge: connected to its cell by a hinge, & has a membranous |257|
appendage or vessel (K) leading into cell or polypier: These bristles stand
out at right angles, on the outer edge of the alteniate cells: I was perfectly
astonished, when I first saw every bristle in one branch, suddenly with great
rapidity, collapse together on the branch & one after the other (apparently
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by their elasticity) regain their places. Directly other branches commenced,

I till the whole Coralline, driven by these long oars, started from side to side

I on the object glass.— the motion of the Coralline & the setae was visible

I to the naked eye: a bit of Coralline being dried on blotting paper, yet for a

short time in the air moved its bristles.— Irritation would almost always

cause the movement in a branch, & when one branch began, generally the

others followed.— They likewise moved (even after being kept a day)

spontaneously.— Any one bristle being forcibly moved, re-took its position

I & would move by itself.— The Coralline placed on its face entangled must

I entangle the bristles, they often made violent efforts to free its themselves:

I Generally the bristles on each side of a branch moved together, but one side

I sometimes would remain coll^sed for a longer time than another: this

generally was only a second or two.

—

May 22''

Crisia

The bristle was never depressed much below the rt angle: when collapsed

on branch the concave & smooth side was on the branch. & in the extreme

cells, the bristles were mingled with the spines.— A bristle, when detached,

never moved, the power must lie in the hinge.— Polypus sometimes

protrudes its arms during the motion of
1 258 1

the bristles.— The above

facts are very important as showing a co-sensation & a co-will over whole

Coralline.— I think the bristle is not directly connected with the

Polypus.— What is its use? As the serrated edge is external it an cannot

be to collect food: as the motion is most vigorous & necessarily first

towards the branch, it cannot be to drive away enemies or impurities.

—

The motion must cause currents.— Does it give warning to the Polypus

that danger is at hand? When collapsed it does not protect mouth of cell.

—

The ovaries contain dark orange ova; some of these I liberated, others

liberated themselves; when immature they are simply oval, with included

opaker mass.— When more mature the form varies.— (m) is a common
form; when in this state, the ovum can move by starts in a zig-zig line &
revolving very raoidiv (so as not to be followed with '/!'*' focal distance): its

length is about z/joo"’: on upper surface there is a collar or projection: on
one side four or 5 long curved seta:, (which sometimes seem to rise in a

depression), ovum singularly resembles some of the Ostracodes.— the

whole mass is surrounded by what appears to be a rapidly revolving

transparent ring.— This is best seen, when the ovum is at rest, by the long

setae (which are prehensile) being adhaering to some fibre.— This

appearance of a revolving ring (which is most faithful & exceedingly

curious) is caused by numerous, curved, minute fillets, moving very rapidly

Crisia in one direction one after the other; 1 259
1

the motion of the longer sets

(a) is totally distinct fiom this & often at right angles to it.

—

(n) is a more developed form; the collar (z) is here much larger; the base

is slightly pointed; an internal sack is visible, which contains three small

dark ted organs.— the apparent revolving ef ting is present.— When in
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fl*™.. aI!’ *= collar always was

whole surface is covered by fillets such as described: when at rest Tt w^
* «'“«ve currents prodiiced bv

Ft the collar was certainly formed of the short arms of a
Polypus mveloped in membrane: I fancied 1 could trace some resemblance
(It probably is the case) between the three little organs, with the^ to Ae

Ll w'^lTn^h™'w of attachment for young
cell, which perh^s is formed by outer tunic of the ovum; when the seti

« “"'inued
equal rapidity, when the ovum is at rest A
(Respiratory?).— |260|

moving.—

IMS iv ao^*
- 0'°''“* Archipelago. Lat:1835 43 .49- Found some of this Crisis & again clearly saw the motion of the

toothed scUe caused by irritation, [note ends]

'

^'T“-
Stenolaemata, order Cyclostomata, which do not have

Wb^Zm ^ possessing a novel type of heterozooid nowadays known as a«b^ulum. whose movements controlled by modified opercular musculature he describes
bnll antl;^ was later identified by S.F. Harmer as the species Caberea minima, which belongs

class Gymnolaemata, order Cheilostomata, and superfamily Cellularioidea along with
"— ‘o f“t ovicells, the cheiloslome brood chambers.

[CD P. 260 commences]

Zoology

S. Cruz

(b)

During the expedition up the river' I noticed found the same animals, birds,
insects & plants, which I have collected near to the coast: this extreme
similarly in the productions of the sterile plains of shingle is a very striking
feature in the whole of S. Patagonia. The geology likewise being similar,
one view can hardly be told Irom another.— Amongst animals, the smaller
rodentia, in importance, far takes the lead of all other animals; besides
SSysil sorts of mice: we have the Apereal— Tocco Toco^ & Gerbillus?
(2032) in great numbers; On such animals the Foxes, which are in
considerable numbers, perhaps prey.— [note (b)] Then Taturia (1697)’
exists thus far South.— (note ends] The skunk or Zorilla is found.— The
Guanaco are abound in large flocks & thus support the Pumas: The number
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(a) of Guanaco is the reason, why out of the few birds, four very striking ones

(z) should be Carrion feeders.— The Condor, & three Caracaras.

[note (a)] I am quite at a loss to know whether Caracara (2028) is the same

with the Carrancha of the R. PIate‘: 1 opened several, many were females,

others had the ovaries (as for instance this specimen) quite smooth.— Yet

I saw some more white beneath their on throats: Habits same as Carrancha

— tolerably numerous all up country.— I saw one soaring at a great

height — this very unusual in the whole tribe.— The Caracara (1772) is

also pretty common.— & lastly a beautiful Caracara (Rancanea?) (2029)’:

is abundant some distance up the river, but rare at coast.— I never saw it

any-where else.— Skin about beak, yellow.— bill blue, black lines: Legs

pale yellow.— [crossed through in pencil] Caracara (or Chimango) 1772,

not uncommon at P. Famine [note ends]

[note (z) added later] Shot in Port Famine decided old female: Bill, Cere

& legs as in descript, of "Vulgaris" in Die. Class: Head "Lines & Blackish

B*"’ all the dark brown, are this color: pale are "yellovrish B'", Gorge rusty

yellow breast & under tail coverts banded with (too* of inch) pale

brown & do. yellow.— Back banded darker: wing coverts pale do.— .6

first tectrices remiges, central parts whitish. Rectrices broarder bands, outer

margin of outer feather darker.— Under parts of secondaries broard bands:

Length (full stretch) 1814 inch; breadth tip to tip 4" 7’“''. [note ends]

[CD P, 260 continues]

The Spanow (1704)* is the commonest bird: & the FiingiUa (2017)’ is also

abundant: there are the huge flocks of Stumus ruber'*: the Callandra often

sings (2011)" amongst the spiny bushes.— Short billed snipe (1224)'’

inhabits the driest parts of the plains.— Three Fumarii are found: one
2025'’: 1822'*: & 1823: this latter'’ I was much surprised to see a hundred

miles up the river; never before had I seen it distant from its favourite

Kelp.— Alauda (1898)'*, Avestruz Petises: several hawk & insect birds.

V. Collection:

Heteromerous insects are always numerous; a comparison with those of the

N. Traversias will be interesting.— (I suspect Patagonia has but few
productions of its own.— is the Botany sufficiently known to tell.— The

(c) extreme infertility, even close to tunning water, has [continued at (c) on
back of page] has [word repeated] often much surprised me.— At different

times I have attributed this general sterility to the ^t contained in the sandy

clay.— the extreme dryness of the climate, (which is an undoubted fact).—

the pooiness of the soil of the gravel beds.— and to no creation having
taken place, since this country was elevated (I yet think this applies to the

Northern parts): I am now most inclined to attribute it all to the poorness
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it raded I cannot aay— In one, (which was rather injured & there themotion IS generally most evident), I could clearly trace the same particles

- fern IhN i"

with fB & n^ ^ fr®ely communicates^».-STm
currents, I have seen particles at a little distance from extremity revolvine

ves^d - htT^th^'
*he tentacuU join o!i the

very clear, this unites directly with the intestine, or stomach.—

The tcntacula are included in a case, one end of which is attached to the
labiate onfice, the other I believe to base of tentacula, on the outside of thism central part, when the Polypus is quietly in the cell, the Liver (A) is

rre“^!^'~,i,?«i““"
i’y s'ooy pla'«. each side of which is

crenated with little points; m the centre I believe there is a vessel — each
cell has proj«ting conical points [sketch in margin) (where plates fiom
oth» Mils meet), these have a conesponding (to one) hollow, filled with
reddish matter & I believe connected with vessel in plates.— These vessels
must be central axis which developes Polypi, from eggs builds cells; the
Polypi are cormecled at base to side of plate.- the membranous covering
of cell IS easily detached fiom the sides.- At base of tentacula there w^w appearance of fibres.— Flustra exceedingly abundant coating the Fucus
Giganteus.— |264|

^

Apodida, Chindotidae, probably Taeniogyrus contortus Ludwig,
Identifi^ by S.F. Harmer as Membranipora membranacea, belonging like Ftuslra to

superfamiiy Malacostegoidea.

' “ >*26, his friend Robert Edmond Grant had
published a translation of a paper by August Friedrich Schweigger which supported the viewMl corallines should be regarded as plants rather than animals. See CD’s letter to Henslow
dated 24 July 1834 in Correspondence 1:397-403.

[CD P. 2<

Aclinia '

1 commences]

The superior & exterior

margin of animal is

foimed into eight blunt

foliaceous expansions.

These are thickly

covered with "flair

brown" papillte, which ai

shorter but much [more] numerous at the extremities. The flat surface
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(CD P. 265 commences]

Omilhology

2127

(a)

(b)

C. Ires

Monies

Copy

amithology

Specimen (2127)' is a curious bird; is called by some of the officers theRobin to which when hopping about the woods it bears some

aP°'a i" the

comem >
^ difficulty: & then perhaps by standing still, it will

Tr
'
“I’

''°PP‘"8 '» *c ground amidst the impervious
mass of Canes & dead branches of trees.— It is called by the inh^itants

‘® '"“““'c- i* contained fragments of stones
hard seeds, buds of plants & vegetable fibres, but I could see no part of any’insect.— Ml Stokes^ has seen this bird near C. Tres Montes.—

KlS’c^
* ® * “"“8® °"® '"Wch^called Chiduco & is a good sign; another Huitreu the bad sign; so called

s— - ™»Wrdisregarded®^ithmuct
superstition, & its noises serves for omens.- It is excessively tame &

Tapacolo of Valparaiso.- is a most comical bird.- Is said to build its
nest m low bushes:- Very abundant at C. Ires Montes: opened a Male
yecimen found seeds & parts of insects & vegetable fibres in stomach:
The Barking bird is also very abundant here: habits exactly similar to
Cheucau; but ra*er more shy.— Noise exactly like linle dog yelping, &
flies badly like the Turco* of Valparaiso.— [note ends]

[note (a)] These forest[s] wear from the climate a gloomy look: yet in
many respects they have a more Tropical appearance than the latitude would
lead one to expect.— The woods contain various sorts of trees- they arc
very thickly placed together: they are much covered with parasitical plants
many of them monocotylidenous.— An Arborescent grass jointed like
bamboo, which intertwines the trees to the height of 30 feet is very
abundant: the Ferns are singularly large.— I no where saw the Beech tree
which forms the whole forests of T. del Fuego.— the Winters bark in
common to both countries.— [note ends]

(CD P. 265 continues]

132 The Emberiza" (?) is very common in small flocks; the commonest bird in
'•’« island; by the manner in which it frequents the cleared land round the
houses resembles the Sparrow: in the stomach much seed & sand.—

34 The Trochilus’ (2134) is very numerous; perhaps the next most abundant
bird to the foregoing Emberiza: This little bird looks very much out of

(a) character amongst the gloomy dripping foliage & the endless storms of
rain.— The commonest site, where these birds may be found, is on marshy
open ground, where a Bromelia (?) (a plant bearing pine-apple sort ofedible
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^ of ‘"'h). conical,
brown, ^nkled projecting points; these are roots, as may be seen whereany mud has fa«en on the tree.— A branch, as thick as a man’s thigh is
chosen, & is cut ofTjust beneath a group of points; this |267| is done in

^nng: the extremities of all the sub-branches being are lopped
off. It IS placed about 2 feet deep in the ground with a support — ^
ensuing summer it throws out very long shoots. & sometimes bears a few
^ples (I saw one which had most unusually produced as many as 23)- the
2 summer, the fbtmCT shoot throw(s] out others: in the third summer it
bears a good deal of fruit & is (as 1 have seen) a small wooded tree.— Are
the incipient roots present as trees in any part of England? or is this whole
process owing to the extremely damp nature of the climate? it is a most
valuable method, where applicable.— I have noticed that in the Apples not
above one in a hundred will have any seeds in its core'.—

’

Medusa

Plate 14, Fig. 1

[July 22“'] About 1 0 miles off Valparaiso; the sea contained many angular
Medusa:.— Body perfectly transparent, colourless.— rather hard. Length
.4: Shape like a wedge, where the four comers of the head are "replaced"
by four planes, (which form a vertex or point at the top).— Line (AB) is

the edge of the wedge; two of the replacing planes are seen (drawn out of
perspective), one side (the narrow side) of the wedge is scooped out & form
a: when the animal is turned on its narrow side, a slit or opening is seen,
extending from m to n, & more than halfway deep in its body. At the very
back part of this cavity, but separated from it, there is a semilunar, thin
vessel, which

1 268
1

is united just above mouth of another organ: This
organ (D) lies in the very centre of superior part of body: (the mouth
open[s] into the narrow slit or cavity).— it consists of an elongated oval
sack filled with semiopake matter, which seems divided into irregular

sphaeres; in the interstical spaces 1 saw a slow circulation: the mouth of
sack is something like vermiform processes not well defined.— [note (a)J
I could see no trace of communication with external surface from top of
sack.— I have not attempted to keep any specimens, (note ends] the

specimen being kept some lime 1 saw several small bodies shaped thus

[sketch in margin], proceed from the mouth into the open cavity.— I
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presume this sack to be the Ovarium.— The angular edge[s] are composed

of numerous fine fibres,—

|CD P. 268 continues]

I found other specimens which I believe to be the same species: essentially

differing in structure: vessel (oq) is here coiled up (F), & lies within the

cavity so as to be touched with needle & is then irritable: the sack is only

partially filled with granular matter: Near Beneath its mouth (& within

cavity) there is (when contracted) a heart shaped organ: this is highly

irritable, coloured most faint red.— when expanded forms an Elephant-like

long proboscis, open at extremity but very broard at base.— capable of

much motion.— no annarent cormection with sack: on the opposite to

where (F) joins there is small sphxrical organ, with small projecting point

(or mouth? & central vessel?) Is this the mouth of sack? — Specimen

about half size of last; same form.— Other (injured) specimen nearly same

structure as this latter.— Caught on surface of sea.— 1 269

1

' Stt Plan! Notes pp. 177-8, Journal ofResearches 1 pp. 363-4, and Darwinian Heritage

pp. 101-3.

Siphonophora, a eudoxid bract of fatmly Abylidae, probably Bassia bassensis.

[CD P. 269 commences]

July 25. Fish bought in market' [at Valparaiso].—

Above blackish grey, indistinct bands of do on sides; beneath white.— are

found 3 or 4 times as large.

A uniform gale greenish tinge, most thickly mottled with "greenish black".

Uniform gale flesh color (especially beneath), mottled with "deep reddish

B" & transverse dorsal bands of do: Branchial covering yellowish.

—

inferior edge of Pectoral pink.

—

Above leaden colour, beneath paler; grow considerably larger,

do do .— fins dark.

do, slightly irridescent, do.— grow to 2 or 3 times this size.

Under surface, sides. Branchial covering, part of fins "tile & Carmine R",

dorsal scales pale yellowish dirty brown.

—
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1015

1016

Unifomi tinge fial£ dirty yellow with
Above clouded with pale brown.—
"reddish orange".— Common size.

numerous angular spots of black.—
Ventral & tips of pectoral & anal

Sides "Cochineal ret

tinged with yellow,

numerous small scat

i mixed with grey", an indescribable tint, belly strongly
fins pale "blackish green", posterior half of body with
rl<»l Ants

'

1017*

1018

Beneath brilliant white; head &. back
R", longitudinal & transverse irregular

clouded with "purplish & Carmine

Whole body silvery, back & fins with few
to 3 & 4 feet long.—

clouds of leaden color, grows

1019/iV/eg. Crust. Macrouri: sold in market; whole body & legs with "Arteri &
pencil note] Hyacinth R"; intetmediatc spaces paler; yellow & pale blue dots.— |270|

' Only four of the specimens in this batch were in good i

Leonard Jenyns in Zoology 4 and CUL DAR 29(i).
' Listed as Helioses Crusma Val. in Zoology 4:54-6.
* Listed as Pinguipes Chilensis Val. in Zoology 4:22.
‘ Listed as Sebastes oculata Val.? in Zoology 4:37-8.
* Listed as Latilus Jugularis Val. in Zoology 4:51-2.

identified by

(CD P. 270 commences, entry as usual crossed through for a planarian]

PL. 14, F.2

is central

(A)

2301

Quite white, excepting the central vessel which is flesh coloured. Body
very flat & thin, length when crawling 3 inches, breadth .2: Body seems
composed of pulpy matter enveloped in transparent soft envelope; on the
margins there are small black dots, placed at pretty regular intervals; they
are not particularly numerous at anterior extremity. (Both extremities finely

pointed). Through the whole length of of body, from the anterior

extremity, there is a straight, gradually thickening, central vessel, this is

coloured pinkish, from it (in some specimens) on each side, regular
numerous vessels branch out & these being sub-divided at their extremities

blend with the pulpy mass. For the remainder of the body, this vessel is

divided into two; it here immediately encloses an oblong space ((fl which
some organ may be seen), after this they run parallel to each other, again

enclose a similar space, & then run par^le[l] (or rather approaching each
other) & gradually become finer: these Hvo veoo till they reach to the very

posterior extremity of the body.— These two vessels invariably throw off

branches smaller than the previous ones, but of the same construction.

—

All the above facts are best seen when looking at the dorsal surface; on the

under surface & corresponding to the two oblong spaces & therefore in the

V4 posterior part of body, there are two small transverse mouths or slits,

—
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When the animal, being partly contracted, was only 1 & ’A inch long, these

apertures were .2 apart.

—

Plate 14, Fig. 2

[CD P. 270 continues]

Planaria By dissection, I found the anterior 1 271
1

enclosed space contained a closely

contracted cup shaped organ, edges very sinuous: another animal having
however been kilM by spirits, the organ was as represented at (B), the

lower end forming apparently a mouth with sinuous margin; as lying in the

animal this mouth pointed towards the posterior extremity.— Can it not be
protruded through external orifice? In the other space I could not trace any
organ.— The animal always crawls on one surface that with the two
orifices, & always with in one direction with respect to the extremities.

Both these facts hold good even with small pieces of the living animal.—

upon the hills, & amongst the pasture.— they have barrowo, like sinuous
chambers beneath the stones, like earth worms but not so regular, because

(a) parts of the body lies in places coiled up in a knot,

—

[note (a) in different pen] Reexamined Specimens: Black points with
N.B. Colour strong power are not quite circular; they are within external transparent
evidently envelope & where best seen seem seated on extremities of the lateral

alte^ in ramifications of central vessel, they abound chiefiy in anterior part & in

spirits in groups of 2’ & 3*, which shows some probable cormection with above
filleg. word] ramifications.— on very anterior extremity // together.— The term central

vessel does not imply that I have any proof it is a vessel with darker

contained pulpy matter, only its appearance is such,— Ramifications
proceed externally whole length of vessel (but not between the posterior
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1180

1184

in the anterior extremity not being so broad & being truncate, & in being

proportionally narrower.

—

[note (a) added 6 months later on back of page] Specimen (1180) very

nearly agrees with this, taken in the forest of Valdivia.— Colour "Oil green

& Wood Brown", black minute punctures, chiefly at extremities, dimensions

rather greater.— colored do beneath,— Antennse almost black, rather long,

shape simply convex [see sketch in margin], tail not particularly abruptly

rounded.— ? Same species? Locality & climate very diflerent.

—

Specimens (1184) were also caught in forest under log of wood, color

above uniform dark brownish black, beneath & fool do, but rather paler.

—

body narrow, mantle can hardly be said to be truncate anteriorly: in centre

of back a ridge, shamlv convex: antennae very closely approximate.

—

These specimens appear to be grown, length where crawling 1 .2:— I do

not at all know how far all these are varieties or distinct species:— (1096)

seems very invariably characterized.— [notes end]

[CD P. 272 continues]

Under piece of rotten timber in dark forest in Chiloe (SE extremity),

December:— Whole mantle, upper & under surface, mouth, inferior &
superior antennae "Ink black”. Mantle Foot dull "Saffron yellow". Mantle
with angular edge; not very convex; nearly of same breadth during

throughout its whole length, but slightly tapering to each extremity.

—

anterior end truncate; posterior bluntly rounded, depressed. Surface most

finely punctured.— Dimensions when contracted, 1:.7 long; .9 broard;

when fully crawling, 3.6” long; .55 broard broad: superior antennae .25

long.— foot .25 wide.— Same slow habits & torpid state as rest of

genus.— I have no doubt a distinct species.

—

The specimens (1160) certainly 1 believe are the same: on road to Castro

from S. Carlos saw two specimens exactly similarly colored &c &c as this

one: They were crawling about late in the evening.—
1 273

1

' Stylommatophora. land slug. Specimens 330 and 471 had been collected in Monte Video
in August and November 1832.

^ More slugs. But how was it that specimen 1027 collected in Valparaiso in July 1834 came
to be described on the same page with apparently the same pen as specimens 1096 and 1 160

collected in Chiloe five months later? An examination of the paper on which P. 272 was
wrinen provides the answer, since it was unlined, unlike that normally used by CD for these

notes, which was faintly lined with a red margin. Hence the original P. 272 was probably
exchanged for a new one early in 1835.

[CD P. 273 commences]

1096

&
1160
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Ornithology

Egg (B)

(2427)

like that of

La Plata

1.815 of inch

Valp^aiso
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[note ends]

[CD P. 274 continues]

Woodpecker^ (2161) is the "Pitui" of Molina^; I think the name must come
fiom the curious noise, which somewhat resembles this word.— frequent

the hills with bushes & low trees.

Lanius^ (2169:70) called in La Plata "Callandra". here, as Molina says,

"Thenca" very numerous, habits have formerly been described.— it only

sings in the Spring (hence my surprise at R. Negro at the different note so

as to think it different bird), beauty of song very much exaggerated by

Molina.— I (good authority) am assured the nest is simply circular, but

large & built externally of bits of prickly Mimosa.— Therefore Molina is

wrong about its nest.

Canrimulgus‘ (2171) utters at night a simple gentle plaintive cry: which is

regarded with much superstitious dread by the natives.— fr^uents the

hills.—

Mvothera^ (2172) called by inhabitants "Turco", not uncommon, lives

(a) sheltered amongst the numerous thickets, may occasionally be seen hopping

with its long legs & erect tail very quickly from bush to bush, as ifashamed
of itself, & aware how very ridiculous figure it presents.— can hardly be

made to fly.— its noises ate as strange as its appearance.— is said to

build its nest in a long hole in the ground. Gizzard very muscular,

containing pebbles, beetles & vegetable fibres.— [note (a) When I first

saw this bird, from length & strength of legs, membranaceous covering to

nostrils, muscular gizzard, 1 thought it had some connection with the family

of Gallinaceous birds.— [note ends]
1 275

1

Ornithology Mvothera* (2173:74) called by the inhabitants "Tapacolo" or "cover your

posteriors" well deserves its name, as it generally canys its long short tail

more than erect, that is inclined towards its he^.— it is very common,
especially in the dry hills, over which bushes are scattered & where scarcely

(h) any other bird is present, hence this bird is very conspicuous in the

ornithology of Chili, [note (b)] This hopping genus is admirably well

adapted for the nature of the country, dotted over with low thick bushes.—
[note ends] In habits of hopping, concealment, unwillingness to fly,

nidification, resembles the "Turco", its appearance is not however quite so

ridiculous, & the bird shows itself rather more: is very shy, will remain
motionless in a bush & with much address will try to crawl, aller some
time, away on the side opposite to you.— It is very active, generally

making a noise & these noise[s] are very various & strangely odd, some
like cooing of doves, others like bubbling of water, & many defy similes.—
The country people say it changes its note 5 times in the year, so that I
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weight.— The flight & hovering noiseless.— When by a flower, the body
is nearly vertical, & the bird constantly expands & shuts like a fan its

tail.— note very shrill.— It flies fiom flower to flower, yet in its stomach

were abundant remains of insects.— This Trochilus seems to take the place

(2134) of the small one of Chiloe: this latter was mosLabundam in August, from

(a) which time they have gradually disappeared, so that now (October 1 2"') one

only was seen during the whole day; on the other hand the larger sort is as

much increased in numbers.— I suppose the smaller one goes Southward

to avoid the heat of summer.— I do not believe it builds in Chili.

X(a) [notes added later] X(a) This is stated to be a regular occurrence.

XX(a) XX(a) Specimen (2425) Nest & egg of small Trochilus from the island of

S. Pedro, Southern extreme of Chiloe; hence they migrate South to breed.

—

Eggs with partly formed young. Decemb: 8* — Even in the middle of
Chonos 1 summer they haunt the interior forests, where there are no flowers & where
Archipel / minute diptera must be the attraction.

—

XXX(a) XXX(a) This species was plentiful at Valparaiso April 20"'.— Saw the

first on the Id*”.— Perhaps they might have arrived a little earlier.

—

Humming Birds migrate to United States & Canada to avoid heats of
Summer of the South.— Humboldt^ Vol: V, P I, P 352. Beeche/ says

that humming birds remain in N California all winter.— The two facts

together make a case in the Northern hemisphere exactly parallel to that

observed here.— [notes end]

[CD P. 276 continues]

Woodpecker'* (2185) is called "Carpintero" & by Molina.

Icterus^ (2186) is the "Thili or Chili” of Molina, builds amongst reeds in

marshy ground.— Common.

Long-tailed tit‘ (21931 not uncommon cry shrill & loud.— builds (is said)

(c) its nest in prickly trees, is composed externally of prickly bits of stick, is

V 1469[?] very large & long (2 feet), with the opening
1 277

1
at the top, conducting

QtnjtbologY into the vertical passage,— 1 recollect having seen such a nest at the R.
Negro.— I believe Molina has described this nest as belonging to the

Thenca,— [note (c)] In habits resembles our Tom Tits.— [note ends]

(2194) builds in holes in walls.— in month of October

Ftingilla* (2195) Siu of Molina often kept in cages

V. further Muscicapa’ (2197) in small flocks amongst the hills & not near the coast
Cordillera
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Add Note

Maldonado

1784 [n.s.]

MuScisaEa'" (2208) This bird which we have seen in all
coast, I have noticed inland but near the stony bed of i

1 parts generally near

I have seen the following birds, the black {£
in nocks: called by Molina "Cureu” — buil
talk, frequents moist pasture.—

abundant

taught to

Stymi&rybsr'^ abundant, called "Loyca" by Molina, builds on the ground.

(2125)

1602

Copy

1823

The blapk Fumariu.s '^
Is common in T. del Fuego on coast, is here foundm and, generally near beds of rivers. I saw a nest built of coa{r]se grass on

a ledge m a hole m a deep cavern, but generally in holes in banks
[note (d) added later] Chonos Archipelago, (45’ 18'). Midship bay coarse
nest m hole under tree (but not excavated like the Fumarius of La Plata)
egg (2426): Nearly a degree South of Valparaiso, this bird had young ones
Septemb 20 .— here it had eggs Decemb 15*.— What difference in
climate! These Furaarii appear to me more to correspond in habits or place
in nature to the water-Wagtails than any other bird.— [note ends]

(CD P. 277 continues]

(c) The long-billed Fumarius'* of R. Negro 1467. rare, [note (c)] Is said to
build in low bushes, [note ends]

W ap Scolopax-Perdrix” of Patagonia, not common, [note (b)] Renous'*
noticed to me that a pair of these birds might almost always be found in the
same spot.— [note ends]

The little Certhia of T. del Fuego (2084)”

(a) Certhia of Chiloe (2129) )278|

(further notes added later] (a) All my information about the nests was
obtained from a Gausso who had long paid attention to the subject.

—

It appears to me surprising how many of the birds of T. del Fuego &
Patagonia are common to Chili.—

NB There is at Valparaiso, Copiapo & Patagonia a brown Lanius“ like the
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Fumarius (2297), Thenca: Stemus Ruber & Scolopax Perdrix: But we also

have the Barking bird & Cheucau of the damp forests of the South.

—

[extension ends] |279|

' For a summary of all CD’s observations on the carrion feeders of South America, see

Ornithological Notes pp. 233-45.

^ Listed in Zoology 3:55 as Xolmis pyrope Gray.

’ Listed in Zoology 3:42 as Ceryle torquata Bonap.

* Portrayed vividly by John Gould as Tanagra Darwinii in Zoology 3:97 (Plate 34), but listed

as Tanagra striata Gmel.

* Listed in Zoology 3:94 as Fringilla fruticeti, but this is not one of the specimens from Rio

SanU Cruz and Coquimbo still held at the NHM.
‘ Listed in Zoology 3:93 as Fringilla diuca, NHM 1855.12.19.187.

’ Listed in Zoology 3:61 as Mimm Thenca, NHM 1855.12.19.230.

' Listed in Zoology 3:41 as Hirundo cyanoleuca Vieill.

(CD P. 279 commences]

Mus ‘ (2202) Excessively numerous in all parts of the country; frequent by

hundreds the hedges, are veiy injurious to the young com.— feed during

the whole day — are very tame — when they run, they turn up extremity

of tail, which gives them a very different appearance from true rats.

—

1040 seem very subject to be pie-bald & Albinoes.— It is stated they are found

on the Volcanic island of Juan Fetrtandez. if this is true, it is curious.

—

Called by Molina "Degu".

Cnrallina Examined carefully extremities of branches, they were covered by delicate

2151 membrane, beneaft which is a cellular substance, irregularly hexagonal,

(a) each cell had a diameter from loooo to of an inch. These cells appear

gradually to become inspissated with calcareous matter till the ^ove
structure is no longer visible. Is plentiful on tidal rocks.— [note (a)]

Encrusting Corallinas are present here, [note ends]

Corallina^ [further note added later, and like the entry above was crossed through

3503 vertically in pencil] Feb>'— 1836. Hobart town. Van Diemen’s land. On
lifting up a fragment of Sandstone, which had lately fallen into a tidal pool,

1 found some fragment branches of this species of Corallina^ attached to its

lower edge.— These branches had been broken off by some violence from

their present tuft; & the terminal joints being pressed against the stone had

adhaered & expanded.— This foliaceous

expansion had precisely the structure

of the first growth of what I call

’’Corallinas inarticulata", but fiom it

there were springing fresh buds.

—

Hence this joint would become the root
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or point of adhesion to a new tuft: Thinking this manner of propagation
was solely the effect of violence. 1 examined some flourishing tufts; but 1

there also found a few of the lateral stems, with their heads drooping & so
*' '-ne.— Hence we ha

* ^

ts of any tuft in the family of Corallinas.

vel method of extending th

[final section crossed through again vertically] It calls to mind the
propagation of trees by laying; & can hardly be supposed to take place in
a true Corall. where each cell is inhabited by its Polypus.— The fact is of
interest in showing the close identity in nature of the Corallina articulate &
inarticulata: & is itself in as much as the observation is made in that part
of the family. Where true propagation by ovules has not been observed. Is

it possible that the teiminal buds are periodically shedded? [note ends]

' Listed by George Waterhouse in Zoology 2:82-3 as Octodon Cumingii.
^
In CD’s notes on plants copied out towards the end of the voyage, the words ‘species of

corallina’ were altered to ‘Nullipora’. and ’what I call "Corallinas inarticulau"’ to ‘the
encrusting Nulliporae’. Specimen 3503 was included in a shipment o(Beagle corallines sent
to William Henry Harvey for examination in April 1847. again described by CD as a
Nullipora. As explained in Plant Notes pp. 186-206 Nullipora is in fact a symbiotic coralline

alga Bossea oribigniana (Decaisne ex Harvey) Manza. See also Correspondence 4:29 and
Phillip R. Sloan in Darwinian Heritage pp. 104-5.

[CD P. 279 continues]

Hot Baths of

CauQuenes

Water & Gaz

The hot baths of Cauquenes' have long been celebrated. They are visited by
numerous people affected with all sorts of complaints, but chiefly those of
the muscles & skin. The patient is placed for several minutes in one of the

baths. & then buried beneath blankets so as to induce a violent perspiration.

The water is likewise taken internally.— These springs are situated at the

foot of the Cordilleras in the valley or ravine of Cauquenes. about 22
leagues to the South of St Jago.— The surrounding district is composed of

Po^hyries. Breccias & greenstone, all of which have clearly undergone the

action of violent heat, but have not flowed in a stream. The Strata are

inclined aligned at about a varying angle from the Cordilleras: they are

1 280
1

traversed by dykes of greenstone. This however is the usual

character of the geology of the low hills which immediately flank the

Western slope ofthe Cordilleras.— [note (b)] There are no active Volcanoes

in this part of the Cordilleras, but there is a group of peaks which perhaps

forms part of extinct one.— A line however of singularly uneven

irregularity in force, line of upheaval crosses the very springs.— I

understand the Earthquake of Concepcion of 1835 stopped the water, [note
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the Fungi must be distinct.— They are occaa»casij% «iA9ii jinntr

people.— I observe these Fungi are not infe«e!ll »•««» p^atroi® (few .(» ibi

render their origin doubtful) as those ofT. del ftuffa -

Condor Having an opportunity of seeing very many of tfaeee Hwiito im # (SiinliBi).

(a) I observe that all the females have bright red eyent Suit ilte miitb ^yjiUowiSii

brown: I however found that a young female fkaotra Itj ifimauutiiin.uisiMiis

was in the Spring the bird must at least be ooe year em. <»lb«at riaolit

brownish & ruff scarcely as yet at all white, has har .du* Ibmwti.
The young male has also its back & ruff bfowx.— &. ate auintb •ampll!.

These were fed only once a week.— The Cuasaos BUc dtey tatn \wdll llwr
6 weeks without food.— They are caught on CccaaiilKit >ai \«tiinn irmniiit):

Condor S or 6 together in a tree. They |Z82! are very- taeasw dlsipraisiitasIlIimYi.

seen) & hence a person easily climbs up the tree & laim» itlamt IIHibv.bo’

only taken in winter & Spring; in the stunnasr tnt aaitl ttn nafne imm
Andes.— There are so many brought in that a Inw Camdor lta» Itsani -atilti

for Common price 2 or 3 dollars.— They are wamifalltillj tuvsiiaus, —
One brought in lashed with rope & much irgiaed. dc aur-muntiutl Dyvprgqpt.
the instant the line was loosed which secured tteieafc. tegtmiitii item itteai

a dog could

not fail to

V. P.2 10(b)

The condors appear suddenly in numbers, wherem arnirmiil diot, iniitiu 'stmic

unaccountable manner in which all Cterion Vuliots tne wdl] tamwn iro

do.— Tying a piece of meat in a paper. I passed ftj a wtoilt imw oil thieni

within 3 yards & they took no notice. I threw « cm gtmunil -withni toit-

yard, an old male Condor looked at it & took mo Snmftar .nmiue iptaaniiiii

still closer, the Condor touched it with his besi Jk a® BiK iiheipgper afi

with fury.— in an instant the whole row of Cemtes ware- iturupng;

flapping their wings.— I think it is certain a Cemter iltoas. mitt -8nuill:ai:u

greater distance than a few inches.— .Mem: Ml ikuililhntf iin Went
transactions, similar observ:— For mote partsottlm dhmtt (ftmiitnr. W IP

210(b).— Smelling powers of Hawks diseuasiad, '«taumnii ttoi' (32,

Magazine of Nat, Hist:

[CD P. 282 continues]

(a)

(a)

The country people inform me the Condor Us* ww iloigt- -wltlti-ug^sitn

November or December; they make no nest ha pilant ifte <t®gf,<nii.at>\-«ttil 1

ledge.— I am assured theyoungCondoes«aoin{lt%iftn.a'Wl«il<,->y«Wi Mt
Concepcion on March 5“*

I saw a young Oantor., ill 'wi»,iiwa)Kl|«trtt(n«e(l

on back of P. 282] full grown, but coveteJI wufh a Mliitit)i>ihtllmvi).ipr«atSe()\

like a Gosling.— I am sure this bind wdvtM rw« lh»w ihwn.tilifetttotlyylWr

many months.— After the young binls cam% -tinpufsHlh^aswrdll.Tfcf llwtWiI

ones, from what I saw on coast of Patigmtui. ifhty. .||))p««r<fbreen«a!til(Kr

some time with their parents. They hta* wpiuiaiKiK. Ki&;

round the neck is changed white.- \Vhe» w ifht.^ ifmr/rfhfiSr'fti'WiWAkbs
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egg=yelIow; foot & mouth daihest. Mantle far surpassing foot on all sides,

surface with rounded popilli points oftwo sizes. Form of superior tentacula

& Branchis exactly same as described in Doris PlSl.— (to which species

this is closely allied). Branchiae same color with mantle. Dimension, when

partly crawling, 2 inches, breadth 1.1.

—

Under stones.— General color "Crimson & Brownish purple R”. Mouth

& under side finer rose color. Branchiae composed of conical fillets (basal

parts leaden colored) arranged in numerous transverse rows on each side of

back. Animal broard, truncate anteriorly tapering to tail hence triangular,

(a) Length, when crawling, 1.5, broardest .6: Anterior & inferior [continued

(a) on back of page] tentacula placed fat apart, (at each comer of truncate

extremity), very long, tapering, pointed, tipped with white; posterior &
superior tentacula, blunt & much shorter, placed between behind some of

the first rows of Branchiae.— 1
28S

|

' Dendrochirotidae, Psolidae, probably Psolus antarcticus. Noted by S.F. Harmer as ‘1 ?

Psolus'.
^ Systellommatophora, the slug-like pulmonale Onchidella marginata.

’ See Planche 63 showing Pironie de I’Isle de France poitrayed by Henri Marie Ducrotay de

Blainville in Die. Sciences Naturelles. Planches. 2e partie, Zoologie, Conchyliologie el

malacologie.
* Cryptobranch doridacean, probably Anisodoris fontaini D’Oibigny.

’ Aeolidacean nudibranch, Phidiana lottini Lesson.

[CD P. 285 commences, crossed through vertically up to the end of P. 287]

Frog ' Under side: throat, breast & cheeks rich chesnut brown, with snow white

1086 marks; thighs bleokioh of hinder legs blackish with do marks, legs

(a) yellowish also with do marks.— Upper side, pale iron-mst color, with

posterior parts of body, thighs & anterior marks (one triangular & other

Copied transverse) beautiful bright green.— iris rust color, pupil black.— eyes

small.— appearance very pretty & curious.— Nose finely pointed.

—

Jumps like a frog, inhabits thick & gloomy forest. Is'* of Lemuy .

—

1835 Feb: [note (a) added later] This species is excessively common in the forest of

Valdivia. Seems subject in its colors to remarkable variation.— Specimen

1178 (1178) under surface posteriorly jet black & snow white marks, anteriorly

rich chesnut brown; above cream color, with triangular slightly darker

shades & small marks of green.— (There is a point in all at joint of hind

legs.— iris of all is rusty red).

—

1179 Above cream-colored, without shade of green: hinder legs yellow; beneath

all black with different shaped marks of white.

—

Another, beneath anteriorly the brown is replaced by bright yellow.

—

upper surface instead of cream color, rusty red — with darker triangular

(1091)

Cavolina^

1091
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All die soon in confinement.— [note ends]

[CD P. 285 continues, crossed through to end of P. 287]

as appropriately named

PLM. Fig:3

represents

Planaria of

Ehrenberg^

Found imder round stone in a numerous group, in brackish water, aonos
^hipelago.- Length .2. breadth about .06.- The vascular system
brownish purple, hence animal has this tint;— irrn from ab uiij upper
surface; there is a fine narrow inverted wedge shaped mark of dark lilor
on antenor extremity; in centre of back a circular patch clear of color;
color on back seems laid on in fine stri®.— Lower surface, white: Shape
pointed oval, broard & rounded posteriorly; anterior extremity square
truncate & shouldered; this part (A) is prehensile by suction cauSd b^
folding edges towards each other; thin body much depressed, edges veiy
thin: crawls something like a leach by adhairing with anterior extremes &draggmg up body afterwards (in both last respects very different from the
terrestrial Planans) can swim, back downwards, or rather it is crawling on
upper surface of water— As in the land Planari®, there is in first half of
b<^y a central vessel, which sends off short, (moss-like) branching vessels
full of granular matter.— The wedge shaped organ in head appears to be
Its alte^ extremity: on each side & attached to it (nearest to on dorsal
surface) there is a black eye.— The central vessel, about middle of animal
IS joined to the foot-stalk of the protrudable ball

1 286
1

organ.—

This footstalk is much longer than in the land Planari®, as the is the organ
which IS here nearly cylindrical.— indeed when fully extended, from base
of footstalk to mouth it is one slightly tapering line.- hence the distinction
IS almost superfluous, being only seen when the organ is within body it is
here remarkably long, so that the animal can twist it over his back fc^iang
over on the on one side & it will then project on the other. Weak Spirits
ol wine always caused the protrusion; shortly before death generally is
retracted; is present & highly developed (so are the middle, lateral,
branchmg vessels) in va^ young specimens.— I saw once a quantity of
grmular matter ejected from this organ, the animal being placed in [illeg]
Spirits ofWine.— The vascular system is continued in a perfect ring some
distoce from the margin of animal, round the posterior halfofbody.— On
e^h side of the central anterior vessel & between the branches, there [are]
^out 7 or 8 circular cavities, which contain an opake spot.— (I never
before saw this in the genus). Not all the Individuals ner or veiy young
ones possessed them.— the anterior ones were best developed. I have
some sli^ suspicion, they are ovules; it is rendered probable by the [illeg.
word deleted] number of exceedingly young specimens found with the old
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2377

Plate 14:

Fig.
4^

magnified

ones.— On the under surface I most carefully tried to see the 2** or

posterior orifice; but quite failed; there is however a transparent spot just at

(B).— One specimen being placed in strong Spirits of Wine, the "organ”

burst forth through the circular dorsal clear space. |287| This must have

been accidental, as by careful examination no orifice can be seen there.

—

This specimen is preserved & well shows the "organ".— A system of

vessels sometimes lines the inside of ring by (B).— The drawing represents

the organ, partly protruded.— The connection of organ & anterior central

vessel (& hence whole vascular system) is very evident.— The organ &
footstalk lie coiled up as represented in the clear space.— The motions of

the "organ" arc as described in Land Planariae.

—

Consists of bunches of slightly

branched hairs, colored "Reddish
ra ^ i-

orange"; grows commonly on the 3 "

dead twigs of trees, here at =

Chonos & in T. del Fuego.— The :

hairs when examined in cabin
3

(from hygrometrical properties?) S

moved & started.— The hairs g
have their extremities rounded — H

truncate.— when examined in

|

outer vessel, containing an fe

inner with red fluid; this
0 ti?

fluid is divided transversely,

apparently in very same manner Plate 14, Fig. 4

as the green matter in conferva.

—

each compartment oontaino is composed of 3 or 4 little spheres of the red

matter, which either only touch or run into each other more or less.— On

the hairs there are irregular lumps which contain a particle of the red

matter, separate from the column.— These are buds & thin young branches

may be seen rising from them.— 1 288

1

In brackish water, adharring to small stones, in the figure of an Ascidia.

—

Length 11 inches; apparent diameter 10% inch: when fully inflated,

circumference 5 & % inches.— Body cylindrical, slightly tapering to each

extremity.— Whole surface most thicldy strewed with short, cylindrical,

truncate papillae. These closely examined have no orifice; may consist of

a reddish colored, slightly convex cushion on transparent footstalk, which

contains filleg.J other ligamentous tunic, by which perhaps the cushion is

made to act as a sucker.— Upper surface "Hyacinth & Art-blood R"

shading at each extremity into white, lower surface & posterior exuemity
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Antenor extremity, tentacula, & mouth, dark greenish black.— broard —
mouth projectmg, surrounded by 10, placed in pairs, large tentacula These
in shape are thick conical (not at all flattened) rest on cylindrical base,
throw off short cylindrical branches with nobs or buds on them.— Within
these are 5 parr of much smaller ones, bluntly conical, bush-like, fine, tops
colored white.- Absorbs much air, sensitive of light & much irriuted byw^ breMh: often sends a nng of contraction down whole length of
body^— The mouth is withdrawn by the interior part of animal being
turned outside inwards.— I omitted, that the surface or patch by which the
body adhered, was void of papill®, it appears as if they had been removed
by the friction.— |289|

'Described by CD in Phmria p. 189 as Planaria (?) macros, It is now placed in order
Tncladida as Procerodella maerostoma. Fig. 3 was excised from CD’s Plate 14, and redrawn
as shown here on p. 20, labelled ’Plate V. fig. 2. Under-side magnified’

It is mentioned by CD on p. 182 of Planaria that some of the terrestrial species ate
restncted to the genus of Pofycelis of Ehrenberg.
See Plan, Notes p. 178. No such specimen was found
Dendrochirotida, Cucumariidae, probably Alhyonidium chilensis Semper.

[CD P. 289 commences]

Found within the quite soft rotten wood, on a high hill within the Forest in
St Andrews Harbor, C. Tres Montes; Lat. [not filled in] This is the
furthest South I have seen this curious genus, & it is singular that this
should be the larpst sized species I have ever met with.— When closely
contracted 1.4‘™ long & .4 broard, posterior extremity very obnisely
rounded.— When fully crawling length 5 inches, breadth .13.— I could
distinguish no eyes.— Orifices on under surface obscure.— Almost killed
by being placed to crawl on paper for a few minutes.— Colors; above
'umber brown" with darker narrow medial line: narrow edges pale brown
bordered with the umber brown.— Beneath pale brovni

Caught in day time in harbor, C. Tres Montes, quite colourless
transparent.- length i/s* breadth i/i2“> (therefore drawing rather too
broard). Body flattened; outer envelope sharply conical; on right half of
body we see within a sack, ofwhich the sides appear very thick; the mouth
can be closed at will by horizantal membrane; the bottom of the sack
appears to be double, as if termin dividing into two. The outer envelope
projects on right hand comer; on the left is occupied by a solid squie
promontory, the sides of which & terminal edges are concave; this square;
this is occupied by a sack, containing an ovary? to the base of this Ovary
there is attached a cylindrical vessel, containing another interior one, which
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slightly enlarges, near extremity suddenly contracts, forming a little bag.

—

In all the specimens which I saw bubble of air was contained in the inner

tube & a strong circulation might be seen, sometimes performing whole

length, at others revolving in shorter distances; the particles had as well as

progressive, a revolving motion; this vessel enlarges into what 1 have called

the ovary . This when contracted appears like a bunch of opake little paps.

Dvphves can |290| be extended, even to mouth of sack (A).— When in this state

is seen to consist (z) of a tortuous vessel, bearing alternate tittle blindguts

filled with granular matter, their footstalk is surrounded by small globular-

mass of points.— These blind-guts appear less developed, at basal parts of

vessel.— the air from the long vessel circulates through this ovarium

vessel.— In quite young specimen, this part was but little developed, but

otherwise similar.— The quadrangular projection blends its figure, with the

flattened cone gradually, the lines of angles may however be traced to the

very apex: in a like manner, from (B) where the keel CD joins on, te a line

of projections on each side (or ridge) is continued to apex (D).— The
animal moves by starts, quickly by the contraction of the lefi rt hand part

of Sack; water is expelled & animal proceeds apex foremost.— Could also

revolve itself.— (Quickly perceived & avoided the approach of any body

Plate 15, Figs. 1 and 2
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longitudinal fold of the mantle, circular, can scarcely be said to be sealed

on a proboscis.— No labial tentacula; anterior extremity truncate:—

Dorsal tentacula two (there are no more), seated |292| near extremity of

Niidihranch body: rather small: pointed club-shigred pectinated (no hole at extremity),

with transverse waving plates or folds (as in Doris). These antennse at their

bases are enclosed in a case; which on the two % of its exterior margin

expands out into a saucer, the edges of which are indented with about 8

points.— (B) shows this saucer & case with the tentaculum; The inferior

part or footstalk of the case is alone retractable: the tentacula are withdrawn

through the case.— But neither these or the Branchiae are withdrawn, from

irritation, for more than !4 a second. Half way between these Tentacula &
Branchiae & half way between fool & back on r1 side there is a closed

orifice: in death a double tubular organ was protruded to the length of .1

:

this tubular organ (c) consists of two tubes with orifices, united at base.

—

i.e. organs of generation.

Sd.

Plate 16, Fig. 1

[CD P. 292 continues]

The Branchiae are seated in very middle (in each sense) of back; consist of

five trees; each tree (D) is subpectinated & like a fir: (D) represents back

view; every line is curved towards the anterior surface, & these lines are the

back edges of curved plates; so that the view in front would show a number

of plates passing directed towards each other as r^resented. The trees ate

placed in a circle; towards the after part of the ting there is a tubular

projecting anus.— freces oblong, refuse of minute Coralls.— A little

posteriorly to the Branchi®, & a Uttle exteriorly to them, there ate two

cylindrical, obtusely ended, tentacula-like organs rather longer than

Branchia.— [note (a)] Are rather longer than Branchis; little more than
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Wto the body & a Uttle posterior to Branchie there is a large white opake
reticulated organ, anterior to this & close to dorsal surface the heart could
be seen pulsating. Both these are drawn in. Body white, singularly
tran^arent: scatter^ over whole surface there are cireular & oblong reguJ
marks 1/30 to i«o* )293| of inch in diameter, color dark brownf not
placed quite symemcally 5 to 6 times their own diameter apart. Spirits of
wine partially removed these spots.- The saucer-like case of Tentacula-
the Branchie, excepting the very tips: & central broard band in the two
postenor cylindrical organs (lop & base white): & narrow margin at very
extremity oftail, bright orange. Hence very pretty animal.- Foot narrow

^ not ad^e to flat-surface, excepting by the tail & anterior extremity,’
both of which are rather dilated: immediately adharres to sea-weeds- often
floate, back downwards: with edges of foot applied to each other for its

freqiiontly adhoreo uvun to

Evidently adapted to craw]
on Fuci & its hahits beautifully agree with its living on small m ioroacopio
parasitic Flustracea:, or (I know the species) rather Cellaraia (which in itrelf
IS cunous fact as mostly these animals are herbivorous).— [note (a)] Its tail
gives it the power of crawling like a Caterpillar flom twig to twig: can
probably swim well:— [note ends] The stomach should have some bony
structure or teeth.— ’

in habits, to the Molluscous one of Rio

Same Hab & Locality: 2 Species, tl

irregular brown spots, perhaps same S|

[note (b)] Th»4 ' ' '

larger one^, pale yellow, with
lies with that of Page (284).—

ends] The smaller specimen’ is different, but agrees in many respects
color bright yellow: smoother to the touch: mantle does not much surpass
fte foot: body more oblong & convex.— The chief difference lies in the
Branchis, which here consist of len» small, delicate, bnish-Iike tufts; these
are closely & finely subdivided.— Length .6 to .7.— [added in different
pen] The Branchia: have only seven principal divisions |294|

Tubes generally grow separate & distinct, same Hab & Local (tidal rocks
as before): Each tube about I to 2 inches not branched high: terminal
polypus dark rose-color, not in the least retractile. Consists of a base, from
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Fig 2&3.— which spring 16 long (.15 in length) tapering tentacula, are tubular within

granular substance but only to be seen (tubular structure) in some
specimens: These tentacula enclose, a pointed oval opake mass, which

terminates in Mouth & Anus (for 1 saw small globular red faces ejected).

At about the middle of the oval there is a another ring of short cylindrical

tentacula; 24 in number, but only Vi'* length of the others. When the animal

is at rest, the outer tentacula are curled backwards like petals of a flower;

whilst the short ones enclose the cone or mouth.— A Section is shown at

Fig 3.— The stem consists of an outer coriaceous case, enclosing another

vessel; this near to the Polypus contracts very much; is narrow where they

it joins the transverse base, leaving however a joint like appearance.— This

neck is strengthened by a sinuous mass of gelatinous elastic substance,

which appears a continuation transmutation of the coriaceous covering.

—

Within the inner vessel there was an appearance of 4 or 6 ligamentous

bands.— The inner vessel contained red granular matter & passed on to the

Plate 16, Figs. 2 and 3

The animal when touched covers itself with the outer tentacula, but does not

otherwise move; if the head is moved recovers its position.— When taken

out of water, Polypus droops, the neck of stem bending.— the neck

contracts if vessels are emptied of their fluid.— Probably owing to elastic

action of the ligamentous bands or surrounding jelly.— Polypus cannot be
(a) said to have any case or receptacle. Is allied to the Tubularia Clytia P 245

of S. Cruz; through which a cormection is [continued at (a) on back of P.

294) traced with Clytia; as shown by the numerous granular tentacula placed

in one or more rows; the mote or less projecting mouth, the non- or
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imperfectly retractile polypus its simple structure; the immediate connection
with living axis of the stem.- The S. Cruz species quite unites the two
others, possessing the pseudo-jointed structure of stem, & small cup of the
Cl^a; *e enlarged oval, non-retractile body of this Tubularia; & lastly
aitters irom both in the many rows of tentacula.

1 295

1

laL'rtfter rn (Pruvot-Fol 1950), recently

IS
bryozoans living on seaweed. In Fig. IB of Plate

16, CD has correctly drawn the unusual saucer-like rhinophoral sheaths, and in Fig 1C he has
Semtal portions. See Plate 33 in Michael SchrtSdl •Nudibranchia andSMOglossa of Chile: external morphology and distribution’ Gayana Zoo! 60 17-62 119961

Dondacea, CryproirancAia sp.
vz nvvo;.

^
Cryptobranch doridacean, ? Platydorididae, GargameUa immaculata Bcrah
Anthoathecata, a hydroid.

^ '

(\iy)

<:%• U-

Plate 17, Figs. 2, 4, 5 and Fig. 3

[CD P. 295 commences, the whole entry on Planaria being crossed through]

[Decemb. 29"'] Found under stones in tidal pool, Ynche^ Is"— Body

nr 17.7 1 s
“"ef'vely depressed, edges very thin: broard in proportion to length,

PL.I7:F.1=5 which is .55, broardest part .3 which is almost at the anterior extremityjiail

r7x<7. /u. r

' broarder in front than behind.-
(2457) (b) [note (b)] The qrecimen is only in Fragments V the number [note ends]

Color pale trie red, darkest on the ridge, with white narrow space over the
postOTor oriEces & transversely oblong space where eyes arc seated. These
consist of black circular points, which are seated in two groups & also form
two bands which are inclined to each other (Fig 2): it is to be remarked
these latter are more deeply sealed in body, near to inferior surface, than the
Circular groups. (Fig I) shows the animal with inferior surface turned
upwards; there is a circular clear spot [labelled A], beneath where the eyes
are; into this all the vessels from anterior part of body join.
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I must describe these vessels.— If we imagine, a thin cake of granular

matter, which becomes coarser towards the centre, traversed by transparent

lines or lines of division, which oontmuo generally tri= bifurcate 3 times

(Fig 4) before they reach the margin, we shall understand the appearance.— The

black lines in my drawing Fig I represent these clear lines; so that it is hard

to say which are the vessels, the granular matter or the lines, I suppose the

(a) latter, because they join into a clear spaces such as that under eyes & round

the central organ, [note (a)] In the dying animal, I noticed something like

a rapid circulation of particles over the clear space, as if there was an

aperture & currents of water flowing through it.— [note ends] The

embourchure of the lateral vessels can hardly be distinguished.— Down the

centre of body a white opakc body vessel lies, which throws off on each

side regular buds, which nanow off (as drawn) to point, on each extremity.

When dying two orifices were widely opened over this organ, one anterior

[labelled B] & the other rather posterior [labelled C]. These oriflces closed

Planaria so completely, that excepting when in the act of |296| opening I could

never perceive them. Through these two oriflces two cups were protruded;

they differed from the general sort in being very shallow, more like saucers

& margins narrow.— By dissection I procured the two organs separate

from body (as in Fig 3).— (like lace round a cap) the margin was very

sinuous & thin; this fringe is narrow; it seems to contain a sort of vascular

system, somewhat similar to that of the body; is transparent, retains vitality

& motion long after test of body is dead; when pursed up, is very

complicated from number of folds & like the section of a bud of flower.

—

in act of pursing up [added in margin with different pen] These two Saucer

like organs touch each other & the [3 illeg. words]-. When folded up in

body, they produce the elliptic tree-like appearance described.

—

This central line is surrounded in form of ellipse by an enormous number

of small spherical bodies, arranged in packets of 2 to 4 each (in drawing I

have only represented 2). By dissection these dropt loose; are sphserical

with central opake mass (Fig 5): has diameter 3/soo'’' of inch: are manifestly

eggs.— In dissecting the granular vessel-like masses in tail of body, it

seemed full of partly-formed ova.— hence we must suppose they are

matured all over the body, pass into the elliptical ^ace, & from thence,

probably, by the anterior orifice to open water.— In the drawing a double

fork will be seen almost covering in posterior half the line of ova. This

consists of chain of minute white opake bodies, partly or not united; the

lower extremities of outer fork blend with the external vessels; the upper

bends to form inner fork, which terminates abruptly: Has this arrangement

any connection with the maturing [of] the ova: the forks do not appear

Planaria connected with the lateral vessels: |297| Just at the termination of fork,

there is a small orifice & again close beneath this another.— 1 am certain,

from having seen them with high & low power, reflected & transmitted
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light.— that there are four orifices; two which emit the membranous saucers& two simple corresponding ones, the use ofwhich I have never known^.—
Much as this species differs fiom others; yet the arrangement of vessels is
almost similar in collecting in anterior ring in place of straight lines & from
thence dividmg into two lines, between which the cup-organ is placed' the
ova ^ plac^ at the base of the lateral vessels. The forked arrangerjient
ofwhite opake matter is the most novel part.- & the doubling the common

The animal crawls very quickly & adhieres firmly to stones: can swim well
by action of thin edges of body; dissolved in Ifesh water from death like
butter m the suns rays.

J

Classified by CD in rtunum pp. 191-3 as Diplamiria notabilis. belonging to a new genus.

Y^h^risfmd^
iVarronve 2 the Beagle’s position on this day is given as ‘Off

’ Fig. 1 of Plate 17 is missing from the drawings preserved in CUL MS DAR 29 3
presumably because it was removed and redrawn as Plate V, fig. 4 in Ptanaria p I93’
reproduced here in place of the original.
" On p. 192 of Ptanaria CD said that 'there are two mini
E), which I do not doubt are the reproductive pores.’

mt quite distinct, orifices (D and

[CD P. 297 continues]

Plate 17, Figs. 6, and 8

(1112) (a)

PL 17, Fig 6-

7-8.—

allied to

Lucemaria?

pnsists of an irregular globular hollow semi=gelatinous nearly transparent
body, on a footstalk, which like an Actinia finnly adhaeres to sea-weed.
[note (a)] The consistence of body is much that of some of the small
transparent Actinia.— [note ends] (Fig 6) Seen with the back (A) in front,
two short cylindrical branches, of unequal length, these have no orifice &
are crowned by very numerous un-retractable papilla, which terminate in
a nob.— Seen laterally (as at F 7) these are seated on one side, in front of
them & at their bases, there is a large orifice, which open into the inner
tunic of sack: this great orifice is surrounded by numerous white, long
delicate tentacula; & at the base of the branches is partially closed by a thin
membranous moveable tongue.— The inner tunic of sack sends passes up
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|298| into both branches.— These branches viewed from in fionl (B),

instead of being cylindrical in whole circumference consist of two

projecting longitudinal folds (Fig 8) which contain sphatrical bodies

(perhaps (3va?).— These are best seen in the larger branch, where the

Ovary passes down into the sack.— Between the two branches & externally

there is small white body on footstalk (Fig 6), with mark of orifice. Is not

this a gemmule? Or young branch? — I should have said the branches

(they ought not to be called so) are connected, up to some height.— The
animal when touched near great aperture of sack doubles both m branches

over so as to protect it: the papillae, an summits of branches are moveable

irritable; the tentacula round apermre adhaesive.— Footstalk contractile

(?).— (Fig 6) stands .4 high.— Colored dirty "Art Blood R".— What
tribe does this animal belong to?.

—

' Lucemarian, a sessile polypoid scyphozoan anchored by a contractile footstalk on the

tentacles of which the animal is capable of creeping about.

[CD P. 298 coritinues: entry and note on Planaria crossed through]

(a)

Under a stone (on land) in Is^ of Ynche, N. of C. Tres Montes: Above
"Greenish Black" with minute white punctures; down centre of back two
bands of "Gallstone yellow” separated by a narrow space.— On anterior

extremity four such bands; the two external ones soon dying away.

—

Anterior extremity (with row of eyes on margin?) Beneath leaden color,

with two white spaces in posterior part with orifices.— Body convex.

—

Feb: 1835

[note (a) added later] Planaria^. taken in the Forest of Baldivia; When
crawling 1.7 or .8 long, breadth pretty uniform about .2: edges of body
thin: Upper surface jet black, with numerous minute, oblong, variously

2554 sized spots of yellow.— under surface mottled white & black: Cup is

protruded in the specimen.— [note ends]

Bufo^

(1118:19)

Back pale "Chesnut B" with three longil bands of "Gamboge yellow” edged
with black; marks of do on legs & on greenish sides. Under jaw "primrose

Y", belly do with rings of black, or may be considered as black removed
Conied with ysY numerous circular yellow patches: Feet & very base of belly

orange.— The stripes of Yellow often are irregular & become five in

Mu number. |299| Are exceedingly abundant all over the clear (from trees)

damp mountains of Granite, "Anna Pinks Harbor^" or Pastel Haihor: crawl

about actively during^ time, & make noise like Englishman does to

encourage horse.— When first touched, many close their eyes, arch their

back & draw up their legs (as if spinal marrow was separated) I presume
as an artifice.— They are chiefly remarkable fiom the curious maimer of
running, like the Natter Jack in England & scarcely even jump: neither do
they crawl like a toad, but run very quickly.— Their bright colors give

them a very strange appearance.— Abound at an elevation from 2000 to
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le 500 to 2500 ft.—

From same great height & Locality, beneath a stone: on
strong tinge of grass green which shades on sides into a
brown.— Eyes very large. Iris coppery.

—

centre of back,

light yellowish

Same Locality, but base ofmountain.— above pale rust color, with obscure
dark angular shadings.- Band of fine Chesnut B, reaching fiom nose,
cross eyes & over the Tympanum,

'' aassified by CD on Planaria p. 187 as Planaria semilineata and P. maculata, but now
both m genus Pseudogeoplana pending further anatomical studies.
Listed in Zoology 5:49 as Bufo Chilensis Bibr. Specimen 1025 on p. 275 was the same

^ See Beagle Diary p. 277.
’ Listed in Zoology 5:41-2 as Abodes monlicola Mihi.
‘ Not listed in Zoology S.

Plate 18, Figs. 1-3

[CD P. 299 continues]

Cassiopcca?' Common on all this coast; caught several feet beneath the surface. Fig I.
PL 1 8 shows a section as in the water: diameter from edges (laid flat) 3.7 of which
Fig 1-3 the margin on each side is one inch; the centre is an very oblate sphsre,

short diameter I.I.— The margin thins to an edge & is recurved; from it

a very narrow veil (BB) depends, outside of this are numerous tentacula (the
structure of which is double) length .4; these however does not appear
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constant in all specimens: the convex surface is slightly depressed on
margins with numerous lines; which probably are connected with the

contractions of the Margins EE, by which the |300|

[now writing on New Year’s Day for 1835, CD changes the page heading appropriately, and
substitutes P. TRES MONTES for C. TRES MONTES. CD P. 300 commences]

CassioDoea animal possesses a limited motion; the outline of centre of crown back (C)

is marked with slight irregular depressions something like a crown.— On
the concave surface (HH) of the Margin there are very numerous semi-

opake superficial vessels.— The animal seen en-ite from above shows
appearance like Fig 2. The central oblate sphan'e being quite transparent.—

These vessels are generally simple, sometimes they bifurcate & even
trifurcate.— They terminate in the circumferential space from which veil

depends & tentacula open into.— they arise in a delicate membrane which
partially coats under surface (D).— 1 do not know how much is coated; for

in all the specimens it was ruptured: I could make out that it must have
been bordered by the sinuous veil & is highly irritable with motion, which
probably depended at about (KK). These vessels are in short nothing but

the membrane divided into numerous rays, & these have their edges united

to the concave surface: Those vessels near to edge expand into small folds

containing granular matter which trang down stand out (mm).— There are

from 16 to 20 of these vessels (or ovaries) in every inch of circumference:

yet I believe the tentacula & the external ribs of depression are more
numerous.— The external veil (BB) is very narrow, is composed of very
numerous parallel concentric fibres, towards base it has a reticulated

structure: in the space, where tentacula & ovaries terminate, between each
tentacula there are 3 or 4 little oblong capsules, each of which contains

what appears to be two minute regular bubbles of air. Fig 3. And dorsal

of around ^eve them in the space there is a complicated circulation of
particles as if there were dozens of distinct on centres of motion.— Animal
quite colourless, transparent. 1 could not with high power perceive the

CgjSiopiiea slightest |301| organization in the oblate spharre.— The margins when
mbbed by fmgers, phos-phorescent with bri^t green light.— Could not
perceive Sulp: of Magnes. had any effect on this appearance.— It is

manifest this animal has same structure with Equorma P 290.— I so called

it there because I thought the internal veils formed a mouth.— In this case
they cannot be said to do so; so that I am in doubt about the truth.

—

' This jellyfish was certainly not Cassiopea, but appears to be a hydromedusa of suborder
LeptothecaUe, family Aequoridae, Aequorea sp.

[CD P. 301 continues: first entry has been crossed through vertically]
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This nob contains an inner tunic with red granular matter.— hence, the rest

of animal being colourless, appearance in water is that of a moving ring of
red dots.— Between each pair of these tentaculiferous paps, there is a

Equorea lesser, but similarly organized one; hence in 1 303
1

all 32 in number (Fig

6.) — In the concave disc there are four delicate vessels (Fig 5), which at

exterior extremity open in circumferential vessels; & before this expand for

short distance into a sinuous depending fold, which contains an inner tunic

with opake granular matter (c): in this 1 could see a motion, also in

circumferential vessel:— Near to where these vessels cross, they become
thicker, ate slit open on under surface; hence form a cruciform slit in centre

ofconcave disc. This cross is surrounded by a membrane, with thin sinuous
edges; the base of which appears like an expansion of the outer tunic of the
four vessels. This membrane depends; & can contract itself or expand (as
shown in F. 5). When contracted it is clewed in on four points &
something resembles F 4.— the Cruciform slit being still preserved.— In

Fig 5, the outline B only is supposed to show the thin edge of the
membrane when expanded.— I am quite at a loss to know whether to
consider this a mouth or not. The slit is superficial.— Animal abundant,
caught by night beneath surface of water; evidenfiy aUted same structure

with the last Equorea & Cassiopcea.— Only then It did not netiee appear

Holuthuria Hab: as above, "Patch Cove" (13 Fathoms): when contracted egg-shaped;
length 1.7, breadth 1.1.— When at rest more than 3 inches.— Surface

(1 125) quite smooth to the touch, colored "Ochre & Gamboge Y". When at test
anus pointed; anterior extremity flat truncate, surrounded by 10 tentacula.—
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tree-like, excessively long & tapering (1.4 length). Consist of tapering

cylindrical stem, which throws off (at 45') on all sides at regular but

(a) distant intervals, branches, [note (a)] Branches as in a tree, decrease in

Holuthuria size towards the top: very base of tentacula almost void of branches, [note

ends] These send off |304| in similar method other branches, which on
each side are studded with little points.— Besides these regular branches,

each tentaculum near base sends off a great branch.— Tentacula colored

orange: truncate space in which mouth lies, purplish; edge margin of mouth
deep reddish orange.— Body with 5 bands of papilli; each of these

properly has 2 rows, but sometimes they are irregular & contain more.

—

Papilli, very long, when fully extended .4 in length.— Slightly tapering,

terminated by a concave (adhaaing) depression & no orifice; but when one
is squeezed there appears to be a faculty of transudation, therefore perhaps

of absorption; the interior under Beneath the surface of the Saucers, there

is an irregular strong transparent fine net work; apparently for the purpose

of strength.— This reach also encircles the upper part of footstalk; the

stony vessel-like lines being in this part chiefly concentric, so as perhaps to

allow contraction & protrusion.— Two of the bands of papilli are

imperfect: the papillae, being few, very small, & pointed, when retracted

scarcely to be seen; They have however the stony net worit, but not the

terminal saucer.— Close to anterior extremity, on these bands the papilli

are numerous & long, but yet pointed.— It is singular, that this should be

(the side with imperfect bands) the adhatring surface; the animal however
can well adhaere by the 3 perfect bands.— It aooears as if the two had been

removed by attrition.— Habits, ring of contraction passing down body &c
&c like others of the genus.— 1 305

1

' Although CD identified the animals as ‘echinoderms sans pieds’, he recognised that they

differed considerably from the Fistularia now assigned to order Apodida that he had found

previously (see p. 125) in Tietra del Fuego. Neither do these animals attached to the

undersides of jellyfish appear to have been narcomedusan parasites or platyhelminth

flatworms. From their size and large mouths it seems most probable that they may in fact

^ These three drawings have unfortunately not survived. Their disappearance, together with

the crossing through of the accompanying text, suggests that CD might somewhere have

published an account of the ‘echinoderms sans pieds', but it is not known where.
^ This word is definitely written several times as ‘dorms’, and could possibly be CD’s
aberrant spelling of ‘domes’.
*
See p. 199. Rotating food cords driven by cilia were observed by CD on a number of

’ Leptothecata, Aequoridae, a thecate hydroid.

‘ Dendrochirotida, Cucumariidae, a sea cucumber. Species probably Pseudocnus dubiosus

leoninm Semper.
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Plate 20, Figs. 1-9

[CD P. 305 commences: the entry on Balanidse is dated Jan. S*'’, fiom Chonos Archipelago,
and has been crossed through vertically to indicate its eventual publication in the monograph
on Cirripedia]

Balanidse
'

(1131:32)

PL. 20

Fie 1...13.—

2495

shell of the

Concholepas

filleg.^

The thick shell of some of the individuals of the Concholepas Peruviana is

cppipletely drilled by the cavities formed by this animal.— The cavity is

oval, & lined by thin coating of Calcareous matter: small orifice in
externally surface of shell: the base almost penetrates le-the through the
entire thickness,— The animal is orange colored & from 1/12“' to 1/10"' in
length, is flask-shaped (Fig 1)^ The mouth is elliptic; with hinge at both
ends; is edged with stony rim, which has outline as in (F3)^. (x) is the
posterior half or that by which where the ohim^ cirthi [spelling corrected
later with a different pen] are protruded (I use posterior & anterior in
reference to anus & mouth);— from the indentation (P) a line or rim of
stony matter is continued down side of sack apparently for the puipose of
strength:- The body lies in sack in something like the position (Fig 2)^:

the great length of body is striking (or interval between anus & mouth), is

perhaps owing to the necoooity depth at which anim al ls buried in the
Shell,— The body is terminated by only 3 pair of the usual double ciirhi;
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these are but little curled, small, the centre ones slighUy the longest.— on
the hinder surface is a longitudinal slit, or anus.— it is very remarkable
there is no true ringed trunk.— Following the body just beyond the bend,
there is a Ugwring hook shaped organ (c) (containing inner tunic), & h^und

(a) before this, other corresponding one (b). (note (a)] Surface most finely

hirsute, [note ends] Both of them depend amongst the ovules in bottom of
sack.— Above these there lies the viscera:— & the body is terminated
anteriorly by the mouth: The mouth is situated within & at the base of a

narrow lancet-shaped homy, red closed organ projecting thin plate (Fig 4)^:

((a) mouth in F2 & 4).— Length, 3uoo“'. At the tip there are few fine

Balanida; seta!.— |306| It is slightly curved: behind it there is a little rostrum:

Fig 5^ is a side view of anterior extremity of body: The mouth is composed
of 4 pair of organs; The front (or exterior) pair ^ig 6)^ acts as a lower lip,

is seated on a rounded cone, from which the lancet-shaped organ also arises;

may not this latter be considered as the upper lip? Lower lip (F 6)^ is

fringed with setae on its margins & in front. Next to this is an oblong plate

(F7)^ with seta: (Maxilla:) then we have (Fig 8)^ a longer curved plate,

obliquely (Mandibula?) acuminated, the three points forming teeth; these

two lie in rather a diverging line from lower lip; they are supported by a
stony bar, which is imbedded in the fleshy cone from mouth. The last pair

(Fig 9)^ is tapering upright with two terminal seta: & some on sides, is

seated rather external to the others & has appearance of palpi: The 2“* &
3“* pair collapse together on the under lip (or 6)^; the base of the lancet-

shaped organ forms as I have said the upper lip.— All these organ[s] are

very minute: We thus have 4 pair (including the lower lip) & the upper lip

& 3 pair of posterior cirrhi.— All ofwhich shows uncommon simplicity.

—

I omitted the Sack chiefly adhaeres in its shells cavity surface (my Fig 1)^;

at its base is thickly lined by longitudinal vessels or bands, & others

transverse, on side (m).— In the very base there are numerous ovules.

—

[CD P. 306 continues at a point in the text marked by a large double bracket)

These I saw, within the body in four very difTerent states & their

intermediate degrees.— 1“ pointed oval, with included granular mass; 2*’

(Fig 10)^ at one end, there
1
307

1
are two short club-shaped, transparent

Balanidae organs projections & on other a shorter one; length about of oval part about

uioo'*'; in 3"^ state (Fig 11)’, the two club-shaped organ[s] are very much
longer, & contain a sort of limb within; the other is become a sort of
pointed tail, within is inner tunic with sph*rical-granular matter— In the

d"" state there is a great alteration, the length is now i/so“; it is pointed

coffin-shaped (Fig 1 2)’; near extremity (G) there are is filleg. deletion] a[n]

open space through which two thick clumsy legs can be protruded; these are

very big in proportion to whole size, three joints are quite manifest; the

upper & last one is close beneath, a little plate, with circumferential curved
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spine (Fig 13)^. (in all directions) this joint has extreme play (like the

wrist), the little plate hence can adhsere & by retracting the legs can move
the ovule. The legs are can be moved separately, have considerable powers
of motion, are alternately retracted & protruded; singularly resemble the

(a) misformed legs of some Crustacse Entomostracas; in basal part of ovule

blend with the sphasrico-granular in which no shape can be traced:— [note

(a)) On the margins, chiefly anterior extremity few sebe:— It must be
understood the legs do not come out at the very extremity, but on the one
side of the flattened elliptic capsule:— Are the two terminal bunches of
bristles young cirrhi? [note ends]

Figs. 16-18 from Plate XXTV of CD’s monograph on Cirripedia

[CD P. 307 continues]

At lower extremity ovule is sUghtly bifid, fiom this two short diverging
bundles of bristles are protruded, capable of motion.— I feel little doubt
this latter part is a developement of apex in Fig 11^, & that the two legs

were contained & hatched in the two cases (Fig ll)^ which have
subsequently dropped off, & the legs been retracted within body.—
Although 1 have described the principal states of changes, |308| there were

Balanidx others intermediate; The last is the most developed; but I do not know it

thus leaves the body of parent, it must clearly yet undergo a great
metamorphis.— Who would recognize a young Balanus in this informed
little monster? Fig 12^.— ? are the two strong legs, (with spiny plate

capable of rotatory & other motion) for boring holes in the shell?—

It is manifest this curious little animal forms new genus.

—

' This, the smallest known citripede, was later named by CD Cryptophialus minutus (see
Cirripedia pp. 566-86). Plate 20 served as a partial basis for the engravings in the
monograph. In a footnote on p. 566 CD says T am greatly indebted to Dr. Hooker, for
having several years ago, when I examined this my first citripede, aided me in many ways,
and shown me how to dissect the more difficult parts, and for having made for me several
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quadrupeds.

—

[note (b) added later] NT Bynoe shot on Ynche Isd a large eared owl;

stomach full of Marine Deca|^ Crustaceans [note ends]

in Zoology 3:70-1 as Pleroptochos Tamil Gray,

in Zoology 3:73 as Pleroptochos rubecula Kittl.

in Zoology 3:74 as Scytalopus Magellicanus Gray,

in Zoology 3:55 as Xolmis pyrope Gray,

in Zoology 3:1 10-1 1 as Trochilus forficatus Lath,

in Zoology 3:68-9 as Opetiorhynchus nigrojumosus Gray,

in Zoology 3:9-12 as Polyborus BrasiUensis Swains,

in Zoology 3:14-15 as probably Milvago pezoporus in Chiloe.

in Zoology 3:8-9 as Cathanes aura Illi.

Mammalia Many of the small islands are inhabited by mice; for instance the 3 fingered

one in Lat: 45-46 where we anchored: At Lowes Harbor some of the small

(a) islands are thus inhabited (so the Chilotans told me), & others not so:— At
S. Pedro we have the little deer (which is found at P. de Tres Montes),
Foxes & mice: How inexplicable is the migration of quadrupeds in these

Archipelagoes.— |312| [note (a)] On the main-land of Chiloe in the

forest I see the large reddish Rat of Maldonado (& St Fe) is very
common.— [note ends]

[note added later] NB. A Handkerchief which brought home the skin of the

Cervus Campestris at Maldonado (V private Journal for date’) & has been
in constant use, every time after washing gives out the smell of that animal
& this is in the Jan: 1835.— [note ends)

[CD P. 312 commences]

Qtter The otter^ (2529) is very common; the largest weighed 9 & 'A pounds; they

2529 have holes in the Forest; they roam occassionally some distance from the

(a) shore; do not live solely on Fish, for M* Bynoes saw one in T del Fuego
eating part of a Cuttle fish; & one in Lowes Harbor was shot when bringing
up a large Voluta! from the bottom.— [note (a)] Both the Otter & the Seal

(& birds such as Tern) feed chiefly on what sailors call Whale-food: viz.

Crust: Macrou<ri> which swim in the Bays in large shoals.— Hence the

dung of all the Hair Seals is quite ted.— Tres Montes.— [note ends]

Nutria The Nutria’ (of La Plata; Qjypu of Chili) is also common; have burrows in

2530 the Forest; live in the Salt Water (as the Cavia Capybara in the Mouth of
the R Plata is seen to do); are said to eat shell fish as well as vegetable
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Fuego.] — The Lat. 45'*!!

[CD P. 314 continues]

Potatoe? Wild plants grow in abundance on ail the islands of this group: the furthest
(XI 42 Tubers) point South, where M' Stokes saw them was at Lemous: But hf Lowes
(2528) tells me the wild Indians in the Gulf of Trinidad know them well, call them

Aquina & eat them, & say they grow in that neighbouiliead.— At Lowes
harbor (Lat: 44') I visited a large bed: They appear a sociable plant: in all

Cffpittf parts they grow in a sandy-shelly soil close to the beach, where the trees are
not so close together: They are now (Jan 15*) in bud & flower: the tubers

(1142) are few & small, e^ially in the plante in the shade, with luxuriant foliage,

in spirits Yet I saw one, oval with the longest diameter two inches in length. They
(a) are very watery [continued at (a) on back of P. 315] & shrink, when boiled:

When raw have the smell of Potatoes of Europe: When cooked are rather
insipid but not bittgr or ill-tasted & may be eat with impunity (V Humboldt,
New Spain Vol II P [page no. omitted] [)]. The stem of one plant from the
ground to tip of upper leaf measured exactly 4 feet !!.— These plants are
unquestionably here amongst th<ese> uninhabited Islands in their wild state

(Indian<s> of South recognizing them & giving them Indian name, general
occurrence on all, even very small islets &c &c).— They grow on a sandy
soil, with much vegetable matter.— The Climate is very humid & little

sunshine.— [later addition with different pen] The Indians of Chiloe
speaking the Williche language give them a different name from Aquina,
the word of the West Patagonia.— The potatoes has been found near
Valparaiso. V. Sabine Horticultural society’? |31S|

1 The deer was killed at Maldonado in June 1 833 (see Beagle Diary p. 1 60), and as described
in Zoology 2:29-31, the specimen that smelled so strongly was eventually mounted at the
Zoological Museum in London.
’ Listed in Zoology 2:22-4 as Lutra Chilensis.
’ Listed in Zoology 2:78-9 as Myopotamus Coypus.
CD s interest from the outset in the rate of change of the characteristics of an isolated

population of a domesticated species should be noted.

CD’s tentative identification ofthe genus may have been incorrect, since according to Insect
Notes pp. 81-7, no specimens of Lampyridae have been found in his collections from Chiloe
and the Chonos Archipelago.
‘ In Plant Notes pp. 178-9. the Antarctic Beech is identified as Nothofagus spp., the "Bog
Plant” is Astelia pumila. Specimen 2475 is Donatia fascicularis, and the "Tea Plant" is
Myrteola nummularia. Lemous is CD’s spelling of Lemuy Island.
’ CD’s specimens are identified in Plant Notes p. 180 as Solanum tuberosum var. vulgare
Hook. See also J. Sabine. On the native country of the wild potatoe, with an account of its

culture in the garden of the Horticultural Society. Transactions of the Horticultural Society
ofLondon 5:249-59 (1824).
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[CD’s supply of faintly lined paper ran out at this point, and P. 3IS commences with an entry

on unlined paper headed 1834 July, Island of Chiloe on West Coast of S. America]

Pediculus
'

1185

diy

of Chiloe

temperate &
very humid

These disgusting vermin are very abundant in Chiloe: severaO people have

assured me that they are quite different from the Lice in England: they are

said to be much larger & softer (hence will not crack under the nail), they

infest the body even more than the head.— I should suppose they

originally come from the Indians, whose raee blood is so predominant with

these Islanders [• inserted above deleted word refers to note on back of P.

315] * Sec my Journal under head of Chiloe for account of inhabitants^,

few are pure bred, [note ends] I have little doubt this is the kind in

common amongst the Patagonians of Gregory Bay; they are said to be very

there also very large.— An accurate examination of these specimens will

at once decide the fact of identity or difference.— M' Martial, a surgeon

of an English Whaler, assures me that the Lice of the Sandwich Islanders

are blacker & different from aU these, or any lice which he ever saw.—
Several of the natives lived for months & cruized in the ship, no efforts

could ftee their bodies from these parasites, but he assures me as a certain

fact, known to every one on board, that their lice if they strayed to the

bodies of the English in 3 or 4 days died, & were found adhsering to the

linen (like Pediculi from Birds or quadrupeds?). So that the Sailors who
constantly slept close to the Sandwichers never were constantly infected by

these vermin.— If these facts were verified their interest would be great.

—

Man springing fiom one stock according his varieties having different

' The louse in Spirits of Wine numbered 1185 (see p. 358) has not been found; but in the

Denny collection at Oxford (see Insect Notes p. 88), Card 2561 included a female Pulex

initans L. from Chiloe, and a card mount numbered 2564 carried four unidentified lice.

Kenneth Smith points out in Insect Notes pp. 43-4 that while races of human lice have been

described in the literature, not enough work has been done to substantiate the observations

reported by CD, leading perhaps to his later deletion of the final sentence.

^ See Beagle Diary pp. 283-5.

[CD P. 316 commences with an entry referring back to a period when the Beagle was sailing

northwards towards Valparaiso. The deletions and numerous corrections in the section marked

B and enclosed within double square brackets, have been made with a different pen, and not

at the original time of writing]

Infusoria ' The sea some few leagues North of Concepcion was of a muddy color in

great bands, certainly more than I or 2 miles long.— Again 60 miles South

of Valparaiso the same appearance was very extensive; although 40 or 50

miles from the shore I though[l] it was owing to a current of muddy water
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brought down fiom the Maypo. bI M' Sulivan^ however having drawn
some up in a glass, thought he saw by the aid of a lens moving points.

—

1 examined the water; — it was slightly stained as ifby red dust.— & after

leaving it for some time quiet, a cloud collected at the bottom: with a lens

of one fourth of an inch focal distance, small hyaline spots might be seen

darting about with great rapidity & frequently exploding. Examined with

a much higher power [illeg. deletion], their shape is oval & contracted by
a ring on around the centre from which line on all sides prooood curved

little bfiatles setae proceed & these are the organs of motion.— [see sketch

in margin] One end of the body is narrower & more pointed than the other.

It is very difticult to examine these animalculae, for almost the instant

motion ceases their bodies burst. Sometimes both end[s] burst at once,

sometimes only one, & a quantity of coarse brownish granular matter is

ejected which coheres very slightly.— [note (a)] The granular matter is

contained in a thin capsular membrane, to this membrane on the ring the

transparent Upering fillets or bristles are fixed.— The motion of these setae

is that of collapsing on the obtuse end.— The water only appeared as if it

contained a little of the finest red dust.— [note ends]

[CD P. 316 continues]

The ring with the setae sometimes retains life DometimBO its irritability, for

a little while after the ends have qected their contents, it continues a
riggling uneven motion. The animal, an instant before bursting expands to

half again its natural size; about +S fifteen seconds after the rapid

progressive motion has ceased, the explosion takes place.— In a few cases

it was preceeded for a short interval by a rotatory motion on the longer

axis. Dtreotly perhaps 2 minutos Very soon, porhopo about two minutes
Infusoria after any number were isolated in |317| a drop of water, they thus

perished.— The animal moves by the aid of the vibratory cilise with the

narrow apex forwards, & generally wifrt by rapid starts; The aetio nro

rapid ly vibratmg luouiid the Body .— The immediate bursting of the body
prevented any close examination; they would sometimes explode even
whilst crossing the field of vision.— They are exceedingly minute and

covering a space equal to the square of .001 of an inch. Their numbers are

infinite, the smallest drop of water, which I could remove, containing very
many.— We passed through in one day two masses of water thus stained,

to day ofwhich the latter of the two must have been several miles in extent.

] B the edge of the blue water & red water was quite perfectly defined.

—

What infinite numbers of these microscopical animals! — The weather had
been for some days calm & cloudy.— The color of the water as seen at

some distance, was that of a river which has flowed through a red-Clay

district: Looking vertically downwards on the sea in the shade, the tint was
quite as deep as Chocolate.— It belongs to the family of Trichodes ofBory

(a)
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St Vincent^, but does not agree with any of his Species: The sea at this

tiine, I fancy owing to the Calms, abounds to a wonderful degree with

various animals.— This fact of sea so very extensively colored by Infusoria

appears very curious.

—

[note on back ofCD P. 317] Mem: The patches of red sea in the Southern

Latitudes owing to the "Wh^e food” or rather large red Crust. Mac: in great

shoals.— [note ends]

' Identified in Plant Notes pp. 214-15 as a dinoflagellate (Pynophyta), probably a species of

Cymnodinium or Gonyaulax.
^ Bartholomew James Sulivan was a Lieutenant on the Beagle, 1831-6. Surveyed the

Falkland Islands, 1838-46. Admiral, 1877,

’ See Die. Class. 16:556.

[CD P. 318 commences]

Spawn SB by E [number omitted] miles from the group of the Galapagos in the

open sea, out of sight of land.— a strip of water NNE & SSW, some miles

long, slightly convoluted a few yards wide, was of a very yellow mud
color.— In a bucket, whole surface was covered by little nearly transparent

balls in contact.— These were of two sorts.— (1“) irregular globes, the

largest .2 inch in diameter: of transparent gelatinous matter, with I believe

water in coitre; thickly & equidistantly shidded by semi-opake while little

sphaeres.— These are imbedded very superficially; are sph*rical 1/200'" in

diameter.— The (2*) kind nearly the same balls rather larger reddish. The

gelatinous matter divided into several distinct spheres, united by similar

substance,— The ovules rather smaller, opake red, in rather greater

numbers, imbedded very superficially over whole surface, the separate

spheres & interstices.— 1 do not know to what animal these extraordinary

(a) numerous ovules belong.— After passing this first: There were two other

similar streaks.— Of all the appearances which Sailors call "Spawn”, this

is the first which deserves this name.— |319|

[note (a) added later] Also within the Archipelago there were the same

kinds: What force keeps these globules in such close order & for a length

of such greatness.— Are they the eggs of fish or rather of Molluscous

Pteropidous?? Capt Colnett' mentions much spawn as being near these

Islands.— He says that the direction of bands points out that of the stream

of the ocean.— Are they then Spawned in one spot (& like a river carries

the brown foam from an eddy) on the edge of a Current, which sweeps

them away as it encroaches on the body?— A Ball of foam in the centre

from a river often becomes untwisted into a «v« ribbon?— Capt. FitzRoy

remarks they now are parallel to N-&-S the direction of the Winds, viz N
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& S. The difficulty of accounting for the ribbons is not much less.

—

Without supposing they attract each other.— [note ends]

' See James Colnett. A voyage lo the South Atlantic and round Cape Horn . . . London,
1798.

[CD now inserts three pages numbered 319 to 320A without the usual margin and headings
that are concerned with the red snow in the Andes. P. 319 commences]

March 20*. 1835.= Red Snow.=
In the road from St Jago de Chili to Mendoza by the Portillo pass there are two distinct

ar ehams lines of mountains. In both of these ridges on the Eastern & Western
id passes over large masses of perpetual snow.— On these I noticed much of the

died "red Snow'". The elevation as calculated from Humboldt is given in M'
:’s>^ travels as 12800 ft.— M' Miers^ (in his account of the passage of the

tions seeing both Red & Green Snow in the [two illeg. words del.] frequented
lUata Uspallata or Las Cuevas: He states no particulars.— 1 was not fortunate

: of year I passed (April 5*) there was scarcely any
snow on this road.— I first noticed the Red Snow by the color of the impression of the

Mules hoofs: as if they had been slightly bloody, also in some places where the Snow was
thawing very rapidly. The color is a fine rose with a tinge of brick red.— The surface of
the Snow appears io scattered over as seen from the mules back to be scattered over with bits

of dirt. My first idea was that it was the dust of the red Porphyrius, blown by the strong
winds from bare crumbling sides of the Mountains. |320| The particles look as ifth^ many
were i/io* of inch in size. This is an optical deception, owing to the magnifying powers of
the large coarse crystals of Snow, Hence on being taken up the particles almost disappear.
The Snow being token up & crashed between the fingers or on paper communicates a red
tinge, but otherwise as I have said with the excepUon of a few places the Snow before

1.— Examining it with a weak pocket lens the

>d groups of (from 10-40) minute
nost minute circular atoms were clearly visible. Each was perhaps about 2 diameters

apart from the others.— These groups caused the appearance of such coarse particles.

—

1 placed some of them between the leaves of my Note-Book, on my return to Valparaiso,
after 2 months interval, I examined the paper.— The Spots where 1 had plaood were now
stained of pale dirty brown (V accompanying Specimen).— The greater number of little

spores had been crashed & were not to be distinguished. I extracted removed however some
tolerably perfect.— Being placed in water they became more transparent & showed with
transmitted as well as reflected light a fine Arterial Blood Red Color.— They varied in size,

& the outluia is quite wnooth the largest & most perfect being exactly mooo* of inch in
diameter. The outline is not perfectly regular or smooth, [continued on back of CD P. 320]
The red centre is seen to have a thin tf«s nearly colourless bark: the red matter appears to
be a fluid which is not miscible with water. Alcohol or Sulphuric Acid.— It would appear
a fluid from being separable into variously sized perfect globules,— On applying diluted
Sulp. Acid, the outer coat is either destroyed or so very soft that on the least touch falls off.
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' For other accounts of the Red Snow see Beagle Diary p. 309, Journal ofResearches 1 pp.

394-5, and Plant Notes pp. 207-9. The alga responsible, termed Protococcus nivalis by CD,

is Chlamydomonas nivalis (Bauer) Wille.

^ See Alexander Caldcleugh. Travels in South America, during the years 1819 ... 21. 2

vols. London, 1825. CD visited Mr Caldcleugh in Santiago when he returned there on 10th

April 1835.

^ See John Miers. Travels in Chile and La Plata ... 2 vols. London, 1826.
*

Robert Kaye Greville. Scottish Cryptogamic Flora. Vol. 1. Edinburgh, 1825-26.

’ See Augustin Pyramus de Candolle and Kurt Polycarp Joachim Sprengel. Elements ofthe

philosophy ofplants. Edinburgh, 1821.

[CD P. 321 commences with an entry headed Chatham Is"*]

Abundant beneath tidal stones. Color above "blackish green", beneath

white.— Form nearly circular, or when crawling, oval.— Extreme length

in this state 1
.5““'’.— generally 1 .2 long & .9 broard.— Upper surface on

mantle thickly covered with short obtuse conical points.— Margin of

mantle fimbriated, excepting in front over the he^.— These fimbriae

consist of [see margin] tapering conical projections (about .2 long), these

have on the side 3 or more elongated ones & on upper surface several,

which near base decrease in length & mix amongst the Points on the

Back.— The alternates ones funbriae are placed a trifle higher & lower.

—

Extremities of Fimbri® nearly white.— Tentacula (with teiminal eye) &
folds coloured green.— the latter large & semicircular.

—

(1278)

Body cylindrical much elongated, loosely attached to broken fragments of

shells, & buried deeply in tidal sand.— When mouth is retracted, quite

cylindrical, 2-5 inches long. Color uniform most beautiful Carmine "Lake

Red".— When Mouth flower is expanded, body slightly conical: 3 inches

long.— Flower flat, fleshy, 2 inches |322| in diameter.— MtntleSnow
white.— Mouth in centre, lips pale brown.— From this to circumference,

flower obscurely radiated into narrow divisions.— These stuffed with small

short papill®.— [sketch in margin] Beneath the flower there is a collar:

obscurely longitudinally lobed.— This forms division from the body.

—

Mouth is within longitudinally folded (some of these extended with fluid).

Its brown color is joined to the white of flower by serrated edge.— From
the centre of the mouth there is protruded a zigzag (like section of bud)

delicate membrane; precisely as happened in the Caryophillia at the C. de

Verde Is*.— Point of attachment narrow flat rough.— Whole animal most

beautiful.

—

Onchidium^ Ordinary length 1.3"'\ breadth 1'"*.— depressed, rounded oval.— Upper

1285 surface black with tint of green, beneath pale.— Mantle far surpassing foot,

studded with very short round little elevations: edges very thin & entire:
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(a)

irtilaginoiis, very tough.— Tentacula greenish .25 in length,

m received pass edge of mantle in a little groove, .1 in length, projects

beyond mantle.— |323| The thin membranes fold beneath tentacula.

nearly circular, broard, very

large, slightly sinuated, but

not bilobed.— longitudinal

mouth in the lower part of

surface.— Mouth can be

protruded, consists of

muscular tube. Respiratory

long: between it & the

extremity of foot are Anus

& generative orifices.— I could not see the Male Organ.— When irritated

emits a milky sticky fluid from under edge of mantle & from 10 to 12

longitudinal rows of pores on back or upper surface of mantle.— These

rows are parallel & placed in two sets on each side of mantle. In each row

there are fiom 16-20 pores: Pores distinct with minute round eminences.

All this is well seen when animal is thrown in Spirits.— Animal inhabits

tidal rocks, but different from all other species not on the under sides of

loose stones: but on exposed solid surfaces. By the application of thin edge

of mantle to all the small inequalities adhaeeres very firmly, so as to require

knife to detach them; at first [cont. at (a) on back of page] sight resembles

a smooth Chiton.— Are numerous.— Crawl very slowly.— This is a very

distinct species, if not subgenus of Onchidium.— 1 324
[

This Corall was taken out of 12 Fathom water: My examination imperfect

owing to death of Polype & want of time.— Color dark reddish brown,

described as being covered with Slime. Axis blackish brown in extremities,

represented by pulpy matter: in all parts encrusted by a back of nearly

same nature: When branches are thick is best seen to consist of a net work

of red stony little spicula:, round, tapering towards each end, about 5 times

as long as broard, covered over irregularly with sharp points: [see sketch in

margin] These seem united by a ligamentous matter. This back rises in

various points, to form the short conical cells.— The spicula; here are

placed more regularly & imbricated: On the inner, or concave side of back,

there are numerous parallel narrow ridges formed of an interlacement of

similar, but much more minute stony red tuberculated Spiculce, which

appear placed nearly longitudinally & actually united.— These ridges rise

from amongst the coarse substance of back, & are covered by their

membrane, which lies on 1325| the smooth homy axis. The intervals

therefore between the ridges form so many distinct longitudinal vessels.—

[note (a)] These channels are broarder than the ridges: in the main branches

are very numerous, in the extremities few, such as 4 or 5.— In the dry

back, by the shrinking of these channels the concave surface instead of

being smooth is furrowed by the ridges.— [note ends] The cells seem to
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Muricea

(a)

Goreonia

(1306)

(a)

3264 diy

specimen

(a)

lie over these at different lengths.

—

The cells in the main branches have nearly a central orifice, but generally

the cell is hood shaped, the orifice being only a slit under the curved

point & which looks towards extremities of branches. (This differe entirety

from Lamouroux’s account’ & must be reexamined in dead specimen).—

I could not find body of the Polypus (animal dead), but 2 or 3 (& perhaps

more) compound tentacula.— Each consisted of tapering fillet [sketch in

margin] with about 13 cylindrical ordinary papilla on each side, those

nearer to extremity thicker & longer.— [note (b)] These fillets would

appear to be contained in a thin case.— [note ends] Perhaps these fillets

are placed in pairs (27 4? 6? or 8? in number) around mouth.— They arise

from a collar formed of parallel minute mberculated red stony spicula,

precisely such as described 1326] in the ridges only separate.— Perhaps

by some process they ultimately do serve for this purpose.— [note (a)] The

Channels are distinct by air bubbles being made to travel up them.— In the

circumference of any part of branch they are more numerous than the cells

of the Polypi.— [note ends] I believe the Polypi of all those cells which

overlie any one channel must be intimately connected. The existence of

Polypi is imaginary I have seen no more than their tentacula.

—

Growing just below low water mark: color of back fine "purplish R".—

orifice of cell lined yellow.— Structure irregularly interwoven &c &c &c:

[note (a)] The expansions do not only grow in one plane but in various

directions.— [note ends] Cells very numerous, placed in main branches in

irregular rows.— Bark thick, consist<s> of numerous very small red stony

elongated (rugose with points which are sometimes placed in concentric

lines) grains, connected firmly by a ligamentous matter.— Very closely

resemble in this respect Muricsra.— In lower part of Main branches the

substance is traversed by parallel longimdinal small vessels — as in

Muricasa but not so clear, the vessels on rather clear spaces lie close to

under surface.— In the hroard intermediate spaces of solid substance the

cells lie: Cells on rounded cavity, base only partially separated (by

membranes with the rugose red grains) |327| from the Horny axis.

—

The vessel therefore separates rows of cells:— In extreme branches, this

structure is not visible: a mere homy fibre from the axis round which the

cells annear irregularly placed.— At very base of whole tree, the cells

disappear, the mouth becomes covered with a membrane in which the red

stony grains appear by degrees.— [note (a)] It would appear that the Back

is the Living part.— is irritable & repitxductive, irritable because orifice

eloses.— There is little or no transmission of feeling from one to the

other.— 1 have omitted to state that within the saucer-shaped extremity of

tube I saw a rapid revolving motion of Particles.— V Alcyonium P. 252 to

see resemblance in tube & ova.— [note ends)

The outer surface ofhomy axis appears under microscope to consist of flat
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brown fibres, slightly interwoven like the South Sea Islanders Cloth. The

Polypiferous tube is coloured yellow, can securely be retracted within the

orifice of cell.— This orifice, when tube is wididrawn, conUacIs into a

longimdinal ellipse.— Tube short cylindrical, slightly expanded at

sununit.— Summit saucer shaped, octagonal: the projecting & rounded

points lined on each side by by short minute Papilla; (8 or 10 in number).

—

Externally the collar is strengthened by few white stony stria:, which

diverge from base of each point.— In centre large mouth, I believe in

centre of tube the vessel is double: There is a strong resemblance |328|

Goraonia with Polypiferous tube in Alcyonium.— The Body in cell I could not

examine: it is very delicate & simple: in many cells at base there were pns

i or JW2 oval eggs attached to side of cell.— [sketch in margin) in centre

kydney shaped opake mass, point of attachment facing the concave side of

this.— color pale.— Differs Irom Alcyonium‘ in hibe being deUehed from

external case.— But I suspect the two bear to each other somewhat same

relation which Actinia does to Caryophillia.

—

' Systellommatophora, Onchidiidae, a sluglike intertidal mollusc. Onchidella steindachneri

is listed as endemic in the Galapagos by Yves Finet in Chapter 12, pp. 253-60, on ‘Marine

mollusks ofthe Galipagos Islands’, in Galapagos Invertebrates: Taxonomy. Biogeography and

Evolution in Darwin ’s Islands, edited by M.J. James. Plenum Press, New York, 1991.

^ Another of the Onchidiidae.

' Gorgonacea, homy octocorals. Muricea is often called a sea rod, and Gorgonia a sea fan.

’ See Lamouroux pp. 36-7.

‘ Alcyonacea, a soft octocoral.

[CD P. 328 continues]

Tortoise This animal is, 1 believe, found in all the Islands of the Archipelago;

[next sentence coirected in pencil] The Tortoises frequent in preference the

high & damp parts, but they occur likewise in the low & arid districts.

—

It is said that slight variations in the form of the shell are constant

Copy according to the Island which they inhabit— also the average largest size

appears equally to vary [pencil insert] according to the locality.— M'

Lawson' states he can on seeing a Tortoise pronounce with certainty [pencil

insert] from which island it has been brought.— The Tortoises ^ow to a

very large size: there are some which require 8 or 10 men to lift them:

Tortoise |329| The old Males are the largest.— the females rarely grow to so

great a size.— The male can readily be told from the females by the

greater length of its tail.— The Tortoises which live on those Islands where

(a) there is no water, or in dry parts of others, live chiefly on the succulent

Cacttis: I have seen those which live in the higher parts, eating largely of

a pale green filamentous Lichen, which hangs like presses from the boughs
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of the trees, also various leaves & especially the bcrrys berries of a tree

(called Guyavitas) which are acid & Austere.— (note (a)] The dung of

the Tortoise is very large & resembles that of the S. American Ostrich,

[note ends]

The Tortoise is very fond of Water, & drinks large quantities & wallows in

the mud.— Even those which frequent districts far removed from the water

travel occassionally to it; they sUy two or three days near the Springs &
then return.— My informants differed widely in the frequency of these

visits.— It seems however certain that they travel far faster than at first

Tortoise would be imagined.— |330| They ground their opinion of on seeing how

far a some marked animal has travelled in a given time. They consider they

would pass over 8 miles of ground in two or three days— One large one,

1 found by pacing, walked at the rate of 60 yards in 10 minutes, or 360 in

the hour.— at this pace, the animal would go four miles in the day & have

a short time to rest.— When thus proceeding to the Springs, they travel by

broard & well-beaten tracks, which branch off to all points of the Isl*’.

—

1 should have prefaced that in these Is'^ there ate only a few watering places

& these only in the highest & central parts.— When first 1 landed at

Chatham Is"*; the object of these tracks was to me inexplicable.— The

effect in seeing such numbers of these huge animals, meeting each other in

the high-ways, was some the one set thirsty & the other having drunk their

fill, was very curious. When the Tortoises arrive at the water, quite

heedless of spectators they greedily begin to |331| drink: for this purpose

Tortoise they bury their heads to above their eyes in the mud & water above their

eyes & swallow about 10 mouthfulls in the minute.— The inhabitants when

very thirsty sometimes have killed these animals in order to drink the water

in the Bladder, which is very capacious. I tasted some, which was only

slightly bitter.— The water in the Pericardium is described as being more

limpid & pure^.

—

The female Tortoise generally places her eggs in groups of four or five in

number & covets them up with earth. Where the ground is rocky she

places drops them indiscriminately.— M' Bynoe^ found 7 eggs laid along

(a) in a kind of crack.— The egg is quite sphaerical.— [note (a)] The

circumference is 7 & inches, the eggs are white & hard.— [line then

crossed out and second version subsliluled in pencil] White & hard, the

circumference of one was 7 & % of inch [note ends] The young Tortoise,

during its earliest life, frequently falls a prey to the Caracara, which is so

common in these islands. The old ones occassionally meet their death by

falling over precipices: but the inhabitants have never found one dead from

Natural causes. The Males copulate with the female in the marmer of a

frog.— they remain joined for some hours.— During this time the Male

Tortoise utters a hoarse roar or
1 332

1

bellowing, which can be heard at more than

100 yards distance.— When this is heard in the woods, they know certainly
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Rhynchus

any particulars respecting their manner of breeding.— These animals have

occassionally been seen some hundred yards at sea, swimming.— The

structure of their bodies points out aquatic habits. Yet it is remarkable, that

when shuniing over 13341 the tidal rocks it is scarcely possible to drive

them into the water. From this reason, it is easy to catch them by the tail,

after driving them on a point.— They have no idea of biting, & only

sometimes when frightened squirt a drop of fluid from each nostril .

Having seized a large one by the tail, 1 threw him it several times into a

good distance into a deep pool left by the retiring tide,— Invariably the

feiaard it returned to-the in the same direction from which it was thrown to

the spot where I stood. Its motion was rapid, swimming at the bottom of

the water & occassionally helping itself by its feet on the stones.— As

soon as it was near the margin, it either tried to conceal itself in the sea-

weed or entered some hole or crack. As soon as it thought the danger was

over it crawled out on the dry stones, & again would sooner be caught than

voluntarily enter the water— What can be the reason of this? are its

habitual enimies 13351 sharks or other marine animals? The manner of

swimming is singular, consisting witirely solely in a wriggling motion of tail

& body, the legs being motionless, collapsed & stretched out behind,—

I opened the stomach (or rather duodenum) of several, it w» largely

distended by quantities of minced pieces of sea-weed, of that kind which

grows in to foliaceous expansions of a bright green & dull red color.

—

There was not a trace of any animal matter: M' Bynoe, however, found a

piece of a Crab in them: this might have entered accidentally, in a like

manner as I have seen a Caterpillar in the stomach of the Tortoise.— I

conceive the largeness of the intestine is in perfect agreement with its

herbivirous appetite.— Capt Colnetf* states they go out to sea in shoals to

fish: I cannot believe this is the object, nor is it very clear what their object

(B) can be.— Does sucb sea-weed grow more abundantly a little way from the

(a) coast? They appear to be able to survive a long time without [continued at

(a) on back of page] breathing.— One was sunk with a wei^t for nearly

an hour, & was then very lively active in iu motions,— Their limbs are

well adapted for crawling amongst the rough & fissured rocks of Lava, &
we have mentioned that with their tail & body they can swim well,— 1 336

1

[notes added later in pencil] Neither opeeieo were known by the inhabitnntei

of Tahiti (B) Does not the Manatee of the West Indian ocean feed on such

seaweed? [notes end]

[CD P. 336 cotmnences]

Amblv This animal clearly belongs to the same genus as the last.— it being a

Rhvnchus terrestrial, whilst the other is an aquatic species. They are found only in the

terrestrial^ central division of the Islands, viz. Barrington, Indefatigable, Albermale &

(1315) James- Is‘‘— to the North in Charles, Hood or Chatham, & to the South in
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Tower, Bindloes & Abingdon, I neither heard of, or saw one.— They

Amblv
Rhvnchus

terrestrial

frequent both in the above Islands both the upper, central & damp parts as

well as the lower dry arid sterile districts: in the latter kind of soil their

numbers are more especially abundant.— I carmot give a better idea of this

than by stating we had difficulty in finding a piece of ground free from

their burrows large enough to pitch our tents.— They are ugly animals, &
from their low facial angle have a singularly stupid appearance.— Capt.

FitzRoy[’s] specimens will give a good idea of their size.— Their colors

are, whole belly, front legs, head "Saffron Y & Dutch orange"— upper side

of head nearly white.— Whole back behind the front legs, upper side of

hind legs & whole tail "Hyacinth R". This in parts is duller, in others

brighter passing |337| into "Tile R".— I have seen a few individuals,

especially the younger ones, quite sooty on the whole upper side of their

Amblyrhyncus

terrestrial

They are torpid slow animals, crawling when not frightened with their belly

& tail on the ground.— frequently they doze on the parched ground, with

their eyes closed & hind legs stretched outwards.— In none of their

motions, is there that celerity & alertness which is so conspicuous in true

Lacertas & Iguanas.— Their habits are diurnal; they seldom leave wander

to any distance from their burrows: when frightened they rush to them

with a most awkward gait; excepting going down hill their motion, from

the lateral position of their legs, is not quick.— They are not timorous.

When anentively watching an intruder they curl their tails, & raising

themselves as if in defiance on their front legs, vertically shake their heads

with a quick motion.— I have seen small Muscivorous Lizarxls perform the

same gestures.— This gives them rather a fierce aspect, but in truth they

are far the contrary. When however
1 338

1
being caught & plagued with

a stick they will bite it severely.— Two being placed on the ground close

together will fight & bite each other till blood is drawn.

—

rhvnchus

terrestrial

As I have said they all inhabit burrows, these they make sometimes between

the fragments of Lava, but more generally in the ground, composed of

Volcanic Sandstone.— The burrows do not appear deep & enter at a small

angle: hence when walking over the "warrens" the soil perpetually gives

way.— When excavating these holes, the opposite sides of the body work

alterrrately; one front leg scratches the earth for a short time & throws it

towards the hind, this latter is well placed so as [to] heave the soil beyond

the mouth of hole.— the opposite side then takes up the task.— Those

individuals & they are the greater number, which inhabit the extremely arid

land, ean never drink water during nearly the whole year.— These eat

much of the succulent Cactus, which is in evident high esteem. When a

piece is thrown towards them, each will try to seize & carry it away as dogs

do with a bone.— 1 339
1

They eat however deliberately, without chewing

the pieces.— The Cactus is in request amongst all animals, I have seen

little birds picking at the opposite end of a piece which a Lizard was eating:
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& afterwards it would hop on with complete indifference on its back— In

their stomachs vegetable fibres, leaves of different trees, especially the

Mimosa were always found. In the high damp country their chief food is

the berry called Guayavitas*; it is the same which the Tortoises eat, & has

an acid astringent taste.- Here also they are said to drink water.- To

obtain the leaves they climb short heights up the trees: 1 have frequently

seen them clinging to the branches of the Mimosa.— Thus their habits are

as entirely herbivorous as in the black sea-kind.— The meat when cooked

is white & esteemed, by those who can bring their stomachs to such a

(B) regimen, good food.- I observe the pores on under sides of hind thighs

are very large, by pressure a cylindrical organ is protruded to the length of

(a) some tenths of an inch.- 1 340

1

(notes added later] (a) At this time of year (end of September &
beginning of October) the females have numerous large elongated eggs.—

These they lay in their burrows & the inhabitants seek for them to eat.

Is any other genus amongst the Saurians Herbivorous?

su^cting that this genus, the species of which are m weU

respective localities, is pecuUar to this group of Is .

[note in pencil crossed through and incomplete] The Inhabitants of Tahiti

bad never seen or heard of

(B) [in pencil] Humboldt remarks that in intertropical S. America all

Lizards which inhabit dry regions are esteemed as delicacies for the table.—

[notes end]

' Listed in Zoology 5:23 as Amblyrhynchus cristatus Bell, which is still its modern name.

^ See George Anson Byron, 7th Baron. Voyage of H.M.S. Blonde to the Sandwich Islands,

in the years 1824-25. Undon, 1826. On her way to Hawaii, the Blonde called at

Narborough Island on 27 March 1825, where ‘an innumerable host of sea-guanas’ was found.

A foomote on p. 92 of the book states: ‘Amblyrhyncus Cristatus — described by Bell from

a specimen brought to Europe by Mr Bullock among his Mexican cimosities. Mr. B. does

not state the spot where it was found: probably on the Pacific shore.’
, , , .

’ The marine iguana rids itself of the excess of salt in its diet by means of a nasal salt gland,

* See James Colnett. A voyage to the South Atlantic and round Cape Horn . . . London,

1798. On p. 56 of his book about his voyage in the Rattler, he wrote: ’The sea g^a is a

non descript; it is less than the land iguana and much uglier, they go in herds, a fisMng, and

sun themselves, on the rocks, like seals, and may be called alli^tors, in miniature.’

’ Listed by Thomas Bell as Amblyrhynchus Demarlii Bibr. in Zoology 5:22, where an

engraving of the land iguana brought back by CD was published. The modem nme of the

species is Conolophus suberistatus. It exists today on Femandina (Narborough), Isabela

(Albemarle), Santa Cruz (Indefatigable), South Plaza, Baltra (South Seymour), and has been
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introduced elsewhere, b

saw it. A second spec

Santa Fe (Barrington),

‘ This tree is Psidium )

>ut in recent years has become extinct in Santiago (James) where CD
ies, Conolophus palUdus, not actually seen by CD, is found only in

^alapageium Hook. See Plant Notes p. 185.

[CD P. 340 commences]

3330

3331

I believe the collections of birds formed by IvP Bynoe, Capt. FitzRoy &
myself will shew give a nearly perfect series of the birds'.— At this time

of year (end of Septemb & beginning of Octob), &om the state in which the

birds appeared to be I should imagine the yeung ones last years produce had

nearly attained perfect plumage.— In no female of the smaller birds -the

eggs in the Ovarium were much developed.— The Ornithology is

manifestly S. American.— Far the preponderant number of individuals

belongs to the Finchs^ & Gross-beaks^.— There appears to be much

difficulty in ascertaining the Species.— My series would lend to show that

only the old Cocks possessed a jet black plumage: but M* Bynoe & Fuller''

have each a small black female bird.— Certainly the numbers of brown &
blackish ones is immensely great to those perfectly black.— Species as in

margin arc well characterized.— I only saw them in James Is'* & in one

place, they were there however numerous, feeding with the various other

species. M' Bynoe has a much blacker specimen.— I should state that all

the Species (& doves) feed together in great numbers indiscriminately, their

favourite resort being in the dry long grass in the lower & dry parts of

Island, where in the soil many |341
1

seeds are lying dormant.- The

Icterus like Finch’ (3320...23) is distinct in its habits: its general resort is

hopping & climbing about the Cactus trees, picking with its sharp beak the

flowers & fruit.— not infrequently however, it alights on the ground &
feeds with the flocks of other species.— Out of the many specimens which

1 have seen of this bird, the only one which was black (3320) I by good

fortune procured.— M* Bynoe has one other.— I have no douht respecting

its identity: for it was shot with the others on the Cactus: This is an

illustration of the comparative rarity of the black kinds.— [note (a)] The

Gross-beaks are very injurious. the[y] will strike seeds & plants when

buried 6 inches beneath the ground [note ends]

The insectivorous birds are comparatively rare: they are equally found in

the low dry country & high damp parts.— I was astonished to find

amongst the luxuriant damp vegetation an exceeding Scarcity of insects (so

much so that the fact is very remarkable) This being the case, it is no

(B) wonder that the above order of birds should be scarce—

[note (B) added later] I neither saw or could hear of humming birds in any

of the Is’'*, [note ends]
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blackness, now known to be dependent on age, but subsequent studies have shown that it is

the size of their beaks that is most variable, though it does not change with age,

’ The classification of this species, listed in Zoology 3:104-5 as Cactomis scandens, and

pictured by Gould feeding on a cactus, greatly puzzled CD from their resemblance not so

much to a finch (Fringilla), as to another family Octerus) that included orioles, meadowlarks

and blackbirds. In the Specimen List (see p. 414) he wrote Icterus (??) against (3320...23).

One of them is NHM 1855.12.19.15 type.

‘ Listed in Zoology 3:62-3 as Mimus Irifasciatia Gray, from Charles Island, Mimus melanotis

from Chatham and James’s Islands (NHM 1855.12.19.223 type), and Mimus parvulus from

Albemarle Island (NHM 1855.12.19.92 type). It may be noted that CD had concluded at this

date (October 1835) that each species was constant within ite own island, leadmg nine months

later (see Ornithological Notes p. 262) to his first statement of doubts as to the stability of

species. However, it has been pointed out by Sulloway (/oc. cit.) that later ornithologists have

found the differences between the mocking birds in the island populations to be less distinct

than was thought by CD and Gould.

’ Listed in Zoology 3:106 as Dolichonyx oryzivorus Swains, a migrant American bobolink.

Specimen (3374) bears one of the few surviving labels written in CD’s own hand. Harry

Fuller was a marine in the crew of the Beagle, and was evidently a particularly good shot

[CD P. 342 continues]

3351

52: 53

(B)

This small Water Hen' is found in high damp central parU of Charles &
James Is‘‘.— It frequents in numbers the damp beds of C^x & other

plants, uttering loud & peculiar Crys.— There is no water in these parts,

but the land is damp, is called Gallinito del Monte.— |343| [note (B)]

Iris bright scarlet; lays from 8-12 eggs.— [note ends]

This swallow^ was only seen in no numbers at one point of James Is .

frequenU bold precipices on the sea coast.—

3297 Caracata^ specimens Cock & young female. The old female is much

3298 browner on the breast: M' Bynoe has a specimen, (where eggs in Ovarium

were very large).- As in C. Nov* Zslanda: at the Falklands the

individuals with plumage like (3298) were in far preponderant numbers. 1

believe upwards of 30 were counted near our tents without one dark one.

—

Habits similar to rest of genus.— Tame, bold, sit watching on the trees

when a Tortoise is killed.— Noisy, crys Very different, one Very like the

C. Chimango.— Can jun fast.— are carrion eaters — build in trees,

not elegant & swift on the wing. Are said to kill chickens, doves & the

very young Tortoises.— They are very abundant & will eat almost

anything.

—
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[CD P. 343 continues. First entry inserted later in pencil)

S. America (Humming Birds)"

Perfect

Collect.

3303

(a)

Ornithology:

3299

There are no true Hawks— Owls are abundant. Besides my opooieo (3303)

Fullor hnc n h lnolcioh Itiir* With respect to the Land Birds, their extreme

tameness has been described in my private Journal’.— Little birds can be

almost caught by the hand, they will (continued at (a) on back of CD P.

343] alight on your person & drink water out of a basin held in your

hand.— Must not this arise from the entire absence of all Cats & other

similar animals & those hawks which pursue small birds? [added later in

pencil] Big Tortoises.— [3441

Amongst the Marine birds we have one Duck* which frequents the salt

Ugoons, as does a Heron’ (3296).— There are two kin^ of Bittern

(3300:01)“ on the rocks on the sea-coast.— There is one Gull & one Tem

both of which arc common.— There is Flamingo in the Salinas. On the

shore there are several small waders'®. M' Bynoe & Fuller have some other

species: I believe this is the most indifferent part of our collection.— At

sea we have the little Mother Carys Chicken.— Procellaria (3190) & other

species.— The great Pelican & common gannet as at Callao & other

species of latter, beautifully white & black.—

There is also the Frigate Bird".— There is one part of the habits of this

bird which has not been sufficiently described; it Is the manner in which

this bird picks up fish or bits of meat from the surface of the water without

wening even its feet.— I never saw one alight on the water.— Like an

arrow the bird descends from a great height with extended head, by the aid

(a) of its tail & long wings hitiis with extraordinary dexterity at the moments

ofseizing its object with its long beak.— [note (a)] It is a noble bird seen

on the wing, either when soaring in flocks at a stupendous height, or when

as showing the perfect skill in evolutions when many are darting at the

same floating morsel.— If the piece of meat sinks above 6 inches deep it

is lost.— [note ends]

' Listed in Zoology 3:132-3 as Zapamia spilonola Gould.

“ Listed in Zoology 3:39-40 as Progne Modesto Gould.

’ Listed in Zoology 3:23-5 as Craxirex Galapagoensis Gould.

" Copied in Ornithological Notes p. 265 as ‘there are no Humming Birds’. Both these words

and ‘S. America Perfect Collect:’ in the margin were added in pencil.

’ See Beagle Diary p. 353. In Ornithological Notes pp. 265-6, CD’s remarks about the

tameness of the birds are greatly extended.

* Listed in Zoology 3:135 as Pacilonitta Bahamensis Eyton.
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[CD P. 346 commences in Hobart]

Lizard' February.— Scales on centre of back, light greenish brown, edged on sides

(1358) with black; scales on upper sides of body greyer & with less black; on

lower sides reddish: belly vellow with numerous narrow irregularly wavmg

transverse Unes of black— these lines are formed by the lower margin of

some ofthe scales being black: Head above grey, beneath whitish. Motion

of the body when crawling like a Snake.— not very active: in stomach

beetles & Larv®: common in open wood:

Lizard Two longitudinal black bands, marked with chain of yellowish white spots;

1359 upper parts of sides irregularly black with do marks: belly whitish, tail

simply brown.— soles of feet pale-coloured.

—

Lizard Above pale brown, with very numerous little transverse undulating irregular

1366 black narrow bands: sides richer brown,— tail same as body but paler:

soles of feet black

Lizard Whole upper surface dark blackish brown, each scale with 4-6 most minute

1361 longitudinal streak.— (The black color far preponderant) Belly reddish:

throat white: soles of feet black:— 1347]

Lizard^ Same genus as (1358).— Color — slightly dark "Wood Brown" with

1 362 central longitudinal band crossed by about 5 broard very irregular bands of

"Umber Br": tail with do & generally darker.— Beneath paler with mo^

obscure undulating black lines: top of head reddish Br: Iris orange, pupil

black:— Animal so torpid & sluggish a man may almost tread on it, before

it will move.— I lay down close to one & touching its eye with a stick it

would move its nictitating membrane & each time turn its head a little

further; at last turned its whole body, when upon a blow on its tail ran

away at a slow awkward pace like a thick snake, & endeavouring to hide

itself in a hole in the rocks.— Appears quite inoffensive & has no idea of

biting: held by the tail, collapses its front legs close to body &
posteriorly.— Stomach capacious, full of pieces of a white Mushroom &
few large inactive Beetles such as Curculios & Heteromerous: Hence partly

Herbivorous!— not uncommon on sunny grassy hills:— Tongue colored

fine dark blue.— |3481

Snake^ Above colored "Hair Brown with much Liver B'”.— beneath mottled

1363 Grey.— The abdomen being burst in catching the animal: a small sirake

appeared from the disrupted egg: Hence Ovoviparous; Is not this curious

in Coluber?—

Lizard Along the back a space ash coloured, which contracts over the loins; in

1364 centre of this, chain of transverse marks connected together of the richest

brown: Within these marks, white spots & central pale brown line down
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whole back;— sides mottled with all the above colours: Belly ash, with

few minute longitudinal dark streaks: Head with transverse ones of the dark

brown: common: 1 believe also at Sydney.— 1 349

1

' An oak skink, listed by Thomas Bell in Zoology 5:30 as Cyclodtis Casuarina Bibr.

2 A blotched blue-tongued lizard, identified by F.W. and J.M. Nicholas in Charles Darwin in

Australia (Cambridge University Press, 1989) as TUiqua nigrolutea.

’ Identified by F.W. and J.M. Nicholas (loc. cil.) as either a black tiger snake {Notechis ater)

or a copperhead (Austrelaps superba), which are not oviparous and non-venomous colubnds,

but viviparous and venomous Elapidae.

[CD P. 349 commences]

Conferva' March 18*. The Ship being about 50 miles West from Cape Leeuwin,

(B) observed the sea covered with particles as if thinly scattered over with fine

dust.— Some water being placed in a glass; with an ordinary lens, the

particles appeared like equal sized bits of the fibres of any white wood.

—

On examination under higher powers, Each particle is seen to consist of

from 10-15 of cylindrical fibres. These are loosely attached side by side all

together; their extremiUes are seldom quite equal, a few projecting at each

end.— The bundle was about i;so* of inch in length, but eaeh any separate

fibre rather less, perhaps i/so*.— The color, a very pale brownish green.—

Each separate fibre is perfectly cylindrical & rounded off at both

ft extremities, its diameter is as nearly as possible 2/3000 of inch; the whole is

a divided by transverse partitions [sketch in margin], which occur at regular

U] intervals being about half the diameter of the fibre. Between Within the

‘ cells granular matter is contained; but my microscope scarcely sufficed for

this.— Extremities colourless, with little or no granular matter.— The

bundles must, I think, be enveloped in some adhttsive matter, because in a

glass on touching the sides they almost always adhere.— The number

quantity extent of sea covered by this Conferva was not very oxtenoive

(a) great.— The morning was calm.— Vide similar account near the

Abrolhos.— |350|

[notes added later] (B) On passage from Mauritius to C. of Good Hope Lat

37‘30', sea rvith the green flocculent tufts & sawdust during two calm day

in very great quantities. Must be a most abundant Marine production.

(a) Humboldt^ (Pets. Nan; Vol VI, P 804) mentions in the W. Indian^
that the water was covered with a thin skin composed of fibrous particles;

states is found in the Gulf stream; channel of Bahama, & B. Ayres.— Are

these fibrous particles the kind of Confervse here described? Did 1 not on

coast ofBrazil, however, myself see some real fibro-gelatinous particles ?
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A similar appearance is noticed by CapI King'' on NW extremity of N.

Holland, called by Cant Cooks sailor +++ "sea saw dust” a very good

name— Hawkesworth* Vol lU, P 248,— & M. Peron (who will descnbe

it) Voy. Voin Chapt:31.— +++ Cooks l“Voy. II Vol. Chapt VII.

is described as a Conferva.

—

' Identified in Plant Notes p. 216 as probably Oscillatoria etythraea.

2 See Alexander von Humboldt. Personal narrative of travels to the equinoctial regions of

the new continent . . . 1799-1804 . . . translated into English by Henrietta Maria Williams.

7 vols. London 1814-29. In Beagle Library.

’ See pp. 66-8 for CD’s observations at the Abrolhos Shoals in March 1832.

‘ See Philip Parker King. Narrative of a survey of the intertropical and western coasts of

Australia. 2 vols. London, 1827. In Reog/e Library.

’ See John Hawkesworth. An account of the voyages . . .
performed by Commodore Byron.

Captain Wallis. Captain Carteret, and Captain Cook, drawnfrom theJournals which were

kept by the several commanders ... 3 vols. London, 1773. In Beagle Library.

[CD P. 350 commences]

I

(A)[ During two days before arriving at the Keeling Isd’ in the Indian

Ocean [on April 1st 1836], in many parts 1 saw masses of flocculent matter

of an extremely pale brownish green colour floating in the sea. They varied

in size from half to three or four inches square in size are and were quite

opake vessel the masses could only with difficulty cannot be distinguished;

hut in a glass they were are vo^ diotinotly clearly visible. Under the

microscope the flocculent mosses are matter is seen to consist of two kinds

of Confervse, between which I am quite ignorant whether there is any

connection. Minute cylindrical bodies, conical at each extremity, are

involved in vast numbers in a mass of fine threads. These threads have a

diameter of about raooo"' of an inch; they possess an internal lining; they

are divided at irregular & very wide intervals by transverse septa; Their

length is extreme, so that I could never certainly ascertairi the form of the

extremity; They are all curvilinear & resemble in position a handful of

hair, coiled & squeezed together. In the midst of these threads & probably

connected by some viscous fluid there are innumerable cylindrical hollow

transparent bodies [sketch in margin]; each extremity ofwhich is terminated

by a cone produced into the finest point.— Their diameter is tolerably

[cont. at (a) on back of P. 350] constant between 6 and 8/1009 .006 and

.008 of an inch. Their length varies considerably from .04 to .06 & even

sometimes to .08.— Near to the ons extremity of the cylindrical part, a

green septum or maao of a gronular matter formed of a granular matter, and

thickest in the middle, may generally to be seen.— This I believe to-be is

the bottom of a most delicate colourless sack, composed of a granular -or

pulpy matter substance which lines the exterior case, but does not extend to
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within the extreme conical points, [passage with similar wording erased]

In some, a small but perfect sphtere of brownish granular matter supplied

the place of the septum; & I observed the curious process by which these

little balls are produced. A r

The pulpy matter of the internal coating suddenly grouped itself into lines,

so<me of> which assumed an obscure radiated position, then with

irregula<r> & rapid movement the lining contracted & united itself, & in

a second the whole matter was collected into the most perfect little sphtere,

which motionless occupied the position of the sept<um> at one end of the

transparent hollow case. I can describe these motions by a simile: a bag

of unequal thickness & compos<ed> of some highly elastic matter being

distended by a fluid, & then such fluid being allowed to escape with some

rapidity, the coats of the bag would contract & unite with similar

movements.— This rapid process perhaps is a morbid one, owing to injury:

certainly in many cases with such injury the process commenced.— I saw

several pair of these bodies attached to each other, cone along side cone, at

that end where the Septum occurs.— I do not know whether they

a I constantly adharre in this manner when floating in the ocean.— [see sketch

/ in margin] |351|

' Identified in Plant Notes pp. 216-17 as probably another blue-green alga (Cyanophyto) of

indeterminate genus.
,

^ The passage marked with capital A’s and double brackets has been extensively revised at

a period when CD was no longer using ampersands. It was reproduced with little further

revision in Journal (rfResearches 1 : 1 4-1 6, and was illustrated with the drawing of the method

of attachment of the cones that appears above.

[CD P. 351

3605

(II

mences]

The surface of this Coral is marked with sinuous eonvo* elevated &
ooncnve depressed lines: a transverse section shows plates which form the

lines of ridges & hollows.— Those which rim the latter are the thickest &

best developed, & henea the mass of Coral breaks most easily in these lines.

On each side there are irregular cells; & likewise on each side of those

plates, which form the ridges of elevated lines, there are more regular cells.

Hence we see alternate bands of different cells, on each side of different

plates.— [sketch in margin] On viewing the external surface, the lines of

ridges are seen to be composed of the plate, crossed by short plates (sketch

in margin] which are either united, or nearly coincide on the line. These

are the summits of the cells: but I do not understand the exact structure. At

the base of the little sinuous ridges composed of the cross plates, thwe

projects a narrow fleshy rim; this is edged by short, broard, flat, with white

& rounded tips, are unequal in size, tentacula. I believe certainly they are

not perforated; are soft & adhesive in their nature. They do not exactly
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a
II

Madrepora

(3560)

probably connected with the upward growth of the Coral, & agrees with the

fact that the septa or bottom of the cells are not all placed in the same

line.— Although the globe tnass of Coral easily divides into sinuous layers

each of which composes a ridge; yet the fleshy matter is united over the

whole surface.— In its growth it has frequently surrounded & enclosed

branches |3S41 of the stony Corals.— Such spots are centres from

whence the furrows & ridges diverge. The surface of the Coral is very

slimy.— The mass lies scarcely or not at all attached to a sandy bottom in

the shoal lagoon.— There can be no doubt but what this animal beIong[s]

to the same family as Actinia & Caryophillia.—

This stony branching elegant Coral is very abundant in the shallow still

waters of the Lagoon: it lives from the shoalest parts, which are always

coveted by water, to a depth certainly of 18 ft & perhaps more. Its color

is nearly white or pale brown. The orifice of the cells is either nearly

simple, or protected by a strong hood: the polypus is similar in both.— The

upper extremity or mouth of the Polypus is closely attached to the edge of

orifice; it cannot be protruded, nor drawn back out of sight; it consists of

narrow, fleshy lip, which is divided into 12 tentacula or subdivisions of the

lip. These tentacula are very short & minute [sketch in margin], are

flattened vertically, are brown colored, tipped with white. The animal

possesses very little irritability, on being pricked the mouth is folded or

contracted into an elongated figure [sketch in margin] & partially drawn

back. The body of the Polypus fills up the cell, is so excessively |355|

delicate, transparent & adhaaive that I in vain tried to examine its structure.

I could see a sort of abdominal sack, outside of which & attached to the

side of this there were intestinal folds of a whitish color. These when

separated from the body possessed a sort of peristaltic motion.

—

I examined the Madrepora (3584) also common in the lagoon & found the

same sort of Polypus, & from a shorter examination I believe such will be

likewise found in kinds (3612) (Jno number])

Madrepora’ This foliaceotis Madrepora is of a pale brownish purple color, is extremely

3jgg slimy is abundant in from 3-7 fathoms water in the lagoon. When alive,

from each orifice a minute coiella like lip is protruded which folds over &

lies flat around the orifice, is colored "Lake red". This lip is marked by

about 12 rays, but is not absolutely divided into so many tentacula. The

animal possesses little irritability, the lip can be wi* drawn within, but to

no depth in the orifice.- In the centre of this upper extremity, there is a

small simple aperture or mouth, between this mouth & the lip there are 6

small brown points.— The whole resembled a beautiful microscopical

Madrepora flower.— The body, as weU as entiro
1 356 1

upper extremity is colored

3555 lake red. is likewise pulpy, adhaesive, delicate & attached to the Coral.

In the body, I could trace intestinal like compartments, & on one side folds
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of the main sack, folds of colourless intestine: each fold appears to be a

loop of the intestine, the two parts joined by a granular substance. A piece

of single intestine being detached revolved in the direction of the space into

which it was folded.

3587 There is another species'* (3587) found in same situation, the polypus of

which is I believe of the same structure. Here however the lip is white.

These foliaceous Corals appear to have an intimate connection with the

stony branching Madrepores.

Milleoora
^

1419

snirils of W:

I examined with considerable care two species, taking specimens from

different places on successive days of this genus, & utterly failed of

perceiving anything like a Polypus, yet from the structure of the Coral I

must suppose such are present.

3583

3609

Millenora

(3583) (a)

Millepora (3583) is branched & colored "Sienna yellow & Wood brown”,

it grows in from 0-12 Fathom water on the outer reefs. The coral consists

of stony reticulations; from the axis of the branches vessels oeHs radiate

through this substance to the outside. |357
1

It is divided by transverse

septa into cells, the orifice of the terminal one is seen outside as a white

[note (a) added later] I saw this coral at the Isle of France forming great

bushes 2 ft: high.— not infrequently it coats any foreign body in place of

forming distinct branches: of which specimen (3634) is an instance [note

ends]

[CD P. 357 continues]

In parts of the older branches the orifices are not quite of equal sire, the

smaller ones being arranged around a central larger one.— In a section of

the Coral, many of these vessels will be seen to be covered up & not

continued to the surface.— Towards the I examined a conaderable numbCT

of the cells when the Coral was broken & could find nothing; but at last in

one specimen, from several of the cells, with a broken bent needle I

removed a minute portion of a gelatino-membranous substance; in this with

a high power I could trace no structure. Can this be part of a Polypus?

The whole Coral is of a harsh feel & not perceptibly slimy, by gently

scraping the surface & particularly the whiter terminal extremities of the

branches: with a high power, a most delicate transparent membrane

(without any structure) will be found, beneath this is a most IhiB layer of

pulpy matter in which the rounded & loosely attached extremities of the

stony reticulations are imbedded. It would appear that 1358| these

Millqjora reticulations increase, by the apposition of minute stony spheres.— In the

(3583) matter thus scraped off from several parts of one specimen. 1 found

numerous little oval transparent balls, having diameter of about mooo"' of
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inch. These are attached by one end to most delicate strength filaments,

which commonly are divided dichotomously.— These filaments under a ino

lens where injured are seen to consist of a spiral fibre, which when

stretched is partly unrolled.— [sketch in margin] 1 at first thought it had

some connection with the Coral, but now believe it to be a most minute

microscopical parasitical plant or animal.

—

(3610)

3611

Milleoora

The second series of Millepora* grows in strong vertical plates, which

frequently intersect each other & so form a coarse honeycombed mass. In

such masses the outer parts alone of the plates are alive. This Coral

flourishes in the outer part of the reef where the sea violently breaks. Its

color is a mixture of "Wax & Sulphur Yellow", the former being the

prevailing tint in the lower & older parts, as the bright yellow is in the

upper parts of the plates. The structure & superficial nature of this Coral

precisely resembles the foregoing |359| species, 1 could not perceive any

trace even of a Polypus in the terminal cell.— 1 see the branches grow by

concentric additions: [sketch in margin] & that the lines of cells on vessels

do not occur near to the extremities: therefore the growth of the Coral must

be a process quite distinct from the agency of the Polypi, if such there be.—

The orifices of the cells in this species are seen to be often very different

sizes, the smaller ones being grouped around a larger central one.

—

Both these species agree in having veiy little or rather no slimy matter on

their surface; but yet possess a strong & disagreeable odor.— they likewise

agree in the very remarkable property, hitherto I believe unnoticed in such

productions, of producing on contact a stinging sensation, hf Liesk^ first

observed this fact by accident in the plate kind, & I find it as strong or

stronger in the branched sort.— The power appears to vary: generally

speaking on pressing or nibbing a fragment on the tender skin of the face

or arm, a prickling sensation will be felt after an interval of a second, &
which lasts for a very short time. But on rapidly touching with the

specimen (3609) of the |360| branching kind the side ofmy face, the pain

was instantaneous, but increased, as usual, after a very short interval; the

sensation continued strong for a few minutes, but was perceptible half an

hour afterwards. The sensation was as bad as that of the sting of a Nettle,

but more resembled that produced by the Physa*.— On touching the tender

skin of the arm, red spots were produced, & which had the appearance, if

the stimulant had been a little stronger, of producing watery pustules. With

respect to the nature of these Millepora:, 1 cannot help suspecting that their

nature is allied to Corallina rather than to Polypiferous Corals.— 1 am led

to this idea from not being able to discover any trace of an organized

Polypus in the cells; their position with respect to extremities of branches;

their size varying & their method of grouping; ail which facts would better

agree with the idea that the cell is the seat where the Ovum is produced

—

Their manner of growth & the absence of slime is analogous to the
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irritated (continued at (a) on back ofCD P. 261] of emitting from its mouth
& 24 glands or pores, bunches of viscous threads. These threads are

colored "Peach blossom & Aurora Red", they can be drawn out, when in

contact with any object to the length of some inches, & are emitted with

considerable force.— they are not at all strong. The pores near the part

most irritated only at any one time ejected this substance. The animal

having been kept for a day still retained this power.— Within the body in

the basal parts, large quantities of these red threads are laid.— I know not

whether their nature or use.— |362|

Crab^ These monstrous crabs inhabit in numbers low strips of dry coral land; they

1428 live entirely on the fruit of the Cocoa nut tree. M* Liesk informs me he has

often seen them tearing fibre by fibre, with their strong forceps, the husk

of the nut. This process they always perform at the extremity, where the

three eyes are situated. By constant hammering the eye shell in that soft

part is broken in & then by the aid of their narrow posterior pincers the

food is extracted. I think this is as curious a piece of adaptation & instinct

as 1 ever heard of These Crabs are diurnal in their habits: they live in

Copied burrows, which frequently lie at the foot of trees. Within the cavity they

collect a pile, sometimes as much as a large bag full, of the picked fibres

of the husk & on this they seat rest.— At night they are said to travel to

the sea: there also their young are hand hatched, & during the early part of

their life they remain & probably feed on the beach. Their flesh is very

(a) good food: in the tail of a large one there is a lump of [continued at (a) on

back ofCD P. 362] fat, which when melted gives a bottle full of Oil. They

are exceedingly strong.— The back is coloured dull brick red; the under

side of body & legs is blue, but the upper side of legs clouded with dull

red.— In the "Voyage par un Officier du Roi" to the Isle of France’, there

is an account of a Crab which lives on Cocoa nuts in a smalt Isd North of

Madagascar; probably it is the same animal, but the account is very

imperfect.

—

NB. These Crabs are in a Cask with a black cross at one end.—

NB. M' Liesk informs me that the Crabs with swimming plate to posterior

claw employ this tool in excavating burrows in the fine sand or mud & that

he has repeatedly wimessed this process.— 1 363

1

’ This is the Coconut Crab Birgus latro Linn., but the specimen has not survived (see Oi^ord

Collections p. 224).

’ See Jacques Henri Bemardin de Saint Pierre, Voyage a I ‘Isle de France . .
.
par un officier

du Roi. Amsterdam, 1773. Copy assumed to have been in Beagle Library.

[For the next four pages CD reverts to some observations on terrestrial planarian worms that

he had made two months earlier in Hobart. These notes are crossed through vertically like

previous ones on this topic, indicating their eventual publication. CD P. 363 commences]
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3518: 19:

20: 21:

[pencil note]

[illeg. word]

Leaches

analogous

fact.—

General shape

as formerly

I found beneath a dead rotten tree in the forest a conadg-abje number of

this animal, the decaying wood was only slightly moist.— Color dirty

"honey yellow", with central nanow dark brown line on back, on each side

a broarder band of pale "Umber brown”, beneath snow white A dptt^-

Both extremities pointed; the anterior one most elongated, extremity

slightly turned up & furrowed on under surface. Black points situated

around whole margin of foot, but much most abundant near Anterior

extremity. Two orifices on inferior surface; the anterior one of them is

placed in about middle of the body, & the posterior rather nearer to the first

than to the extremity of the tail. Whilst the animal crawls these orifices are

about .2 of an inch distant, but when at rest not above half of this.— The

posterior orifice is plainest to be seen, more circular & sub. margined, the

anterior one only consists of a transverse slit.— Close Before (or nearer to

the head) this, the cup shaped organ is situated, its mouth is widely

extensible into a conical membrane, the base of this funnel or mouth

depends fiom |364| the central vessel, which run[s] towards anterior

extremity. Animal placed in weak spirits of wine, this organ is

protruded.— On each side of whole length of body that opake branching

structure is visible, which has foimerly been described.

—

I
A good sized individual crawling was 1.5 of an inch long, but when at rest

length t only .8.— Manner of crawUng &c similar to what has formerly been

described.— 1 kept some specimens alive in a saucer with rotten wood

from Feb>' ?“• to April 1“, when apparently from the excessive heat of the

latitude which we then entered, they gradually sickened & died.— during

this period they some increased in size; the most perfect one the day before

its death, 1 found with the skin on its back ruptured & the cup shaped organ

partly protruded through the hole. 1 observe they have a particular dislike

& immediate apprehension of the light, directly crawling to the under side

of bits ofwood.— Having neglected to put any water with the rotten wood,

it became one day perfectly dry. the largest & only perfect |365|

Planaria specimen eontin did not suffer any injury.

—

Feb. 10* Cut an individual into two pieces, without attending to where the section

was made (possibly it [was] at the anterior orifice). On the 16“ both ends

quite lively, wounds healing; one orifice manifest in posterior half, but more

in the anterior. March 5“. Posterior half quite lively, the posterior orifice

visible, wound unhealed, crawls with in the proper direction; Anterior half

with its truncated end quite healed & pointei slightly pink.— I can see no

orifice on the lower surface.— These specimens were lost by neglect.

—

March 6* On same day (6*) cut another specimen into nearly equal halves, one having

the two orifices & the other none.

—

20“ The posterior halfhad become a perfect animal, the wound quite obliterated;

the new anterior extremity was rather suddenly pointed & of a slight pink
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(a)

color. The anterior extremity half resembled in figure to a perfect animal.

The posterior half in no way to be distinguished |366| from any other

individual.— The anterior extrem ity half had increased considerably in

length since the 20*.— Near to its tail, by the aid of transmitted light, a

pear-shaped clear space was most distinctly visible, [sketch in margin] it

was united to a short clear vessel or space which lead to the tail.— Within

the pear-shaped clear space, an opake cup-shaped could be obscurely

distinguished. But by no mean could 1 discover a trace of any orifice on

the corresponding part of the lower surface or foot— It is impossible to

doubt, if the hot weather had not killed all the specimens, that in time the

cup shaped organ & its orifice would have been produced & the animal

completed, similar in every respect to the one produced by the Posterior

half.— Thus we see these 25 days sufficed to complete one animal in

every respect &. another in its external form & partly in its internal

structure.— In the first case, the fact of the wound in the posterior half not

being healed after 26 days may perhaps be accounted for by supposing the

section was made at the [continued at (a) on back of page] point of the

anterior orifice.— 1 367

1

[there follow on the back of CD P. 366 several entries made at various later dates ignoring

the margin, and with different pens or in pencil]

1 must here mention that at New Zealand I saw a species of this genus, but lost it in bringing

it home.— We thus see that in the Southern hemisphiere, America, New Zealand & Van

Diemens land all possess this curious family of terrestrial animals.

small specimen beneath

[written vertically in pencil up the lefthand side of the page] Anyone accustomed to [iUeg.

word] Planaria is surprised at being terrestrial.^

Reproduction of cut body same in terrestrial & aquatic species.

[written in pencil at an angle across the page]

p. 12 movement well described,

p, 14 In Derostoma cesophagus apparently not essential,

p. 15 P. tremellaris marine spec, [illeg. word] folded in zigzag,

p. 28 aquatic species allow water to act on their lower surface, apparently for i

Has observed tenacity of life in trunk,

p. 29 softening of body not fluid.— dissolution of body,

p. 30 cicatrica Diaphane.

p, 34 In P. tremellaire '2 pores genitaux rounded".

—
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p. 35 eggs placed between branches of Intestinal case.

' Described by CD in Planaria p. 188 as Planaria Tasmaniana. Is now the type of the genus

Ta’manoplana in sub-family Geoplaninae. CD gives excellent accounts of the regeneration

of bisected specimens and of the death of a terrestrial flatworm, and notes their photophobia.

^ See article by Ant. Dug6s on ‘Recherches sur I’organisation et les moturs des Planariies’

in Armales des Sciences Naturelles 15:139-83, October 1828, to which CD’s notes written

partly in French refer.

[CD P. 367 commences with a final entry written in Bahia when the Beagle anchored there

from 1“ to 5* August 1836']

Corallina
^

1463

Spirits

3854:55:

56

This species is very common encrusting the smooth surfaces of the granitic

rocks in the tidal pools.— Its colour in the under surfaces is rather paler

than that of Corallina officinalis, but generally it is cream-coloured, with a

tinge of fiesh-red.— The extremities of the short rigid branches (in 1463)

are either rounded & white or acuminated into a cone. In this latter case

the summit is surmounted by a perfectly circular minute orifice, which leads

by a short cylindrical tube into a circular cavity occupying the base of the

to lie oonformab ly with thcoo plates.— On breaking off the terminal cone,

the cavity is seen to be occupied by a white mass, which from the

disturbance has appears like an intestinal mass. It is found to consist of

from 20-40 separate cylindrical bodies attached by the lower extremities &
embedded in a pulpy matter; whieh they are placed in a vertical & nearly

parallel position.— These occur, & in the same cavity, in several states :

some consist of a simple elongated sack with a little granular matter, which

presently assumes one or two obscure artie circular contractions.— But the

greater number & most perfect ones are in dimensions srsotf" long & itsoo

broard; under the
1 368

1

microscope they are seen to consist of an envelope

oontnin ing full of a pale brown granular matter.

The envelope has a necklace form, owing to three ring-like contractions,

partially dividing the little cylinder into four beads.— [sketch in margin]

These contractions do not appear to form true articulations, for they are far

from separating the internal granular matter:— At the lower end, the

terminal arti lobe has a point or navel of attached flocculent granular matter:

the superior lobe is generally rather larger & more elongated than the

others.— These articulate-like contractions in the most perfect bodies

amounted to three, but in the less developed were two & even one; & lastly

as I have said, an obscure sack can alone be distinguished in the enveloping

matters.— 1 conceive these are the gemmules or seeds.— In one case I

saw one of their cones placed on the side, but near the summit of a

branch.— Many of The greater number of the terminal pointa extremities
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of the branches are white & rounded. Are theae Have the cones been

removed from these? I am inclined in some cases to think so, ftom marks

of a slight depression & a scaling structure, which appear general manner

of healing.— I saw in section of some branches the trace of an obliterated

' See Beagle Diary pp. 433-4.

^ Identified as the coralline alga Melobesia mamillaris by William Henry Harvey in Nereis

australis. London, 1847. Specimen 3857 collected on the same occasion was Melobesia

scabiosa. See Plan! Notes pp. 200-2.
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As has been explained by Duncan Porter in his article on The Beagle Collector and his

Collections’', the lists of zoological and botanical specimens collected on the Beagle by CD
were entered in ink in six small notebooks, 7 by 414 inches in size, now kept at Down House.

For purposes of reference these are catalogued at the Cambridge University Library as Down
House Notebooks 63.1-6. Notebooks 1-3 were used for specimens preserved in spirits in jars,

and labelled with metal tags on which numbers were stamped. Notebooks 4-6 were used for

dried specimens, which had coloured paper tags with numbers printed on them. Tags from

the same sets were also used for numbering CD’s geological specimens listed in his four

Geology Specimen Notebooks^, thus accounting for numbers missing from the list of Animals

The lists of specimens were drawn up on the right hand pages of each of the notebooks.

The pages in the notebooks were not numbered, but at the head of each page CD generally

entered the year, month and place at which the specimens had been collected. The specimen

numbers were entered in the margin, followed by a capita] letter in pencil to indicate to which

of the lists drawn up by Syms Covington towards the end of the voyage they should be

assigned. Sometimes there were instructions to Covington such as ‘Copy’ or ‘Come to me’.

These letters were: A for animal (i.e. a mammal), B for bird, C for crustacean, F for fish,

I for insect, F for plant, R for reptile or amphibian, and S for shell. Against quite a few of

the specimens CD has also written X or XX, apparently as reminders to himself to look at

them again. On the left hand pages of the notebooks, additional and sometimes quite lengthy

notes about some of the specimens on the opposite page were entered. There are frequent

cross references to the entries in the Zoology Notes concerning the specimen in question, CD’s

own pagination being shown here as before in heavy type. For the specimens in spirits a

ringed letter or sometimes another symbol in the margin indicated the particular jar in which

they were stored. But although this labelling of the jars was essential for CD in subsequent

handling of the specimens, it no longer conveys any information of interest, and the ringed

letters have therefore been omitted from the transcript.

The fishes stored in spirits were identified by Leonard Jenyns, with descriptions of a

number of new species. CD’s specimens were presented to the Cambridge Philosophical

Society and later passed on to the Museum of the University Department of Zoology in

Cambridge, from which a substantial number were transferred to the British Museum (Natural

History) in 1917. The list of ‘Fish in spirits of wine’ now held in the Cambridge University

Library as MS DAR 29.1 was copied out by Syms Covington, and the names of the species

were added to it by Jenyrts. His written identifications and comments on the condition of

some of the specimens have been included here, together with a page reference where

applicable to Zoology 4, and those specimerts that still remain in the Cambridge University

Zoology Museum have been marked with an asterisk.

The reptiles, amphibians and crustaceans were entrusted for identification to Thomas Beil,

who through procrastination and poor health was responsible for the late appearance of

Zoology 5. However, he had evidently taken on a larger task than he could easily handle, and

although he had obtained useful help with some of CD’s reptiles from the eminent herpeto-

logist Gabriel Bibron in Paris, it was unfortunate that Bibron then died without completing

his examination ofCD’s snakes. There is nevertheless no excuse for Bell’s subsequent failure
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29, 1. The first page is headed ‘Gt. Malbro’ in Syms Covington’s hand, so that the notes were
presumably written some time shortly after 13 March 1837, when CD and Covington moved
into fiimished rooms at 36 Great Marlborough Street. After half a page, the remainder of the

notes were written by CD. An edition ofDarwin 's Mammals, accompanied by a classification

of those of the skins that can be located in the Natural History Museum, is in preparation.

Some pages headed ‘Mr Darwin’s Shells’ were copied in numerical order fiom entries in

the Specimen lists, with additional information taken fi-om the Zoology Notes, and are mainly
in Syms Covington’s hand, but with some additions by CD, There are 8 pages on ‘Shells in

Spirits of Wine’ in CUL MS DAR 29.1, and 8 more on ‘Shells’ in DAR 29.3. Written

wholly in Syms Covington’s hand, apart from a note by CD at the start saying ‘NB The shells

which 1 want out are marked with a cross
| about 100 |

’ there is also in DAR 29.3 a

partially identified and numbered list of shells in alphabetical order, with the localities at

which they were collected. The identifications can probably be attributed to William John
Broderip, for CD wrote to Henslow on 1 November 1836^ ’I also heard that M' Broderip

would be glad to look over the S. American shells’. But the later fate of the collection of
shells is not known.

CD’s first consignment of qiecimens was dispatched to Henslow from Monte Video by the

Emulous Packet in August 1832*, and Henslow repotted on it in January 1833*. The second

consignment, including the fossil bones discovered at Punta Alta on 23 September 1832'“, was
sent back with the Duke of York Packet a month later, though it reached Henslow only in

August 1833". On 18 July 1833'^ and 12 November 1833'* CD packed off from Monte
Video boxes containing several hundred skins of birds and mammals, ‘an immense box of

bones and geological specimens’, a bundle of seeds, and casks containing insects and bottles

of fish, on which Henslow duly reported in July 1834'''. Writing from his sick-bed in

Valparaiso on 4 October 1834'* CD told Henslow that H.M.S. Samarang was sailing for

Portsmouth with 2 casks containing ‘very valuable specimens’. In February 1835 H.M.S.
Challenger sailed from Valparaiso with more specimens that were probably transferred to

another ship at Rio de Janeiro'*. CD’s last letter to Henslow'* ‘from the shores of America’
was written on 12 August 1835 announcing the dispatch of two boxes of specimens on board

H.M.S. Conway that would be followed by those carried by the Beagle herself. Although
several of CD’s consignments of specimens were considerably delayed in transit, all of them
eventually arrived safely in England.

Endnotes to Specimen Lists

1 See Darwinian Heritage pp. 973-1019.

2 See CUL MS DAR 236.

3 See George Busk Catalogue ofMarine Polyzoa in the Collection of the British Museum,

Cheilostomata Parts I (ISS2) and II (IS54), and Cyclostomatous Polyzoa (1875). The
Trustees of the British Museum, London.

4 See Bull. Br. Mus. nat. Hist. (hist. Ser.) 2:201-278 (1963).

5 See Bull Br. Mus. nat. Hist. (hist. Ser.) 14:1-143 (1987).

6 See Bull. Br. Mus. nat. Hist. (hist. Ser.) 14:145-233 (1987).

7 See CD to Henslow Correspondence 1:515-6.

8 See CD to Henslow Correspondence 1:250-3.
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Henslow to CD Correspondence 1:292-5.

Beagle Diary p. 107.

Henslow to CD Correspondence 1:327-8.

CD to Henslow Correspondence 1:321-3.

CD to Henslow Correspondence 1:351-3.

Henslow to CD Correspondence 1:394-6.

Beagle Diary p. 263, CD to Henslow Correspondence 1:410.

CD to Henslow Correspondence 1 :420.

CD to Henslow Correspondence 1:461-3.
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216 p Fungus, colour pile dirty yellow [A^aricm satebrosus, see Plant Notes^ p.2\9\

217 R Colulier (ciUed the ConUl nuke)

218 R SleWon [7] [Ecphymotis Krqualm (193) TB)

219 R Gecko (Hemidactyles) [T/emidacfy/iu (34) //. Woiwnia TB]

22* X AoHi buried''^m of sRsns [note opposite) These appear to be eble It leeilM well to move

in water, as on a solid.

—

222 C Salt water Crab; Julus; Lepistna; Worms. Wood lice. Acati •

223 S Cyclostoma, toots of trees on the wooded hills.—

224 P C^togamous plants: when shaken let fall flne yellow powder, growing on rough bark of

225 Fungus "scarlet red" on turf

226 C F Water crab

227 R Hyla. Palm tree (listed by TB as Hyia Paulerii in Zoology 5:45-6]

228 F Fish, same (195) F Water (same as 195, U] ’

229 Patinacella. same as (198)

230 Acanis from PhaUngium

23! X Spider Saltigradc (noie opposite) in the tube numbered if it is not Temcrisso (?) & new genus:

6 eyes, skin brass & coloured conaceous punctured: mouth little developed.

—

232 P Lycopcrdon on turf, colour white

233 Two species of Acan

234 iuhis, Polydemus

235 X Spider, orbiteles new genus (note opposite] Uucauge Darw: Vide 39

236 SX Chiefly fresh water shells as Planorbis. ^ondnis PbysaSucunea, Cyclades ABulimus [note

cb iiKlined [note opposite] gen
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Specimens in Spirits of Wine 331

Cloporta. Scolopendra An^hipode. Rit IsUnd

Grupus, with pincers coloured "purplish red" & PUgusia (* Die. Class.) with pincers while:

tail, lowerjoint of pieds macboires& base ofjoints in legs, coloured dark "peach blossom red",

both these live in numbers under stones at Rat Island where the water is only brackish.—

328 X Minute Larva (?) con^gated in groups of countless numbere on the puddles near the river.

Rat Island, (note opposite] I have seen them in several places on the surface of the water, in

such numbers as to be quite black

332

335

Lycosa. (Spiders same as (668 & 9) printed numbers) & Gonoleptes

Vaginulus V. 71

Fish^ little pools near the river

Plagusia (2 species) [note 0|^>osite] Differs from Plagusia (326) in not having tail Ac coloured

ag specimens) under stones on

Cyclops. length loo of inch, in the ocean between Point St Antonio A Corrientes:— motions

Aline V 77 Copy [Percophis Braziliensis Cuv., Zoology 4:23-4. Exd. LJ] *

Fish. Habitat same u last V 77 Copy [Plectropoma Palachonica Jen., Zoohgy 4:it-12.

Exd. U]

[Cadervo rostraia Busk, Serupoeellaria, in pencil MenipeaV SFH] *

Corallina. Habitat, same.— (note opposite] Colour pale. (Homera Lamouroux?)

Fish. Habitat same as last V77 Cc^y [Pinguipes/asdatus )tn.. Zoology 4:20-1. Exd. U]
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Cotst of Patagonia

Specimens

.

Flustra (new genus) V 78 (note opposite] 355:356; Habitats &<

[Bugula SFH] *

Cellepora (?) V 77 [Ceilepora eatonensis Busk SFH] •

Porcellana. same (351)

Fish. Habitat same (347) [note opposite] Colour above saim

Patachonica Jen., Zoology 4:U‘i2. Exd. LJ]

Squalus. V 81 Copy (Great Shark (had) LJ]

Mollus: Tunicata. V 82

Erichthus (new species) V 88: & Mysis (new species) V 89 &
Heteropodes V 90: & Cyclops:

Cru$tacea(pelagic)taken between Rio de Jar

Amphipode taken from anchor, Rio de Ja»

Loligo V 90 (note opposite] Abundant B

371

372

373

374

375

X Fish, (note opposite] Body silvery, excepting back greenish blue.

—

[Oupea arcuoia Jen., Zoology 4:124. K.S. LJ]

X My^us; Epeira. 2 Lycosa. B. Blanca (note opposite] Small Lycosa; body pale, with

ab^men with purplish marks; inhabits short tubes in sand near to the sea.—

R Iguaniens; approximates to Quctzpalcs (Cuvi). saird hillocks [Proeiotretus n.s. (386) Listed by

TB as />. Weigftuuuiii in Zoology 5:15-16]

(listed by TB in Zoology 5:28-9 as Ameiva longicauda Mihi.]

XX Armadillo (Bnsaubait Cuv:) Pichiz. I have also found roots in dteir stomachs, [iwtes opposite]

Pulex from the hairy under sides of the (Encouberl): also curious (vagabond) Ricinis

R Bufo V 99 (in pencil] Come to me (listed by TB as Phryniscus nigricans in Zoology 5:49-50

R Lizard same as (373) [Proctotretus n.s. 373 P. Weigmannii TB]

X Dytiamense (with its ovaries) n (note oj^>osite] Polype with 14 arms ? (see also Specimen

297, to which SHF's note could equally well apply] *

X Polyclinum. (Sigillina 7) [note opposite] Mouth of lilleg.J n reddish orange, body pale do:

the stem appeared to have power of solidifying &. relaxing its body.— in plenty 10 fathoms
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Specimens in Spirits of Wine

Trin^: shot out of Urge floct—

Crust: Cymothoudes; from fish:

Crust: Isopod; closely allied to (404). tibw&tarsi

think any of Latreilles families agrees with this sp<

io Negro [Proctotretus (new species) 3'

loured orange [note c^tposite] 1 do noi

tVeigmannii TB]

Fish; above reddish lead colour.— (Great Conger? Eel at Trinity (bad) U)
Lizard (Iguanienspn^) (note oi^site] Above mottled brown & yellow, gorge faint yellow

.aritTB)

, _ K)(S^eTBr
S. Lizard (Galeotes?) [note opposite] Above "liver brown”, widtlatero-dorsalpalesti

thighs of hinder legs pale yellow;— [Proctotretus n.s. see 1061 P. cyanogaster TB)

Plagusia (two species) •

X Clytia. V103 [note opposite] On one specimen there were numerous CTUstac«:Ostracodcs.—

R Trigoi^^lus V-99^ lune as (433) [Snake TB]

R X Coluber [note opposite] Belly pUtes yellowish; dmsal scales, widi central band greenish, tip

black, sidM pale;— back mottled greenish:

Acari (Ricinise) from the Felis filleg. word] [CD recorded in Zoology 2:1S-19 that be killed

half-grown ^cimen of Felis pajeros at Bahia Blanca in August, but no specimen is listed]

R Trigonocephalus (same as 439)

R Lizard same as (439) [Proctotretus pectinatus (397) TB]

R Uceru same as (374) [Ameiuo (374) TB]

R Lizard [Proctotretus n.s. 399 P. Darwinii TB]

R Trigonocephalus (same as 439) [Snake TB]

X Spider (Latengrade) [note opposite] does not exactly agree with any of Lat; genera.

—

X Fish; unifonn bright silvery [note ^jposite] ridge of back blueish; black patch on gill-cover,

& another under pectoral fm [Paropsis signata Jen. (N. gen). Zoology 4;66>7. U]

remarkable from circular dark green patch behind Gill-cover [same as 390.— dry &. bad U]

452 R Laceita; Punta Alta [dmeivfl (341) TB]

453 R Lizard (Quatrapodes? Having palatine teeth) [Proctotretus (n.s.) 421 TB]
454 R :455. Lizard. V 113 Copy [/7t>crorre/u5 mufrimocu/onu ? very young 432 TB)
456 Ophiura [1 Ophiurid SFH] *
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Specimens in , 335

457 C EnlomosM (Lophyiopes) V 115
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Specimens in Spirits of Win

Nenid^ St Tubicolis

:2 Macroiiri. Amphipod. Sphsromi *

C Isopod, caught by dredging sandy bottom: adhering together stomach to stomach. Male St

female, edges of dorsal plates tinged with red: a most curious genus.

—

Frog, above prettily marked with dark olive green above St greenish white; on hind thighs St

base of body a little red.— •mUete Pleurodema Darwinii 665 676 TB)

Hyla V 187 Copy
(Listed in Zoology 5:46-7 as Hyla agrtstis (figured in Spix or Prince de Neuwied) TB]
Rana V 187 Copy [Cystignathus octllatus TB]

Bipcs V 176 Copy [Corococca of Spix TB]

Quetzpales.— sand dunes {Proctotretus n.s. ITh Weigmaimi TB]
Insects (?) V19I
Fresh W Crust. Amphipod.— colour coppery St metallic lustre

•

Scorpio. Scolopendra. Arachnids

Bufo (diaboliens!) V-m same as (377)

(Listed by TB in Zoology 5:49-50 as Phryniscus nigricans Weigm.]

Limas V 177

Ameiva or Lacerta (allied to Centropis) R. Marmagaya.Bando Oriental. [<4nteiv(i (341) TB]

618 Arachnids. Saltigrade St Laten^de

green: the other, of which there ate 5 <» 6 specimens, with body lead-coloured, legs red with

Tongue of Picus (1237)

R Hyla. (same as 606?) but body silvery white instead of green [Hyla agresiis (606) TB]
Priscus. Lithobius. Scolopendra. rocky hills.~ *

R : 624 Coluber V 176 Copy

C Grapsus. in holes in mud in water but very little bracldsh.

XX Galeodes (note opposite] Caught whilst nmning fast over stones on sandy hill, upper part of

Zoophitc (?) on beach P Flustra in pencil SFH] *

Certhia same as (1226) only with a uil

R Rana V 187 — Copy [Aeurfyr porafoxo Waglcr. TB]

Limas same as (614)
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in from the duodenum of i Cavi» Capyhan, flo

Patell* (?) frcah water grassy pool with

Habitat do:

swimming

; green digesting

ties ofHiiudo:

Small worm from mouth of Coluber (644) V 187(a)

X Pediculi from the Aperea [note opposite) As this animal is supposed to be the wild Guinea-

pig, it would be interesting to compare these parasites with those inhabiting an Europsean

individual to observe whether they have been altered by transportation & domestication: It

would be curious to make analogous observation with respect to various tribes of men.

—

P Lycoperdium or rather Phalhis Vl89.— C^opy [ClathrusCrispus, set Plant Notes pp.224-S]

R X 649 Lacerta—Ameiva V 190 C(^y [note opposite) Are these 2 ^cimens the same, differ

in form of scales of Head

[648 is Ameiva longicauAa (374); 649 is Acrantus viruiu (341) TB]
Parus same as (1257) preserved because the beak of skinned one is broken

R Bufosamea$(613) [PAry^itscur rngncow (377) not figured TB]

R Hyla V 190 Copy [Hyla Vauterii (227) TB]
R Rana V 190 Copy {Upoderonotor (?) n.s. TB]

R Bufo V 190 Copy [Btfo D 'Orbignii Bibron 463 not yet described or figured TB]

R Amphisboena. Always under stones;

Scoipio (2 specimens Lycosa. Mygalus

Toco Toco (same as 1267) for dissection: appears to be blind:

F X Fish. F Water lake [note of^KMite] Lake left dry by Ineaking ofbank: Lake sometimes a little

[Chromis facetus Jen., Zoology 4:104-5. Exd. LJ]
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Specimens in Spirits of Wine

SfofMsgellan

Lizard. Port Desire [Diplolamus Darwinii (683) as listed by TB in Zoology 5:20-1)

Medusa; "arterial blood with little hyacinth red" (note opposite] Edges of the umbrella

transparent viewed like old tree with do colour.— This &. next three specimens near Elizabeth:

Crab, while, above "tile red" with pimples of "ait: blood do." eggs color of yoke of egg.— •

Crab, mud colour; eggs bright "scarlet red" *

Esculent parasitical balls on the Beeches; do

Crusucec — Cape Negro *

Orchis. Petals ail white. 2 central &. anterior ones spotted with purple [note opposite] The

Orchis inhabits the darkest forestt; Lichenon rockscommon pale green (Lichen colour) <illeg >

beautiful "vermilion& Arterial blood red" Port Famine [Codonorchis lessonii, see Plant Notes

P- 227]

Balani. adhering to wood picked up on beach. P Famine, same as not spirits ( ) [no number

entered)

white spotted with purple.— [Codonorchis lessonii, see Plant Notes p. 227}

(lost)

Gossamer spider; about 60 miles off the Plata in the spring of 1833.

—

Body of Pufllnus (1816 not ^irits)

F X Fish pale yellowish brown, with figure ofS (or muscles) on sides [com. opposite) pale coppery:

about mouth branchial covering tips of pectorals & ventrals. reddish orange; caught by hook.

837 C Crustaceat, 13 Path. 2 miles from shore, caught at night.— C. Ines. Feb. 19*.—

838 F Fish caught with above.— [C/i^aFuegenrir Jen., Zbo/ogy 4:133-4. U] •

839 CX Crust.- some miles to South of(837) under similar circumstances. (Ship at anchor at night)

[note opposite) The Amphipod (largest & most [word missingj specimen) excessively
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354 Specimens in Spirits of Wine

Bufo, Brigta yellow lines* patches* red puiKturestfi«/b£)'C>di«nii young TB]

62. Lizards.— (ZVoc/o/refur ils. (434) P. eyanogaster TB]

Lizards [note opposite] Aboveblackiah,posteriorha!fofbody widiman)

brilliant blue: anterior half with do greenish blue: These brilliant colors are nearly ab

(excepting few scales on head) by degrees in different individuals, in some individual

(1063), which is simply brownish black, with transverse black bars; basking in sun on rt

in mountains. Nancagua.—

[Proctotretus tenuis ? Bibnm IV p. 279; as listed in Zoology 5:7-8; to be figured TB]
- '

as mine from Capt. King) TB; as listed in Zoology 5:5-6]

opposite] Smooth specimen (with young)

^hinoderma Darwinii listed by TE

Archip: of Chiloe

Sucking fish.— do.— [Gobiesox marmoratus Jen., Zc

Lizard \Proctotretus oictus (1064) TB]

Fish

Long extensible worm [note (^^XMite] Dark black-blu

Land Leaches (V 30

walking: they will bite through stockings, the pain is said to be very annoying.— every person

Antipathis. 16 Fathoms. Is^ Huafo. Color "Orpiment * Buff orange", [notes opposite] A
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specimen hu been kept in water till inunereed in spirits.— The 1

dry (2428).—
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ChUoe

9f a Porpoise [note opposite] In tbe stomach diere were A

as (1096) [note oimsite] Estero de Guildad, N of Caylen

jcach Chauques Is^

sandy horns; Jjs

[I Simple Ascidian SFH] *

Hermit Crab: Chonos Archipel. *

Frog, above reddish brown, wi

(986) Borboroccftes Bibronii n.g. as listed by TB in Zoology

on sides — belly greenish [Proctotrttus ils. 434 P. cyanogaster TB]

Lizard, (do?) without emerald spots. [D* TB]

Lizard. Sides, bead St rail black (cont. opposite] with brownish obscure marks, down back row

ofpair ofsmalt do colored marks.— centre ofback obscure mixture of colors, edged with dirty

green:— belly yellow, throat greenish, both freckled with dark spots.

—

[Proctotretus n.s. (434) TB)

Great Balanus (for dissection) Chitoe [note opposite] Are esteemed very go

St; above ash grey, posteriorly with Cbesnut B. marks, sides St luider surface, white

own mottled. [New genus Borbocctes Greyii same genus as 986 A 1 170 but difft

*B; listed as Borborocates Grttyii Mihi in Zoology 5:36)

ve bright rusty red, beneath [cont. opposite] (uscous. band over eye along side &
and blackish brown, forest: (Amph. (Bib.) Cysiignaihus roseus TB]

, V 383(a). [note opposite] See account of Frog (285) [New genus Rhinoderma

(1076) TB; listed as Rhinoderma Darwinii Bibr. in Zoology 5:48)

i V 272(a). •
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1431 F do. body pole with nanow dMk stnight lines which foim network; KTOM eye block bond;

posterior halfofbody bright otangc. upper pan of prolongation of dorsal fm edged witb black

A round patch of do [Chaaodon setifer Bloch., Zoology 4:61-2. Exd. U] •

1432 F Whole Fish silvery.— [Gems Oyena Cuv. A Val. 7, Zoology 4:59-60. Exd. LJ) •

18M

1836

April Keeling ls“.

Upper part pale lead color, pectoral fins yeUow; ventral A anal otangc: sides very pale yellow

(Oiacopenutrginn/u Cuv., Zoology 4:12-13. Exd. U] •

(note opposite) NB. There is a Cask with a Cross marked with ink, in which are the great land

crabs A some small fish.— in another cask there is the large Coral eating Fish in the dung

of which I could perceive bits of Coral. These fish colored beautiftil "Verditer blue" ate found

within the lagoon, live on the delicate branching stony Madrepores A Setiatopora.

Dull silvery fish [Mugi/ ? Dry A in bad condidon.— Zoology 4:81-2. LJ]

Do. with yellow stripe on side \Upeneusflmolineatm Cuv., Zoology 4:24-5. Exd. LJ]

Spiders, caught by sweeping. King George’s Sound.

Mouse, south of Concepcion, Chili, (note opposite] Given me by Capt FitxRoy one of

Scolopendra. Julus. Scorpio. Mountain ofU Puce.—

46: 47. Frogs: swampy places near the sea: extraordinary high jumps.—

[listed by TB as Rona Mascarimis Bibt. in Zoology 5:32)

Limax. on summit ofU Puce. 2600 ft. (note opposite] Body nearly transparent, slight tinge

of yellow: superior tentacula black line, inferior colourless: upper surface very sUghUy mottled

with roost minute black points in patches: anterior margin of shell black, shell itselfA akin

Lizard [Conlylics griseus [?J TB]

Lizard [Scincus iraritlolus pj TB]

Lizard (CerThonrurnt sepiformis not fig' TB]

Frog (Bibron to write ab
‘

Frog [listed by TF *"'
as Rana Dtlalandli in Zoology 5:31]
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Cape de Verd. St Jago.

Balanus. on sandstone reef. Pernambuco. Brazil

Bat common in old Lime Kiln. Hab. do— \\aXtA*sPhyllostoma Zoology

Shell embedded in recent calcareous agglomerate, tn reef of Pernambuco.

Mouse. Bahia Blanca; caught in grass far from hoitses. given me by Nf Bynoe

[final entries evidently added after the end of the voyage]

(no lost) Lycoperdium Maldonado?

(1058) Scorpions Valparaiso

(958) Crust. 16 F. C. Espiritu Santo

(1067) F.W.Uach Valparaiso

(797) Sea weed. Port Desire

Crab. Keeling Ul** (7)
•
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(1155) Crab. Chiloe.—

•

501, 502. 503. 504. Croat Btachjniri. Mauritius Dt Page •
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371

se birds were shot in neighbourfaead of Porto Pny« from 16'^ of Ji

:^l Island in Zoology 2:38]

Uncommon [identified as Passer hispaniolensis G.R.Gray in Zoology 3;9S; skin at NHM
curies CD’s own Ubel] *

Sparrow. The commonest bird in the island.— generally in small flocks, both round the

bouses & in wild desolate spots [Usted as Passer Jagqensis Gould in Zoology 3:95]

Alcedo. [Senegal kingfisher, listed as Halcyon erythrorhywhaGovAA in Zoo/ogy3:4 1*2]

Domingo. Their stomach[s] contain wings Ac ofOrthopterous insects, & Mr MaooormM

was caught one with a lizard in its crew.— It is a solitary tame bird A has not the swifi

:

of the European species.— It is the only brilliantly coloured bird in the Island.— (spec

labeUed 0192D at NHM] *

•en.— with Quails A Guinea

1832

215

Lice from heed of gull (185), I observed they continue ilive on bird many dnys nftcr its death

214. — Gyrinus, allied to Dincutes. MacLeay(?). [note opposite, later deleted) Hab. same as

216 *c Did not recognise them as Gyrini in the rvater [see /meet Notes, p. 46]

Gyrinus. Do (?) [note opposite) SoUtary habits like some European species.
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348 I X

350 S

346 Conllines Fenundo Norooha

[added opposite] 348...3S3 Taken at Bahia front Feb 29* to March 17*

349 Numerous Coleopteraftom Bahia, pan ofa couple of hours collecting [see fmecr Mtl«

pp. 47-8]

Three species of land shells, the smallest on a Parasitical Orchis

(for specimens 35 1-368 see Insect Notes p. 48]

Onthophihis. perceiving the smell of human dung with singnlar quickness

Cimex. drove its proboscis deep into my finger

Feb. 29* March 17* Bahia

356 1 Louse from Vespertilio [sec Insect Notes, p. 48]

357 I X 358. Specimens from an enormous migration of ants [note opposite] (V Page 28)

359 I 360. 361. 362. 363. 364. a very common species of ant: the winged ones were flying in

[note opposite] May 3 1* have found out it belongs to Hymeooptera

384 p A leafless tree bearing beautiful pink flowets at Fernando Norooha, an <

1832 March

Mantis (Copy) [for specimens 386-389 see Insect Notes pp. 48-9]

Butterfly, very common, on main Uland of Abrolhos March 29*

Hclops
.

.

I this I think difT

from thoM taken at St Pauls from the bodies of a Sula.— Abrolhos.— 29*.—

391. OsciUaria V 31.

Halimeda.— [?] [Halimetla opuntia, see Plant Notes, p. 187]

2 Eschara, 20 fathoms off Abrolhos— [note b opposite] One of

cell this shape: body of polypus doubled up behind cell.— ]

‘

with pores [Busk Collection: Afemiiniiiiponr mognifnhrts] [S

by exchange with B.M.(N.H ) SFH] •

412 S Phasianellas. Abrolhos. March 29*

413 B Eggs of the Booby, & a smaller. Another one of the Noddy.
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Pedicuhu, from a Tringa (Peewit)

Curculto, oo sandy hillocks near the sea.—

Cillemim? (Leach) under stones in mud, Rat Island. Water brackish. August.

Agonuxn ? allied to; elytra singularly sculptured; Habitat do.—

669. Spider (allied to Clotbo or Philodromus) ? Lost [note opposite) Living under sto

with small irregular web. in damp places: Rat Island, pretends death: is a rectigrade.—

Crab Rio de Janeiro harbor)

RiciiuiS from Rhyncbops

lion under the drifr of the tid

[entries677 and 678 later crossed through] Heterom: 4 ;

:

Galeruca.Coccinella. Forficula. Harpales. Omarus. Pt

ForficuJa. Corixa. 2 Harpahis. Noloptes. Capsids. C
Hygrotus. Hister. 2 CrysiNnela. [note opposite] The gr

sticks.— Hybemating on the Mount—
7 Lamellicocna. 2 Heteromi 2 Curculio.

». Necrobia. Haltica.

AS. Trcchus. Peryphus. 2 Curculio.

Alauda [note opposite] This bird flies upwards A then suddenly falls with its ^

Lichen, growing on stones near summit of Mount.— [note opposite] The M(

high: [Usnea densirostra. See Plant Notes, p. 162]

Lycoaa with bag of eggs [note opposite] These inhabit a bole about an incl

Harpalidc. (one oO Baia Blanca

Meloe: elytra with bright yellow ^>ots. sides of abdomen red.

: 697: 698. Trox (3 species)

: 700: 701: 702. [above in pencil] given to me by Qaie. 4

on next page] 699. Tolerably abundant, in sand hillocks. 700.
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391

Down House Notebook 63.5

H.M.S. Beagle

NM426 3342

Gre<

Ycllov

‘ 1000 + &c
= 2000 + Ac

mem: double cross : (Copy beginning) : Ask roe ;

mem: General observations at Port Desire & St Julians P 210

Before Falkland. General observations

S. Cruz do P260

—^— Chiloe P 265

Chonos Gen Obser. P 310, Introduce it before (2479)

Galapagos P340.— do before No 3296

1427 B
1428 B

Small flocks, very noisy chattering bird,—

Woodpecker

Bird female of (1439) llisted as Pyrocephalusparvirostris Gould in Zoology 3:44-5, labelled

1437D in NHM data bank]

Not prwMt^ the winter at Maldo^^S* Now common there therefore migratory — labelled

1439? in NHM data bank] *
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ould in Zoology 3:141-2)

u [hated uZenaidaGaloffagoensis in Zoology 3-.U5-16]

. Charles Is^ [listed as Mimus thfasciatus G.R.Gny in Zoology 3:62)

„ a, NHM 1855.12.19.223 type) •

an Is^ [listed as Myiobius magnirostris in Zoology 3:48,

NHM 1856.3.15.10. labelled 3308D] •

Scarlet do. M [listed as male and female of Pyrocephalus nanus Gould in

Zoology 3A5-6, NHM 1855.12.19.198 type, labelled 3309D) *

Wren. F [listed as Certhidea olivacea Gould among the Geospinizinae

in Zoo/ogy 3: 106. Either NHM 1855.12.19.164 .127]
*

Mouse: these were very numerous on [cont. opposite] Chatham Is^. which is uninhabited.

There is a skeleton bead (3361) [listed as Mus GaJapagoensis in Zoology 2:65-6]

[mpcDcil] 7 Chatham
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Specimens 1 Spirits 417

3373

3374

3375

V Omitbolo^ (listed as Dolichonyx oryzivona in Zoology 3:106,

: 07: 08: 09: 10: II: 12. I believe include 3 qxciesofOnllu^hagus, 2 lanercommon in Cows

dung [m Insect Notes pp. 97-8]

PhaUcnu, in rotten wood; Has a Phalacrus been taken before out of Europe?

[see Insect Notes pp. 97-8|
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Specimens not in Spirits

Larva, beneath stones fresh Water

Ligia. tidal rocks

: 19: 20: 21. Planaha V 363

Und shells

Fresh Water Shells

: 25: 26. Insects by sweeping [see Insect Notes pp. 93-9]

do : Alpine ; Mount Wellington Elevation 3000 ft.—

Insects, sweeping near Sydney [see Insect Notes pp, 99-100]

:30 Land shells — do —
Shells, living in a muddy salt water pool almost separate from the set.— Sydney (note

opposite] Same locality as the Oyster in Spirits (1356)

Littoral shells. Hobart Town

I coarse grass or brushwood.— do [see Insect Notes pp. 100-1]

Natica, taken off tidal rocks, (note opposite] Being kept by accident in some^ paperm my
1, 1 fouiKl to my astonislunent that 12 days afterwartb that the animal was quite alive;

ne tidal shells

ouse, caught amongst bushes by trap bailed with cheese.-

ish rat, listed as Mus /usetpes in Zoology 2:66-7)

X Mass composed of layers of a pale red encrusting Corallina; from the extreme breakers.—

X Branched stony Millepora V 356 [note opposite] Outer reefs in the most exposed places

[probably M. tenella/tenera]

Madrepore, in the lagoon; rather strongly branched, pale brown, columnar V 355 [probably

Acropora]

Foliaceous. Madrepore— lagoon V 355 [probably Turbinaria]

Other ^cies of do.— do. V 356

3588 I Beetle, taken on board the Beagle.

aid to be brought from Mauritius in a ship
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Specimens not in Spirit420

3637 P Moss on dead cocoa nut trees in woods of Keeling Is*.

[Hypnum ru/escens, see Plant Notes p. 185]

3638 Halimeda & other sea weeds on ree&. Keeling Is*.—

[Halimeda macroloba, see Plans Notes p. 199]

Cape of Good

3686 CoraUina V 57(3)

3687 S Land shells

3692 I Acaius from the common land Tortoise of the Cape.—

3693 I :94.9S.96.97.98; smaU Apbodii very numerous beneath dung.

3699 S Shell from the Keeling b*.

3729 S Land Shelb. the Succinca like shell very cranmon on the bare Volcanic Hills

1836 July St Helena

Small insects, sweeping high central land

Spider caught in the ship

Case of nereidous animal see (1462) Spirits.

—

:20 Very common beetle beneath dung on higher parts of St. Helena [iwte t^^ite] This is

the most extraordinary instance yet met with of traniqpiMial, or change in habits of Stercovorous

insects [see Insect Notes p. 103]

:22 Apboditts. do. do. do.

3858: 1 X

i of tidal pools in granitic

[sw!^ecr Notes p. 103]^

1836.

m d»e reef at Pernambuco

[note opposite] Female
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